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1.  

Paul Melampy 1 minute ago 

Damn! That's 12K in the last 3 hours!

2.  

Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon 1 minute ago 

@Frank Ah, you spotted my nickname yes? Well done, and Indeed I am! I 
write film/game scores, and am also a sound designer.

3.  

Frank den Blaauwen 5 minutes ago 

@Mat: Interested in music writing/playing/producing?

4.  
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Mat 'Cubase' Van Rhoon 8 minutes ago 

Greetings from the Tex Murphy crew! I am pretty darn confident you guys are 
not only going to make the funding goal, but will release a totally phenomenal 
game. I followed MYST ever since I borrowed a copy from my school library 
back when I was 9 years old... and never gave it back! Kudos too Rand and 
EVERYBODY at Cyan for keeping the adventure genre beating in our hearts! 
Oh and by the way, major props on a stellar KickStarter campaign!

5.  

Frank den Blaauwen 8 minutes ago 

I should type faster

6.  

Frank den Blaauwen 9 minutes ago 

@Allan: And the there was one...

7.  

Allan Børgesen 10 minutes ago 

1 Strata Artist left

8.  

Tai'lahr 10 minutes ago 

@Jarrod: Okay, it looks like I'm going to have to wait awhile before RAWA's 
mom comes to the cavern, but what about you? Whatcha waiting on? Come 
have fun with us. Here's your "how to" - 
http://www.mystonline.com/forums/viewtopic.php…
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Allan Børgesen 12 minutes ago 

2 Strata Artist left!

10.  

Jarrod 13 minutes ago 

@ RAWA's mom -- you'll have so much fun! Like I said it's been awhile since 
I've been through them, including exile and revelation. But Riven is an 
absolute masterpiece. The Cyan productions just have that Myst feel that 
can't be replicated so easily...I'm looking forward to Uru.

11.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 15 minutes ago 

@RAWA's mom. That is awesome! Especially in this day and age, were 
sadly, some family members....well, anyway. 

That really is wonderful! And I know, they are as blessed by having you with 
them, as you are! :)

12.  

NomadMolly 16 minutes ago 

@Person formerly known as William, I am trying to get some work done so I 
will be ready for my songs and interview tonight where I am going to 
shamelessly plug Obduction.

13.  

NomadMolly 17 minutes ago 

waaaaaaaaaa. I really hope I am coherent after my surgery on Friday. I 
probably won't be able to type, however. Good thing the screen refreshes on 
its own.
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14.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 18 minutes ago 

@NomadMolly, are you singing and doing the medical thing? 
@Maarten, how is the choring? 
@Dimitrios, are you lunching? 
Your magical, Mystical powers are needed, always needed. 

And, have to go nap (on the mend, so much needed chores to do, today). 
Plus, I know you folks need some relieve and respite. Then I can come back 
and look later and be wondrously, incredibly surprised at how much has been 
achieved today.

15.  

Frank den Blaauwen 18 minutes ago 

@Chgd Fr William, to using Bill: Some people say, in heaven we'll speak 
Dutch: It takes an eternity to learn

Of course some other languages have a fair chance too

16.  

christine 19 minutes ago 

A perfect run for a perfect game ! we will celebrate Friday In URU ! and 
everywhere......

17.  

RAWA's mom 21 minutes ago 

@Chgd Fr William, to using Bill -Don't be too hard on RAWA. Up until July 
2012 I was in Olympia WA and of course he was in Spokane. When I retired, 
they asked me to come live with them.
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18.  

NomadMolly 22 minutes ago 

woot.

19.  

Paolo C. 25 minutes ago 

910k, another 1100 and 22k already today

20.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 28 minutes ago 

@ RAWA's mother. No shame on you! 

@RAWA! There is a saying, "Honor your Mother!" How is it you have 
withheld the best of your hands and mind, from her? ;) :D

21.  

Helena 28 minutes ago 

Wow! I saw this pass $900k earlier but was too busy to comment; now I 
come back to find the total has increased by nearly $10k! Good work, 
everyone.

22.  

RAWA's mom 31 minutes ago 

@Jarrod - I'm just starting my Myst journey and I'm RAWA's mother (shame 
on me), but I didn't understand the wonder of the games until this campaign 
started so NO it is not to late. Happy adventure to you :)
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23.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 31 minutes ago 

See, "which" instead of "wish."

24.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 32 minutes ago 

@Frank. I can't even begin to speak Dutch. So which I could. And you are 
saying your English is not good? My friend, your English is very good, and 
very understandable. I am the one, without excuse. :)

25.  

Frank den Blaauwen 36 minutes ago 

Many should be much, but then the paraphrase is less clear (lame excuse for 
bad english :-))

26.  

Frank den Blaauwen 39 minutes ago 

I like to to paraphrase Tiago Regueiras: 
Wow so many, people...

27.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 40 minutes ago 

@Estevancarios: In that case, I am going to assure and reassure you, you 
will not, bet disappointed. 

It is not a question of IF we will hit 1.1. It is now only a question of, will we hit 
any stretch goals. And if we do, how many, if any. For the wonderful, great 
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European fans, I am especially wanting this KS to hit the 1.3 for FIPS 
support. For me personally, I would like an additional world, that means 
hitting at least 1.5.

28.  

Carol Woodward 43 minutes ago 

@ estevancarlos. Hi, I think there are many people prepared to Mortgage the 
house to make sure this dream is realised, these people are the best of 
humanity.

29.  

NomadMolly about 1 hour ago 

@estevancarlos, there is no way the backers are going to let this just barely 
miss that mark!

30.  

Tai'lahr about 1 hour ago 

@Russell, Jarrod, Carol, RAWA MAMA (Salvo gave you that nickname; not 
me): I'm here and waiting to meet you all. : )

31.  

RAWA's mom about 1 hour ago 

@Richard Charles Warzecha - A warm welcome to you. Be prepared to be 
treated like loyalty because Cyan fans really show their love in a grand 
way !!!!!!

32.  
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estevancarlos about 1 hour ago 

I'm going to be pretty disappointed if this barely misses the mark.

33.  

Jarrod about 1 hour ago 

Thinking about linking in tonight. At the risk of getting no sleep before work..

34.  

RAWA's mom about 1 hour ago 

@Crisweld Weathman _ just read about the problem with your wife. I am so 
sorry to hear that. Hopefully things will get better soon!!!

35.  

Carol Woodward about 1 hour ago 

The phrase 'Fait Accompli' springs to mind.

@ Chgd Fr William, to using Bill, Lol, I tried putting the kettle in the fridge 
yesterday, couldn't understand why it wouldn't fit.

36.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 1 hour ago 

@Russell. If I could, I would join you! Cheers!

37.  

Russell Deitch about 1 hour ago 

I think I'm going to go and say hello to Tai'lahr :)
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38.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 1 hour ago 

you know you are excited, when you are wanting and reaching into a can for 
a peanut, and without thinking, you remove the top of the peanut butter 
instead and plunge your fingers in, as I just did. O.O

39.  

laughingpineapple about 1 hour ago 

@Jarrod it's never too late for Uru!

40.  

Tiago Regueiras about 1 hour ago 

wow... so many people...

41.  

Carol Woodward about 1 hour ago 

@ Jarrod, I have never been in but signed up ages ago, I am going in soon 
so you won't be alone.

42.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 1 hour ago 

Ibackedartwork.small 
Lorna Hartman 19 minutes ago 
@Lorna. 
Lorna wrote: 
"$191,143 to go. People, we can *do* that!"
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Lorna, today? :)

43.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 1 hour ago 

See you all later, off for 'O Brother, Where Art Thou?' -hmm, this fits, by 
chance, too-

44.  

Marein Könings about 1 hour ago 

Jarrod: Certainly not! There's a whole world waiting to be explored! Start 
here: http://mystonline.com/play

Be sure to ask if you need a hand with anything.

45.  

Jarrod about 1 hour ago 

So I've never taken the plunge into Uru...too late to start now??

46.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 1 hour ago 

Time for a Cyan update to fuel the final flames!

47.  

Carol Woodward about 1 hour ago 

@ Nila, Hehehe, I couldn't agree more with the link. Cyan have us all sitting 
here.
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48.  

Russell Deitch about 1 hour ago 

@Tako, on second reading I think you're right.

49.  

Tako Shak about 1 hour ago 

I think the $45 dollar backers are still included with the $25s in the credits, 
but I could be wrong.

50.  

LINDA WOLLETT about 1 hour ago 

@Nila L*O*L- perfect!

51.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 1 hour ago 

I thought about that all the time... When are we finally enough backers, to 
become an cyan avalanche...

52.  

laughingpineapple about 1 hour ago 

@Nila ACCURATE

53.  
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Russell Deitch about 1 hour ago 

I've just noticed that the $45 all-digital backers don't get mentioned in the 
credits. That's another reason to push for a digital tier between $100 and 
$150.

54.  

LINDA WOLLETT about 1 hour ago 

@Lorna - Your 'countdown' number is thrilling. It feels like the rollercoaster 
has finished it's steep upward crawl and has started it's dive!

55.  

laughingpineapple about 1 hour ago 

@William second-favouritest track of favouritest Myst OST. Much swooning. 
And it rings so positive and hopeful to my ears, full of beginnings... the 
perfect bgm for our kickstarter's last days B)

56.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 1 hour ago 

@Nila Mu'Hari LOL. Another great! I wonder where that incredible model of 
devil's tower ended up?

57.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 1 hour ago 

According to Kicktraq, at the moment, we are 19k and rising for the day, so 
far!. NICE! All the hard investment that 15,370 backers have done, is coming 
to fruition. Today, we set a new mark! :)

58.  
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Nila Mu'Hari about 1 hour ago 

Awesome Jarrod! And for all of you, here's a different interpretation of 'the 
call' ;)

http://images3.cinema.de/imedia/8016/1848016,1ebr0NNurHg7pyGaqTGvKF
i1mYu8tK50F3X2zZsiWwAMnyqutUC3PCnSXCINeTLqa2V7iGzso9he3qrK0
GLUUA==.jpg

59.  

Tai'lahr about 1 hour ago 

There are avatars running rampant around the new Obductee's Hood in the 
D'ni cavern - kicking cones into the fountain and learning how to play 
Ayoheek. O.O Please, come join us if you dare. ; ) 
http://www.mystonline.com/forums/viewtopic.php…

60.  

Carol Woodward about 1 hour ago 

I have come to the conclusion that Cyan have hypnotised us all into turning 
up here and now. It's so amazing.

61.  

NomadMolly about 1 hour ago 

@Lorna, I like your attitude!

62.  

Lorna Hartman about 1 hour ago 

$191,143 to go. People, we can *do* that!

And ideally we'll get the first stretch goal too, but one thing at a time.
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63.  

Carol Woodward about 1 hour ago 

@ William, wow that was spine-tinglingly awesome, please don't hate me if I 
say it reminds me a little of the theme from 'Hitchhikers Guide To The Galaxy'

64.  

William C. Strohm about 2 hours ago 

@Carol et al, here's a little "time-waster" from Tim Larkin:

http://www.youtube.com/watch…

65.  

Carol Woodward about 2 hours ago 

@ Jarrod, welcome, I hyperventilated when I got the call too.

66.  

Jarrod about 2 hours ago 

Came across this completely by chance! Was cleaning up the other day and 
found my old copy of Riven. I've always been a huge fan of the Myst games 
and so my cleaning turned into 3 days of reliving my favorite computer game 
of all time. Then I decided to check out Cyan as I hadn't in awhile. Knew they 
had ported Myst over to iOS but that's really all I'd kept up with. And then 
BOOM got to their site expecting the old layout and right there is Obduction. 
Needless to say I screamed like a little girl on Christmas! Come on people 
1.1 is just over the hill...

67.  
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Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 2 hours ago 

@Paolo C. 
Aye! Even if we have to rob Davy Jones' Locker, mate!

Captain Nemo! The Nautilus is now under the command of the Obductees, 
for the next five days!

68.  

Tako Shak about 2 hours ago 

Aim high... I want 950,000 today. :)

69.  

Paolo C. about 2 hours ago 

30k today? :-)

70.  

Carol Woodward about 2 hours ago 

@ William, I never tire of hearing Peter Gabriel, thank you for sharing too.

71.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 2 hours ago 

@Robe Stout:

URU! Brings such incredibly vivid memories into focus when I hear that. 
Peter Gabriel! Really like the outfits they have on as well. :)

72.  
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Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 2 hours ago 

Thank you Strata backer #22!

73.  

Robe Stout about 2 hours ago 

..just watching burn you up burn you down ... suspicious looking proto-seed 
coming down from the ceiling... http://www.youtube.com/watch…

74.  

LINDA WOLLETT about 2 hours ago 

@Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 2 hours ago - "Only 198,340 dollars to 
go!" - I like this perspective - it seems easier to reach than 1.1M.

@Acorn - thx for the link to the Google+ hangout

75.  

Frank den Blaauwen about 2 hours ago 

@Chgd Fr William, to using Bill: No need to apologize: when you aim for 
1.5m, you aim for 1.1m in between. Keep up the good work.

76.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 2 hours ago 

ALL, I know I keep pushing the higher goal, especially the stretch goal. I have 
found, and this is applicable to so many areas in life, imo, that what you focus 
on the most, what you look at the most, what one fills their mind with the 
most, is where one ends up. Point? Aim High! Aim, focus, work for, the 
1,500,000. The more we focus on hitting the higher target, the greater the 
chance we will, not only hit the 1.1 primary target of Obduction, the 1.3 
secondary adding, FIPS and OR, but also the currently 3rd, target, an 
additional world to explore. Its a Par3. what would really make the gallery 
roar, is hole in one!
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77.  

William C. Strohm about 2 hours ago 

@Carol, thanks for your musical link. I crosslinked to another from that site, 
which I also enjoyed. This one is from "ibookworm" back in 2009. If you click 
on "Show More," you will see a thoughtful review of Revelation. And there are 
some neat scenes from Myst IV also, toward the end.

http://www.youtube.com/watch…

78.  

Rolf Eichenberger about 2 hours ago 

@Bruce Osborne - Thank you, I have a tin can where i collect all the 2 
Franken pieces ( Swiss coin) and the current stand is CHF 1090 (about $ 
1182). I thought this is a good moment to empty the can. I'm a big 
MYST/RIVEN fan since very early days.

79.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 2 hours ago 

@Craig Jacobs. My apologies, Craig. I misspelled your name on a previous 
post.

80.  

narniaozmasar about 2 hours ago 

@Craig

We started Kicktraq's day at around 889k (not 894k). This means that 
hopefully we'll reach 919k by the end of the day if we get 30k today. 

Personally I think we'll get a but higher. Also, kicktraq's days start at 11:02 pm 
EST.

When you use kicktraq to figure out where we started the day you have to 
look at what kicktraq lists as the total. We've been moving so quickly for the 
last couple of hours that it otherwise makes it difficult to calculate since 
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kicktraq only updates once per hour.

81.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 2 hours ago 

@Carol Woodward

Nice! "The call" looked, and found you! :)

82.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 2 hours ago 

@Craig Jacogs. 

Or, we could simple adjust our elevation, adjust for windage, and aim for the 
next target higher and beyond, 950k. A nod to any, and all, the FPS players 
that may be in here as well helping move this KS along.

83.  

Paul Melampy about 2 hours ago 

We hit 900K at about 8:30 AM PST. Just as a reference.

84.  

Tako Shak about 2 hours ago 

If you're going for Strata, better get it now... those slots are disappearing fast!

85.  

Carol Woodward about 2 hours ago 

@ Chgd Fr William, to using Bill, it just seems appropriate and I love the film 
too. 
I arrived here due to a set of accidents and the clicking of wrong buttons. Just 
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as if my hand was guided.

86.  

Frank den Blaauwen about 2 hours ago 

@Marein: The figures will no doubt differ from kicktrack and all other 
prediction sites. That's because I using a plain linear model (a.k.a. almost no 
model :-)) and do not take in account the statistical aspects. When you take 
that into account as well, we should end way over 1.1m

87.  

Craig Jacobs about 2 hours ago 

Current run rate is about 26K per day. Not sure exactly where we started the 
day time wise but according to kicktraq (which seems to have good _data_ 
but poor _analysis_), we have done $12,700 today meaning we started the 
day at $894,200 or so. if the trend continues we could certainly see $30K in 
donations today, less the 12.7k we already have we can reasonably expect to 
see a total of $924K at the end of this day.

88.  

Steve Walton about 2 hours ago 

Sorry @Paul, (autocorrect)

89.  

Steve Walton about 2 hours ago 

@salvo, not sure 
@pail, thanks

90.  
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Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 2 hours ago 

@Carol Woodward

Nice! Great quote! I really enjoyed the film as well. A great one, imho.

91.  

Paul Melampy about 2 hours ago 

23 members now!

92.  

Bruce Osborne about 2 hours ago 

Thank you, Rolf & welcome! 
Many of us wish we had the resources to join you on that tier.

93.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee about 2 hours ago 

@Steve any idea how many members we have yet?

94.  

Steve Walton about 2 hours ago 

Thanks to Tai'lahr for setting up the new obductees hood in MOUL. 
We're getting quite a few visitors now

95.  

Rolf Eichenberger about 2 hours ago 

looking forward to the special Myst version of Strata Design 3D ;-)
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96.  

Lorna Hartman about 2 hours ago 

Yup, I did forget Alaska and Hawaii. Sheesh. It's not like they joined the union 
yesterday. But maybe my memory did. What's the goal for today? 85% would 
be $935K--we'd have a great day reaching that today! Donations and 
backers are going up, so it's possible.

97.  

Carol Woodward about 2 hours ago 

Haven't posted this in a while. From 'Field of Dreams' 
Terence Mann: Ray, people will come Ray. They'll come to Iowa for reasons 
they can't even fathom. They'll turn up your driveway not knowing for sure 
why they're doing it. They'll arrive at your door as innocent as children, 
longing for the past. Of course, we won't mind if you look around, you'll say. 
It's only $20 per person. They'll pass over the money without even thinking 
about it: for it is money they have and peace they lack. 
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0097351/quotes

98.  

Caroline Van Borm about 3 hours ago 

It's such a delight when I forget to refresh this page for a while and then 
come back to see the total increased by another $10.000! :D Go go go 
everyone!

99.  

William C. Strohm about 3 hours ago 

Average pledge is now over $59! At this constant rate, we need 3,280 more 
backers, or else Mr. Gates, Mr. Buffet, Mr. Cook, etc.
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100.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 3 hours ago 

@Dimitrios 
"Our goal now is 1.300.000$ Virtual Reality we are coming!!! " 
I am with you, Dimitrios! \o/ 
And don't forget FIPS at 1,300,000. 
Or we could go for what is hidden behind curtain number 3! Obduction, FIPS, 
Oculus Rift, AND, an additional, incredible, visually stunning, mind melting 
world! 

Wonderful, wonderful traffic in here today! A strong solid pace so far, I am 
believing we will pass a 30,000 support uptick today which will make it the 
highest since 23rd, December. Today, 925k falls well behind, and by end of 
this counting day, 950,000 will have us on its bumper. As it sees our heads 
hanging out in the rear view mirror, with us waving wildly, and shouting, "Pull 
it to the side 950,000! We are in the express lane and coming through! 

Ow! 

Don't you just love it when firefly bugs hit your face and brighten smiles all 
over the place. When your face is out in the Cosmic wind and the smiles are 
so big, you can't see the chins.

101.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 3 hours ago 

Holy crap: a warm welcome and "THANK YOU" to Strata backers #20/#21 
and to Double Disc backer #55! And of course, all ~200 new backers since 
my last 'thanks' post.

102.  

Kevin McIntosh about 3 hours ago 

Time zones apart, I hope that Obduction comes to fruition.

103.  
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Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 3 hours ago 

@Bruce: your choice! haha

104.  

Carol Woodward about 3 hours ago 

@ Sean, haunting isn't it. Everything seems to have been moving us in one 
direction these past few days. I refer back to the quote I posted re; Field of 
Dreams. 'People will come...'

105.  

Frank den Blaauwen about 3 hours ago 

@Marein: 6 days is 6/.3 = 80%, 5 days is 5/.3 = 83,33%. 3.33%/24 * 4 = 
0,5%, means 80% + 0,5% = 80,5% on the road in terms of time. $903k/
$1100k * 100% = 82,09%

Correct me if I'm wrong. I promise I will not be mad with you ;-)

106.  

Sean Reynolds about 3 hours ago 

@Carol Thanks for the link, that's the second time today I've had Myst music 
related flashbacks/goosebumps. (off to find soundtracks)

107.  

Carol Woodward about 3 hours ago 

@ Acorn, thank you, I will be watching.

108.  
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Acorn about 3 hours ago 

Have you people who are awake now heard about the Google+ hangout 
today? Hopefully this link works: 
https://plus.google.com/events/cdecf2jg80shoqvdci888lqbmi4 
It's all about targetting our efforts for the last few days of the campaign. 
It's being held at a time that's a bit late for many Europeans, however - 11pm 
GMT

109.  

Paul Melampy about 3 hours ago 

Cool! Welcome to the party Josh.

110.  

Josh Fielder about 3 hours ago 

I'm in for $25, I think I can go up to $75 but want too wait till closer to payday 
to make sure! Overdraft fees suck

111.  

Diana about 3 hours ago 

So friends, the american babble is not my kind of tea. I'm out now. Good 
Night!

112.  

Marein Könings about 3 hours ago 

@Frank: Your numbers don't seem quite accurate, check this out: 
http://sidekick.epfl.ch/campaign/1719494931-obduction

113.  
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Michael Pollard about 3 hours ago 

An old friend from Germany has pledged, so Facebook does have its uses.

114.  

Frank den Blaauwen about 3 hours ago 

We're slightly behind at this moment: with 5 days to go, we ought to be at 
83,33%. We are at 82,0%, BUT we have actually 5 days and 20 hours left. 
Then we are still on track

115.  

Carol Woodward about 3 hours ago 

@ Acorn, I just reached dream in my current game and it triggered all sorts of 
memories/emotions, thought I would share the moment. I love PG too.

116.  

Acorn about 3 hours ago 

@ Carol - thanks for posting the video - I'm a great PG fan myself. I posted 
about the kickstarter on his Facebook page a week or two ago - about the 
only forum I'm linked to that I thought might have Cyan fans!

117.  

Criswell Weatherman about 3 hours ago 

I could be wrong, but aren't you guys forgetting Alaska has its own time 
zone?
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Devon Crull about 3 hours ago 

This is just a complete guess, but the artist at this link says he is working for 
an undisclosed project that involves 3 different environments: 
http://www.deviantart.com/art/silhouettes-and-concept-sketches-forest-
382264270

Could these possibly be creatures for Obduction?

119.  

narniaozmasar about 3 hours ago 

Discontiguous* stupid spell correct

120.  

Bruce Osborne about 3 hours ago 

I am a displaced Canadian, but have now been in the US for over half my life.

121.  

narniaozmasar about 3 hours ago 

@Paul @Lorna. 
The US uses six time zones for all fifty states. I believe there are actually 
nine official time zones if you include all of the territories. Either way, you 
shouldn't forget Alaska and Hawaii because I'm sure there are many people 
from our two discontinuous states on here.

122.  

Diana about 3 hours ago 

Only Americans don't know about their time zones ;-)

123.  
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Bruce Osborne about 3 hours ago 

Yup, I forgot Hawaii. 
For a minute there, I thought you included Canada as part of the US. 
Newfoundland is 1/2 hour off from Eastern.

124.  

Carol Woodward about 3 hours ago 

http://www.youtube.com/watch… 
Respect to each and every one of you.

125.  

Frank den Blaauwen about 3 hours ago 

@Horatio: "Well, not a ton of activity overnight". Makes sense: you do not 
have lunch while your sleeping ;-). Neither am I, by the way...

126.  

Paul Melampy about 3 hours ago 

Oh no wait, there's one more. For Hawaii

127.  

Kevin McIntosh about 3 hours ago 

Eastern, Central, Mountain & Pacific I thought were the time zones in 
America.

128.  

Lorna Hartman about 3 hours ago 

Average pledge started out at about $51 at the beginning of this campaign. 
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Now it's up to $59.

129.  

Paul Melampy about 3 hours ago 

Yep, 4 time zones. It's kind of nuts.

130.  

Lorna Hartman about 3 hours ago 

U.S. has four time zones, I believe. Hey, I said last night that I wanted to 
wake up to over $900K and here it is! Plus 264 new comments. You all are 
amazing.

Morning link post. I'll try to do better about posting in the afternoon too: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UwpeZMl5nG6SQ_22br6Uyc61hRaYG
7MSn1bwZRFLcKQ/edit…

131.  

Bruce Osborne about 3 hours ago 

@Talon, What time zone? The US has three of them :)

132.  

Diana about 3 hours ago 

*Revelation ;-)

133.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 3 hours ago 

of=our
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134.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 3 hours ago 

Let's all channel of positive mind powers: we WILL hit 85% funded before 
night's end (US time). We have momentum and KS pledge trends on our 
side!

135.  

NomadMolly about 3 hours ago 

Indeed Welcome Strata Backer 19

136.  

Diana about 3 hours ago 

@ALL 
What do you think, how much money has it cost to make a game like "Myst 
Revolution"?

137.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 3 hours ago 

Oh, absolutely! Can't believe I spaced out on that.

138.  

Bruce Osborne about 4 hours ago 

I think Strata backer #19 deserves a warm welcome & thank you too.
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139.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 4 hours ago 

A warm welcome and "THANK YOU" to Strata backers #17 and #18; Double 
Disc backers #51, #52, #53 and #54; and of course, all 15,297 backers! 
WOW, we made 5k while I was eating breakfast (it was a leisurely affair, but 
I've yet to brush my teeth, LOL!

140.  

Allan Børgesen about 4 hours ago 

Hi5 @gmf001

141.  

Tai'lahr about 4 hours ago 

@gmf001: That's awesome! Thanks!

142.  

gmf001 about 4 hours ago 

Long time lurker and supporter of this campaign since Day 2 when I first 
heard about it. Was a big fan of the text based original adventure game in the 
'70s; a big Myst fan in the '90s and can't wait for this next phase. 
I've managed to convince a number of friends to join in here and earlier today 
posted a response to a blog entry in Kirkville - the author also writes "The 
iTunes Guy" blog for MacWorld. Kirkville touches on a variety of topics - 
digital audio, audio and book reviews,... Hopefully, that will find a few more 
folks that haven't heard about this effort.

143.  
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NomadMolly about 4 hours ago 

@Acorn, That's right. And we are not about to let their loved ones starve! 
hehehe

144.  

Acorn about 4 hours ago 

as Molly was saying, it's a real family affair when we have two Cyan family 
members with us!

145.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee about 4 hours ago 

Good morning RAWA MAMA!

146.  

Anedmo about 4 hours ago 

GEREAT - 900K - 
I follow this nearly since the start - and hey, what a community! Just want to 
say thank you, you're all doing such a great job in helping making this dream 
of new worlds to discover come true. I'm not of a big help because I'm 
moving in the moment and make everybody crazy with "Hight time for an 
upate" - which is nearly every 5 minutes. 

OK OK - coming...

147.  

Diana about 4 hours ago 

@ericfromabeno 
That's the point ... I am not that happy with only English language.
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148.  

NomadMolly about 4 hours ago 

OK I brought work home and really need to go do it. But I'll be checking in.

149.  

ericfromabeno about 4 hours ago 

hmm, i didn't notice, but cyan has folded localization and oculus support 
together into a single 200K stretch goal... hmm...

150.  

Tai'lahr about 4 hours ago 

Good morning, RAWA's Mom! (( huggs ))

151.  

Pixelhunter about 4 hours ago 

Yes, we can! 
We make this happen!

152.  

Diana about 4 hours ago 

@Fien 
No, no, no we need more than 1.1 Mio ... think about the Localization
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RAWA's mom about 4 hours ago 

Good Morning everyone. Looks like I just missed seeing us get to 
900K.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! . I haven't even brushed my teeth yet 
(SORRY). I had to log in to see the overnight total and what a wonderful 
surprise. Well I am off to do my morning "chores" - I'll be back as soon as I 
can

154.  

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 4 hours ago 

Only 198,340 dollars to go!

155.  

Richard Charles Warzecha about 4 hours ago 

I am.. to say the least very proud and honored to be here.

156.  

NomadMolly about 4 hours ago 

@Richard, This is a family affair. We are all just part of the big Cyan family. 
Welcome.

157.  

Tai'lahr about 4 hours ago 

@Richard, then come to the cavern and let us obduct you into the hood. ; )

158.  

Wayne Schnitzer about 4 hours ago 

Well, what a nice feeling. Congrats to all with this great effort that we are 
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making, it does the Myst community proud

159.  

Richard Charles Warzecha about 4 hours ago 

@Tai...Yes kinda know him well

160.  

ericfromabeno about 4 hours ago 

now I can sleep :P g'night all!

161.  

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago 

Oh my 
god!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

162.  

Jason Chau about 4 hours ago 

Wooh! Congrats!!

163.  

Paul Melampy about 4 hours ago 

@Tai: I'll log in. I'm not sure how active I'll be though. I'm kind of half asleep.
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164.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee about 4 hours ago 

Woohoo!!!!!

165.  

Clark Olson about 4 hours ago 

whoot!!

166.  

Tai'lahr about 4 hours ago 

Oh, and good morning, everyone. We're hanging out in the new Obductee's 
Hood in the D'ni cavern. Come join us if you can. : )

167.  

NomadMolly about 4 hours ago 

whoo hooo of the $900K

168.  

NomadMolly about 4 hours ago 

not crap for the $900, but yes it did flip while I was letting the dog in.

169.  
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Tai'lahr about 4 hours ago 

@Richard: any relation to Ryan?

170.  

Eric VC about 4 hours ago 

Woot! 900k! 諦めないで、1,100,000 出来る!

171.  

Zachary Charland about 4 hours ago 

yay 900k!!

172.  

NomadMolly about 4 hours ago 

crap...lol

173.  

Paul Melampy about 4 hours ago 

WOOHOO!!

174.  

narniaozmasar about 4 hours ago 

900k!!!!!

175.  
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ericfromabeno about 4 hours ago 

yaaaay!

176.  

Seba about 4 hours ago 

Be thankful for the auto-refreshing counter, 'back in the day' many an F5-key 
got ruined ;P

177.  

Allan Børgesen about 4 hours ago 

Congratulations all ;-) $900,000

178.  

Richard Charles Warzecha about 4 hours ago 

your most welcome

179.  

NomadMolly about 4 hours ago 

ok...I'm going to go get him...flip as soon as I get back...

180.  

NomadMolly about 4 hours ago 

my dog wants to come in and is barking like crazy, but I know if I go get him, 
we are going to flip this puppy.
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181.  

NomadMolly about 4 hours ago 

common someone, the suspense is killing us

182.  

Allan Børgesen about 4 hours ago 

wow

183.  

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago 

hehe thank you Mr or Ms 1100$

184.  

Steve Walton about 4 hours ago 

Bring a bag, we'll dance round it

185.  

Acorn about 4 hours ago 

wow, I see I came back at just the right time - soooooo nearly at 900k!

186.  
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NomadMolly about 4 hours ago 

I'll fire up the other computer Steve

187.  

Allan Børgesen about 4 hours ago 

a bottle Amarone

188.  

Steve Walton about 4 hours ago 

I'll be celebrating with a little dance in the abducted hood..... all by myself

189.  

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago 

xaxaxaxaxaxaxaxaxaxaxaxaxaxaxaxaxaxaxaxa 
this will be huge!!!!!!!!!

190.  

Mattis Bødtker about 4 hours ago 

Come on 900K!!

191.  

Carol Woodward about 4 hours ago 

Can't hold my breath much longer, turning blue.
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192.  

Inga Schut about 4 hours ago 

I will get a bottle of beer ready for the 900,000 and leave the champagne till 
the actual 1,100,000 ;)

193.  

Steve Walton about 4 hours ago 

My refresh button is worn out

194.  

ericfromabeno about 4 hours ago 

hmm... $120 to go... that's probably 2 or 3 more backers' worth, or so....

195.  

Dimitrios about 4 hours ago 

Edit : lets see lol

196.  

NomadMolly about 4 hours ago 

waiting.............

197.  
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Dimitrios about 5 hours ago 

@ ALL lets do what Cyan will give us over 900K (speculation) 
@ Eric respect you for your pledges!! they are much more than mine 
@ All please read my Maths open champagnes!!!!! CYAN is BACK!!!!!!

198.  

ericfromabeno about 5 hours ago 

Hello, Minnesotan Richard ^_^

199.  

Richard Charles Warzecha about 5 hours ago 

hello from Minnesota

200.  

ericfromabeno about 5 hours ago 

heh, love your enthusiasm, guy ^_^

201.  

Dimitrios about 5 hours ago 

I will increase now!!!!!! i want to be to the team who is responsible for the 
900K ++++++

202.  

NomadMolly about 5 hours ago 

Let's flip this puppy!
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203.  

NomadMolly about 5 hours ago 

wow, perfect timing for me.

204.  

Paul Melampy about 5 hours ago 

We're almost at 900K!

205.  

Dimitrios about 5 hours ago 

hahaha in 45min 1600$ more lol at me...

206.  

Dimitrios about 5 hours ago 

23h (Yesterday 1800 GMT+2 - today 1700 GMT+2) (1 h shorter) 
we had we are difference 
14823b 15250 +422 (the 24h before this number was 417) 
869295 896495 27200$ (24775) 
(1$) 351 358 +7 (11) 
(25$) 7894 8117 +223 (235) 
(45$) 3160 3251 +91 (80) 
(75$) 2079 2136 +57 (51) 
(120$) 601 623 +22 (22) 
(250$) 543 553 +10 (4) 
(425$ 45 52 +7 (10) 
(850$) 51 50 -1 (-) 
(1100$) 13 17 +4 (+1) the others remain the same 
400 backers per day x 6 days =2400 B x48.3$ (without 425$B and up) = 
115.000$ (low calculation not very accurate :) but close) 
900K+115K= 1015K++ (1) 
Now a small rise from all (5$) 15250+2400=17650B x 5$ = 88K (2) 
(1)+(2)= 1015K+88K = 1.100K + !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
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+ a small surprise from Cyan........????!!!!!!! 
+ a small surprise from us !!!!!! to Cyan ======== 1.300K +++++ 
We made it!!!!!!!!!!!! we just don't know it yet !!! 
Spread the word, open champagnes, (if you have money left :)) The water is 
falling downwards, the Great Tree is growing again, Cyan breaths , we 
breath, we are free!!!!!!!!! 
PS: sit tight, fasten your seat-belts...the last days push will be cataclysmic, 
we are going up fast very fast ......... 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!NEW ADVENTURE GAME from 
CYAN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

and pssssssssst: Virtual Reality we are coming :)

207.  

Allan Børgesen about 5 hours ago 

Look at this http://www.youtube.com/watch…

208.  

Carol Woodward about 5 hours ago 

@ Sean, I love that episode of the Simpsons. Best sign yet.

209.  

Paul Melampy about 5 hours ago 

I actually did get an email from Cyan. I don't know what list they were using 
though. I'm probably on more than one.

210.  

Criswell Weatherman about 5 hours ago 

I wonder if this will work ... http://www.youtube.com/watch…
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211.  

Sean Reynolds about 5 hours ago 

Just watched the Simpsons it was the Halloween special featuring the library 
and music from Myst. surly a sign to fund/buy: 
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction

212.  

Carol Woodward about 5 hours ago 

@ Criswell, just my way of saying what a fantastic job everyone is doing, you 
are all amazing,. 
I sometimes wish I had an edit button on my mouth. I hope you can reconcile 
too, life is much too short.

213.  

ericfromabeno about 5 hours ago 

Criswell, sorry to hear that... hope you can mend your friendship.

214.  

ericfromabeno about 5 hours ago 

I want to, though :) heh.. oh well

215.  

Criswell Weatherman about 5 hours ago 

I have done and am doing what I need to do to heal his. I will honor her 
request, and hope that at some time in the future we can reconcile and be 
friends again.
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216.  

ericfromabeno about 5 hours ago 

man, I can't stay up till 900K... it's past midnight here...

217.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 5 hours ago 

*yawn* i'm still waking up; looks like I'm going to have to do a lot of refreshing 
this morning, don't want to miss 900k.

218.  

Criswell Weatherman about 5 hours ago 

Actually, yes, Carol, you are the only other backer, and I am the other 15,254, 
including Tai'lahr, Dimitrios, Rawa'sMom, Christine, Mouski, Hyperion, etc etc 
etc. :) Oh, you mean the $250, ye, that's all me.

219.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee about 5 hours ago 

So sorry to hear about your fight Criswell

220.  

Criswell Weatherman about 5 hours ago 

For those who missed the post somewhere way down there, and also on 
Facebook, it was Dimitrios who suggested a $10 add on if rand would appear 
in Obduction as Atrus, even if to deliver one line, such as "Thank you." 
Almost immediately after this, came the update that Rand AND Robyn would 
be acting in OBduction and that brother Ryan would be scriptwriter. This I 
have named "The Dimitrios Challenge" because, while Cyan may have 
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planned it all along, it almost seems like Dimitrios made it happen.

221.  

Carol Woodward about 5 hours ago 

@ Creswell, a round of applause from me, and are you funding this single 
handed?

222.  

Tomer about 5 hours ago 

Never heard of kickspy before, but it's obvious that its prediction are much 
more accurate. 
Looking at "trending history", you see that, miraculously enough, the 
predicted value hasn't changed much since day 1! Compare this to the 
"prediction" of Kicktraq (under exp trend)! 
Thanks for the nice discovery. 
I wonder what's the algorithm.

223.  

Criswell Weatherman about 5 hours ago 

Slightly sad news. My ex-wife and I had a rather brutal fight, and she wants 
me to not call her again. She will not be getting a boxed copy of OBduction, 
but I will, instead get me another T-shirt. So, my pledge is $250 - $120 for 
SHOW AND TELL, $50 for an additional boxed version for a special teacher, 
$37, for an additional t-shirt for me, $10 for Rand acting*, $10 for Robyn 
acting*, $10 for Ryan scriptwriting*, and the rest because it's not right to 
reduce my pledge because of real life issues that are not financial in nature. * 
- The Dmitrios Challenge

224.  

Dimitrios about 5 hours ago 

http://www.kickspy.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction go play with the graph 
yourself (place the mouse over the nine in diagrams!!! more maths soon....
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225.  

Mesnab about 5 hours ago 

@JB Ok that makes sense, thanks for the response. It seems it's more 
complicated than its worth.

226.  

Criswell Weatherman about 5 hours ago 

@RawaMama and anyone else not in the Myst Online Uru Live Again 
(MOULA) community, you are welcome to join us. We are happy to help with 
whatever you need, be it subtle hints and gentle nudges, or flat out spoilers 
(but NEVER in open chat). In any community, there is bound to be an 
occasional troll slipping in, but barring these whose numbers are insignificant 
in MOULA, everyone will be more than willing to bend over backwards to 
help. And if you do run across a troll, contact Dogherra. He is usually near 
the Tokotah Alley map, wearing his hard hat with a lamp on it. (Nobody I've 
ever seen has a lamp on their hard hat, so you can't miss him.)

227.  

ericfromabeno about 6 hours ago 

yes, as a slogan, the name Obduction may not lend itself easily... heh.. 
SOOO many bad slogans running through my head! :P

AAANYWAY, looking at it from a "backers numbers" analysis, if current trends 
continue, we will get another 1,600 - 1,800 people here over the next 4 days, 
so that during the final push we should have maybe 17,000 backers, with 
(worst case) maybe 100K left to go.... that's like an extra 6 dollars per backer, 
at that point, to push us to goal... at the 28 day mark. So, yeah, I have no 
doubt we're getting funded ;) .... and yet I can't stop analyzing this!! -_- doh... 
I talk too much....
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Criswell Weatherman about 6 hours ago 

@ericfroabeno, yeah, a lady's tank top saying "OBduct ME in October of 
2015" or something similar would not go over big, I would think.

229.  

ericfromabeno about 6 hours ago 

we had more backers join in the past day than any other day after the first 
week.... according to kicktraq, anyway...

230.  

Horatio about 6 hours ago 

Good morning! Well, not a ton of activity overnight (only $6,000 over the last 
10 hours), so it's time to kick the day into gear and get moving!

231.  

ericfromabeno about 6 hours ago 

yup! 
but i'm not worried about achieving funding... right now, if even 1/3 of the 
current backers drop another $40 between now and the final minutes, we'll 
breeze into 1.1M no problem. and backer numbers are still going up, so... like 
I say, no worries ;)

232.  

Jim Higgitt about 6 hours ago 

Kickstarter will close after the time is up, regardless, but Cyan have 
confirmed that they are keeping the Paypal open and it can continue to be 
counted towards stretch goals Importantly though, KS needs to be funded 
first, or they lose all of it.
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233.  

Inga Schut about 6 hours ago 

@ Jason Chau. That would be a great text to put on it yeah. I know I would 
wear it.

234.  

ericfromabeno about 6 hours ago 

r1348, I don't think you can add more money into even a successful 
campaign, after the timer runs out... only through paypal or other such 
payment options

235.  

J.B. Lewis about 6 hours ago 

@Mesnab: Because it would be very poor e-mail marketing practice to e-mail 
a whole bunch of people after no communication at all, particularly if a bunch 
of the e-mail addresses are old and no longer used but not defunct. If enough 
e-mails go unopened, or enough uninterested parties mark Cyan's message 
as spam, certain e-mail providers, like Gmail and AOL, could automatically 
blacklist Cyan as a spammer, preventing them from reaching people with 
Gmail and AOL accounts - even interested ones - with a mass 
communication like that ever again.

236.  

ericfromabeno about 6 hours ago 

Jason... Just.... lets just make sure they don't make a ladies tanktop that says 
"I want to be Obducted!" :P ouch...
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Allan Børgesen about 6 hours ago 

@ericfromabeno Thanks

238.  

Mesnab about 6 hours ago 

I don't understand why there are MOUL fans who are still finding out about 
this at the 11 th hour. Why oh why won't Cyan email everyone? I would have 
been so disappointed to miss this opportunity to help this project.

239.  

r1348 about 6 hours ago 

Well afaik stretch goals can be reached even after the funding end. Am I 
wrong?

240.  

Jason Chau about 6 hours ago 

@Inga Schut: A ladies Obduction supporters tanktop? What a great idea! I 
guess the top could also say on the back....'Are you ready for Obduction yet? 
Cos I am...' ;)

241.  

narniaozmasar about 6 hours ago 

Also, as awesome as it is that Sidekick has now been steadily predicting 
success for the last four days or so, I give it no credit whatsoever. It's claim to 
fame is making a successful prediction with hours or days of the start of the 
campaign, at which it totally failed. To only now at the end (after it became 
quite obvious to everyone that it was going to succeed), predict success is 
not all that impressive.
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242.  

ericfromabeno about 6 hours ago 

Allan, totals go up and down as people change their pledges, for example, if 
you start at $45 and then change it to $120, the "total " may dip -$45 for a 
few moments before it jumps up to your new donation amount

243.  

narniaozmasar about 6 hours ago 

Since everyone seems to be talking about Kicktraq's "predictions", which are 
useless and far too simplistic in nature. 

Here is the site I like to look at for a true prediction. 
http://www.kickspy.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction 
This site has had a relatively steady prediction value over the entire course of 
the campaign. It's mathematical modeling takes into account the expected 
shape of kickstarter curves, and is by far the most accurate site I've seen.

244.  

ericfromabeno about 6 hours ago 

hmm. I think that stretch goals will PROBABLY have to be achieved via 
paypal donations... we might get one stretch goal while still in the kickstarter 
campaign, but i don't know how likely it is...

245.  

Allan Børgesen about 6 hours ago 

why are the total$ going Down???

246.  
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ericfromabeno about 6 hours ago 

the fund has made roughly 19K per day average, over the last 17 days... if 
that trend continues for 4 days, we will be at 970K with 2 plus days to go... 
then the final push, if it matches the first two days, will see us over the top. 
Don't be surprised or worried, if we only get to 1M with 2 days left, that final 
100K is totally achievable ;)

247.  

Tony Iorfino about 6 hours ago 

I know we'll get to the funding goal. I guess what I'm trying to glean from 
either tracking site is how far above that we're likely to go. Like will we get to 
the stretch goals?

248.  

Craig Jacobs about 6 hours ago 

From what I can tell the predictions and trends on those sites are simple 
averages and do not take into account the "shape" of the data or actual 
trends within the data. Look at the individual daily numbers. How can a 
simple average mean anything with a curve shaped like that?

249.  

r1348 about 6 hours ago 

Well, Sidekick seems to be a bit more optimistic than Kicktraq, which oneis 
more reliable? (I know the answer is Sidekick, what else? :P) 
http://sidekick.epfl.ch/campaign/1719494931-obduction

250.  

Tomer about 6 hours ago 

God so many typos and no edit button
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251.  

Tomer about 6 hours ago 

In fact, it doesn't matter *how well* the day went. Even if we make 500,000$ 
dollars today. Just before midnight, at 23:00, the prediction will show a 
certain value. And just after midnight, at 24:01, this value will suddenly falls, 
because another day with 0$ enters the calculation!

252.  

Tomer about 6 hours ago 

Tony, that's what happens every day. It's because, at midnight, another days 
is gone. So the average suddenly drops, cause you have a new day with 0$. 
And also, another day is gone, meaning that the "prediction" now multiplies 
the new, reduced average with less days! 
Think about it :-)

253.  

Tony Iorfino about 6 hours ago 

@Bruce: That's what I'm hoping. Just wondering if anyone else had noticed 
this as typical each day?

254.  

Bruce Osborne about 6 hours ago 

I think much of the funding comes from the US. They are just waking up. 
(East coast up, West coast likely not up yet.)

255.  
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Inga Schut about 6 hours ago 

Anyone else really wants an obduction (ladies) tanktop by the way? T-shirts 
are sooo unflattering ;)

256.  

Tony Iorfino about 7 hours ago 

The "Trending Toward" number had been climbing steadily throughout the 
day yesterday, but then dipped at around midnight (EST). It hasn't recovered 
yet to the level it had been yesterday.

257.  

Inga Schut about 7 hours ago 

haven't been following the trending much on this project since I just recently 
heard about the kickstarter but have seen it happen twice I think. Happened 
loads on other projects I (or friend of mine) backed though

258.  

Tomer about 7 hours ago 

Yeah, the dip is common, and it's been dipping since the beginning of the 
project. It always done, because the projection calculation is kinda too 
simplistic. What kicktraq does is to average the total pledge/day and to 
multiply this sum by the remaining days. But of course, as days go on, this 
average gets lower until the last few days (because the big booms almost 
always take place in the beginning and in the end), and so the "prediction" 
falls. Very typical.

259.  

Jim Higgitt about 7 hours ago 

Morning team (well, afternoon from sunny London).

I have started a thread about this over at speeddemosarchive 
(https://forum.speeddemosarchive.com/post/from_the_creators_of_myst_and
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_riven....html)

I don't know if any of you know the site, but they have a great community 
over there and are very passionate about computer games. Basically they 
play games really fast. :) There is the world record run of myst on the site if 
you are interested. I'm not sure if there is a riven run or not.

Anyway, hopefully this brings over one or two(hundred) more backers. 
Onwards and upwards!

260.  

Tony Iorfino about 7 hours ago 

It was nice to see $895K this morning. I went to bed at $891.

261.  

Tony Iorfino about 7 hours ago 

@Inga: I agree with both of you that we will make it past the funding goal. 
(I'm not so sure about the stretch goals, however.) I'm just a curious about 
the dip. Is it common?

262.  

Inga Schut about 7 hours ago 

@ Tony Fluctuations in the trending and projections are nomal. And what 
Matt says normally you get an end of project spike. At this point it seems 
verry likely we are going to make it

263.  

Tony Iorfino about 7 hours ago 

@Matt: I have assumed as much, but I was just wondering if anyone had 
noticed a similar dip on other overnights (EST)?
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264.  

Matt Giuca about 7 hours ago 

@Tony: The "trending" on Kicktraq doesn't really mean anything. It's some 
kind of mathematical analysis based on the existing data; it doesn't take into 
account the big spike you usually see at the end of Kickstarter projects. (Nor 
does the "projection" really for that matter.)

I don't place a lot of weight on either of these projections. I think we'll see the 
funding go up quite a bit in the last week and we should easily get past the 
goal.

265.  

Tony Iorfino about 7 hours ago 

Morning all. Just pledged yesterday and I started following the Kicktraq then 
http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction/#chart-daily (how do I 
add a link to a word?). 
I noticed their "Trending" and trending "% of Goal' dipped somewhat 
overnight. Does anyone know if that is normal? It had been up as high as 
105% when I first looked and now is at 100%

266.  

Tomer about 7 hours ago 

Why isn't there a pledge group yet? Something like ~~+4$ for ....~~. I've 
always seen those in other projects! But I'm just not creative enough to start 
one myself :)

267.  

Colin Holgate about 7 hours ago 

Nice mention over at Geek Dad today:

http://geekdad.com/2013/11/myst-riven-obduction-kickstarter/
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268.  

Kevin McIntosh about 7 hours ago 

@ Nila Mu'Hari: Yes a very nice surprise to find that Cyan are doing this.

269.  

ericfromabeno about 7 hours ago 

we need some more word of mouth!! i've already mentioned this drive on my 
facebook page, and to my coworkers.... unfortunately my english speaking 
coworkers aren't gamers and my japanese coworkers are not able to 
understand english well enough.

270.  

Dimitrios about 7 hours ago 

come on 4500$ or 10 ddb or 5 eeb shoot!!!! :) 
I am wondering what 900 K will reveal? ( from Cyan)

271.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 7 hours ago 

@Kevin: Must have been a pretty sweet supprise then... :) another one who 
felt 'the call'... :)

272.  

ericfromabeno about 7 hours ago 

@Dmitrios, i don't think a single backer would show up out of the blue like 
that. we just need like 10 double disc backers, or 5 easter egg backers ;)
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273.  

Dimitrios about 7 hours ago 

900K we are coming and we are coming fast. 
Do you think that is possible to see a 4500$ Backer at this moment?

274.  

ericfromabeno about 7 hours ago 

oh, @Matt, yeah, actually the guys running the project were frantic for a 
while, because they were expecting 85K and got only 65K... they had to 
figure out ways to save the project, and they ended up taking some 
shortcuts, relying on volunteer support, and other things... they got it done 
though ^_^

275.  

Dimitrios about 7 hours ago 

@ Eric that's why there is a 2 week window and the payments go through 
amazon. For people to have time to fulfill their pledges

276.  

ericfromabeno about 8 hours ago 

that's what I love about the kickstarter atmosphere, really... it's an honor 
system type of thing where everyone is really supportive ^_^

@Matt, what happens is that, since to kickstarter it looks as if the pledge limit 
has been achieved, they go ahead and apply all the charges at once... so if 
someone say, cancelled that credit card (which can happen for totally honest 
reasons, like if it got stolen the week before, or something) then that pledge 
money does not get given to the project....

the only real problem with what happened before was that they could not get 
in touch with the people who made those large pledges... if you can still 
communicate with them, then even if such a problem arises, it's probably 
resolvable...
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277.  

Kevin McIntosh about 8 hours ago 

@ Nila Mu'Hari: Google searches ultimately. Tried getting involved with Uru 
online, to no avail, so just kept doing searches randomly to see if there were 
any further developments in Cyan. I am a wee bit familiar with Kickstarter as I 
made a pledge to another game here.

@ Dimitrios: Thank you.

278.  

Dimitrios about 8 hours ago 

Guys keep up the momentum.Don't be negative! 
We are going towards 1.300.000$!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

279.  

Matt Giuca about 8 hours ago 

@Dimitrios: This isn't about Cyan's honest, but the honesty of the backers. I 
was reading a story today about this guy who went around to over 100 
Kickstarter projects and pledged, got his rewards, and then disputed the 
charges with his credit card company and got all the money back. He's now 
banned, but it's kind of bad that this sort of thing can happen.

280.  

Matt Giuca about 8 hours ago 

@eric: So I take it if you reach the base funding level in pledges, but some 
backers dishonour the funding, Kickstarter still "succeeds" giving you the 
other peoples' money? In some ways that would be worse because you have 
to make do with less funds than you needed. But I suppose it would be up to 
the company to choose to refund everybody's money (but a huge nightmare). 
Anyway, let's hope it doesn't come to that. I reckon we'll end up blowing well 
past $1.1M but we can only wait and see.
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281.  

Dimitrios about 8 hours ago 

Cyan will not do that. !!!!!!!!!! They are more than honest! 
Just remember they ave Mystonline for really free!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! and the source 
code!!!

282.  

ericfromabeno about 8 hours ago 

I just hope that everyone honors the credit card charges... I've already been 
part of one kickstarter where they made the funding goal of about 80K,they 
got about 85K total pledges... then a couple of their 10K backers did not 
allow the charges.... everyone else was charged successfully, so they 
eventually decided to try to finish the project with the 65K they got... it was 
less than ideal, but they made it work... still, that's a good lesson... never 
have a tier that equals a huge percent of your total goal...

283.  

Matt Giuca about 8 hours ago 

@Marein: Nice one. :)

284.  

Michael R. about 8 hours ago 

@Trond you can pledge that money and still select the "Morale Supporter" if 
I'm not mistaken. You only can't select a higher tier than your pledge.

Actually that was the reason that one person from Cyan asked to take care if 
you increase your pledge you should also make sure to select the right 
reward. As it's not change automatically to the money you pledge.
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285.  

Dimitrios about 8 hours ago 

@ Kevin welcome to the family!!!! :)

286.  

Marein Könings about 8 hours ago 

Something has changed... http://marein.org/temp/seedroom.png

;)

287.  

Dimitrios about 8 hours ago 

@ Trond you can pm Cyan to give you more info, they will explain better what 
to do (for the amount you are pledging)

288.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 8 hours ago 

Awesome, Kevin! Make sure to share w/ yr friends! :) Where have you 
heared from us?

289.  

Stewart Bradford about 8 hours ago 

I'd say they are getting the Strata software at more then a "deal". It's called 
marketing, "you scratch my back I'll scratch yours". Strata 3D gets "free" 
advertising, Cyan get a boost to their campaign. Win win :-)
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290.  

Dimitrios about 8 hours ago 

We are going up fast! i am watching the statistics at kickstart and the cone of 
success, last days, is going up again!!!!

291.  

ericfromabeno about 8 hours ago 

well, actually you can raise it to any amount you want, and simple NOT select 
any reward. if you want to, I mean.

292.  

Trond E. B. Lunde about 8 hours ago 

@ Dimitrios. You are right. Thanks to Matt for explaining it. :-)

ericfromabeno: I will raise my pledge to around $850, but I have no intention 
on sending in any image :-). Might raise it to $849 :-D

293.  

ericfromabeno about 8 hours ago 

i am now paying more to see that this game gets made than I have ever paid 
for a video game in my life. in fact, most of the physical objects I've ever 
owned have cost me less. :P Most of them...

294.  

ericfromabeno about 8 hours ago 

upped my pledge to t-shirt level ;) only partly to get us over 895K ^_^
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295.  

Owen Carson about 8 hours ago 

@eric they have a deal with strata for the tier, they are probably getting the 
software from them at a discount rather than full price

296.  

Kevin McIntosh about 8 hours ago 

Hello all. Loved playing Myst and Riven, so more than happy to make a 
pledge.

297.  

Matt Giuca about 8 hours ago 

Yeah, Kickstarter rounds the number of days down. So it's been saying "6 
days to go" for the past 22 hours, even though it was really 6 days and X 
hours. Soon there will be exactly 6 days, at which point it will start saying "5 
days to go". So there is always one more day than you think :)

298.  

Dimitrios about 8 hours ago 

@ Trond its 6 whole days :)!!!

299.  

ericfromabeno about 8 hours ago 

@Tronde, I would do the 850 artist level, if there were any left!! :( I like the 
idea of an easter egg, but I'd love to have a shot at putting an object in game! 
... and I'm not confident enough to go up to the $1,100 level and actually 
work on modelling software.... plus... don't they actually get less money for 
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that level after all is said and done? the software costs Cyan $600 a pop, 
which means they're making only $500 actually? or am I missing something? 

anyway, you're going for the easter egg, huh? ^_^

300.  

Dimitrios about 8 hours ago 

@ All 
Update: My daily savings for Obduction 4 1/2 days = 55$ (only from coffees, 
less cigarettes, less petrol, less dinner out, less supermarket,postpone 
something for next month)..and i have 6 days more!!!! (1$+1$ make the 
difference)

301.  

Trond E. B. Lunde about 8 hours ago 

$900,000 with 5 days to go and this project will be successful, no doubt about 
it. :-)

302.  

Dimitrios about 8 hours ago 

@ Fien my opinion is slowly to increase the pledge and near the end 
heheheh......... 
@ Carol :) 
@ All lets hit 900K before US wake up!! Lets make Cyan a big morning 
surprise!!!! 
maybe they will make us A surprise too!!!!!!!

303.  

Trond E. B. Lunde about 8 hours ago 

I am working on upping my pledge to $850, just have to quickly save up 
some money. :-)
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304.  

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed about 8 hours ago 

I will double my pledge near the end, but not now.

305.  

ericfromabeno about 8 hours ago 

i find it amazing that there are 24 people who are responsible for almost 72K 
of this funding! 40K of that is just 4 people! wow. 0_0

306.  

Carol Woodward about 8 hours ago 

@ Dimitrios, Your English is better than that of many English people.

307.  

Carol Woodward about 9 hours ago 

@ Stephen, I am more than willing if need be at the end.

308.  

Stephen Patrick about 9 hours ago 

Well, I know it's been said but we are in the area now where just $10 each 
more will do this which I assume everyone will be willing to do if necessary.

309.  
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Stewart Bradford about 9 hours ago 

@laughingpineapple - thanks for the moral support. Your Relto book and 
other replicas are partially responsible for inspiring me to try my own hands 
at this stuff. I'd say thank yous are in order :-)

310.  

Stewart Bradford about 9 hours ago 

@Eric - a lot of this is new to me so I kind of just figure it out as I go based on 
what materials I find but my current thinking is to make a mold using air dry 
clay and cast a plastic/resin sort of stuff with it. Like I said, early days :-)

311.  

Dimitrios about 9 hours ago 

Sorry for my English and the numbers are not exact (but very very very close 
+- 5 ) but you get my point :)

312.  

Dimitrios about 9 hours ago 

I proudly announce you all that in less than 24h (19,5h) {1800GMT+2 - 1322 
GMT+2 now) we have : 
374 new backers!! (last 24h were 414) and 25.235$ more( usually when US 
is wake up those numbers goes up fast!!!: 
7 (1), 193 (25$), 81 (45$), 55 (75$), 19 (120$), 10 (250$),6 (425$!) , -1 (825$ 
he moved up!!), 4 (1100$)!! 
I have 8/11 and 9/11 1800 GMT+2 stats. and we exceeded already !!!!!!!!!!! 
the numbers (24H progress) of new backers at all tiers except 25$ (we need 
42 backers more) and 120$ (we need 3 backers more) 
we are going up fast ..very fast!!!!

313.  

laughingpineapple about 9 hours ago 

@Steward go go go! It looks like a fun prop to make!
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314.  

ericfromabeno about 9 hours ago 

casting? plaster? resin? pvc? ...metal? 0_0

315.  

Stewart Bradford about 9 hours ago 

@eric - yeah it's a physical object. It's simply made out of some toy plastic 
balls I stole... ahh ummm... borrowed from my kids - lol - kind of like the balls 
you'd find in a ball pit. It was basically just a simple prototype I did to figure 
out the size and shape of the segments. I plan on casting something and 
making it look like the "real" one when I get the design down, and get the 
time to work on it. :)

316.  

Carol Woodward about 9 hours ago 

@ Dimitrios, Bank managers, around the world, will be rubbing their hands 
together. I have pledged via my Daughter who is giving me this as a gift, (She 
understands my passion) 
I am keeping a little cash in reserve which I will add if it needs a boost at the 
end. 
Somehow I doubt it will be needed.

317.  

ericfromabeno about 9 hours ago 

Dimitrios, well... I'm not pledging more than I can afford, just more than is 
sensible ;) No regrets!! ^_^

318.  
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ericfromabeno about 9 hours ago 

@Stewart, how did you make that seed?? it's a physical object, correct? not 
a computer graphic construct, I mean... What materials did you use?? It looks 
really cool, I'd like to get some tips on how to make one for myself ^_^

319.  

Dimitrios about 9 hours ago 

Myst community is like this Carol, we are from all over the world and became 
friends and family.. thanks to Cyan :) ...that's why we are pledging more than 
we can afford!!!!

320.  

Carol Woodward about 9 hours ago 

@ Matt, I haven't seen that, thank you so much I have it bookmarked to 
watch with lunch. 
Such a caring community, where I live in the UK, everyone has become very 
insular. I am from a time when everyone helped everyone, you could go out 
all day and leave your front door open, and pocket calculators hadn't been 
invented yet.

321.  

Dimitrios about 9 hours ago 

He he we are going fast towards 900K!!!!!!!!!!!!!! very fast!!!!!!!!!!!

322.  

Matt Giuca about 10 hours ago 

@Carol: If you haven't already watched it, see the video of the previous 
hangout: https://www.youtube.com/watch… 
It was lovely!
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323.  

Dimitrios about 10 hours ago 

Edit : to see what update :)

324.  

Dimitrios about 10 hours ago 

+1 Steward 
@ All If i had 5850$ i would have added already to say what Update the will 
give us at 900K!!! (speculation) lets do it the sooner will reach 900K the 
better!!!!!!!!!!! I am updating my pledge right now!

325.  

Carol Woodward about 10 hours ago 

@ Matt, thank you for the link that will make life so much easier.

326.  

Carol Woodward about 10 hours ago 

@ Stewart, awesome artwork. Backers have so much talent .

327.  

Dimitrios about 10 hours ago 

Ok time again to summarize: 
1. Add ons (we can use them to take more than one (Boxed game, T-
shirt,Digital game) 
2. Oculus Rift (Virtual Reality) at 1.300.000$ ! 
3. Localization 
3. Rand and Robyn will be acting main-characters!!!! 
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4. Strada 3D Artist reward tier!!!! 
5. The Art of Obduction Book (physical at 250) !!!!! (i want one of this) 
6. Obduction disc-golf disc + exclusive Obduction compact disc soundtrack 
I wonder what else they are preparing??????????? Because i know them 
(from their games) the last 20 years...something big is going to happen.......... 

As a precaution i sit tight already and i fasten my seatbelt....the take off will 
be phenomenal!!!!!!!

328.  

Matt Giuca about 10 hours ago 

@Carol: To get to the hangout, just visit this page at the right time tomorrow 
(10:00 UTC): https://plus.google.com/events/cdecf2jg80shoqvdci888lqbmi4 
There should be a YouTube live stream on that page. 
@Stewart: Niiice.

329.  

Stewart Bradford about 10 hours ago 

Hey all. Just wanted to sure a little something I've been working on. It's still in 
the waaaaaaaaaay early prototype stage but I think you'll all like it ;-)

http://numinous80.deviantart.com/art/Prototype-412694853

330.  

Carol Woodward about 10 hours ago 

@ Acorn, I am trying to catch up really fast here :)

331.  

Dimitrios about 10 hours ago 

+1 @ Tom 
+1 @ Allan 
Our goal now is 1.300.000$ Virtual Reality we are coming!!! 
My daily savings so far : 4$ and the day continues...( i have a total of 53$ to 
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add for Obduction now from last 4 days savings, coffee etc. 1$+1$..makes 
the difference)... and 6 days+ to go looool

332.  

Acorn about 10 hours ago 

@Carol, I'm still hoping that they will do one of those too, since the timing of 
this one is not, after all, exactly Europe-friendly, so I reckon they still need to 
fulfil that commitment. 

Given you've been so busy making links and reposting (I've spotted you 
being busy on Facebook just now) you may not need their hints and tips, of 
course!

333.  

Robert Baxter about 10 hours ago 

Backed for the box without watching the video - looking for all the beautiful 
discovery that came from the first time I played MYST. Here's hoping you 
guys make it. I have to say though, if there were a $25 add-on to support the 
Book of Marrim in some way, I would be all over that.

334.  

Carol Woodward about 10 hours ago 

@ Acorn, I am as passionate as anyone else here, but I am probably a bit 
mixed up, I thought it was an interview especially for everyone outside of the 
USA. Thank you for caring.

335.  

Allan Børgesen about 10 hours ago 

@Tom OR 3,500 new backers
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336.  

Tom van der Spek about 10 hours ago 

Good morning all Dutchies, good evening all New Zealanders, good 
day/night all others and good "?" for all Bahro's....

Time for the magic figure again! What all backers have to pledge extra to 
reach the goal of $1.1 M? See below:

Thursday: $20,52 
Friday: $18,17 
Saturday: $16,97 
Now: $13,56

this is almost for sure now. We gonna make it all together!

337.  

Acorn about 10 hours ago 

@Carol, you haven't, don't worry - I think some people were tipped off about 
this event in advance and so maybe thought it was exclusive, but clearly it 
is't, if even I can attend! Lol. 

@Dimitrios, I'd allowed Maarten 5 mins to reply so I thought he might have 
gone to bed! I'm a woman in a hurry - and I reckon Carol is too!

338.  

Carol Woodward about 10 hours ago 

@ Acorn, I am sorry, didn't mean to cause any friction, I am such a clutz.

339.  

Dimitrios about 10 hours ago 

i am going to cavern for a hangout!!!
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340.  

Dimitrios about 10 hours ago 

Acorn you just cant wait e? asking and then posting??

341.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 10 hours ago 

oh, my bad then :)

342.  

Acorn about 10 hours ago 

The details of the event are shared publicly on Cyan's Google+ page - if I've 
got the link right:

https://plus.google.com/u/0/100160929999558765881/posts

343.  

Acorn about 10 hours ago 

Why do you say that, Maarten?

344.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 10 hours ago 

umm acorn, i don't think that's common knowledge? best leave it i think

345.  
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Carol Woodward about 10 hours ago 

@ Acorn, thank you for trying for me, that is more than I deserve. I really 
should update my knowledge and stop being a complete Ostrich about 
technology, my mobile phone is 10+ years old because I am afraid to get an 
up to date one just in case I do something wrong. Senior moments for me.

346.  

Acorn about 11 hours ago 

@ Carol, I'm not an expert in Google+ or hangouts myself but yes, I'll post up 
any links I can work out how to post!

347.  

Carol Woodward about 11 hours ago 

@ Acorn, I must be the only person here who is 10 years behind with 
computers, sorry to ask but would you mind posting a link for the hangout 
when it's nearer the time, I get horribly lost trying to keep up with the 
wonderful things everyone is doing here.

348.  

Acorn about 11 hours ago 

actually, the hangout is for the "Obduction advocate circle" - and they'll be 
giving hints and tips for getting the word out in the last days of the campaign. 
Everyone commenting here might want to join in!

349.  

Acorn about 11 hours ago 

Cyan have just sent out Google+ invitations to a hangout at 11pm tonight 
GMT - which is NOT exactly Europe-friendly given it's midnight or later in the 
rest of Europe and many people will have work tomorrow. Gah! Yesterday I 
was urging Cyan to "think Europe" but they don't seem to have got the 
message yet. Still, 11.00 is better than the timing of the previous hangout and 
I'll hope to stay up for a bit of it at least.
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350.  

Erik Ammerlaan about 11 hours ago 

@Maarten, ik woon in Nederland. :) 
I'm afraid that my knowledge on New Zealand is rather limited and mostly 
based on Peter Jackson's movies, ha ha. Though based on that, you must 
live in a beautiful country!

351.  

Nila Mu'Hari about 11 hours ago 

Good morning everyone! It's time to reveal the next stretch goal, as far I can 
see...! :)

352.  

Carol Woodward about 11 hours ago 

@ Acorn, thank you for the news, I will keep an eye open for that.

353.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 11 hours ago 

I did catch the last bit of the first hangout, Acorn. Just busy looking after the 
baby :) 
Seems the timezones right now are that Cyan are 3 hours ahead of me, but a 
day behind.. o_0 hehe

354.  

Acorn about 11 hours ago 

Morning Maarten and Carol! 
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I'm checking out the new Obduction hood - there were loads of visitors last 
night! So the kickstarter may be helping to revive MOULa as well as creating 
a new community for Obduction. 

Someone from Cyan has said that there will be a Google+ hangout at a more 
Europe-friendly time - and it'll be soon. (Well, duh, it has to be soon! lol.) 
Sorry that that's no good for you, Maarten - but maybe you were able to take 
part in the first hangout?

355.  

Carol Woodward about 11 hours ago 

Good morning everyone. 

Prospective backers, are you still uncertain about backing this game?

Are you tired of children having nothing but fighting games to play, give them 
the chance to develop a healthy imagination, the ability to work out puzzles, 
the power of lateral thinking as well as concentration and dedication to task, 
all of this wrapped in wonder and topped off with beauty.

356.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 11 hours ago 

Hi Acorn! I'm awake, sort of

357.  

Acorn about 11 hours ago 

Looks like everyone is now offline. But there seem to be 15 members - and 
maybe lots more visitors. Looking forward to seeing you all there!

And nearly £900,000 - wow, everyone's been busy.

358.  

Acorn about 12 hours ago 

Good morning! Hi, Matt, are you still hanging out in MOULa? How many new 
mrmbers did Tai' and you get for the Obductees' Hood?
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359.  

Frank den Blaauwen about 12 hours ago 

@Erik: Mogge. 
@All: That was a nice wake up:I went to bed thinking that when I wake up, 
we will have reached 880k. Appears it to be 892k (and still counting)!

360.  

Matt Giuca about 12 hours ago 

@Jason: Funny, Jan 1, 1970 is in Unix time (pretty much all computer 
systems use this standard) the time code 0. I'm seeing Dec 31, 1969, which 
could be because the time value is set to -1, or it could be some weird time 
zone thing.

361.  

Jason Chau about 12 hours ago 

http://m.ign.com/games/obduction/pc-20007322

362.  

Jason Chau about 12 hours ago 

You guys should check out IGN's arrival date for Obduction. They seem to 
think it was already launched 44 years ago! :D

363.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 12 hours ago 

$500 in 30 mins. Fingers crossed this pace keeps up a while longer!
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364.  

Tako Shak about 12 hours ago 

Maybe, come Monday, if we're all really really good, they'll give us another 
update. :)

365.  

Evan Smith about 13 hours ago 

@Matt, I got to the hood with your help, never got to play Uru with other 
people. Having a grand time!

366.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 13 hours ago 

Only $7,500 to $900,000! Like Dimitrios would say Come on 
everybody!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! ;)

367.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 13 hours ago 

Goede Morgen Erik! Ik ben half Nederlander, half Nieuw Zeelander, en woon 
in NZ. Waar leeft u? (pardon any bad Dutch - I rarely write or even speak it 
anymore!)

368.  

Terrina Horton about 13 hours ago 

Well, I've increased my pledge by $15. Come on everyone. It is not that much 
extra. The suspense is killing me!
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369.  

Allan Børgesen about 13 hours ago 

Goodmorning

370.  

Erik Ammerlaan about 13 hours ago 

Nice to see more Dutch people in the comments! Such a small country, who 
would have thought that? :) Goedemorgen allemaal!

Perhaps when I have some time this week, I'll also drop by in the Obductee's 
hood.

371.  

ericfromabeno about 13 hours ago 

@Patricia @Vincent, many people are keeping track of "dollars needed per 
current backers, to reach goal" It's an interesting measure, but of course 
many backers have already put in their limit, so it's not likely we'll be able to 
convince everyone to pony up an extra $15 dollars... however we MIGHT be 
able to convince half the current backers to give an extra $30... same 
result. :) Hmmm. But that does not take into account backers like me, who 
have already gone up, and up, and up again, from their first backing amount. 

I will keep saying this until someone tells me why it can't or should not be 
done, but if they just added 10 more "become the artist" slots, we'd hit 900K 
in no time! I know I would switch from the $90 i'm currently giving, to the $850 
needed to get an artist reward package. :( sigh....

372.  

Patricia Fetner about 14 hours ago 

Good night!
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373.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee about 14 hours ago 

Goodnight everyone!

374.  

Patricia Fetner about 14 hours ago 

True. I have to admit I've been a bit worried, but since we are nearly within 
200K, I'm more hopeful. Having Obduction to look forward to will be great. 
AND...Syberia 3 will be coming out meantime, so that will help with the wait.

375.  

Vincent Marziale about 14 hours ago 

@patricia -- agreed- I'd be very apt to upgrade again for a sweet t-shirt. No 
matter, most important is to get funded to play

376.  

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

+1@ Patricia to both you mention!!!!!

377.  

Patricia Fetner about 14 hours ago 

@Vincent- Perhaps there are others like me who are waiting to see if more 
add-ons show up. I plan to upgrade my amount (gotta have the t-shirt!) and 
will probably add on a couple of games for my boys. They need to play a 
game that takes thought, and not just a fast finger, for a change. (-:
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378.  

Vincent Marziale about 14 hours ago 

Valid tweet made, if everyone that donated (or a good percentile) can afford 
to raise by $15 we would be funded. A thought.

379.  

Dimitrios about 14 hours ago 

Καλημέρα, Goodmorning, Bonjour, Shorah from Athens Greece, 
Athens classic marathon is starting in 35 minutes 
http://www.athensclassicmarathon.gr/ 
I do think that this is a sign that we will succeed it!!! 
sit tight, fasten your seatbelts we are going to take off!!!!!!! 1.300.000$ we are 
coming!!!!

380.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 14 hours ago 

Thanks @Darryl, that's awesome - every bit helps!

381.  

Paul Melampy about 14 hours ago 

It is, although it's a little lonely there just now.

382.  

Philip M. Hofman about 14 hours ago 

Come join the Obductee hood! It's rather awesome and friendly.

- B'rem Ahno
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383.  

Darryl Barnhart about 14 hours ago 

Increased my pledge. Hopefully they make it.

384.  

Vincent Marziale about 14 hours ago 

New Reddit / Twitch link (please tweet) Reddit removed my old link because 
it mentioned Kickstarter 
http://www.reddit.com/r/gaming/comments/1qaklm/buddy_streaming_riven_ta
lking_obduction/

385.  

Tai'lahr about 14 hours ago 

The Obductee's Hood now has 15 members.

386.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee about 15 hours ago 

Guys you should see Tai'lahr in the Obductee hood. Pretty soon all of Uru will 
be a member or have an alt there. She's kicking butt!

387.  

Patricia Fetner about 15 hours ago 

Goodnight, NomadMolly.
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388.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee about 15 hours ago 

Nite Molly :)

389.  

NomadMolly about 15 hours ago 

Ok folks I think I am going to head to bed. I can't stay here and watch the 
numbers tick all night. I hope you hit the magic $900K while I am sleeping. 
Please have a great day, evening, night everyone!

390.  

Patricia Fetner about 15 hours ago 

@ RAWA's mom- LOL. Yep, you have the best hint system ever!

@Lorna- Hitting $900,000 will help me breathe a little easier. That means 1 
million is in sight, and the goal is just over the hill.

391.  

Paul Melampy about 15 hours ago 

In cavern now, avatar name Magic88889. Some of you may remember me 
from the good old days.

392.  

Paul Melampy about 15 hours ago 

In cavern now. Avatar name is Magic88889. some of you may remember me 
from the good old days.
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393.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee about 15 hours ago 

I'm in the cavern! Been so long!

394.  

Josh Fielder about 15 hours ago 

Anybody from Texas?

395.  

Tai'lahr about 15 hours ago 

@William C. Strohm: tell Mistyone that I've got her in my Buddies list and will 
be happy to install her in the Obductee hood whenever she's ready.

396.  

Matt Giuca about 15 hours ago 

Hmm, it's hard to justify donating to Uru when we're hard at work donating to 
Obduction. (I've donated several times to Uru in the past, though, and I'll do it 
when I use it again in the future.)

397.  

Lorna Hartman about 15 hours ago 

Would be great to wake up to over $900K tomorrow morning. Wonder twin 
powers, ACTIVATE.
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398.  

Horatio about 15 hours ago 

Goodnight all. Keep the ball rolling while I'm asleep!

399.  

William C. Strohm about 15 hours ago 

@Tai'lahr, "Mistyone" (my wife) says Hi. She will see you again at MOUL.

400.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 15 hours ago 

Nice one Vincent! Tweeted it

401.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 15 hours ago 

Reading back, I need to redo the following. 

"I say 5000 more or at least 20000 because one, its been 20 years and two i 
can't believe there would be at least that many who would want to back this."

It should have read; 
I say 5000 more or at least 20000 because one, its been 20 years and two, 
Ii can't believe there would NOT be, at least that many who would want to 
back this.

The not is essential to the meaning I intended. sorry. grey matter and fingers.

402.  

Horatio about 15 hours ago 

@Vincent: What a cool idea! Love it.
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403.  

Vincent Marziale about 16 hours ago 

We've got a buddy playing Riven on Twitch.tv to spread word about 
Obduction. I've got a Reddit posting that will lead people to the Riven live 
stream we can use to spread the word. Anybody that can RT and get traffic to 
promote 
http://www.reddit.com/r/gaming/comments/1qag6z/buddy_streaming_riven_to
_promote_cyans_kickstarter/

404.  

Horatio about 16 hours ago 

Here's the CAVCON explanation:

CAVCON Level Definitions

CAVCON 5: Unlike some movies, which get the DEFCON levels backwards, 
CAVCON 5 is the best state. It means that donations are exceeding 
MO:ULagain expenses, there are a couple of months of MO:ULagain 
expenses in reserve, and extra money can be put toward server upgrades, 
bug fixes, new content, incorporating fan created content, etc.

CAVCON 4: This level means that donations are exceeding MO:ULagain 
expenses, and we are building a small reserve fund for future slow periods.

CAVCON 3: Donations are roughly equal to MO:ULagain expenses.

CAVCON 2: Donations are less than MO:ULagain expenses, and we're 
currently using the reserve fund to help pay for MO:ULagain expenses.

CAVCON 1: Donations are less than MO:ULagain expenses, and the reserve 
fund is empty. This would be A Bad Thing (tm).

405.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 16 hours ago 

And, I am defiantly wrong. At this level of 2.1 the cost is greater than what is 
coming in to support operations.
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406.  

RAWA's mom about 16 hours ago 

@Patricia Fetner - good to know and I think I know the perfect person to ask !

407.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 16 hours ago 

Found it. 
http://www.mystonline.com/forums/viewtopic.php… To CAVCON and defs.

408.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 16 hours ago 

Then, if I recall the levels correctly, it is indeed in need of an infusion of coin. I 
think at 2.1, if I recall, it has enough to operation day to day but no extra. I 
may be wrong on that.

409.  

Kenneth E Sell about 16 hours ago 

It's at 2.1 right now

410.  

Horatio about 16 hours ago 

@Bill: It's called the "Cavcon Meter" and there is a thread in the forums at 
http://www.mystonline.com that explains it, and tracks the current month's 
status.
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411.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 16 hours ago 

@Kenneth E Sell: Thanks, That's it! I wonder where that stands now.

412.  

Patricia Fetner about 16 hours ago 

@ RAWA's mom- I think you will enjoy playing the games. And, if you are 
stuck, gentle hints (or outright walkthroughs) are fine. The game is to be 
enjoyed, and if struggling over a puzzle is not fun then it is perfectly OK to 
seek help. I played them many years ago with little help, figuring out the 
puzzles on my own. However, many gray hairs later, I find I need help more 
and more! Still, I enjoy the experience and ultimately that is all that matters.

413.  

Kenneth E Sell about 16 hours ago 

CAVCON

414.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 16 hours ago 

Horatio, as I have lost the link and haven't visited the web site in some time, 
what is the...what was that called...kind of like depcon but that's not it. 
Anyway, the support meter that RAWA uses to track the server support level.

415.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 16 hours ago 

And from the numbers today, those chores paid off! ;) :D But I did notice your 
absence. :( I also, though, understand. :)
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416.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 16 hours ago 

This Kickstarter ends for me at 3 in the morning on Sunday 17th. I won't even 
be at home, but away in another city at a wedding :( much sadness..

417.  

Horatio about 16 hours ago 

If I may take a moment to talk about MOULa (MYST Online URU Live again), 
I want to remind long time players and new players alike that Cyan hosts the 
server, but it is maintained by donations from the MOULa community. Please 
don't forget to donate to keep the server online, and the community going.

There is a "donate" tab on the main page at http://www.mystonline.com.

I don't want to take attention away from Obduction, but I wanted everyone to 
realize donations keep it alive.

418.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 16 hours ago 

@Chgd Fr William - sorry I wasn't around more, but you know, busy doing 
chores and all..

419.  

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago 

@Scott, yes and that really is exciting isn't it. I wonder how many folks have 
done that. Darn it that I have to have this stupid surgery on Friday. I really 
don't want to miss any of this.

420.  
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Maarten Dijkstra about 16 hours ago 

@Scott we're all hoping that will make a huge run possible at the end :)

421.  

RAWA's mom about 16 hours ago 

@NomadMolly - thank you for such a warm welcome 
@Patricia Fetner - I couldn't agree more !

422.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 16 hours ago 

So between Horatio lunching, Maarten's Chores, and NomadMolly's Music 
and medicine, this turned out to be a quite good day. I was concerned, for 
nothing. And I am now, glad of it. :)

423.  

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago 

we have a solid upward trajectory right now that is very encouraging indeed!

424.  

Scott Benton about 16 hours ago 

Probably mentioned already but keep in mind that people who click the 
reminder will be getting notifications 48 hours before the Kickstarter ends and 
will likely drive in even more money.

425.  

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago 

I am going to be drugged on Friday..I hope I can make it that night
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426.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 16 hours ago 

downloading MOUL installer.. :)

427.  

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago 

If we can do 2 grand an hour, it will only be oh 4:30 am for us hahaha

428.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 16 hours ago 

I know you are doing this for Cyan and for yourselves and many other 
reasons perhaps, but you have my thanks as well. very deep thanks! :)

429.  

Horatio about 16 hours ago 

I'd love to Molly, but we're saving that for Fridays finale. Julie and I need to 
bank sleep until then. Lol

430.  

ericfromabeno about 16 hours ago 

heh... ah, the antici

pation ;)
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431.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 16 hours ago 

I think this means, we will actually be knocking at, no we actually may end up 
higher, near 920-925, tomorrow by counting end. \o/

432.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 16 hours ago 

awesome :) 900k here we come!

433.  

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago 

Hey Horatio, shall we stay up?

434.  

Horatio about 16 hours ago 

Next stop: 900K overnight!

435.  

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago 

and there it is

436.  
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NomadMolly about 16 hours ago 

@Clark, the desert if for you alone. Some places are for yours but you can 
share them with others. Some places are common areas where you will meet 
lots of people.

437.  

Lorna Hartman about 16 hours ago 

We made it to $890K! Woohooooo!

438.  

Tai'lahr about 16 hours ago 

@Anyone interested in visiting and/or joining the Obductee Hood, I'm there 
right now. Matt is hiding in the garden age. ; )

439.  

Mesnab about 16 hours ago 

It will make it. It must. This community is too incredible.

440.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee about 16 hours ago 

@Bill Wonderful poem

441.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 16 hours ago 

I say 5000 more or at least 20000 because one, its been 20 years and two i 
can't believe there would be at least that many who would want to back this. I 
am contantly going over in my head to see if I missed an email to someone I 
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used to know, or a website where I used to go. Or contacting someone who I 
think would be interested. Already invited the majority of those though via 
facebook. But don't know if anyone took a look or pledged.

442.  

Horatio about 16 hours ago 

@Clark: Yes, indeed, you will find others within MOULa if you're using the 
online version from mystonline.com. Welcome!

443.  

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago 

What Patricia said! There are games and there is art and then there is the 
game as art.

444.  

Matt Giuca about 16 hours ago 

@Clark: There are quite a few people online today. I'm not sure how long it 
will remain like this, but it's nice while it lasts. Get your Ki from Gahreesen, 
come to the Nexus, go to Public Links and find the Obductee's Hood. (Or just 
PM me once you have your Ki, my Ki number is 810709.)

@Lorna: OK, no worries. Goodnight!

445.  

Lorna Hartman about 16 hours ago 

@Matt, not having any luck getting into Uru tonight. It's not in the right mood, 
I guess. I'll try again later, hope to see some of you there!

446.  
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Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 16 hours ago 

only 71 to go to 900k. Perhaps tomorrow, the now, additional ~5000 backer I 
have been expected with begin to come out.

447.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 16 hours ago 

Hang in there Molly, almost 890k!

448.  

Clark Davis about 16 hours ago 

About 8 years ago, after Myst V, I got Uru and Path of the Shell. I wandered 
through the first few ages all the while filled with melancholy that I was there 
all alone and online didn't take off like Cyan planned. But now I see there are 
a lot of people still online, so I downloaded it again and just arrived in Relto 
and linked to the desert. So will I really find other people there as I continue 
on? That would be fantastic :)

449.  

Patricia Fetner about 16 hours ago 

@ RAWA's mom- I see the games as art. The graphics are just beautiful and 
the music is lovely. When I play the Myst series of games, I enjoy the view 
more than the puzzles. Your son, Rand, and the others create works of art 
different from the usual sort that hangs on walls...not that they are inferior or 
superior. Art and beauty has many forms, and I what we find in these video 
games is simply another type. Yet, it inspires and gives pleasure just like any 
other art form.

Patrica (Kiko Kea...out from her hiding spot where she's been lurking!)

450.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 16 hours ago 

If you're asking yourself, why the somber Poe feel. Because, for me, If I was 
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actually standing in a dark forest and something happened to me like that, I 
think that is how I would probably feel, at first. Of course in my case, the seed 
would actually reject me because it probably won't take the one who has 
fainted. :)

451.  

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago 

Our Aussie and European friends are going to see the $900K barrier broken. 
I might have to stay up all night...hahaha

452.  

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago 

$890 is going down

453.  

Tai'lahr about 16 hours ago 

@RAWA's Mom: That's wonderful!

454.  

NomadMolly about 16 hours ago 

@RAWA's Mom, the Myst community is really something special. Always has 
been. I just love these people. Now you can be a part of it.

455.  

christine about 16 hours ago 

very nice Poem !
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456.  

RAWA's mom about 16 hours ago 

@Ta'lahr - No NOT AT ALL. He never minds explaining things to me. 
@Chgd Fr William, to using Bill - thank you. I can't wait to experience the 
things that all of you have experienced !!

457.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 16 hours ago 

@Horatio: Minds in sync :)

458.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 16 hours ago 

When I looked in at things at mid afternoon, my time. I did not think it 
possible, but it appears, we have passed yesterdays high for the day. If 
someone has already pointed that out, my apologies. I don't have all the past 
posts read yet. Anyway \o/

459.  

Horatio about 16 hours ago 

An amazing "Kicktraq Day" everyone! $28,328 and 427 new backers! We're 
on the upswing, and momentum is increasing!

Keep the momentum going overnight you Obductees overseas!

460.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 16 hours ago 

@RAWA's Mom: " I couldn't believe that computers games could effect SO 
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many people in the way that they did." Twenty years ago, I could not have 
imagined such an effect either. I am so glad that it has such an effect. 

I tell you, it will be wonderful when you experience yourself what your son 
has helped bring into existence. Wonderful!

461.  

Tai'lahr about 16 hours ago 

@RAWA's Mom: No, if anything, you've gained MORE brownie points with 
your honestly. And, if there's one thing you need to know about Uru 
Explorers, it's that they love to welcome and assist newcomers. I just hope 
I'm not in trouble with RAWA for getting you to want to come to the cavern. lol

462.  

ericfromabeno about 16 hours ago 

right now I'm a "gimme the box" back plus a bit extra for support... But I 
would love to be a "be the artist" backer... can't you guys at Cyan just put up 
10 more artist slots or something? :( I've been hoping for it for days now... I 
missed it because by the time I became aware of Obduction all 30 slots were 
filled (it's STILL the only limited pledge level that got filled, this should make 
you want to offer a few more slots and get some easy thousands!) I don't 
know Strata, and i'm not sure i could handle making an object like that, but I 
can draw! :(

463.  

Kevin MacFarland about 16 hours ago 

Wonderful Poem Bill, and it covers the teaser so wonderfully. Almost 890!

464.  

RAWA's mom about 16 hours ago 

@Tai'lahr and @Salvo Ludus - I am SO touched. THANK YOU for being so 
protective !!
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I guess I have to admit to you that RAWA's mom has never played any of the 
games. When Myst came out he gave me a tour around the game and I fell in 
love with the graphics. I thought it was absolutely gorgeous, but that is as far 
as I went. I never thought about it as any thing more than part of my son's 
work. I knew he loved it more than any thing. It wasn't until I started reading 
all the comments from all you wonderful fans that I wanted to know more. I 
couldn't believe that computers games could effect SO many people in the 
way that they did. 

When RAWA has time I am going to start from the beginning of the series 
and try them all..Since I am going to be a beginner, it will take quite awhile. 
He just showed me the cavern and told me a little about Obductee. It sounds 
great. See you there when I get the hang of it. (hope I haven't lost brownie 
points in revealing this)

465.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 17 hours ago 

Actually, looks like the number will be 890,xxx I leaped ahead, it seems.

466.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 17 hours ago 

It appears we may match yesterday mark for the day and looks like wonder, 
900k is going to appear. 

While we wait, something to read, for amusement. 

The Taking

Out for a walk on this cold night fair 
the scent of pine fills the air 
my eyes so full of moon and stars 
such brilliance lights my soul in awe

My eyes are hit with a blinding flash 
An explosion I fear a plane has crashed 
grace and mercy open a door 
comfort the falling of poor soul

But no, give thanks, not a crash at all 
But a brilliant light of a falling star 
And upon this star I make a wish 
of peace on earth and lovers kiss

Yet oddness there of falling path 
it does not fall straigt to the grass 
but changes course, toward me comes 
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What should I do, must I run

My feet are frozen into place 
my breath comes fast, my heart does race 
it dips behind younder hill 
I cannot move, by blood it chills

And then before me comes to rest 
hover there so near my chest 
and rights itself what magic this 
Now mesmerized I feel no risk

The tinkling sound of crystal clear 
It glows and opens its shape so near 
A fair orb glowing overlapping petal 
my senses leap they cannot settle

Then suddenly as spores break forth 
a million lights of dancing course 
sorrounding me my head grows dizzy 
and visions come of farmhouse pretty

And stranger this a sight of pillage? 
landscapes twisted and lifted village 
I shake my head what can this mean 
unseemly grip the visions stream

This all must end I must go home 
I should not come this place alone 
And now I know the power seductive 
before house I stand, I've been, Obducted

467.  

Matt Giuca about 17 hours ago 

@Lorna: Just go to the Nexus -> Public Links -> Obductee's Hood. That's 
probably the easiest way. If not, you will have to send me your Ki number.

468.  

Lorna Hartman about 17 hours ago 

Welcome new Strata backer!

@Matt, could you send me an invite to the Backer Hood? How does that 
even work? Attempting again now to get into Uru.
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469.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 17 hours ago 

How about a warm welcome for Strata backer #17!

470.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee about 17 hours ago 

@Tai True!

471.  

Tai'lahr about 17 hours ago 

@Salvo: She IS royalty!

472.  

Michael Winter about 17 hours ago 

Would she get a custom avatar like her son?

473.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 17 hours ago 

actually we aren't talking at all .... merely typing........ spooky

474.  
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Salvo Ludus - Obductee about 17 hours ago 

RAWA's mom in the cavern?!?! She'll immediately be treated like royalty! :)

475.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 17 hours ago 

We've been talking the whole time, Molly! This IS a comments section!

476.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee about 17 hours ago 

I envy everyone who's playing Uru Live for the first time. Being great fans of 
Cyan and Myst (which obviously if you're here, you are) and never having 
played is like a brand new Myst game was just released.

477.  

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago 

now we are talking

478.  

Tai'lahr about 17 hours ago 

@RAWA's Mom: if he'll just get you set up and into the cavern, we'll take 
good care of you from there. : )

479.  

ericfromabeno about 17 hours ago 

whoah... someone just became an "art collector" ^_^
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480.  

Ryan S. Davis about 17 hours ago 

Are there people here that are just trying Uru for the first time because of the 
kickstarter community? I would love to hear your impressions of it! Favorite 
ages, etc.

481.  

Tako Shak about 17 hours ago 

I might still go for the boxed game, but I need to see my financial situation 
nearer the end of the week. :p

482.  

ericfromabeno about 17 hours ago 

sorry, to get 100% funding, i meant to type -_-

483.  

ericfromabeno about 17 hours ago 

also, we're now under $14 per person to get 100$ funding. in theory, anyway. 
Convincing literally every current back to put up another $14 isn't probably 
going to happen... but convincing at least HALF to put in say... $30 right 
now... that could happen! ^_^ right?

484.  

ericfromabeno about 17 hours ago 

doh! one dollar over the magic number :P.... and now blasted past on the way 
to 889,000
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485.  

Craig Jacobs about 17 hours ago 

Wow - things have picked up! Over the last 5 days (counting today) we've 
been averaging a hair over $1,000/hour. At this rate we should hit $900K by 
the end of this day (9AM tomorrow EST). then we have 6 full days to get the 
last $200K. If this is like other campaigns, and enough people know about it 
we should do close to $200K on the last two days. If this run rate keeps up 
we will only need $100K on the last two days. I am optimistic.

486.  

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago 

we have officially earned more money today than yesterday, making it the 
best day since 10/23 and the 7th best day so far.

487.  

Patrick Mohr about 17 hours ago 

Thanks for making this multi-platform. That's what made the difference, and 
convinced me to fund you.

488.  

RAWA's mom about 17 hours ago 

@Tai'lahr - Since I am not very good at computer things, I will have to have 
RAWA explain what that is and how to do it :)

489.  

Matt Giuca about 17 hours ago 

Tai has been great today, giving people invites to the hood and showing new 
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people around. It's awesome that there are a few people in here who say 
they have never played Uru (or Uru Live) before!

Now I'm chilling in Obductee's Eder Tsogal. I prefer the outdoors :) Ri'Neref 
wrote D'ni in a cavern because he wanted his people to appreciate the 
beauty of the other Ages!

490.  

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago 

no I can stay up for a few hours yet

491.  

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago 

my strengths are overstating the obvious hehehe

492.  

ericfromabeno about 17 hours ago 

yeah, NomadMolly, but it's been 40 minutes since you asked for it :0 aren't 
you going to bed??

493.  

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago 

closing in on $888,888

494.  

NomadMolly about 17 hours ago 

@Tai...way to go helping everyone get into URU!
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495.  

Tai'lahr about 18 hours ago 

Shorah RAWA's Mom! Hey, if you ever get to the cavern, we have an 
Obductee's Hood, now! : )

496.  

Lorna Hartman about 18 hours ago 

Thanks @Salvo. :)

497.  

James Andrew Wodehouse about 18 hours ago 

What can I say Molly my kinetic visions were correct lol 
Your welcome Linda

498.  

LINDA WOLLETT about 18 hours ago 

Oh Yeah! Exceeds expectations! I'll add to the tally now - thank you!

499.  

NomadMolly about 18 hours ago 

I have red hair btw... comes from a bottle, but it IS red

500.  
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NomadMolly about 18 hours ago 

hahahahaha 
I love it

501.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee about 18 hours ago 

Ok, just so there's no confusion. I didn't put anything in those tweets that 
would be considered spoilers. Anything in there that you haven't heard about, 
I just made up.

Anyway, I'm also maintaining the Obduction Community list on twitter. 
Anyone who wants to be a part of the list, please let me know here or tweet 
me @SalvoLudus. Here's a link to the list: 
https://twitter.com/SalvoLudus/lists/obduction-community

502.  

James Andrew Wodehouse about 18 hours ago 

Sorry for this NomadMolly @Linda, maybe there will be a bidding war! 
http://fc07.deviantart.net/fs71/f/2013/313/2/9/aaaob20001fin_by_wodehouse
1-d6to6rd.jpg

503.  

RAWA's mom about 18 hours ago 

@Sean Reynolds - Thank you - at least someone knows my hardship! HA HA 
!! Seriously, it is sooooooo worth it !!!@Tai'lahr and @NomadMolly - "Hello" to 
both of you : )

504.  

NomadMolly about 18 hours ago 

@Linda, no I have no problem with that
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505.  

Kenneth E Sell about 18 hours ago 

Know the feeling

506.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 18 hours ago 

Don't mind me. I'm just over here putting off sleep even though I'm tired.

507.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 18 hours ago 

Woll 'n' Moll

508.  

LINDA WOLLETT about 18 hours ago 

@NomadMolly - any concerns with posting a caricature of your car & flier 
campaign?

509.  

NomadMolly about 18 hours ago 

ok let's make $888,888 in the next 15 minutes 
and $890K before I need to sleep

510.  
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Kenneth E Sell about 18 hours ago 

I start at about 9am and since then we gained 300 backers and $20,000

511.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee about 18 hours ago 

@Lorna I've seen and read all the spoilers from the updates, but I was VERY 
careful not to use any of them. I pretty much made it all up. Trust me, the 
pollen, the seed growing the house, all that I just made up so there are no 
spoilers there.

512.  

Lorna Hartman about 18 hours ago 

Uru's not in the mood to let me in tonight. I never know from one time to the 
next. I'll try a few more times; I'm here at my computer anyway.

513.  

NomadMolly about 18 hours ago 

@Salvo,

You could use made up things so as not to give anything away

514.  

NomadMolly about 18 hours ago 

hehehe

515.  
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Lorna Hartman about 18 hours ago 

Here $890K, here boy! ;)

516.  

Lorna Hartman about 18 hours ago 

Salvo, I like the idea except some of those tweets contain information I didn't 
know about the game yet--I've been very careful to avoid all spoilers. All I 
know is the house image and the seed image. Maybe don't give away so 
much of the farm, keep the series of tweets shorter so people can follow it 
more easily.

517.  

LINDA WOLLETT about 18 hours ago 

@Mr. Wodehouse - OK.

518.  

James Andrew Wodehouse about 18 hours ago 

@Linda, I couldn't possibly have any influence on your pledge, that is 
completely up to yourself. I should point out I am not an 'artist' I just use 
image manipulation, anyway if Molly is okay with it I will post something 
@Molly, are you okay with the idea? 
@Salvo, sounds like a good idea to me

519.  

NomadMolly about 19 hours ago 

@Slavo, very clever

520.  
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Salvo Ludus - Obductee about 19 hours ago 

Hello all. I wanted to run something by everyone and get your opinions. I am 
currently obsessed with the idea behind twitter as a way of getting the 
message out to lots of people at a time. I did an experiment where I tweeted 
as someone who was "obducted." I think this might be a good idea to get 
people interested in reading your tweets (for those of you who have twitter) 
and getting the word out about Obduction. Here are the tweets I posted, each 
a few hours apart:

- I've been #Obducted. I'm standing in front of a house with a white picket 
fence and I don't know what to do! @CyanWorlds

- The house has roots sprouting out of it. How did it get here? Was it... 
grown? Is that what the seeds do? #Obducted @CyanWorlds

- The fence and house have holes in them. As if the seed had tiny 
imperfections in it that got bigger as it grew. #Obducted @CyanWorlds

- A woman is walking towards me. She looks out of place here. Or rather, out 
of time... She reaches into her pocket... #Obducted @CyanWorlds

- She pulls out a handful of something. Pollen? She blows it in my face and 
says "It's not time yet." The world fades... #Obducted @CyanWorlds

- I come to looking at a website. 
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction …. The house & 
woman are there. I can't stop smiling. #Obducted @CyanWorlds

Notice I didn't use the hashtag #obduction. Everyone is using that for news 
and info about the game. But if we use #obducted for our personal twitter 
"experiences" everyone who searches for #obducted will get just these 
stories.

So here is my challenge to all the people here who have twitter. Start 
tweeting with the following: 
"I've been #Obducted. I'm standing in front of a house with a white picket 
fence and I don't know what to do! @CyanWorlds" or make something else 
up. 
And every couple of hours tweet a new part of your story. Make sure your 
tweet ends with (or contains) #Obducted and @CyanWorlds. And make sure 
the final tweet includes the link to this Kickstarter.

Sorry for the long post. What do you guys think?

521.  

LINDA WOLLETT about 19 hours ago 

@Talon - I hope so!

522.  
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Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 19 hours ago 

I bet I'll wake up to 900k+.

523.  

NomadMolly about 19 hours ago 

We are going to break $900K tomorrow

524.  

NomadMolly about 19 hours ago 

we are waiting there for you. Gosh that sounded like something from Burnt 
Offerings

525.  

Lorna Hartman about 19 hours ago 

$885K! This is great! I'm not gone for the weekend; I'll be gone most of the 
final Friday night of this Kickstarter campaign.

I am going to log into Uru tonight and see if I can get into the Obductees 
Hood, or whatever. Let's see, how do I get to that book again ... Could be a 
long evening ;)

526.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 19 hours ago 

We now have 50 Double Disc backers!

527.  
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NomadMolly about 19 hours ago 

ok let me fire up another computer. I'm in SL atm on this one

528.  

LINDA WOLLETT about 19 hours ago 

Hi Mr. Wodehouse - sorry, my link didn't work but, like you, I don't usually 
participate in forums. And because I'm newly registered on the Cyan forum, I 
can't post yet anyway. 

So, I think you've been following these comments. The picture in my mind is 
NomadMolly tearing around the city to the doctor with a brace on her arm, 
the cafe, school and, as she recently announced, Second Life music talk 
show with fliers hanging off her car and flying out the window. I'd be willing to 
up my pledge to get a caricature of this. Because this depends on your time 
& talent, I'd like to know what you think is a fair increase of the pledge. 
Nothing fancy, mind you. Does that make sense? Are you comfortable 
suggesting the amount I should pledge?

529.  

Christopher Burce about 20 hours ago 

Only a little more than 200,000 to make it! I think we'll be able to do it, 
especially with the last push during the 48 hour block.

530.  

Roman Makar about 20 hours ago 

Thanks EMS

531.  

Matt Giuca about 20 hours ago 

Guys, you don't need an invite. Just jump in, link to the Nexus, then under 
"Public Links" you will find "Obductee's Hood". The invites are only just in 
case the hood falls off the public list.
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532.  

Acorn about 20 hours ago 

Signed up to the hood.... Goodnight all, signing off until tomorrow!

533.  

Kenneth E Sell about 20 hours ago 

@Tai'lahr Hi 
I'll take an invite "SkydiverKen"

534.  

James Andrew Wodehouse about 20 hours ago 

@Linda, Hi Linda, I'm not sure I follow what you want me to do, a caricature 
of NomadMolly? I will do anything to help with fundraising. The link to your 
thread didn't work so I couldn't follow the conversation. I am not a member of 
any forums (I think), though I have played all the games through from Myst to 
(Uru as Bewley) I have always played as the 'outsider', but now know at least 
the names here, I will/would talk to any of them (shamazin peoples). 
I am sure Lorna said she was gone for the weekend, anyway you can let me 
know what you were thinking.

535.  

Roman Makar about 20 hours ago 

@ Tai Shorah Night-tripper would like an invite to the hood

536.  

Joseph Garnsey about 20 hours ago 

@ Tai'lahr, I would like to be invited to this new hood. Been a long time since 
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I've been in the cavern… but its updating now…. mormyst is my avatar 
name. Thanks!!!

537.  

Tai'lahr about 20 hours ago 

Right, I'll keep the hood public, but it's good to have an invite in case it falls 
off the nexus list.

538.  

Matt Giuca about 20 hours ago 

Woot, hanging out with Tai in the brand new Obductee's Hood in Uru Live. 
Note that you don't need an invite -- just go to the Nexus and find it under 
"Public Links". (But if for some reason you can't find it there, Tai can give you 
an invite.)

539.  

NomadMolly about 20 hours ago 

I have to go look at my alts tai and see who is going to join

540.  

NomadMolly about 20 hours ago 

@ Hi there RAWA's Mom.

541.  

Tai'lahr about 20 hours ago 

Shorah RAWA's Mom! 
@ Everyone: okay, the Obductee's Hood is created in MOULa. Let me know 
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if you want membership or just an invite. : )

542.  

Sean Reynolds about 20 hours ago 

@ RAWA mom, Wow you sound like my Aunt, She gets more catalogues in 
the post than letters (probably a good thing as these days you only ever get 
bills in the post) but to give sacrifice catalogue ordering for a week this close 
to Christmas, wow, that dedication!!! kudos!

543.  

Inga Schut about 20 hours ago 

Sounds like a good reason to visit the caves once again... can't join you guys 
now but will probably have a peak somewhere next week... haven't been 
there enough I'm affraid. Keep up the good work!

544.  

RAWA's mom about 20 hours ago 

Been REALLY busy today. Just got caught up on all comments !! 
@Dimitrios - just to let you know - you have inspired me. I don't smoke or 
drink and I only have a cup of coffee a couple times a month (usually) so at 
first I didn't think your savings plan would work for me. But then yesterday I 
was thumbing through a catalog and saw a couple "things" that I wanted to 
order. All of a sudden a light bulb went off in my brain - this is what I can give 
up for the next week (Yes, I am a big catalog order person). So before this 
campaign is over, I will let everyone know how much I can increase my 
pledge from MY savings plan. BRING ON THE CATALOGS !!!!!

@Nomadmolly - CONGRATS on the Second Life music and so sorry about 
your hand, I will be thinking about you an surgery day !!

545.  

Sean Reynolds about 20 hours ago 

Matt I remember you! Flashbacks rolling in! pining for the days of 
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uruobsession, sigh. (better known as EyeDE)

546.  

NomadMolly about 20 hours ago 

hehe yes indeed...good times

547.  

Matt Giuca about 20 hours ago 

Ah, just logged into Uru and found a bunch of people in the Karaoke hood. 
Good times :)

548.  

Tai'lahr about 20 hours ago 

@Matt, yes I do remember Eat_My_Shortz! lol

549.  

Michael Winter about 20 hours ago 

@Criswell: They'll all be in three-point type and scroll by at 30 mph. ;)

550.  

Matt Giuca about 20 hours ago 

@Joann: Hehe nice to see you remember :) We had some good times in Uru. 
No idea what "Chocolate Day" was about, but there you go, now it's 
immortalized for all time. If anybody else remembers me by my old moniker, 
yes, I am Eat_My_Shortz (EMS).
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551.  

beebee about 20 hours ago 

@Acorn, @Tai' Count me in for any meetings in moula! Haven't been in the 
cavern much since moving to Linux, but hope to crank up the old XP box 
again.

552.  

Mark Webber about 21 hours ago 

There is also an ongoing Saturday night get-together in the DMR in Moul(a) 
starting at 1800 KI (8pm EST) time..tonight will feature music produced using 
an instrument named a duduk which was used heavily in the age of 
Gahreesen by Tim Larkin .. tune in @ http://184.82.87.122:6042

553.  

Criswell Weatherman about 21 hours ago 

I want to see how Cyan manages to fit 11000 names into the backers credits 
list and 2100 on the box backers list - that is going to be one massive list of 
credits ...

554.  

Paul Melampy about 21 hours ago 

We were at 870K at 9 PST, and now at 4 PST we're at 884K. That's 14K in 7 
hours, or 2K per hour!!

555.  

NomadMolly about 21 hours ago 

BTW everyone the MOUL karaoke party is in full swing. If you would like to 
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listen in to our great singers you can do so at:

http://198.24.145.146:9838

556.  

Paul Melampy about 21 hours ago 

@Linda: Yep, it's been like that all day!

557.  

LINDA WOLLETT about 21 hours ago 

$4000 in about 2 hours.

558.  

NomadMolly about 21 hours ago 

btw, there are tons of artistic types in SL, they might really like the Be the 
Artist levels.

559.  

Acorn about 21 hours ago 

@Molly - that's great news, well done.

560.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 21 hours ago 

Congratulation Molly!
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561.  

NomadMolly about 21 hours ago 

I just got invited to be a featured artist on a Second Life music talk show. I 
wasn't going to do it, because of the hand and all, but it is only 3-4 songs and 
some chat. So I am going to do it and I will mention something about 
Obduction.

562.  

NomadMolly about 21 hours ago 

Ok lets get another $5K in here. We need to stay at current levels....round up 
those backers.

563.  

Acorn about 21 hours ago 

@Tai' - I'm happy to leave it in your hands - or someone else's - I'm not 
expert at things like creating hoods, I'm afraid, but I'd be keen to join in!

564.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 21 hours ago 

If you do setup something in MOULa, hopefully you can let us all know here. I 
can't, at this time, play any video game(hopefully it is not going to last). A 
problem with my ears(dizzy) and my eyes, which results in vertigo and leads 
to the nausea. Something about the motion, video, graphics, lots of stuff. But, 
when I can, if somehow there is a way to let all of us on here know, I would 
come in for a meet. :)

565.  
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Tai'lahr about 21 hours ago 

Ah, it was you, Acorn! Would you like to take the lead on this?

566.  

Tai'lahr about 21 hours ago 

Okay, I can't do much tonight, but start watching the Welcome Obduction 
Backers forum thread and I'll post something there (or, someone else can 
take the lead and post their plans there): 
http://www.mystonline.com/forums/viewtopic.php…

567.  

NomadMolly about 21 hours ago 

@Tai, I think that is a great idea about a backer hood. We are making friends 
here and I would hate for us to just go our separate ways after this.

568.  

Acorn about 21 hours ago 

Thanks for the suggestion, Tai' - I commented earlier that the kickstarter 
community could continue to meet up in MOULa once the kickstarter has 
funded (which it will!) - because we'll be facing a fairly long wait until we have 
a new game to play...

569.  

Steve Walton about 21 hours ago 

@Tai'lahr, count me in

570.  
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Maarten Dijkstra about 21 hours ago 

It feels like I should get into MOULa... There goes any spare time I may have 
had!

571.  

Lorna Hartman about 21 hours ago 

@Tai'lahr, I'd totally show up to a backer meetup in MOULA.

572.  

Tai'lahr about 21 hours ago 

Marein, that's what alts are for. ; )

573.  

Marein Könings about 21 hours ago 

@Tai'lahr: A meeting in Uru definitely sounds fun! I'd join in. I myself don't feel 
the need to switch hoods though.

574.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 21 hours ago 

Thank you Strata backer #16!

575.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee about 21 hours ago 

@Tai I would absolutely be interested
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576.  

Joann about 21 hours ago 

@ Matt. Wow! What memories! I went to your G+ link, and from there to your 
old ems relto and looked at the pictures. Pic in the relto and I see my avatar 
standing there. First thing I thought was - I was wearing brown? Then I read 
that it was chocolate day. Great pics. Long time, no see. :-)

577.  

Tai'lahr about 21 hours ago 

There was some mention earlier about the backers meeting in MOULa or 
even creating a neighborhood for them. How much interest is there in doing 
that?

578.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 21 hours ago 

@Bill I got your reference to "disassemble."

579.  

Horatio about 21 hours ago 

OK kids, we're at $22,000 for today's Kicktraq Day with 5 hours remaining! I 
know we can hit $30,000 in that time! Let's do this!

580.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 21 hours ago 

@Maarten: It's okay. We're good, my friend. No Worries. And thanks for the 
understanding. :)
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581.  

Marein Könings about 22 hours ago 

@Matt: Ah yeah, I understand. 
I copied my comment to the G+ post :)

582.  

Horatio about 22 hours ago 

@Molly: Do we have the URL for the karaoke stream by any chance?

583.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 22 hours ago 

"NomadMolly 2 minutes ago 
ooh we got a Strata donor while I was making singing noises. Fantastic!" 

@NomadMolly. Back to singing for you, I think. There's your real calling. 
Better than doctor stuff, right?

584.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 22 hours ago 

"NomadMolly less than a minute ago just finished, but if there are more 
takers I'll go back on "

Sorry I missed it, but that explains why I can't play anything. My computer 
and I were about to have a...disassemble. Like Johnny5 and the 
grasshopper, but not as messy.

Bill's Id, looks at Bill's I. "I wonder how many even catch that reference? Like, 
can you reach back any further in time?"

585.  
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Matt Giuca about 22 hours ago 

@Marein: Good point. I struggled to get the Uru post down to the (giant) size 
it is so I didn't say much about the community. I'd be happy for you to add 
that as a comment on my G+ post.

586.  

NomadMolly about 22 hours ago 

ooh we got a Strata donor while I was making singing noises. Fantastic!

587.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 22 hours ago 

You know, typing and reading whilst walking the dog and baby is remarkably 
difficult.. ;)

588.  

NomadMolly about 22 hours ago 

btw, as Tai said a bit ago, there is long standing group of MOUL folks who 
have a karaoke party every Sat night. In fact, it is about to start. That is 
where I heard the wonderful Horatio for the first time. It is great fun and talent 
is optional, but in fact the singers there are quite talented.

589.  

NomadMolly about 22 hours ago 

hehe so some of you heard my little bit of nonsense
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Maarten Dijkstra about 22 hours ago 

@fr william no need, seriously. I mistakenly put down your name instead of 
william c. I would hope people would make suggestions rather than say 
things suck

591.  

Horatio about 22 hours ago 

Thank you to our 16th Strata 3D backer!

592.  

Marein Könings about 22 hours ago 

@Molly: Thanks for the nice tunes! Really, it was most enjoyable. Be sure to 
let us know when you stream again!

593.  

NomadMolly about 22 hours ago 

just finished, but if there are more takers 
I'll go back on

594.  

Marein Könings about 22 hours ago 

@Bill: No worries!

595.  

christine about 22 hours ago 

oops i messed this up too but anyway go to http://69.162.64.66:10070/ Molly 
live in support of obduction click on the link and listen
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596.  

christine about 22 hours ago 

Yes Molly is good ! thanks Molly ! I sent your link to the dmr face book friends 
! I am ease dropping for sure !

597.  

Marein Könings about 22 hours ago 

@Matt: Thanks for the heads-up! And a very nice read. I missed one thing in 
your review of the online Uru though; the amazing community that created 
guilds, societies, and all sorts of groups to further the exploration of the world 
and enhance the immersion of all players. The fact that Uru allowed that 
awesome community to do the things it did, is the most magical thing about 
the game, in my opinion.

598.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 22 hours ago 

Not that anyone is wondering. But in case someone is concerned, regarding 
the following in my last post: 
"We will go as high in life, or this adventurous project before us, as we are 
willing to set our vision. It is as easy to look up to the higher, the loftier, goals, 
than it is to look down at ones feet, and miss where vision, may have taken 
us, or the wonders, we might, have seen." 
No, I don't know where or how or why I come up with lines like that. Its kind of 
like...indigestion. And sometimes, you know, things come up. I know, it is 
really bad when that happens in public places. So, try to step around it, 
okay? Thanks. :) :D

599.  

Bruce Osborne about 22 hours ago 

I believe all kickstarter money is charged when the campaign is over. We 
then trust Cyan to produce the product we invested in.
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600.  

Gioacchino Carbone about 22 hours ago 

Just wondering, will the shipping cost only come into effect after the game is 
actually shipped or are we charged immediately? Cause that $15 shipping is 
the only thing keeping me from the $75 tier...

601.  

Matt Giuca about 22 hours ago 

Guys, on Monday it will be the 10th anniversary of Uru, the game which 
brought a lot of us together! I put together a retrospective review and short 
photo gallery here: 
https://plus.google.com/108688191891412975833/posts/ZyDz6m6Pg6q

80% now! Remember that according to Kickstarter 
(http://www.kickstarter.com/help/stats), 99.2% of projects that reach 80% 
funding are successful. Keep backing! We're nearly there.

602.  

Horatio about 22 hours ago 

I still want a lower-cost tier with a tangible bauble. Please, Cyan?

603.  

christine about 22 hours ago 

http://69.162.64.66:10070/

604.  
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christine about 22 hours ago 

so nice Molly !

605.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 22 hours ago 

@Marien: "Obductium" Nice word. 
@Cyan. Perhaps on one of these new worlds you are creating, there should 
be some structure call, The "Obductium." Just a thought. 

@Maaten @All. I apologize for my abruptness today in my comments. Really. 
No cause or excuse. We will go as high in life, or this adventurous project 
before us, as we are willing to set our vision. It is as easy to look up to the 
higher, the loftier, goals, than it is to look down at ones feet, and miss where 
vision, may have taken us, or the wonders, we might, have seen.

606.  

martin innemee about 22 hours ago 

I suggest to Cyan to make an eastern egg with a list of names for those who 
pledge at least 60 Dollars or more. Maybe that helps to the majority of 25 and 
45 dollar pledgers to raise their pledge a few bucks.

607.  

Sean Reynolds about 22 hours ago 

@Marein, if there ever is one i'll be there, especially as the Euromysterium 
was well organised!

608.  

Marein Könings about 22 hours ago 

@Sean: Yep, the one and only EuroMysterium that ever was, was organized 
by the Dutch community and it took place in the Netherlands! Perhaps there 
will be a EuroObductium in the future?
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609.  

Sean Reynolds about 22 hours ago 

Dutch seem to have a real affinity with Myst/Uru most the people i made 
friends with in Uru were Dutch and i'm ashamed to say I could not speak the 
language but they still made me welcome. Plus the Euro mysteriums were 
Dutch were they not (not Dutch but held there). Respect to the Netherlands, 
good taste. and Strata backer 15 thank you, and i'm so jealous!

610.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] about 22 hours ago 

Thank you Strata backer #15!

611.  

Marein Könings about 22 hours ago 

@Molly: Very enjoyable! I encourage others to listen in at 
http://69.162.64.66:10070/

612.  

Tai'lahr about 22 hours ago 

Molly, tell them about the Uru Karaoke group!

613.  

Michael Ozark about 22 hours ago 

@Molly That's so nice. You are talented!
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614.  

Tai'lahr about 22 hours ago 

\o/

615.  

Criswell Weatherman about 22 hours ago 

William C Crawford, do I need to remind you of the KickStarter guidelines? "If 
you don't like a project, don't back it. No need to be a jerk." Exactly what sort 
of tiers and rewards would you like to see as alternatives? And echoing what 
Bruce Osborne said, do you really buy a tote bag at $100 from your local 
NPR station, or are you donating to support it, and you get the tote bag as a 
"thank you" gift?

616.  

Mac_Fife about 22 hours ago 

/me waves back at Marein Könings :)

617.  

Acorn about 22 hours ago 

hooray!

618.  

adixor about 22 hours ago 

15000 backers!
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619.  

Marein Könings about 22 hours ago 

@Molly: I'm tuning in!

620.  

Acorn about 22 hours ago 

earlier, it was the Brits who came out to play, following comments from 
@Carol Woodward - now it's the time of the Dutch!

621.  

Horatio about 22 hours ago 

@Maarten: Yeah, it's not much of a mystery. Lol

622.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 22 hours ago 

oh, four more backers to 15,000!

623.  

NomadMolly about 22 hours ago 

I'm going to do my last little bit of playing until my surgery, more for me than 
anyone else, if you really want a good laugh go to this url hahahah 
69.162.64.66:10070. For pete's sake don't go there is you think it will keep 
you from donating money, hahahaha
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624.  

Horatio about 22 hours ago 

FYI: We are at over 20K so far for today's "Kicktraq day." There are 6 hours 
remaining until it ends at 11pm EST. Can we pull in another 10K before then?

625.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 23 hours ago 

Goede morgen Marein, Molly, Horatio.. plenty of Dutch here, but scattered 
around the globe :)

Horatio, I thought as much when I saw your name on FB :)

626.  

Horatio about 23 hours ago 

@Molly: Cool! I know some Van Campens back in Michigan.

627.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 23 hours ago 

@Jenny - you are correct! my apologies Fr William! :/ sorry just waking up 
and reading through all the comments. no offence meant.

628.  

Marein Könings about 23 hours ago 

There's much more Dutch in here than I would have expected!
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629.  

LINDA WOLLETT about 23 hours ago 

@NomadMolly - sounds ahhh (mmm how to be positive) ..interesting...

630.  

Jenny Sue Hane about 23 hours ago 

@Fr William, I think Maarten confused you with William C Crawford ... who 
said that the existing reward tiers sucked, but didn't really explain what he 
wanted instead.

631.  

NomadMolly about 23 hours ago 

oh lol...I am also of Dutch descent...my Mom was a Van Campen...

632.  

Horatio about 23 hours ago 

@Maarten: Welcome back. I have to admit, a break for breakfast or dinner 
sounds appealing right now. But , I've hitched my obligation horse to lunch, 
so lunch it is.

BTW, another Dutchman here - albeit American of Dutch descent.

633.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 23 hours ago 

@ Maarten, I don't believe I even came close to saying thing sucked. I have 
never said this project would not succeed. I have always maintained it will. 
My point is, a lot of folks are saying they want FIPS, or they want Oculus Rift, 
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or they want another age. If that is so, stop aiming at getting this to 1.1 and 
get your sights higher. If you aim for the low target, that is what you are 
going, to hit.

634.  

NomadMolly about 23 hours ago 

If you folks want some silly entertainment from a woman with her right hand 
in a brace, I could start up my stream and broadcast some horribly flawed 
live music.

635.  

Marein Könings about 23 hours ago 

*waves at Mac_Fife*

636.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 23 hours ago 

@horatio - I hate to think you must be the size of a house now.. hang in there 
buddy!

637.  

Maarten Dijkstra about 23 hours ago 

Morning everyone! :) Great to see we knocked over another milestone. 
Almost 15,000 backers, that's awesome. 
I'm sorry to see that looking through the last few hours' worth of comments 
that a bit of negativity crept back in. Let's keep this upbeat, and rather than 
saying you don't like things, can we please offer constructive criticism? 
@Diana - if you don't like Oculus Rift, that's fine. Do please be aware that 
BOTH localisation and Oculus support are part of the first stretch goal. 
@Fr William to Bill - I'm glad you came back with a statement of what would 
make you pledge more. SImply saying things suck doesn't help, but adding 
what would make you stump up more helps - thank you for that! :) 
Personally I think there are still some holes in the pledge tiers between the 
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small and very large amounts, and I hope Cyan will roll out a few more 
options for those on the fence about upping their pledges. I'd actually like to 
see something like bundle specials on buying digital copies of Myst, 
RealMyst, Riven for PC, iPad etc, as I think there are a number of people 
who have not actually played them, or if they did, now no longer have copies. 
I actually picked up both before this campaign even launched (such a happy 
coincidence!) and playing them through again is totally getting me in the 
mood for Obduction. 
Thanks everyone. Let's keep the momentum going, please keep telling your 
friends and colleagues and spread the word - the more backers the better! :)

638.  

Horatio about 23 hours ago 

Keep up the momentum, everyone! Let's get to that 900K mark! *urp*

639.  

Kenneth E Sell about 23 hours ago 

Astoria, NYC let me know when you come on board

640.  

Roman Makar about 23 hours ago 

push push push

641.  

LINDA WOLLETT about 23 hours ago 

The tally went up $1000 in 19 minutes...

642.  
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Chgd Fr William, to using Bill about 23 hours ago 

@Bruce: What you said. Two thumbs up. You have a smart way of driving the 
nail into the wood. :)

643.  

Tai'lahr about 23 hours ago 

@Bruce: Yep, that's the train I got on, too. : ) 
I really just want to see Cyan produce another successful game.

644.  

NomadMolly about 23 hours ago 

@Bruce, what a lovely way to look at this.

645.  

LINDA WOLLETT 1 day ago 

@Bruce - I also pledged at a decent level because I want a game from this 
team of gamer genius's - geniuses - geniui - anyway - I would have pledged 
with no reward. And I really want additional worlds. I am so sad when the 
credits start rolling on a great game.

646.  

Mac_Fife 1 day ago 

About time I broke cover ;) ... 
I speak to some of the folks at Cyan on a fairly regular basis, and I wouldn't 
be too concerned about whether the budget is big enough. They won't have 
grabbed a number out of fresh air and hoped for the best, they'll have it well 
worked out what their costs are and what they can do. Their costs are 
probably lower than most developers because they own their own premises 
and don't have the overheads that many bigger outfits do. 
One thing you can be sure of is that Cyan won't promise something they can't 
deliver. That's why they haven't offered Linux support so far - it depends upon 
having the support added to Unreal Engine 4 and that's not something that 
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Cyan have any control over. But I'd expect that if Linux support arrives 
between the end of the KS and the completion date then it'll get seriously 
considered. 
Also, remember that Cyan can probably bank on a reasonable amount of 
sales to people who would probably never consider backing a KickStarter 
and as J B Lewis posted they might well have some other "private" funding 
available.

647.  

Michael R. 1 day ago 

Niiiiiice! Keep it rolling!

648.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 1 day ago 

80% funded!

649.  

Tiago Regueiras 1 day ago 

WoooooooHOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!

650.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

whoo whoo whoo whoo

651.  

Bruce Osborne 1 day ago 

@William C Crawford 
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This is about investing in Cyan & investing in a game, not trying to get the 
most rewards for the buck. 
I am supporting this because I believe in Cyan & believe this game needs to 
be made. I am not sure that I personally will enjoy it, but I know many others 
will.

652.  

Paul Melampy 1 day ago 

880,000!!!!! I see the pledge rate accelerating!

653.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 1 day ago 

It's not much, and not much help in the big picture. But I've just added 
another 50. Brings me to 300 total. But, frustratingly, I am beyond the limit of 
what I can do and that absolutely taps me out. Since I am currently between 
projects/jobs and don't know when the next will start, and some short term 
health issues are slowing that, I am tapping into reserve living expense. On 
the fantastically bright side, if this project hits the 1.3 stretch goal, it will be 
wonderfully, incredibly, worth it. For me though, it is not really about that 
game, it is honestly about Cyan. Two times in my life either a product of 
Cyan, or an experience I had, as a result of the world community that formed 
around Cyan product, deeply impacted my life. Regret is, if I had known 
twenty years ago that this event would be happening now, I would have 
started saving twenty years ago and I would definitely be grabbing a 10k 
spot, perhaps several. :) 

Where's the boost valve on this rocket? I wonder if in this Verse of Cyan's 
imaginative worlds, hot air, burns. ;)

@Dimitrios. Yep, have seen the math. Thanks. And I appreciate all the work 
you are puttinginto that. It confirms we hit the minimums (1.1), but as the 
actual boost at the end cannot be guaranteed and only anticipated, how high 
beyond then minimum cannot be accurately predicted. The only way you can 
be sure to go well beyond the minimum, is to hit that mark at least 2 days 
before the end of the campaign and then hope the actual expected boost, 
Materializes. Calculations of momentum based on how much each day 
surpasses the previous is a better measure of that, I think. And again, those 
are not definitive, either. :)
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William C Crawford 1 day ago 

I told you when you started that your lower tiers suck. You need more stuff 
down there. More reasons for me to upgrade. I don't want another box sitting 
around my house, so $75 is out. 

Yet another T-shirt I won't wear? No thanks.

Art print is interesting... But $120? Nah.

Next is $250 for the art book. Cripes!

Find ways to entice me into upgrading my tier. I'm at $45 out of pity, not 
because I actually want the soundtrack and art book. (Although I admit that's 
a great tier for a lot of people.)

A good campaign has as much to do with the tiers as it does the product. 
You're leaving money on the table.

655.  

J.B. Lewis 1 day ago 

To all concerned about the budget: we've been assuming that $1.1 million is 
all that Cyan will be using to make the "base" game, but all we really know is 
that amount is all they require from this crowdfunding effort. It's entirely 
possible that they've budgeted additional funds they've saved over the years 
for this as well.

656.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

@ Fr William to Bill if you have time and want read my maths ..way severals 
comments under. tip use my name click it and at the next page you can click 
at my comments..:)

657.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

@Christine, waaaaa, Shaking the Tree is not available on SingSnap which 
means it makes it tough for me to record it and post it legally without violating 
copyright. I might be able to do it and put it on my webpage in "My Living 
Room" section that requires a login. That is my digital way of simulating a 
performance for friends that gets me around the copyright problems. It is a 
great choice of a song for me though and I really want to do it.
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658.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

+10@ Mark

659.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 1 day ago 

I am sure, Cyan does have any fat in the Obduction budget. Cyan is a smart 
company. They have managed to survive during the leanest of years. They 
are doing this with a very small crew, but extremely large in talent, crew. And 
have no fear, Cyan will deliver. 

Now personally, I would like to see Cyan working with a bit more fat in their 
diet. At the current pace, that I am seeing today, for the first time, I am going 
to admit to having some concerns. Yes, Obduction will meet the 1,100,000 
mark. I am concerned that, at the current pace and daily amounts, though 
definitely upward the last 4 days, that the final boost expected is only going to 
get us to, or slightly beyond the 1.1 goal and nowhere near even the 1.3 
needed for FIPS or ORift. 

Currently, it appears from my calculations we are trailing approximately 9,000 
and 3 hours behind the pace of yesterday. So, I am going back to look for 
piggy banks to break. This could be a very lean Christmas. But. if this project 
goes over the top, and Obduction is the major success I believe it will be for 
Cyan, it will be so very much worth it.

660.  

Hyperion: Titan of Light 1 day ago 

@ Michael Arnovitz, I don't know how they make any money with their 
process. It seems slow, careful and thoughtful but that costs cash. They also 
don't have a large base like the high action / explosion / alien / military 
games, so it baffles me. They must be very good at walking that thin line the 
seem to live on. Congrats to staying alive in the business world these passed 
decades! They should get a million dollar bonus for that alone!
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LINDA WOLLETT 1 day ago 

@Tai'lahr - I'm such a newbie...thx for your help!

662.  

Tai'lahr 1 day ago 

@Linda, you'll need to join the Explorers group and then wait for a 
confirmation e-mail. Read here: http://forums.cyan.com/viewtopic.php…

663.  

Mark Webber 1 day ago 

I only spent $8.00 at the pub today..so I'm upping my pledge by $20.00..and 
yes, I tipped the waitress...lol

664.  

Jenny Sue Hane 1 day ago 

I could see Oculus Rift helping Obduction really do well; since OR is an 
emerging technology, some people might buy Obduction just for the sake of 
adding something to their small library of OR games. (Obduction is the first 
game I've heard of that is planning to support OR, so I imagine that library 
will still be pretty limited at the time Obduction comes out.) Myst was ahead 
of its time, and they are trying to continue that tradition I bet.

665.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

Soon we will be 15000 backers and 900000$ lol 
15000B x 10$= 150.000$.............me and my maths :)

666.  
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LINDA WOLLETT 1 day ago 

@Tai'lahr - I tried to reply to your post in the forum and I'm getting the 
message "You can't reply in this forum". Am I too new to the forum? Well, 
would Mr. Wodehouse and Lorna Hartman let me know what you think at at 
lvtr.com@gmail.com? And anyone else who is interested?

667.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

After all these .........lets rock!!!!!! 
We are going up fast very fast!!!!!!!!!!!!!

668.  

Criswell Weatherman 1 day ago 

Good to see more names I recognize, like Hyperion, Christine, and Mouski. If 
I missed you do not take it personally. It is certainly possible that OBduction 
will cost more than $1.1 mil, but that is what Cyan feels is the burden WE 
should bear, and we are happy to do so. If it is more, even a lot more, then 
that burden is on them to deliver in good faith as close to on time as possible. 
Assume OBduction is funded but not delivered. Cyan will be likely reported to 
KickStarter and risk being banned from here, as well as having their 
reputation smeared all over the internet. They are not stupid. This is a risk, 
but the consequences of successful funding and failure to deliver would be 
so dire to Cyan that it might just destroy them, and they have to recognize 
and acknowledge this. No matter how much Cyan needs to add in to create 
OBduction that is how much they will.

669.  

Volyova 1 day ago 

@Diana: The Oculus Rift support don't prevent the localization. They are 
both part of the $1.3 M stretch goal and both of them wil be made if the goal 
is reached. A lot of backers asked for OR and Cyan reacted as they had to. 
Personally, I really don't care about OR and I would like to play my game in 
french. Maybe it's the OR support which is going to attract backers and make 
them give enough money to reach the goal... and consequently will allow us 
to play in our native languages ;-D
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670.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

Trust Cyan don't worry they learned from their mistakes.If you listen carefull 
what Rand and other Cyanists saying, they want to be very carefull with the 
budget and the time schedule (cause schedule costs money). 
Not to mention that the team is small but coooool and the main characters 
will be played by them (no cost!) 
And i am sure that they will leave paypal open afterwards. 
But in order to do this we need to catch 1.100K!!!!! 
And we will do it!!!!

671.  

Rebecca Marks 1 day ago 

@Michael: Myst was made with modest funds by pretty much 3 or 4 people 
in a garage, and look what happened with it! Cyan knows how to balance a 
production with limited funds. They probably know exactly how much money 
they'll need and what they intend to do with practically every cent. It's kind of 
what they /do/.

672.  

Paul Melampy 1 day ago 

So far today (since 9AM PST) we have gotten about 2k an hour!

673.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

woot!

674.  
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Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 1 day ago 

Thank you Strata backer #14!

675.  

Michael Arnovitz 1 day ago 

@Hyperion: I was just thinking the same thing. A million dollars might sound 
like a lot of money, but in the world of game development it's actually pretty 
modest. As you probably know, Double Fine brought in well over three million 
in their Kickstarter for Broken Age, and they STILL ran over budget! 

I have no idea how Cyan can actually complete a project of this scope with 
such a meager budget. Most likely other monies are available, or will have to 
be made available over the next several years. But that is Cyan's private 
business. The quality of their work along with their years of experience are 
such that they have earned my trust. In short I remain confident that if we do 
our part, they'll do theirs.

676.  

Chris Medeiros 1 day ago 

@New Backers & Updating Backers - THANK YOU! You are making a 
difference!

677.  

Tai'lahr 1 day ago 

That's great, Linda, but your link doesn't work. Here it is again: 
http://forums.cyan.com/viewtopic.php…

678.  

LINDA WOLLETT 1 day ago 

@Tai'lahr: Thank you - I'm registered & online. 
http://forums.cyan.com/viewtopic.php. So, hopefully we will soon hear from 
Mr. Wodehouse and Lorna Hartman. And thank you, NomadMolly.
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679.  

Tai'lahr 1 day ago 

Oculus Rift sounds pretty darn cool, but... it's not a necessity for creating a 
great game. People being able to play the game in their own language, 
though could really expand the audience for Obduction.

680.  

Hyperion: Titan of Light 1 day ago 

@ Diana, 1.1 million will NOT be enough to make this game. I don't have 
exact numbers but two years of time and all of the legal, payroll etc? Not 
even close.

681.  

Paul Melampy 1 day ago 

@Diana: I for one would love to see this game one the Rift. That would 
absolutely amazing. Although I do agree that perhaps it shouldn't have been 
the first stretch goal.

682.  

Diana 1 day ago 

Nobody want Oculus Rift and nobody missed it.

683.  

Horatio 1 day ago 

@Molly: Thx for the kudos re: my singin'!
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684.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

oh got talking with a friend in Second Life and did not see how close we are 
to 80%. Go us. Notice it is not go Cyan, hahaha, it is GO US. It is really hard 
to know where Cyan ends and we start at this point.

685.  

Tai'lahr 1 day ago 

@Linda: here's your thread: http://forums.cyan.com/viewtopic.php… : )

686.  

Diana 1 day ago 

@laughingpineapple I know about the cost's. 
But I will(!) have a german localisazion within the 1.3tier. Oculus Rift is 
NONSENS!

687.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

@Christine, Hey you! I'll take a look at that. Might work out nicely. I was 
working on a song for Cyan and almost had it done, but yesterday MD told 
me to stop playing guitar pending my hand surgery next Friday. :( Maybe I 
can do something like this instead. I can get around the copyright issues if I 
can find the song in SingSnap. 

btw...If you folks didn't know this. Our own permanent luncher Horatio, has a 
gorgeous, and I do mean gorgeous, tenor voice. It is yummy.

688.  
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beebee 1 day ago 

@Steve: Hadn't thought of that! I'm not sure what the limits are these days, 
but it would be good to keep the momentum from here somehow.

689.  

christine 1 day ago 

@ Nomad Molly http://www.youtube.com/watch…

690.  

Steve Walton 1 day ago 

@beebee great idea, would there be room for everyone?

691.  

Joshua Sauer 1 day ago 

@Diana- You say "1.1 Million should be enough to do all these things". On 
what do you base this statement? A game like this costs a LOT of money to 
make. 1.1 million is significantly less than the budget that Riven had, several 
years ago. Localization costs money. I can understand not wanting to pledge 
unless the game comes in your native tongue. I'd be the same. But I don't 
think you have any real basis to declare with any surety that "1.1 million 
should be enough to do all these things". I'm a bit surprised that 1.1 million is 
enough to actually make the game, frankly, and have been assuming that 
they have other funding, with Kickstarter making up the difference.

692.  

LINDA WOLLETT 1 day ago 

@Tai'lahr - re Cyan forum - that sound's reasonable to me. I clicked on the 
link you provided and don't know where to begin. "Would you", she said 
sheepishly, "start the thread and I'll join you?" I will have to sign up to get into 
the forum. Could you also post the link to this group?
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693.  

christine 1 day ago 

http://www.youtube.com/watch… 
SING this for Obduction !

694.  

laughingpineapple 1 day ago 

@Diana depending on the amount of text in the game, translations cost. 
They wouldn't take just crumbs of this base amount.

695.  

beebee 1 day ago 

Just a thought: when this kickstarter is over and we're waiting for 2015, 
wouldn't it be great to be able to get together in moula? Say in an 'Until 
Obduction' hood maybe.

696.  

christine 1 day ago 

ok I stand corrected lol ! thanks

697.  

Bruce Osborne 1 day ago 

Xmax??
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698.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

If my taping flyers to my car can be used to generate extra money...I say go 
for it...hahaha

699.  

christine 1 day ago 

lol sorry for the mistake ....

700.  

christine 1 day ago 

OK I stand corrected ! BUY a great gift for Xmax 2015!.....Pledge to 
Obduction now and you have a gift for a child or a friend for next year ! a 
good investment .. A Shirt and a game or simply a game It fits all wallets ! 
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction 
let all of us add a little more to our previous pledge and we are there ! tell a 
friend to tell a friend ....O B D U C T I O N

701.  

Tai'lahr 1 day ago 

@Linda: May I suggest that you expand your newly found community 
experience and start an account on the Cyan forums: 
http://forums.cyan.com/index.php - then, you can begin a thread where 
everyone can more easily discuss your idea. : )

702.  
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Chris Medeiros 1 day ago 

@Bruce - Thanks, I got it. :-) Would be a shame to have the game in 1015 
and have nothing to play it on! :-o

703.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

@ everyone...oh dear..hehehehe

704.  

Bruce Osborne 1 day ago 

Don't you hate it when you typo correcting somebody's typo??

705.  

Bruce Osborne 1 day ago 

correction,,, 
Xmas 2015...

706.  

Bruce Osborne 1 day ago 

@christine, 
I think you mean Xmas 1025, not Xmax 2014 The game is scheduled to be 
released October 2015.

707.  

LINDA WOLLETT 1 day ago 

@Everyone – I don’t have ‘community’ experience like this and so I hope this 
post doesn’t violate etiquette. (I’m here because I really want this game to be 
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produced.) So, may I brainstorm a little? If Mr. Wodehouse agrees to create 
NomadMolly’s caricature, what if this group could raise $850 and get it in the 
game? LornaHartman already shared an email address for the Facebook ad 
so she could be the collection point if she’s willing and available. Am I daft to 
suggest such a thing? Wouldn't that be a great momento of this group?

708.  

Diana 1 day ago 

A lot of people played Myst and Riven in their own languages. That's the 
"magic". 
I do not pledge more when translated language are given as an extended 
target. 1.1 Million Dollars should be enough to do all these things.

709.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

@Hyperion, Good plan! If there is need, all of my relatives will be getting 
Obduction for Xmas in 2015, hahaha. Hey, I have to buy them something. 
This way all my shopping will be done years a ahead of time. I am all about 
that!

710.  

christine 1 day ago 

BUY a great gift for Xmax 2014!.....Pledge to Obduction now and you have a 
gift for a child or a friend for next year ! a good investment .. A Shirt and a 
game or simply a game It fits all wallets ! 
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction 
let all of us add a little more to our previous pledge and we are there ! tell a 
friend to tell a friend ....O B D U C T I O N

711.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

+10 @ Hyperion
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712.  

Hyperion: Titan of Light 1 day ago 

Well I'll tip my hat and hope. I didn't know about Kickstarter before this 
Obduction venture. I do plan to help out a bit more in the final push. I assume 
I can buy several boxes and raffle them off later.

713.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

@Hyperion, If we perform anything like the other high budget projects that 
had not yet reached their targets with 3 days left, we will easily make 
$226,000 in the last three days. It is common for projects to earn 85-95% of 
their first 3 days donations in the last 3 days. Can we guarantee that? No. 
But there are numerous examples of projects with goals in the $500K to 
$900K range that did just that. We need to shake the trees for sure, but 
experienced Kickstarters are telling us that it is a very likely thing that we will 
make the base goals.

714.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

@ Joshua my maths shows me that 1300K are sure !! (read previews post if 
you have time) 
My question is what is the next stretch goal???

715.  

Joshua Sauer 1 day ago 

@Hyperion- Have you seen many Kickstarter campaigns? I ask because it is 
more the rule than the exception that they get a HUGE boost in the final 
days. Something very, very strange will be happening if we don't start getting 
days with totals WELL over the average you mention before too long. I have 
zero doubt at this point that the project will fund. I am pretty optimistic about 
the first stretch goal. Beyond that...I'm less optimistic.
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716.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

@ All enjoy 
http://www.youtube.com/watch… Tribute to Myst series! 
Love you all!

717.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

@ Hyperion please read my previews posts start buying champagnes 
@ Acorn we want to make a new friends :) 
And P2082 and all the newcomers are now friends of us!! 
The Great Tree is growing again and we are finding a new home....the end 
has not yet been written...we are back old friends and new.. 
Sit tight and fasten your seat belts we are back!!!!!!

718.  

Hyperion: Titan of Light 1 day ago 

Well at $874,000 we still need $226,000 in 6 1/2 days. That's $1450 per hour 
and $34,800 per day. 10 days ago we only needed $887 per hour. A few days 
ago we needed $1180 per hour, so things are slowing down quite a bit. I don't 
think we need to discuss stretch goals. To be on schedule we need to be at 
$888,500 in 10 hours.

719.  

LINDA WOLLETT 1 day ago 

@Mr. Wodehouse re caricature - I could up my pledge (somewhat) as 
compensation for your talent. What do you think?
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Dimitrios 1 day ago 

@ All 
Cyan asked 3 things to do :) 
1) When you join facebook event dont forget to invite friends 
https://www.facebook.com/events/227431060765575/227448530763828/… 
2) Hit the like button at Cyan fb page 
https://www.facebook.com/CyanGames… 3) To get the word out and show 
your support, 
3) head over to Greenlight and rate or favorite Obduction. Link to Steam 
Greenlight http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/… 
And pssssttttt try http://www.Mystonline.com The Game is FREE!!!!!!!!!!!!!

721.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

+10 @ Horatio 
http://www.youtube.com/watch… URU trailer 
http://www.youtube.com/watch… MOUL intro 
Just to see the differences in the concept 
Welcome friends enjoy!!!

722.  

Acorn 1 day ago 

but, @Dimitrios, we want P2082 to spend their money on the kickstarter - 
and URU live is free! They can save up for the other variants later - next time 
they're on special offer on GOG for example!

723.  

Horatio 1 day ago 

Hope to see a lot of new faces in MOULa as a result of this Obduction 
campaign!

724.  
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Horatio 1 day ago 

Hello all. Just back from grocery shopping, and going to have some lunch. 
Great progress today - keep up the pressure!

725.  

LINDA WOLLETT 1 day ago 

@Tai'lahr - thanks for Tips for getting started in MOULa.

726.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

@Linda and Mr. Wodehouse, love it!

727.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

@P2082 my opinion is: 
1.The best option is to buy and install first URU Ages beyond Myst > when 
you finished find and install the expansion " To D'ni" > when finished again 
install " The Path of the Shell" 
2. Install and play Uru Complete Chronicles (both options lead you to enjoy a 
travel and learning and understanding with Yeesha!!!) 
3. Afterwards play MOUL for the new Ages and for some differences in the 
Story and in the places. 
Why all that? cause URU made at 2003 and MOUL at 2007 so the story went 
further......with live episodes ... but for me the end of the Path of the Shell is 
astonishing...sorry i can not tell more in here SPOILERS and out of the 
purpose of this "forum"

728.  

Ghaelen D'Lareh 1 day ago 

I have also been looking at the difference between the artist tier and the egg-
sibitionist. Forgive me if this has already been suggested, but I wonder if a 
few of the easter-egg slots could be given over to the artist tier. I bet they 
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would be snatched up in a heartbeat.

729.  

LINDA WOLLETT 1 day ago 

@Mr. Wodehouse – If NomadMolly likes this idea, I’d love to see a caricature 
of her car covered with fliers and fliers flying out of the window as she speeds 
to her next venue. I think she has mentioned school, appointments, a café (?
can’t remember) – what else?

730.  

Tai'lahr 1 day ago 

@P2082: Tips for getting started in MOULa: 
http://www.mystonline.com/forums/viewtopic.php…

731.  

Joshua Sauer 1 day ago 

I'm wondering if they actually have a set number for the "Additional World" 
stretch goal, yet. I'm wondering if perhaps they are waiting to assign a value 
until they get a better read on exactly what might be plausible. If they 
announce it at, say 1.5 million now, when that seems remote, it might actually 
have a chilling effect, whereas if they announce it as, say 1.4 million when 
the campaign looks like it just MIGHT barely make that, it could well cause a 
sudden boost and shoot right past it to 1.5 million anyway.

732.  

Michael Winter 1 day ago 

Actually, Uru online has quite a bit more than Complete Chronicles. Eight 
additional ages were added during the Gametap months, and one age was 
reverted to its original puzzle so that it requires more than one person to 
solve.
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733.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

@p2028, Also because MOUL is multiplayer, some single player solutions 
have been changed to multi-player solutions, so things you thought would 
work from CC might not work. So, you will have to make some friends in 
MOUL, but never fear, many of us would be happy to help you out.

734.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

@Salvo...shhhhh spoilers...hahahah....

735.  

Joshua Sauer 1 day ago 

@P2082- It has the same content as Uru Complete Chronicles, plus a few 
additional ages. Also, some of the puzzles are a bit different, if I recall 
correctly, since they were designed for multiplayer, but had to be modified to 
work for single player for Complete Chronicles. I think there might be a FEW 
small things only in Complete Chronicles, but I'm not sure.

736.  

P2082 1 day ago 

@Daniel: Thanks for the answer. :)

737.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 1 day ago 

OMG they shot Hank! Sorry, still watching Breaking Bad for the sake of 
Obduction. Carry on.
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738.  

Daniel Floyd 1 day ago 

@P2082 Myst Online is the same game as Uru: Complete Chronicles, but 
expanded for online play. There are a few things that are accessible in 
Complete Chronicles that are not available online, but for the most part they 
are the same.

739.  

P2082 1 day ago 

Hey everyone. Question: I just started playing MystOnline. Is that different 
than Uru the Complete Chronicles, or just the same game but expanded for 
online? I'm thinking of buying Uru, that's why I'm asking.

740.  

Joshua Sauer 1 day ago 

@William- Wikipedia says (yeah, I know) that Riven had a budget of between 
$5-$10 million (nice large range there) and that it cost "10 times" what Myst 
did.

741.  

LINDA WOLLETT 1 day ago 

@Joshua – I agree. The backer can tell others how to access the easter egg. 
It might be a good way to attract readers to a blog (or vlog). I also posted 
before realizing it is aimed at non-artists. So I could put my sister’s 5th grade 
school pic in the game – wish I had $850.

Still, the tier isn’t attracting backers so a minor change like making exclusivity 
optional might increase interest.
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742.  

William C. Strohm 1 day ago 

Curious... what were the initial/final budgets/costs for Myst, Riven, etc.?

743.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

@Everyone, Don't be afraid to be "old school". I was stunned that people 
actually took information from flyers taped to my car. It was only in the faculty 
parking lot for 5 hours. Taping the flyers to my car ensured that no authority 
figure would object and take it down. It worked REALLY well.

(Too bad I couldn't leave my car there overnight. Today is Homecoming and 
my parking lot is right next to the football stadium. Hundreds of thousands of 
people are going to walk past that parking spot today, but since 911 all cars 
are removed from the lot and the buildings are searched for bombs. Well, I 
guess that is just the world we live in now.)

744.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

@ Chris as i told earlier also i am saving money (less coffees,less 
sandwiches, less petrol, less cigarettes,less dinner out ,cinemas , less 
supermarket, postpone something for next month 
and in last 4 days i have 49$ already more to pledge for Obduction :) ..and i 
have 6 days and 20h more lol 
Just imagine if all do the same.....the math are: 
50$x 15000 backers = 750.000$ !!!!!! ....sorry :)

745.  

Paolo C. 1 day ago 

@Joshua what you are saying is common to all the KS projects. 
I posted this interesting charts a couple of weeks ago, but here it is 
http://www.alleywatch.com/wp-
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content/uploads/2013/07/tumblr_inline_mocnumWSZC1qz4rgp.png

746.  

Lorna Hartman 1 day ago 

Nice, we're going to make our $880K and 80% today!!! Good morning 
everyone and here is the link for PR ideas: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UwpeZMl5nG6SQ_22br6Uyc61hRaYG
7MSn1bwZRFLcKQ/edit…

747.  

Chris Medeiros 1 day ago 

@Dimitrios - Nice work. I plan to eek out another $25 before the 16th. I hope 
at least 1/2 of us backers can do the same!

748.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

+10 @ William lol 
+10 @ Joshua (you were simpler that i was in my last long post) lol 
+1 @ Joshua (about Easter eggs) 
+10@ Nomad (80% ++) 
Its time for CYAN to reveal next Stretch Goal ... i wonder...... 
PS: 4.000$ + in just 2 hours!!!! ...................:)

749.  

Joshua Sauer 1 day ago 

@Linda- I assumed that the Easter egg would be "exclusive" only to the 
extent that you needed instructions on how to access it. Nothing would stop 
those that back at that level from telling others how to see them, if they so 
chose, I think.
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750.  

William C. Strohm 1 day ago 

I have two favorite Easter eggs... James Reston (Gehn) singing opera, and 
riding on the Zamboni(?) with Zandi through the desert of New Mexico.

751.  

Joshua Sauer 1 day ago 

Just for an interesting comparison, the last adventure game I backed, 
Armikrog, had a total for its final 6 days that was 95% of the total from its 
FIRST 6 days. If Obduction has a similar final push, that would mean the last 
six days would add around $500,000 to the current total. That would push us 
well past the Oculus stretch goal, though it would fall short of the next goal 
(the one that I personally would much rather reach than the Oculus one, cool 
as that will be) unless it is a relatively modest step beyond 1.3 million.

752.  

William C. Strohm 1 day ago 

Difficult to keep from crossing the line between informing and soliciting, but I 
tried to do just that in my latest e-mail distribution... hope it does some good.

753.  

LINDA WOLLETT 1 day ago 

Hello all – I was reviewing the tiers and the number of pledges and started 
wondering why “Become an Artist” sold out so quickly and “Egg-scibitionist” is 
not selling. One of the aspects of “Egg-sibitionist” is that only the artist will 
know how to solve the easter egg. Maybe artists would prefer that their 
creation be seen by anyone playing the game. So, perhaps this tier could be 
changed to make exclusivity optional. In other words, if you want to be the 
only one able to solve the easter egg, you have that option. Otherwise, it will 
be seen by anyone playing the game. Just a thought.
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754.  

laughingpineapple 1 day ago 

Four for you Gameinformer, thanks David for the link! Q: "Does the title 
convey a double meaning?" A: "Yes! Or does it? Or is it a triple meaning, 
meant to throw you off? Or did we do that to make you think there’s a twist so 
that you’ll be surprised when there is no twist? You won’t know until you play. 
Clever, eh?" 
Happy sigh at Cyan once again being clever with their wording.

755.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

80% funding is going down today!

756.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

Good day, evening, and night everyone, I just enjoyed a lovely sleeping to 
find you all have been very hard at work indeed!

757.  

Acorn 1 day ago 

@ Carol - great news, well done!

758.  

Jenny Sue Hane 1 day ago 

Re: MOULA: there's the sort of thread I was looking for last night, thanks Tai! 
I am not really new ... I think I made an account over a year ago ... but I have 
mostly played through Ages solo and never tried to interact with anybody. I 
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went on last night and actually had a conversation with some people in the 
City. (I'm Visian Thistle in-game, BTW)

759.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

Ok time for more maths, take a coffee and enjoy: 
From 8-11-13 at 1800 GMT+2 until 9-11-13 1800 GMT+2 we had this 
progress: 
844520$ > 869225$ = and 14330>14823 Backers (1) 
NEW 11backers (1$) + 235 (25$) + 80 (45$) + 51 (75$)+ 22 ( 120$) +4 
(250$)+ 10 (425$) + 1 (1100$) = Total 497 new Backers 
Thank you all and welcome! 
24775$ more $ (22301$ as a tier reward + 2474$ as add on or just extra) 
The question is can we make it?? :) 
First occasion: 
22.301x 7 days = 156.107$ + 869295$ = 1.025.402$!!!!! (2) 
without adding the add ons or extra money (2474$x7)!! 
Now 497 x 7 days =new 3500 backers + 14823 = 18323 Backers Total!!! 
If all add 5-10$ = 91615$ to 183230$ (3) as a clever special add on (for 
example) 
(2) +(3) = (91K-183K )+ 1025K = 1.100.000 +++++!!!! (4) 
Now counting only Backers we have now: 
imagine what will happen if half from (7894 B 25$) goes to 45$ and half from 
45$ goes to 75$ and from 75$ to a NEW tier of 100$ .. 
The maths are: 3947x 20$= 78490$ + (1550x30$)+ (1000x25$) =78490$
+46500$+25000$=150.000$ (5) 
(4) +(5) = 1.250.000$ + ? for the high budget Backers = 1.250.000$+++++++
+++++!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Second occasion : if 15000 backers (we are now) adds only 10$ =150.000$ + 
(1) 869.225$ = 1.020.000$ (6)!!!! do the next maths alone....... 
We made it we just don't know it yet!!!! 
START BUYING CHAMPAGNES to celebrate!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! (if you have 
money lol ) 
Love you all , fasten your seat belts cause, the events will be cataclysmic, we 
are going to take off like a rocket with the last minutes pledges!!!!!!!!! 
Virtual Reality we are coming fast really fast!!!!!!!!! 
The ending has not yet been written , now we are starting !!!! Feel the 
rhythm... 
http://www.youtube.com/watch… Athens 2004 Olympic Opening Ceremony 
for all you! 
PS: Sorry i am very emotional and my heart beats loud.. 
We are back!!!
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Michael Pollard 1 day ago 

All the tweeting that is being done is keeping Sidekick well above 90% 
success, but don't stop now. http://sidekick.epfl.ch/campaign/1719494931-
obduction

761.  

David Thery-Bulha 1 day ago 

Aaaand a 2 page interview with Rand on gameinformer.com : 
http://www.gameinformer.com/games/obduction/b/pc/archive/2013/11/08/cya
n-s-rand-miller-on-obduction-and-keeping-it-mysterious.aspx

762.  

William C. Strohm 1 day ago 

@Bryan, kind of like tying the price of Chilean tomatoes to the next day's 
DOW... which actually worked, for a while!

763.  

Tai'lahr 1 day ago 

WTG, Carol!

764.  

Carol Woodward 1 day ago 

After all my tweeting and messaging just had a reply from 'Gamers and 
Geeks' . They have promised to take a look at this site and possibly run an 
article. Fingers crossed.

765.  
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Tai'lahr 1 day ago 

@Bryan: Not *totally* absurd since the running commentary seems to fuel 
the enthusiasm which entices new backers and encourages current ones to 
up their pledge. Interesting way to think about it. So, keep up the chat. ; )

766.  

Bryan Powell 1 day ago 

I like thinking about things in weird ways, so here's a weird and seemingly 
irrelevant but kind of not stat. We're getting about $173ish per comment or 
something like that. So once we get up to 6,332 comments, we should be 
funded? I get that that's totally absurd. But at the same time it speaks to the 
power of a positive community.

767.  

Acorn 1 day ago 

Well-timed reminder, Tai' ! 

Back to the discussion of art books and colouring sheets - I think there's 
definitely room for both. The Cyan Art book would perhaps appeal to the 
older (?richer?) fans and could be priced accordingly, while the print-it-
yourself colouring sheets could be a cheap and cheerful lower-tier bolt-on......

768.  

Andrea Sterbini 1 day ago 

Please add a Linux version!

769.  

Tai'lahr 1 day ago 

@All newcomers to MOULa, please be sure to check out the Welcome forum 
thread (loaded with useful information) at 
http://www.mystonline.com/forums/viewtopic.php… - you might even want to 
post to say hello. : )
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770.  

Ghaelen D'Lareh 1 day ago 

I've been in the MystOnline "Cavern" for years, and I STILL see things I 
hadn't noticed before. There's so much to explore and to 'puzzle' over (pun 
intended) that I sometimes go to each age and really look to find the next 
'new' thing for me. I also went to my favorite places while I had to do a long, 
tedious project some time ago. The scenery and music provided ambiance 
so I could focus on the task at hand (as opposed to procrastinating).

771.  

Carol Woodward 1 day ago 

@ Salvo, Steve & Acorn, I have it all set up and ready to go, have had for 
some time now, really must do it.

772.  

Acorn 1 day ago 

@ Tom/Samoth - Hi! I feel I already "know" you because of your lovely URU 
photo book, which you mentioned at the AGM a month back. 

@ Carol - yes, you must play online! Since everyone will have to wait a while 
until we get Obduction to play, we could keep this kickstarter community 
going in MOULa once the kickstarter itself has ended (I have no doubt that 
it'll be fully funded btw)!

773.  

Steve Walton 1 day ago 

@Carol, you definitely must fix that, there's plenty of us brits still there :)

774.  
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Salvo Ludus - Obductee 1 day ago 

@Carol You absolutely have to play Myst Online. As a matter of fact, anyone 
who hasn't played it yet, please go download and install the game RIGHT 
NOW. It's free!

Don't worry, we'll all be here when you get back :)

775.  

Carol Woodward 1 day ago 

@ Salvo, ditto what you said, but I haven't played online yet, must fix that.

776.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 1 day ago 

Part of the reason I love Myst Online so much is that after the puzzles are all 
done, you have an entire bookshelf full of ages that are still explorable.

I hope that the "hub" world in Obduction will be expandable. So Cyan can 
keep adding world's to the game through add-ons. Kind of like a new relto.

777.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

I will present the real 24h stats soon :)

778.  

Nila Mu'Hari 1 day ago 

5000! ;)

779.  
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Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 1 day ago 

@Lauren Hall-Stigerts 
My fellow Obductee traveler, I have responded to you via your professional 
site "Contact me" form. 
My ears are up, to hear what you have in mind. :)

780.  

Carol Woodward 1 day ago 

@ Talon, good morning, I have been so busy venting my spleen that I hadn't 
noticed the DDB's thank you to every backer, for each one of us this is very 
personal and vital.

781.  

christine 1 day ago 

Wandering around Obduction ......yes, would give a longer life to the game , it 
is part of what we all love and why we return and never forget the games .. 
the wandering is magic !

782.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 1 day ago 

Good morning to you everyone, including our new Double Disc backers!

783.  

Carol Woodward 1 day ago 

@ William, yes I want to be able to spend happy hours just looking at the 
beautiful artistic scenery, and living in fantasy land if you like. The artists 
(Without whom, none of it would be possible) seldom get a mention. Look at 
the awards for Avatar, lots of them given out but not one, (To my knowledge) 
for the artists.
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784.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 1 day ago 

@Tai'lahr 
@CYAN

Tai, You are absolutely right. A coloring book in digital, possibly, pdf format, or 
other. 

Also the, what I am going to call, free roam, or sandbox mode, after the 
puzzles are solved. I also would like to see that. Perhaps implemented by a 
parameter within a file that disables the puzzles allowing all areas to be 
reached without solving the puzzles all over again. So that a world can easily 
be visited over and over again, just to soak up the visual, auditory, wonder of 
it. 

A restriction though, would be, that this mode is not possible, until AFTER all 
the puzzles have been solved. That way, no-one, including me, would give 
into temptation, set the flag, and ruin the experience. Just musing out loud. I 
know, that involves a bit of additional programing but then, perhaps not to 
much. There usually is a method testing of software, to do this.

785.  

Carol Woodward 1 day ago 

@ Tai'lahr, thank you for that, I am not going to let this one slip through the 
net.

786.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

hehe i wake up another adventure site lol (or maybe wasnt me?!?!?!?! 
https://www.facebook.com/adventuresplanet… 
Hit like like lol 
@ Andreas edit : aboard lol
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Tai'lahr 1 day ago 

@Salvo: Based on the way other Cyan games have been, I presume that 
Obduction will allow the player to wander around once it’s solved, but I still 
think that maybe we should be vocal in making this wish known to Cyan. 
@William: I love the idea of a coloring book to introduce the fan offspring to 
Obduction, and yes, printing is expensive, so why not make it digital? I know 
that if I had an official Obduction coloring book, I’d preserve it and never 
allow a child to color in it! lol But, if I could print off as many pages as I liked, I 
would share them with all the children in my life! 
@UK & other European backers: Yes, be more present here and vocal about 
what you want! : )

788.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

@ Carol wow! 
@ Andreas welcome abroad! :) 
@ Horatio last 23.5h we had exactly 483 new backers and 24201$ more!!! 
(1800 GMT+2- 1730 GMT+2) 
We are going fast very fast!!!!!!!!!!!1

789.  

Carol Woodward 1 day ago 

@ Andreas, I think/hope that they learn from what people want, Obduction 
has the chance to harken back to the earlier days of Myst/Riven. 
The Broken Sword games 1-3 were amazing, I refuse to acknowledge 4 it 
was so far removed, now they are having to change back to the older style 
for 5 because this is what the fans wanted.

790.  

Horatio 1 day ago 

Good morning - as Tai said so well - fellow Obductees! Great job overnight 
from our overseas backers! Yesterday's "Kicktraq day" was the best since 
10/23, and the number of new backers was 405, also the most since 10/23.

Let's raise the roof, and improve daily from here on out! Keep up the good 
work!
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791.  

Andreas Wappel 1 day ago 

Best news of the month!!! 
I like to read all the updates and like almost everything that you guys tell us 
about the project. 
The only thing i am a little nervous about is how similar the design from the 
artworks remind me of myst4revelations, which was by far the weakest of the 
myst games, from a narrative and design point of view. It just tried to be too 
beautiful, while myst, riven, even exile had this harsh side to them which 
made them more real! I know that myst4 wasn't made directly by cyan, but 
end of ages was, and for all its poetry it was too much, tried to please my 
eyes and ears too much. 
PLEASE make this one more real again! 
For this hope i trust you with my money:-) 
good luck to you guys from austria

792.  

Carol Woodward 1 day ago 

@Dimitios, @ Sean, @ Anthony & @ Salvo, I never thought I would feel this 
much excitement again, forgive me if I am ott, I have been telling a friend 
(Small time games developer) that there is a huge gap in the market for this 
game, did he listen? well I am so glad to be on board this amazing ride but I 
am still going to be bugging people an Reddit, Facebook, Twitter Raptr and in 
the street, right to the end. I have swapped my ciggies for tobacco, stopped 
going out, done no shopping but I have to admit to holding back to see what 
tiers are to come, don't worry I am watching every waking moment. Love and 
respect to everyone. @ William, Great info, I have 5 daughters, 13 
grandchildren and 3 greatgrandchildren, time I got a tv, and ' No that's the 
wrong dial'

793.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 1 day ago 

@CYAN

This is an alternate branch regarding the Art Book by Cyan requests/ideas 
being offered. Such as Carol and Acorn have mentioned. (I assume 
hardcovers of Myst/URU as well as Obduction is being thought of.)
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These of course, are in many ways tended toward the older, teens and up, 
folks. 
I am not sure, but I think many of us Mystified Explorer Obductees, have 
young children and grandchildren, so, perhaps a coloring book(s), for the 
littler ones. 

Perhaps a whole new generation can be Obducted. If not now, perhaps an 
item when Obduction and its saga sequels, becomes the huge success. Is 
there already such an item for Cosmic Osmo, The ManHole, etcetera? I 
know, quality printing is expensive. Just throwing out a seed for thought. :)

Now, I hope to here the amplitude in here busting db's and the modulation 
really using the full spectrum as we continue the nail biting, heart pounding, 
brow sweating, white knuckle adventure that is making its way into the psych 
of the audacious, the courageous, the intrepid and and Mystified family of 
(drum roll) ABDUCTEES!!!

And now, back to our regularly, scheduled programming. All pun appearing in 
the a fore sentences are strictly the opinion of the writer and do not 
necessarily represent the idea or ideals of anyone else, anywhere. Multiple 
words and sentences, meant to resemble English, were indeed harmed in the 
construction of this entry. Fortunately, English is not endangered. :)

Um, you toward the front, I can't see the numbers changing. "Perhaps a little 
to the left. No, maybe a little to the right. Oh! To far!"

Hello everyone!

794.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 1 day ago 

@Carol & @Anthony More than anything else (maybe even more than I want 
Oculus Rift support), I want the ability to wander the world of Obduction after 
the game has been won.

After all the worlds have been discovered. After all the doors have been 
opened. After all the puzzles have been solved. I hope this game lets you just 
wander the world.

795.  

Anthony Johns 1 day ago 

@ Carol, there are lots of us from the UK backing this KS, myself from day 
one. Maybe we are not as vocal (national character or something) but we are 
here and willing this to succeed. BTW, agree with what you say about 
wandering round for hours, but for me Riven would be the place to be 
trapped. Let us hope that Obduction gives us a similar experience.
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796.  

Sean Reynolds 1 day ago 

I'm with you Carol, Love each in there own right. But i do have a deep set 
affinity to Riven! last time i played Uru it felt a bit after playing it during the on-
line prologue. :( PS Yey UK support!

797.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

@ Carol !!! 
As promised i inform you about my daily "Savings for Obduction" The today's 
amount is 21.5 $ ( i postpone buying an ink cartridge lol next month) 
Now in only 4 days my savings are 27,5$+21.5$ = 49 $ more for Obduction) 
and ONLY from coffees, donuts, less petrol, dinner out, supermarket, less 
cigarettes,postpone something for next month etc. 
1$+1$ makes the difference!!!!! 
If all will do the same 14800 backers x (lets say) 50$ (for7 days) = 740.000$ 
more for Obduction 
We have 7 whole days (6 days 23 hours)

798.  

Carol Woodward 1 day ago 

@ Russell, I love each of the games for very different reasons, but I must 
admit when I get to Uru I just wander around for hours on end just drinking in 
the beauty, I sometimes forget to do anything, if I could choose to be trapped 
anywhere it would be Uru.

799.  

Russell Deitch 1 day ago 

I am a URU addict rather than a Myst addict. :)
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800.  

Carol Woodward 1 day ago 

@ Russell, yay I am not alone. My daughter is buying this as a gift for me, 
she hasn't seen me this excited in years, I am in for the box to put with my 
Myst - Uru set, I am just keeping an eye out to see if I can be tempted further, 
well that's if my daughter will let me.

801.  

Jason Chau 1 day ago 

Guys, whilst it's great that Obduction getting nearer to its base goal, I wished 
to remind you of two other campaigns on right now (for classic games) which 
needs your support. First is Trilobyte's new 3rd sequel to 7th Guest called 
The Collector >http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/roblanderos/the-7th-guest-
3-the-collector. And Cinemaware's soon to be re-started Wings campaign 
>https://www.facebook.com/cinemaware

802.  

Russell Deitch 1 day ago 

UK here too. I'm still waiting for an international all-digital tier between $100 
and $150.

803.  

Carol Woodward 1 day ago 

@ Helena, Thank you for letting me know, well now that'll teach me not to 
make assumptions, glad I am not as alone as I thought.

804.  
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Tom van der Spek 1 day ago 

@Erik, Acorn - And here is another 'Myst addicted' Dutch guy! Hallo Erik! 
Perhaps we meet one day in MOULa, I am a regular visitor there, as Samoth, 
Tom(Samoth), Boywhith or Magic Tom.

And again fully on topic: the magic figure has now dropped to $15.72 so 
again 20 cents lower in about 3 hours...

805.  

Kenneth E Sell 1 day ago 

Morning 
Just think, come tuesday 4 minets into the pledges it will 
be 9:10 11/12/13, should be a good day

806.  

Tai'lahr 1 day ago 

@Dimitrios, thank you for the link to a wonderful performance by your fellow 
countrymen. Enjoyed it very much. 
@Erik: *wave*

807.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 1 day ago 

Good morning Salvo, and shout out to the Obductees, another image to help 
the cause 
http://fc02.deviantart.net/fs70/f/2013/313/2/e/obduction_myst_mood_by_wod
ehouse1-d6tl1rl.jpg

808.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 1 day ago 

Good morning everyone! Today will be a full day of sacrifices for me in the 
name of Cyan. Lots and lots of episodes of Breaking Bad to watch.
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809.  

Erik Ammerlaan 1 day ago 

@Maarten, thanks for your story, I couldn't help wondering about your 
background myself as well, because your name is so typically Dutch! :-) I'm 
Dutch and known in the Uru community as just 'Erik'.

Just one week to go... Exciting!

810.  

Carol Woodward 1 day ago 

@ Acorn, I am glad to hear that Cyan are going to do something for 
Europeans, I have every faith that this game is going to rock their socks off, 
and I can't wait.

811.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

Ok the clock is ticking 5 minutes for the final 7 days race!! (7x24)! 
I am sorry for my enthusiasm, i am very emotional and my heart beats hard 
now, i feel like a child again, 
I have prepared this for that final countdown for all of you to take courage, be 
positive, to feel the rhythm and of course to spread the word. 
Yes i am very proud i am Greek, but i am also very proud i am a Cyan fan 
just as you are!! 
I love you all 
high definition with English speech http://www.youtube.com/watch… 
better sound (i prefer that it has also some Greece pictures) 
http://www.youtube.com/watch… 
Feel the rythm and start the counting.... 
Sit tight ...fasten your seat belts and off we 
go!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Good luck and bon courage to all!!!!!!!!!!1
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Bruce Osborne 1 day ago 

@Dimitrios 
I would imaging that Cyan would need to accommodate the console 
controllers & recompile for the platform, at a minimum. I can understand that 
not being a priority for Cyan. 
I would not assume that Obduction would be released for a console platform 
sole based on UE4 support. We need to rely solely on what Cyan says. 
I would hate it if some backers expected console support that did not happen 
and blame Cyan for something they did not commit to.

813.  

Jason Chau 1 day ago 

Lol Dimitrios!!!

814.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

For Unreal 4 site 
"Unreal Engine 4 is built to scale from high-end PC and console to mobile 
and the Web. We are currently licensing full source Unreal Engine 4 for PC, 
PlayStation 4, and Xbox One, with other platforms to follow."!!!! 
Maybe we should inform several platform forums and sites cause even Cyan 
don't want to say for sure and promise that Obduction will support other 
platforms, it seems that Ureal4 supports them...leading me to conclude: 
Imagine the numbers of new backers that will come...... 
Lol @ Jason same thought!!!!!!!!!!!!!! same time!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

815.  

swordswinger710 1 day ago 

My offer is doing quite well, I've already sold one used copy of Myst: The 
Collection which lets me increase my original pledge of $75 by $50. (I've 
already increased it to the $250 tier in faith because I really want it. ;) ) Here's 
my offer again for those who may have missed it in the ever-increasing wave 
of comments:

I am currently selling two Myst: The Collection box sets on eBay (which 
includes Myst, Riven, Exile, Revelation, and End Of Ages). One brand new, 
sealed edition for $200, and the other one slightly used but in great condition 
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for $100.

I design logos for a living, and will design your business/personal logo for 
$300, which includes several concepts for you to choose from and unlimited 
revisions until you are completely happy.

I will donate half of the proceeds from all sales to this Obduction Kickstarter. 
So if anybody is in need of the following items anyways and would like to 
help this Kickstarter while they're at it, here are the links for the following 
items:

$300 Professional Logo Design - www.lionsongdesign.com or 
http://r.ebay.com/uumV7d 
$200 Myst: The Collection (Brand New) - http://r.ebay.com/iZAh7a 
$100 Myst: The Collection (Used) - http://r.ebay.com/R3T7Zv

816.  

Jason Chau 1 day ago 

Cyan, just a thought, I think you should consider porting Obduction over to 
the Playstation 3/4 platforms, esp. PS4. It would bring a massive new 
generation of audience to your games, especially when Sony is now 
supporting devs > http://www.polygon.com/2013/7/24/4553842/so-how-
much-does-it-cost-to-develop-for-playstation-4

817.  

Josh Fielder 1 day ago 

Southeast Texas here!

818.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

...and the numbers are rising fast!!!! :)
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Dimitrios 1 day ago 

Here are some successfully funded projects and their stats (pay attention 
though some had a 60 days campaign) 
1. https://www.kicktraq.com/projects/1949537745/armikrog/#chart-daily 
2. http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/1675907842/pathfinder-online-a-fantasy-
sandbox-mmo/#chart-daily 
3. http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/portalarium/shroud-of-the-avatar-
forsaken-virtues-0/#chart-daily 
4. http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/1461411552/elite-dangerous/#chart-daily 
AND finally us: 
http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction/#chart-daily becarefull 
the last day stats are wrong 
last 19.5 hours ( 8/11 at 18:00 GMT+2) - 9-11 at 15:00) we had : 22.420$ 
more and 445 new Backers!!

820.  

Helena 1 day ago 

@ Carol: I'm from the UK, FWIW. There are probably quite a few people here 
from the UK and continental Europe who just haven't specifically mentioned 
their location.

821.  

J.B. Lewis 1 day ago 

Good morning, fellow Obductees! Are we ready to hit $900,000 today?

822.  

KC 1 day ago 

London here.Yes lost also on the disc golf...

823.  

Acorn 1 day ago 

@ Carol, don't worry, there are others from UK but they're not all posting here 
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- they're busy on, for example, the Cyan forums, or Facebook. There were 
several people grumbling about the timing of the hangout who indicated that 
they were on GMT, as well as others on GMT +1/Continental time. 

btw, after the hangout, Cyan said they'd do something for the people "across 
the pond". That might help catch the attention of more Europeans....I think 
that maybe the disc golf tier was also not very Europe-friendly, given how 
many comments there were asking what disc golf was (I'd never heard of it 
either.) Think Europe, Cyan! There's lots to play for, over here!

824.  

Monty 1 day ago 

oh, please no artbook.. would have to increase again.. .please...

825.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

I am sure Cyan knows what is doing! 
1) Many ppl who are not familiar with kickstarter interface,they don't pay 
attention to the front page info (they don't scroll all the way down) and to the 
updates (for example see the likes each update has, only few!) 
2) the info in the Updates is spread (someone need to do a search) and as i 
said before many ppl are not familiar with kickstarter menus, so they try to 
amke them read the updates 
3) finally Cyan ppl (i am sure of it), is preparing some things!!! and simply 
wants to keep up the momentum,our attention in high alert and the 
enthusiasm to the peek :) until ....they release them ...where the result will be 
cataclysmic!!!!!!!!! 
2h for final 7 days fasten your seat belts.................!!!!

826.  

Josh Fielder 1 day ago 

RealMyst from bigfishgames.com was $2.99 last I checked. Ran great on my 
Windows 8 and now 8.1. And I bought the cheapest laptop in bestbuy

827.  
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Monty 1 day ago 

Don't tempt me !!!

828.  

Stewart Bradford 1 day ago 

@Monty - upgrade then add some extras as add-ons just in case a couple 
get damaged or worn out from over use, lol

829.  

Monty 1 day ago 

Not happy, the T shirt looks too good.. now I have to upgrade my pledge.. 
grrr...

830.  

Carol Woodward 1 day ago 

@ Stewart, I thought, as the banner was recently added, that they were 
brand new tiers, my mistake.

831.  

Carol Woodward 1 day ago 

@ Acorn, no problem, I completely agree, and it's so nice to find I am talking 
to another soul from the Uk, we don't seem to be very many despite me 
pestering everyone I could think of even celebrities.

832.  

Stewart Bradford 1 day ago 

Re: New tiers - I believe the mean the "double disc" tier and the "Strata 3D" 
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tier, both of which were added mid-campaign

833.  

Acorn 1 day ago 

@ Carol - thanks, if enough people agree about the Art Book then maybe 
Cyan will notice!

834.  

Tom van der Spek 1 day ago 

@Fien - HA HA HA HA HA !!!! This is funny!!!!

835.  

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed 1 day ago 

Hehehe... I was actually responding to one of your older posts, about the bad 
and the good. And now the confusion is complete!

836.  

Tom van der Spek 1 day ago 

@Fien - What you meant, that is no spam :) I am talking about another 
backer here (scroll down to read it), who give her email and said: "Tom send 
me a mail, I have a proposition for you..."

O dear, this really becomes a chatbox now...

837.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

Chill out! I am more than sure that CYAN ppl is preparing something!!! 
Feel the rhythm...we are going up fast!!!.. very fast ...3 hours to go for final 7 
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days take off!! :)

838.  

Fien - Obduction-Obsessed 1 day ago 

Tom, don't worry so much, everything is going to be okay. :) In the last few 
days there will be a wave of new backers when Kickstarter sends out emails 
to all those people who pressed the Remind Me button.

839.  

Tom van der Spek 1 day ago 

@Lauren - A proposition? I my ears this sounds as spam. I won't give my 
email to a stranger who wants to do 'propositions'... So play more open cards 
first...

And now on topic: the 'magic' figure has dropped another 5 cents now, to 
$15.92! When it is zero at the end of the campaign, we are there!

840.  

Carol Woodward 1 day ago 

@ Acorn, I was scrolling up and down to find the new tiers, found nothing. I 
am sure a lot of people (Me included) would love a Cyan artbook.

841.  

Marein Könings 1 day ago 

@Jacob: Good catch, let's hope Cyan reads this and considers it (what 
action they take is up to them).

842.  
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Acorn 1 day ago 

The banner now says "new tiers" but as far as I can see there is only one 
new tier so far - the double disc tier. I'm hoping for more options! I'd like the 
Cyan art book as a physical item to go with the Obduction art book - anyone 
with me in this?

843.  

Tomer 1 day ago 

Ok, so I'll join any group, but I don't have this creative vibe currently to 
actually start it. So hopefully someone does that :-)

844.  

Jacob Wisner 1 day ago 

Correction - I don't think it changes eligibility for showing up on the front page 
as a popular project but it can cause you to be dropped from the staff picks 
so be careful.

845.  

Dawn Lewanewsky 1 day ago 

Oooooh so exciting - we have to do this!! :D

846.  

Tomer 1 day ago 

Soooo.... I'm ready to pledge a few more bucks..... but I'm not doing that 
without joining some exclusive pledging group! :-) Didn't you invent anything 
yet? Something like **+5$ for Obduction** (hopefully more creative than that)

847.  
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Jacob Wisner 1 day ago 

Looks like it also can cause you to be dropped from the Staff Picks lists as 
well. From the Fallen London kickstarter retrospective

"You know those LAST HOURS stickers that KS creators put on their 
campaign images? It turns out Kickstarter don’t like those.

http://www.failbettergames.com/…

“This is a message from Kickstarter Support. We’re reaching out because we 
noticed that you recently updated your project image, and that the new image 
includes a 48-hours left banner. As a result of the change, our editorial team 
has removed your project from the Staff Picks section…”

Eeek! We fell off Staff Picks with 48 hours to go, just when the funding was 
picking up for the last-minute bump! We changed the image and they put us 
back, but we lost five hours of Staff Picks. Did that lose us £5? £500? £5000? 
We’ll never know.

The reasoning, in case you were wondering, is that the image ends up 
elsewhere on the web with 48 HOURS LEFT on it, which means that people 
click on it six months later and get annoyed. You also can’t change the image 
once the KS is complete, so it’ll be frozen forever with FINAL HOURS on its 
image like a beetle in amber, leaving KS backers clicking and tutting when 
they realise they missed it. Fair enough"

848.  

Jacob Wisner 1 day ago 

Not sure if someone has mentioned this, but you may want to revert to the 
old graphic. Including "final week" and other similar information, and 
changing the graphic in general, can make a project ineligible to appear on 
the front page.

849.  

Tai'lahr 1 day ago 

Good morning, Obductees!

850.  

Frank den Blaauwen 1 day ago 

3.12 backers to go to 865k
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851.  

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago 

@rainer hahaha multiple proposals around here - going to need a wedding 
planner at this rate ;)

852.  

Allan Børgesen 1 day ago 

@Dimitios just saw it, nice

853.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 1 day ago 

Haha William, it happend to you as well. Who did not expect that? *grin*

854.  

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago 

@tom goeie middag :) I know it is a bit of a tight squeeze, and it looks like we 
may only just make it, but i have faith we'll blow it away. i hope to at least 
make it to the Oculus Rift goal. And of course Cyan will keep paypal open 
afterwards as well. It's going to be an exciting week :)

855.  

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago 

@Jenny - Hi, from one weirdo to another. I'm a night owl and miss staying up 
all hours :)
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856.  

Lauren Hall-Stigerts 1 day ago 

@Tom van der Spek

@William

Could you send me an email? I have a proposition for you: lauren at 
marketinggal dot com. Thanks!

857.  

Dimitrios 1 day ago 

12:11 pm here in Athens Greece love you all! 
4 hour to go for the last 7 days race!!! 
A small gift for you all to take courage!! 
http://www.youtube.com/watch… Olympic Games Athens Sirtaki dance 
(whole stadium) Zorbas....:) 
Love you ...and lets ..take off!!!!!!!

858.  

Tom van der Spek 1 day ago 

Hi all!

I have some negative and positive thoughts about how this campaign runs. 
Because I like a 'happy end', I start with the negative.

Everybody here is excited (me too), but the naked figures shows us we still 
have a mountain to climb. Well more than $200,000 must be collected the 
reach the first goal. So getting the feeling that we had two 'good days' during 
which we have collected more than $26,000 is false, because we need 
around $35,000 each day to reach the finish line. At this rate, we don't make 
it.

So far the negative thoughts. But now the positive ones!

The group backers here is fantastic, it feels like one big family. O dear, surely 
we all want to have that game, isn't it? One week to go, so nothing is lost! 
During the last four days daily pledges were higher than the previous day, so 
we are running harder to the finish now, that is a fact! Since some days I've 
calculated which extra pledge amount every backer must bring in to reach 
the first goal of $1.1M. These figures are eye openers, see below:
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Thursday: $20,52 
Yesterday: $18,17 
Now: $15,97*

You see, this figure has dropped a lot in only three days, and the 'magical' 
last jump is about to start. I stated before: as soon this figure will drop below 
$10, we will reach the target for sure. Most backers can miss another few 
bucks and they will do an extra pledge during that last days (including me, 
although I have pledged already $440).

First of all, lets push that figure above $900,000 this weekend! Only the look 
of that will generate another push... 
So far for this long comment. And... oh yeah, you all do a wonderful work!

Shorah!

*only during the time I needed to write this comment, it dropped from $16,01 
to $15,97; 4 cents in less than 15 minutes!

859.  

Jenny Sue Hane 1 day ago 

3 AM here in the US. Yes I am up, because I am a weirdo.

860.  

Tiago Regueiras 1 day ago 

10:57am in Portugal!

861.  

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago 

10:54pm in New Zealand, almost Sunday :)

862.  

Allan Børgesen 1 day ago 

10:52 AM in denmark...its raining....why are people not in here, and donate a 
lot? ;-)
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863.  

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago 

when it's night time in the US it does go quiet. a lot less backers inthe rest of 
the world i guess :)

864.  

Frank den Blaauwen 1 day ago 

By the way: 864k reached. Seems not too important, but that's because we're 
almost getting used to it

865.  

Frank den Blaauwen 1 day ago 

@Paolo: When you get caught, write a book 'How I robbed a bank', sell the 
rights and then can donate the money that you made with it. Of course you 
need to hurry, just 7 days, so you better call the cops yourself

866.  

Paolo C. 1 day ago 

@Frank just robbing a bank to raise my pledge :-P

867.  

Frank den Blaauwen 1 day ago 

It is a little quiet here. Everybody gone to work or sleep?
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868.  

Carol Woodward 1 day ago 

That is a lovely number to wake up to, so confident that this will fly through. 
Shame the game called 'Raindrop' isn't faring so well.

869.  

Ryan Warzecha 1 day ago 

Hey Backers, 

I was talking about people who pledge $100.00 or more and didn't pick a tier. 
Its awesome you are pledging more than the amount. You guys rock!!

870.  

Allan Børgesen 1 day ago 

@ericfromabeno nice, mee too :-)

871.  

ericfromabeno 1 day ago 

allan, i've already done that ;)

872.  

ericfromabeno 1 day ago 

heh. i say cyan should just assume it's intentional. ;)
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873.  

Allan Børgesen 1 day ago 

pledged i mean

874.  

Allan Børgesen 1 day ago 

If all who have plaged the digital version to $45, insted are go to the boxed 
version to $75, we have about $100,000 more total!!!

875.  

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago 

@eric good point :) I have seen people say they have "over-pledged" and 
deliberately choose not to pick a corresponding tier so there was no cost to 
Cyan. By the same token you're right, as people would hate to miss out on 
what they think they're getting.

876.  

ericfromabeno 1 day ago 

@maarten, i know there are. i'm one! but if my donation amount were enough 
to actually recieve the next reward up or higher, and i failed to realize that, i 
might regret not arranging to get the better reward package...

877.  

Frank den Blaauwen 1 day ago 

@Ryan: I know I've answered the same question to someone else, but I want 
to verify my answer. Silly me :)
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878.  

ericfromabeno 1 day ago 

hmm, @Ryan, that seems odd... although the reward vs funding amount are 
deliberately separate, it didn't seem that hard to understand.... choose the 
reward you want, edit the amount to a higher donation amount if you like.... i 
guess some people are setting donation amounts without noticing that the 
reward button and the amount window are not interconnected... :(

879.  

Natalie Manahan 1 day ago 

I'm really nervous that this game won't be funded in time.

880.  

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago 

Thanks ryan. I think that there are quite a lot of people who are pledging 
more than their tier on purpose as well as a top up :)

881.  

Frank den Blaauwen 1 day ago 

@Ryan: Thank you, but how do you select the add-ons as mentioned in 
update #7?

882.  

Paul Melampy 1 day ago 

For those wanting a Riven update, check out Starry Expanse. Those guys 
are basically building RealRiven!!
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883.  

Ryan Warzecha 1 day ago 

Hey Backers, please read this. 

http://forums.cyan.com/viewtopic.php…

884.  

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago 

oh, Oculus RT'd? Sweet :) hope it helps. I REALLY want this to be on OR. 
Gives me a fantastic reason to buy the consumer model when it's out

885.  

christine 1 day ago 

El Pueblo Unido Jamas sera Vincido ! United we Stand : O B D U C T I O N !

886.  

Vincent Marziale 1 day ago 

I'm watching this KickStarter with more tension for it to be funded than when I 
was waiting for Riven to be released. I know Oculus re-tweeted, have we 
gotten any other mainstream outlets to get the word out?

887.  

J.B. Lewis 1 day ago 

@Salvo: If it helps motivate you, I watched all five seasons of Breaking Bad 
in ten days. I have every confidence that you can do it too!
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888.  

Mark Webber 1 day ago 

@Tom All my Myst games work as well on XP & on 8..never tried Vista nor 7

889.  

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago 

tot ziens Tom! lekker slaapen

890.  

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago 

g'nite Salvo, catch you on the flip side

891.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 1 day ago 

I'll do what I can, Maarten. I'll do what I can.

...and goodnight everyone!!

892.  

Tom van der Spek 1 day ago 

@Maarten- Nice To read... Gonna close my eyes again for a while... And 
when I wake up, I hope To see more than $865,000!

Shorah!
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893.  

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago 

haha yeah nah not so much - watching breaking bad will have to be your 
burden. I'ts a tough gig, but someone's gotta do it. Take one for the team, 
Salvo!

894.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 1 day ago 

Nite Molly

Maarten, let's start out own marathons and get this kickstarter funded! I'm on 
season 3 so you might have to play catch up a little

895.  

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago 

Ja hoor - geboren in Nederland met een Nederlandse vader and Nieuw 
Zeelandse moeder. Apologies for any typos - I rarely speak nor write Dutch 
anymore! And yes, both typically dutch, but boy does it mean I'm forever 
having to spell both first and last name here! :) 
Evening indeed - about to start cooking dinner. Just so you know, Zaterdag is 
was een goede dag, mooi and zonning. Enjoy yours ;)

896.  

Tom van der Spek 1 day ago 

@Maarten - Good morning (for you evening) Maarten! Ik dacht wel dat je 
Nederlands was (I thought you were Dutch). Such a typical Dutch name :))

897.  
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Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago 

g'nite molly. sweet dreams

898.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

tomorrow I think we will hit 15K backers

899.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

Well, it is time for me to get some sleep. Hold down the fort while I am gone.

900.  

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago 

6.25am. good morning Holland :) Nieuw Zeeland zegt hallo!

901.  

Tom van der Spek 1 day ago 

Still in bed (6.25am here) and typing on iPad, it is funny to read all those 
differences in how and how not all Myst games run on computers. I must be 
lucky, because all 5 games runs nicely on my windows 7 machine, including 
Riven (which didn't on my older XP one).

902.  

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago 

Salvo, what a brilliant idea! I only ever watched the first season but have the 
next four here... hmmmmmmm. think i could watch all while taking care of a 
14 week old baby? ;) 
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(he asks, typing one-handed while bubs hangs over his shoulder for a burp)

903.  

LINDA WOLLETT 1 day ago 

I'm eating pepperoni pizza so I'm hoping for a $10,000 backer just about now.

904.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 1 day ago 

@Horatio you know, I have been kinda hungry lately... :)

905.  

Mark Webber 1 day ago 

@Kim.. Thank you for the Squee Report

906.  

Horatio 1 day ago 

@Salvo: For the win! Wanna trade tasks? :)

907.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 1 day ago 

Hey Maarten. Well I've been watching the entire run of Breaking Bad lately. 
Every milestone we hit, I've been on the phone watching our numbers while 
sitting here in front of the tv.

I hereby pledge to watch as much Breaking Bad as I possibly can from now 
to the end of this kickstarter :)
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908.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

@Lorna, you rock woman!

909.  

Stewart Bradford 1 day ago 

What's frustrating me about my digital version of Riven is that the assets are 
taken from the CD version. The DVD version has less compression in the 
videos and some added views that had to be removed for space. I still have 
my original 5 CD version that I got when it was released but the DVD version 
I got with the tenth Anniversary edition doesn't run properly in my computer. 

Someone (Cyan maybe when they aren't so busy) needs to figure out how to 
port these games to all the newer Windows versions. Surely some clever 
person could make a patch that would get it running? It would probably be 
completely legal to distribute cause it would need you to own a disc or digital 
copy containing all the assets. I want my Riven to run damnit! Lol

910.  

Horatio 1 day ago 

@Maarten: The one I got on eBay was the 10th Anniversary DVD Edition

911.  

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago 

Good idea Horatio. Tho Ebay's the other side of the planet for me. Shipping 
across the Pacific to little old New Zealand tends to be a bit of a killer. Might 
have to have a snoop around on NZ's equivalent sites to see if there's a copy 
floating around. And I like the sound of the DVD!
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912.  

Lorna Hartman 1 day ago 

Oh my word!!! I leave for a few hours and here we are above $860K! We're at 
78% of goal and we have more backers and more funds today than 
yesterday. As some have already noted, the ending upward trend is already 
starting. SO EXCITING!

To report to those who donated for the Facebook ad: We've had more than 
50 clicks on the campaign. Based on exposure we're experiencing just what 
you would expect in terms of click returns. 

Great job everyone!

913.  

Horatio 1 day ago 

@Maarten: The CD or DVD versions are available used on eBay for cheap. I 
think that's where I got my DVD version. I had the CD version, but didn't want 
to mess with the 4 discs. So I picked up the Myst/Riven/Exile combo DVD set 
used on eBay.

914.  

Kim Smith 1 day ago 

and also glad to see that the Squee who travelled the world files are still 
online http://sysmatrix.net/~robertlfey/squee2travels.html

915.  

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago 

Thanks Horatio. maybe by the time I've completed Riven again Obduction 
will be out to consume my gametime!
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916.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

haha I just noticed a copy of Rhem 4 on my Vista computer...I never finished 
that...now that is some hard core puzzling.

917.  

Horatio 1 day ago 

@Maarten: understood, but I don't think such an animal exists

918.  

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago 

@molly just to clarify, I got Myst masterpiece, not real myst, so I can't vouch 
for the latter

919.  

Kim Smith 1 day ago 

Never fear Horatio - am also sharing direct to the walls of myst forum 
members that are on my friends list :)

920.  

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago 

@Horatio I no longer have the discs to Myst3, so I'm looking for a digital 
source..
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921.  

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago 

@Molly Myst works fine for me in Win7 from GoG, but the display was tiny 
until I messed with my nVidia display settings, and it now more closely fills 
the screen

922.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

I tried the CD versions of Real Myst and Riven on my 64 bit Windows 7 
machine. Neither one worked.

923.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

@Kim, welcome!

924.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

GOG verifies Real Myst as working on 95, Vista, and 8 but not Windows 7. Is 
that true?

925.  

Horatio 1 day ago 

@Kim: Welcome! Keep spreading the word to anyone you can.
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926.  

Horatio 1 day ago 

I installed the cd version of MYST 3. On my PC running XP a year or so ago. 
My wife installed it on Vista around the same time. Both worked fine if 
memory serves. I have not tried it on Win7 or 8.

927.  

Kim Smith 1 day ago 

Saw a friend from the Myst forum days post this on FB - ty emmex - have 
signed up and posted to :)

928.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

Going off now to get Myst and Riven off of GOG so I can play it on this 
machine.

929.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

Great question that I would also like answered. I keep an old notebook 
around just so I can play legacy games, but I would like a version that can be 
played on my newer computers.

930.  

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago 

question time: so i bought Myst and Riven (again) on www.gog.com a while 
back. When I complete Riven again, I'm going to want to play Myst 3: Exile 
again most likely. ANyone know where to get it from, and how stable it runs?
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931.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

@Salvo....Indeed!

932.  

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago 

HI salvo, long time no see. what's your burden for moving this along? :)

933.  

Horatio 1 day ago 

I'm lunching and lurking :)

934.  

Branden Baisden 1 day ago 

Can you give the exact details on how the physical version will end up being? 
Will it have a beefy manual or that it'll be in an actual big box like how PC 
games were in the days of old?

935.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 1 day ago 

@NomadMolly Just read your incredible story. Wow, what a triumph for your 
department

936.  
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NomadMolly 1 day ago 

@Horatio, hey was waiting for you to chime in

937.  

Horatio 1 day ago 

Sounds like I've got the cakewalk gig. Hmmm...cake...

938.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

hehehe

939.  

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago 

@Tako - tough gig. you have to do overtime, I do chores, horatio does lunch, 
and poor molly's doing surgery!

940.  

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago 

I mentioned (yesterday?) that I'd been watching the "Making of Myst/Riven" 
on youtube and I'd love to see something similar for Obduction.. Is there a 
way we can add a stretch goal for that? I'd love a monthly or bi-monthly video 
update of how Cyan's getting on, new deisgn ideas, sound design, meeting 
the team and so on. 
I backed the DoubleFine Adventure kickstarter and the doco's that keep 
coming out are the best thing. Over the year or more it's been running I feel 
like I got to know the people, the challenges they've overcome. Just a 
thought for another stretch goal/add-on :)

941.  
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Tako Shak 1 day ago 

Since everything seems to happen while I'm at work, I'm going to end up with 
a lot of overtime this next week...

942.  

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago 

sounds like a great plan William!

943.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

Well the large number of comments is part of what keeps Obduction at the 
top of the Hot ten list, so no problem there.

944.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 1 day ago 

@Jenny: Now you're just being to kind! ;) :D

945.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 1 day ago 

Sooo, to continue my verboseness, habits, you know. We hit 15000 backers 
tomorrow. Knock down the 875k door and hit a 30k day. Then we add 900-
1000 backers per day for the rest of the days remaining, surging past 1.5 mill 
and Cyan can't keep up with the numbers coming so fast, hat 
they....hmmm...what would they have to do...besides punt. Anyway, I like the 
arch of that scenario, I think I am going to try to dream about that tonight. :)

946.  
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Jenny Sue Hane 1 day ago 

That just means you have enthusiasm, William, which counts toward our 
comment number. :)

947.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 1 day ago 

I am afraid, due to my verboseness, that the comment numbers are artificially 
inflated. Looking at how many times I have commented, you should probably 
reduce that by a conservative 100, at a minimum :(

948.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

btw, if any Cyanists are reading this, please tell Rand that I agree with him 
about Ahnonay. That was simply brilliant and perfect. The best game design 
ever. The ah ha moment with that is priceless. So hat's off to who ever was 
the primary designer of that concept. I'm looking forward to a similar 
experience in Obduction.

949.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 1 day ago 

I as well. I have, I have stayed away from reading any spoiler information. So 
so far, all I have or know is the concept art shown.

950.  

Stewart Bradford 1 day ago 

Hey everyone keep up all the amazing comments. Check out the kicktraq's 
chart and look at the daily data. Pledgers and backers graphs look pretty 
much the same as most Kickstarter campaigns, but the COMMENTS graph 
looks like something special. It's been pretty much an up curve from early on. 
This thing is building momentum and excitement. Let's keep it going! :-)
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951.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

I am really looking forward to not know the rules of the new game.

952.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

hehehe

953.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 1 day ago 

Opps! Sorry. Not "age", but "world." Going to be a hard habit to break, 
moving from calling things ages to worlds.

954.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 1 day ago 

I wish there was a way to know just how much effect the Oculus Rift support 
goal, and the possibility of the support of it being bundled into Obduction, has 
had on backers joining. Same question for the FIGS support. Also that of an 
additional age.

955.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

for sure we will get there by sometime mid-day my time tomorrow, but who 
knows. 

Oh...the best part of my story...the dean, chancellor, and university president 
who supported our closure...did not survive....hahaha
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956.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 1 day ago 

@NomadMolly: From now on, I'll let you handle the motivational speeches. At 
least for me. Thanks. :) A fantastic turnabout showing what truly dedicated 
people, can do. /thumbsup/

957.  

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago 

now how quickly can we get to 15,000 and $870,000?

958.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

@William, I don't think a color version of that one was made.

959.  

Maarten Dijkstra 1 day ago 

That's fantastic Molly :) thanks for sharing

960.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

Since everything is quiet right now. Let me share my positive story with you 
so that everyone here knows that anything is possible. Four years ago when 
state budgets were struggling, the governor of my state told academic deans 
that they could close entire programs to save money. The dean of my college 
who was a chemist, didn't understand what my department did (we are in a 
health professions related field) so we hadn't been on his most favored list for 
sometime. Add to that the fact that our department was located in the football 
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stadium (that is right, my office is in a the secon largest college football 
stadium in the US) and the athletic dept has its eyes on our space, and 
well...we were scheduled for immediate closure. I'll spare you the details of 
what happened next, but it was AWESOME. Protest, little children carrying 
signs, the Board of Trustees overwhelmed with mail. Four years later, not 
only is my department still here, but we just broke ground on our brand new 
$20,000,000 building. That's right $20 million big ones. Anything is possible 
my friends, when people stand up and say....I want this to happen. There that 
is my motivation speech for tonight.

961.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 1 day ago 

@NomadMolly is there a full color form of the tear off you used? I see the 
B/W but don't see a color.

962.  

NomadMolly 1 day ago 

woot. I have it when I refresh and the numbers jump!

963.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 1 day ago 

And now for something entirely different and more on the, light side. And I 
guess it will show just how crodgity I am, that I know this and bring up. 

You have heard the expression, I hope, of "strike while the iron is hot." That 
phrase originates from the days of the iron-smith iron worker. I would have 
used the usual term of blacksmith, but wasn't sure everyone would know 
what that is. I kid you not. I actually got in trouble for using the word 
blacksmith once. They actually were so uninformed they thought it was 
something derogatory. ha. A person who works with black metal, steel/iron, is 
called a blacksmith.

Anyway, it means, when that iron comes out of the forge/furnace, the iron 
smith/blacksmith, had to get to wailing with hammer/working the iron, before 
the iron cooled. We are in that situation now. The iron is hot, it is ready to be 
worked, to be forged into something beautiful, that is, Obduction. So, I am 
going to give some extra effort, if anyone can, let's join together, lets work 
that iron and make it sing like a beautiful bell! :)
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964.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

higher, not hirer

965.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

Btw, if any of you donating tonight are doing so because you saw a flyer 
taped to a black Altima, please let me know.

966.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

Oh, BTW, we are going to surpass the best upward movement we have seen 
since Oct 27th. We're passing yesterdays best of 26,074. Nice. Those much 
needed 30k days and hirer are in reach. So that we can hit those stretch 
goals, I am really hoping for 30k, then 40k, then 50k, then through the roof. I 
am also going to have to see if I can borrow the wife's new car, and park it 
downtown. I am not sure she is going to be keen about that, but that stick the 
tear off to the car was neat. Though I am not sure if I attached one to my 
crodgity old car, it would have the same effect. Am going to try to get out as I 
am able though and get the fliers into stores. I know of several used game 
stores around. I think they might put them up.

967.  

Evan Smith 2 days ago 

I agree with @William that it will be how much can we get after the base 1.1 
so keep up the advertising, keep sharing, tell your friends and have them tell 
their friends. Even if its 1$, we've got 346$ just from people at that tier. Every 
little bit helps. Onwards and upwards (Now to show off how much of a nerd I 
am) Pierce the heavens with your Drill!
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968.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

If we continue to match these totals for the next 4 days, we will only have to 
raise around $140,000 in the last 3 days and that is not hard during the final 
bump.

969.  

waitingforrain 2 days ago 

Let's do this, guys!! We are getting so close!

970.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

We are officially ahead of yesterdays totals. We are clearly trending upwards 
now. Things are looking great! And Fridays are a tough day, ask any one in 
TV.

971.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

I have so many grammar and spelling problems in that post...wow...fingers 
can't keep up with grey matter. But I hope, you catch what I am trying to 
convey. Our target, our goal, is beyond, 1.1. Well. beyond. :)

972.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

You folks have it right. It is not, IF, we are going to make it to the 1.1 base 
goal. We Will! Don't use that as an excuse to stop pledging or trying to get 
other to as well. We are going to make it to 1.1 because of the work, the 
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activity, the backers that keep coming in. Our work is not over. 

The real question is really how high, how many, of the stretch goals are we 
going to get? And like before, I repeat, the best chance we have of hitting 
those stretch goals, is will this particular KS is ongoing. Yes, there will be the 
PayPal, but I can tell you, once this space clicks off on the 16 after we have it 
the primary goal, the fire will start to automatically dampen down. It will be 
much harder then it is right now, to keep the backers coming, and to acquire 
the funds, especially in time, so that they can be incorporated into Obduction 
for the release. You can't just pop things in at the last moment so to speak. 
For instance, let's say Obduction is scheduled for release on lala, the 30th of 
2015. And the finding to hit the stretch goal of localization and Oculus Rift 
arrives on the 15th of lala. Whatever the month of lala is. Sorry, we did not 
and will not get OC or Localization if that kind of thing occurs. 

I know I am coming across very serious here, but 
this..is..the..time..to..use..to..not..only..crash..the..base..goal..but..to..blast..up
ward..and..through..those..stretch..goals. 

We will get Obduction. We will hit the 1.1. But is that all everyone wants? I 
don't think so, either. :)

We have 7 days left to see just how high this rocket can go. Let's do this! 
Beyond the base, to the limit. To the stretch goals.

973.  

ReptilianSamurai 2 days ago 

I will admit, I was worried at first when this project didn't take off very much in 
the first couple of days, but now things seem to be heading towards a great 
home stretch. Projects do get a huge surge of funding in the final couple of 
days. I've even seen several projects I thought had no hope suddenly make 
their goals in the last few hours - now those were nail biters! Here's hoping 
we make it to the "additional world" stretch goal.

974.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

*our not are...my hands have a mind of their own sometimes.

975.  
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NomadMolly 2 days ago 

@Michael, thanks for that. For sure, past data are overwhelming in are favor. 
There are several examples of large budget projects that earned almost as 
much from backers in the last 3 days as they did in the first three days and 
such data bode very well for this project indeed.

976.  

Kenneth E Sell 2 days ago 

Good positive approach, I like it

977.  

ReptilianSamurai 2 days ago 

Well, I upped my pledge. I'm more excited for this game than any of the past 
Kickstarter games I've backed (and I've backed most of the big ones). Cyan 
games have a special atmosphere, a sense of wonder and exploration and a 
world that you can completely immerse yourself in. I love that the puzzles are 
always well integrated into the worlds, and now that Rand and Robyn are 
back acting I'm even more excited! Let's get this project funded, whatever it 
takes.

978.  

Michael Arnovitz 2 days ago 

I'm still seeing a lot of these "will we make it?" posts. People, everything is 
fine. Now it's true that there aren't that many Kickstarter projects that ask for 
this much funding, so anything is possible. BUT…as others (including myself) 
have pointed out a number of times, the known history of the way Kickstarter 
campaigns work suggests that Obduction is doing just fine.

Projects that get this much of the funding pledged almost never fail. Setting 
that aside, consider the predictions of "Sidekick". Their prediction model is 
76% accurate after several HOURS. After 3 days it reaches 85% accuracy, 
and toward the end of any given project their accuracy is close to 100%. At 
the moment Sidekick has Obduction at a 99% chance of being successful. 
So the issue now is not so much whether the funding is successful. Rather, 
the issue is how many stretch goals are we going to bring in?
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979.  

Maarten Dijkstra 2 days ago 

Well as a stay at home dad I have ENDLESS chores William so this 
kickstarter should do very well indeed! ;)

980.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

@William, heheh

981.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

@NomadMolly: But I feel so bad about your...talent. Dentist and Doctor's and 
Nurses, Oh No! Pain. No, I think you're here, for our cheer! :)

982.  

Kenneth E Sell 2 days ago 

Like Linda said hope I can snag a good one I have a bunch of Internet Cafe's 
near me

983.  

Horatio 2 days ago 

@William: Good stuff, my friend! *urp*

984.  
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NomadMolly 2 days ago 

Hmmm. Maybe I have to do medical things. I had a dentist appointment, a 
doctor's appointment, and now...surgery. If the pattern holds, we should do 
very well next Friday.

985.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

I know, I said I was out of here. So hard, to leave. No wonder I can't sleep at 
night and need naps in the day. Worst is, I can't afford those naps. :)

986.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 2 days ago 

@NomadMolly And after the first negative line of that comment, he continues 
to say what a huge fan of Myst he is.

987.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

No, we are NOT going to be the exception to the bump rule. We are going to 
have the most massive bump ever recorded in Kickstarter. Aren't we 
everyone?

988.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

@Maarten Dijkstra 
"don't tell me that unlike horatio's lunch my thing is to do chores?!"

Ah Maarten, Maarten. Some sacrifices must be made. One must use their 
talents to bring these numbers up. Horatio, it is lunch. I have no talent, so I 
nap. And you sir, to the dishes! ;) :D
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989.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

Of course my worst nightmare is that we will be the one exception to the 
bump rule. Maybe it is better that I am having surgery next Friday...hahahah.

990.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

Yes it is unfortunate that the very first line of the very first comment was "I 
don't think the Kickstarter is going to make it". It might be nice for some of us 
to pop over there and comment about real data and Kickstarter and how 
good the chances actually are that we will make it.

991.  

Maarten Dijkstra 2 days ago 

good to see yet another article. pity about the negative comments and doubts 
tho. 
would fijidreamer and dimitrios be the same person by any chance? lots 
of !!!!!!'s being used ;)

992.  

Kenneth E Sell 2 days ago 

that was am to am

993.  

Maarten Dijkstra 2 days ago 

nice. baby's fed, washing's hung, dog's played with the hose and i see we 
made 860. 
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don't tell me that unlike horatio's lunch my thing is to do chores?!

994.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

New story at Polygon

http://www.polygon.com/2013/11/8/5076656/obduction-and-the-rebirth-of-
cyan

995.  

Kenneth E Sell 2 days ago 

Yesterday from 8:45 to today 8:45 was $28,946

996.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

@William C. Strohm Had to pop back in. Thanks for the video! Incredible 
voice for one so young. Beautiful! Simply, Beautiful! :)

I would love to come in eight or more hours from now and see this had turned 
into the highest in the last week, or eve, dare I say, a 30k day. :)

997.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 2 days ago 

@James That looks amazing!

998.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

we are going to beat yesterday's totals!
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999.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

woot

1000.  

William C. Strohm 2 days ago 

Now for a relaxing break...

http://www.youtube.com/watch…

1001.  

LINDA WOLLETT 2 days ago 

@Kenneth - great work! I hope you snag a $10,000 backer!

1002.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

WOOOOOHOOOOO! There it is and almost a hundred past! I am outta here! 
Cyan, and all you backers, you are the greatest! 
Keep your sunny side up! Give a Happy! Do a Happy! Be a Happy! Have a 
Happy! :)

1003.  

Horatio 2 days ago 

Just got in from eleventhlunch to find the 860K goal surpassed! 
FANTASTIC!!!!!
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1004.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 2 days ago 

The obduction of Myst! 
http://fc01.deviantart.net/fs71/f/2013/312/d/c/obduction_lives_nottobemyst_b
y_wodehouse1-d6tj556.jpg

1005.  

Michael Winter 2 days ago 

And there we go

1006.  

William C. Strohm 2 days ago 

Yess!

1007.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

hahaha

1008.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

I hope this happens soon. My F5 key and my mouse button are about to bite 
because of all the times I refresh.

1009.  
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NomadMolly 2 days ago 

so close now

1010.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

@Kenneth...woot brick by brick my friends

1011.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

$860K is going down any time now

1012.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

I know what you all are thinking as you read this while I stay awake. What 
the.... Whahahahahaha, you know the best part? This is what you have to 
look forward to. It is, what crodgity, does. Whahahahahahaha! >.)

WOW! did you see that jump! I think that was like a 400-600 pop! 860k? 
Here, we, come. You, are going, down! \0/

1013.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

@ Kenneth Fantastic!

1014.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

@William Strohm: I would have tried to work something with Cyanese, 
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catchy, but, I drew a blank. Actually, the readers(feels like there are a 14,640 
pairs of eyeglasses looking at these screens and the worst is, zombies 
behind them!) But actually, the readers are probably, relieved. Tough 
audience. *sigh* :)

1015.  

Kenneth E Sell 2 days ago 

OK I'm in NYC, Just put one tear sheet in lobby of 15 floors 
4 Apt's on a floor. Tomorrow I'm out on my walk and will put 
more up along main shopping drag where I live.

1016.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

Wonderful! Salvo took the seed. Or more exactly, the seed took him. Great! 
Out here in the woods. Dark. And it is ccccooooollllld up here around Cyan in 
Washington state this time of year. You know what the worst part is. Salvo 
drove. And he had the keys. 

Role numbers, role!

1017.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

yes folks. I am sometimes, easily amused. I think it is the dark. Ya, the dark! 
You mean its not dark where you are? Turn on a lamp? Lamp. Novel idea. 
But where, am I, going to find a lamp, to rub. especially this hour? Electric 
Lamp? Well of course I know what an electric lamp is! I would turn it on if it 
was so dark and I could find the switch. 

Now let's quit this nonsense and get back to what is really important. 
Numbers. Numbers, "for want of a better word, are good!" Those numbers on 
the right side of your screen, that's what's important. Actually, no they aren't. 
People are. But they are helpful. So, I am hoping for higher numbers. I might 
actually pull a tooth out and put it under my pillow if I though it would help. I 
can assure you, no tooth fairy is going to leave money for my teeth. ;) *sigh*
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1018.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 2 days ago 

@William wait! Gimme back my seed! I haven't been teleported to the house 
with the white picket fe--

(insert linking sound here)

1019.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 2 days ago 

I believe we will hit 15,000 Obductees tomorrow.

1020.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

Sounds good! 

Salvo Ludus - Obductee, here is your seed! Oh, be careful with that. Yea, 
those holes on the big end of that pine cone looking thing, look light thrusters. 
Don't want to start a fire. 

My turn. 

William --Obducutee, here is your seed. 

Um Salvo, gimme that seed. I'll give it back, honest! I can't help it. I only saw 
one in the video. I mean, you saw it just like I did. It was dark. I wasn't going 
to go out and look for more in that forest! You know where Cyan is, right? 
Well, there may not be lions, and tigers, but there are certainly bears, 
there! :)

1021.  

William C. Strohm 2 days ago 

Maybe we are all "Cyanese?"
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1022.  

Jenny Sue Hane 2 days ago 

I assumed that the clarity of the stretch goals was tied to the amount of 
pledges, thus serving as a kind of extra donation incentive. The faster the 
money piles up, the sooner they reveal the next stretch goal. They're hoping 
to encourage more giving by appealing to our curiosity. At least, that was my 
guess.

1023.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 2 days ago 

So, until our little community can come up with something to call ourselves, I 
shall be known as Salvo Ludus - Obductee.

...tryin' to start a trend here, don't leave me hangin'

1024.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 2 days ago 

@Maarten I know that everything with Cyan is always a mystery, but hiding 
the stretch goals doesn't really make sense to me

1025.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

AND, looking at some numbers, it looks like, it could be, possibly, with a little 
over 6k more, this could be a 30,000 day! Everyone, look at those numbers. 
Focus! Fooocccuusssss! FOCUS! All together now, think, UP! UP! UP! :D

1026.  
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Maarten Dijkstra 2 days ago 

@Salvo - ditto. i hope we can knock acouple targets off, and they let us know 
what to stretch for. Not sure why they are kept under wraps; most 
Kickstarters are quite upfront about them

1027.  

Aaron Light 2 days ago 

$250k more! Come on Cyan!

1028.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

@Salvo: You may be right. Obductees. Obductors. Ductors, Ducks. No, that 
kind of waddles. Waddling is never good. What we need is somebody ripe 
and overflowing with IMAGINATION! There are fourteen thousand, six 
hundred and thirty, "To steal a phrase for Disney" Imagineers out there and 
counting. Minus one, me. :) It's up to you! :)

1029.  

William C. Strohm 2 days ago 

@William, Wow! Great video clip! Thanks!

1030.  

Ahenobarbus 2 days ago 

Hopefully "an additional world to explore" will be a 1,4m stretch goal. I`m not 
sure that we can collect anymore than that. But 1,4m is still doable, maybe...

1031.  
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Salvo Ludus - Obductee 2 days ago 

@Alahmnat What a great coincidence

1032.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 2 days ago 

@William What we need is something to call ourselves. Maybe "Obductees?"

1033.  

Alahmnat 2 days ago 

So, the guy running the desk at the Mysterium 2014 hotel is a Myst fan. I 
gave him the tear-off flyer I'd printed out, and he promised to put it 
somewhere appropriate in the lobby. XD

1034.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

@NomadMolly

"@Ace, welcome to our little band of ...uhmmm...well our little band."

Hmmm. Our "little band." Hmmmm. Okay This is terrible! NomadMolly, give 
us a number! What would qualify as, Big Band? A Big Band, has a better 
sound. Could we have some scorers up here, please? Find that conductor, 
Rand, right? Okay, everyone, take your chairs! Let's "Strike Up , The Band!" 
http://www.bing.com/videos/search…

1035.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 2 days ago 

Am I the only one dying to know what the next stretch goal is after "an 
additional world to explore"?
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1036.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

@Sumatria: Enjoy the races. Will see you on the other side of the weekend. 
And the 1.5mill? In the bag, or will be, in unmarked bills, by the 16th of 
course. :)

1037.  

Joel 2 days ago 

On the Cyan Worlds name change: I'm not sure about this, but I think they 
were originally Cyan and changed it to Worlds around the time of Myst 
Online? Maybe its failure was the reason they changed back.

1038.  

Sumatria 2 days ago 

Okay folks, listen up... 
I am heading out to the NASCAR Race for the weekend. your mission if your 
willing to accept it, is to get this KS campaign to $1.5 Million. YES, I am 
posting those tear off posters on my RV, my truck and my son's truck. just 
don't tell him okay... See ya all on Monday.

1039.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

@Ace, welcome to our little band of ...uhmmm...well our little band.

1040.  

Tai'lahr 2 days ago 

Shorah and welcome to the campaign, Ace!
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1041.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

knock knock knocking on $860K's door. Someone open up and let it in!

1042.  

Ace 2 days ago 

I just discovered Obduction today, and I could not be more excited to be a 
part of this (however small). I fell in love with Myst the moment I first 
launched it on my Performa back in 1993. In recent years, I've gotten into the 
habit of idly typing "Myst" into my browser's searchbar every couple of 
months or so, just on the off chance there might be something new on the 
horizon. Really hit the jackpot today! Thank you Cyan not only for doing this, 
but based on everything we've seen so far, doing it RIGHT. It's plain to see 
that your hearts are in it. And thank you to this terrific community of 
supporters!

1043.  

Rose 2 days ago 

Maarten - merci beaucoup - Off to the puzzle!!! GO CYAN!!!

1044.  

Adreitz 2 days ago 

@William: Cyan changed its name to Cyan Worlds as they were in the 
process of making Uru, I guess with the idea that instead of creating new 
games, they would just keep on creating new worlds without end, all within 
the Uru framework. As that turned into a pretty traumatic experience, I can 
understand that they want to distance themselves from it.
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John Cosgrove 2 days ago 

Howdy folks!

Even more stories up on www.thankyoucyan.com ! Thanks for the 
contributions.

4,250 hits and climbing!

Remember, you can help by posting the URL to your favourite communities 
or use #thankyoucyan

Keep em coming! 7 days till the big finish!

1046.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

@William, yeah I was curious about that too. Maybe one of the Cyanists will 
shed some light on that. I was wondering if it is because "Cyan Worlds" is 
heavily associated with the Myst worlds and they want to send a message 
that they are doing new things that are not Myst, but that's just wild 
speculation.

1047.  

Maarten Dijkstra 2 days ago 

It's nice though, isn't it NomadMolly? It seems awfully rare to find a group of 
nice people online. Finding nasty people saying hurtful things is all too easy 
by comparison.

1048.  

William C. Strohm 2 days ago 

I've been wondering why Cyan changed to "Cyan Worlds" and then back to 
"Cyan." Does anyone know?

1049.  
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NomadMolly 2 days ago 

Gosh I am enjoying this. Thanks Cyan and thanks to all the backers. In a 
world of devisiveness, this sort of cooperative spirit is so rare. Why do we 
love Cyan and their products, because those products galvanize the most 
amazing people. In the end as great as the products are, the community that 
supports those products is worth its weight in gold. But I'll shut up now 
because I know I am preaching to the choir here. hahaha

1050.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 2 days ago 

Thanks Lorna. I know that the google doc is editable. Was talking about the 
obductionflier2.pdf. 
Well, I'll find a way to edit the PDF too, maybe I'll just cut out graphics and 
paste it into a new page.

1051.  

Maarten Dijkstra 2 days ago 

For those interested, Cyan has posted an interesting picture to their FB. It 
shows the White House, but with a person in front, and it's all distorted like a 
bad video capture. Plus missing time code and letters "y m c g i l s n e a" - for 
those into the ARG..

1052.  

Lorna Hartman 2 days ago 

@Rainer, this version *is* editable. That's why we saved it in that format. 
Folks have been messing with it since day 1, which is great for all of us. Feel 
free to copy and paste and translate. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UwpeZMl5nG6SQ_22br6Uyc61hRaYG
7MSn1bwZRFLcKQ/edit…
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Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 2 days ago 

Well, I better should have asked if there's an editable version available (.doc 
or something else). 
I would prefer to translate it to german language first; not many people here 
get really attracted by english flyers.

1054.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 2 days ago 

Oh yes, you're right Molly. I remember. 
Dang, I've read soooo much these days, totally overwhelmed with 
information. Thanks again.

1055.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 2 days ago 

Thank you Marein !

1056.  

Lorna Hartman 2 days ago 

Speak and your wish is granted: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UwpeZMl5nG6SQ_22br6Uyc61hRaYG
7MSn1bwZRFLcKQ/edit…

1057.  

Marein Könings 2 days ago 

@Rainer: https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/19209539/obductionflier2.pdf

@Molly: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UwpeZMl5nG6SQ_22br6Uyc61hRaYG
7MSn1bwZRFLcKQ/edit
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1058.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

@Rainer, hahaha. There is post with the link to all the materials. I think Lorna 
has it. Lorna?

1059.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 2 days ago 

I mean, tape

1060.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 2 days ago 

Molly, where was this sheet of paper to print out and tap again?

1061.  

Tore Mygland ~~Dream Traveller~~ $6.13 2 days ago 

Re Myst IV: I just spent around 40 minutes INPUTING the answer to the 
spider chair puzzle. Yeah. Those controls are rather fiddly.

1062.  

Dimitrios 2 days ago 

We have add ons rewards( with second boxed Obduction), we will have 
Virtual Reality,we will have Rand and Robyn playing as actors,I am curious 
what else they are planning.... 
Maybe they will add an Oculus Rift as a reward tier,or reward tiers between 
the already existed, or something else?!?! 
http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction/ 
the last days race begun already, see for youselfs, the very last days will be 
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like a rocket race way up 1100K. Sit tight we are going to take off :) 
We are really start going up and fast!!!! 
Stay tuned, Obduction is coming!!!!! 
Oh my,... i need to go to bed......my head explodes :)

1063.  

James 2 days ago 

Hey all, so glad to be a part of this... another 75 steps closer!

1064.  

Josh Fielder 2 days ago 

Just checked my funds might get to upgrade from $25 to $75. Gonna be a 
final day decision tho! But looking good

1065.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

uhmmm taping not tapping

1066.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

So now that we know that tapping flyers to your car and parking in public 
places is effective...what it stopping the rest of you? hahaha...Get those 
flyers taped to your cars.

1067.  

Jarrah Lindsay 2 days ago 

@Patrick Last I heard it was around $7000. That was a couple of days ago.
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1068.  

swordswinger710 2 days ago 

@Talon Thank you, I am in the same shoes as you, which is why I am doing 
that so I can hopefully pledge more. ;)

1069.  

Patrick Karjala 2 days ago 

How much has been donated directly via PayPal, I wonder? And how does 
that tally with the current amount?

1070.  

Alahmnat 2 days ago 

Hey all,

I'm going to be finalizing the Mysterium 2014 hotel after work today (oh, did I 
mention, MYSTERIUM IS IN SPOKANE NEXT YEAR YOU SHOULD ALL 
COME AND WE CAN VISIT CYAN! ;)). I'll take some Obduction flyers with 
me and see if there's a place where I can put 'em up in the lobby :)

1071.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 2 days ago 

@swordswinger: very very awesome, man. I would buy that new copy if I 
wasn't currenty neck deep in Obduction pledging!

1072.  

Julie Applegate 2 days ago 

Thanks everyone! Apparently it's available for PlayStation and Nintendo DS, 
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but not xBox (which my son has). It's too bad, we had it when he was little, I'd 
love to get another one. Oh well, with any luck I'll get to buy him Obduction!

1073.  

Lorna Hartman 2 days ago 

@NomadMolly wins today's Kickstarter campaign.

1074.  

swordswinger710 2 days ago 

Alright, I've been thinking about this, and have decided to join in with those 
providing services in order to help fund Obduction -

I am currently selling three Myst: The Collection box sets on eBay (which 
includes Myst, Riven, Exile, Revelation, and End Of Ages). One brand new, 
sealed edition for $200, and the other two slightly used but in great condition 
for $100.

I design logos for a living, and will design your business/personal logo for 
$300, which includes several concepts for you to choose from and unlimited 
revisions until you are completely happy.

I will donate half of the proceeds from all sales to this Obduction Kickstarter. 
So if anybody is in need of the following items anyways and would like to 
help this Kickstarter while they're at it, here are the links for the following 
items:

$300 Professional Logo Design - www.lionsongdesign.com or 
http://r.ebay.com/uumV7d 
$200 Myst: The Collection (Brand New) - http://r.ebay.com/iZAh7a 
$100 Myst: The Collection (Used) - http://r.ebay.com/R3T7Zv

1075.  

Dimitrios 2 days ago 

+!!!!!!!!!!!! @ Nomad lets do the same!

1076.  
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Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

@NomadMolly: You are too much! Very Nice! Well Done! Very Well Done! :D

1077.  

Michael Winter 2 days ago 

Yeah, Molly, that was great! Park on, dudette, Park on!

1078.  

Eric A Anderson 2 days ago 

Dear NomadMolly, 
That link made my day. Seriously. 
Thanks much, 
-eaa

1079.  

Lorna Hartman 2 days ago 

@Michael, I'm Facebook friends with George Takei (like everybody else on 
the planet) and might post a comment or something to him.

1080.  

Paul Melampy 2 days ago 

I wonder if Telltale Games would be willing to help? Anybody got any 
connections there?

1081.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

well son of a gun it worked. Parked my car in the spot next to the bridge 
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going to the student garage and....

http://www.flickr.com/photos/108104004@N04/

1082.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 2 days ago 

Well if anyone is an established member of any Dr Who (and similar) 
communities then see if it'd be OK to post a thread about Obduction. I don't 
really want to be the guy with 1 post trying to advertise something.

1083.  

Dimitrios 2 days ago 

From Greece with love to all of you 
http://www.youtube.com/watch… Ithaca by Cavafy (with Sean Connery and 
Vaggelis) enjoy!! 
The travel is the only thing that matters........! 
love you all Cyan , fellow Myst fans, new fellow Obduction fans 
Live from Athens Greece

1084.  

Carol Woodward 2 days ago 

Another Dr Who fan here, I have watched since the very first episode, first Dr.

1085.  

James Dearing 2 days ago 

How many of us here have DeviantArt accounts? Filling out this Myst meme 
might be a good way to spread word of Obduction: 
http://artoveli.deviantart.com/art/Myst-Meme-73611870
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Dane 2 days ago 

Just added another $75 to my pledge. Come on people, let's make this 
happen. Make sure all your friends know how much this game needs to be 
made.

1087.  

James Dearing 2 days ago 

I'm also a Dr. Who fan, so there's definitely some overlap.

1088.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 2 days ago 

HMMMMMMM

1089.  

Paul Melampy 2 days ago 

Well I'M a Doctor Who fan, so why not?

1090.  

Michael Arnovitz 2 days ago 

@Julie: Nothing for OS X I'm afraid, but Cyan did release a few versions of 
Myst and Riven for iOS. One version of Myst is even free, but it's only for the 
iPhone, and it doesn't include the entire game. You have to have an iPad2 or 
better for the tablet versions. Gog is Windows only, but if you have Windows 
installed on your Mac that would certainly work.
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Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 2 days ago 

Do you guys think Dr. Who fans would be interested in Obduction? What 
about MST3K? I'm trying to think of sci-fi-ish communities with older 
members.

1092.  

Michael David Martin 2 days ago 

OK, how about George Takei. He's got a lot of followers. Don't know if he's a 
gamer, but he seems like the type of guy who would support non-violent 
adventure games. :) Maybe?

1093.  

Dimitrios 2 days ago 

+1 @ Ryan ..for emails.... 
+10 @ Paskari ...told you we will hit 1300K ! 
Many of us wait for last days to increase their pledge for varius reasons 
Feel the hit and the rythm we are going up fast!!!! 
PS: 1) and remember 15 is salary day for many ppl ...i think! 
2) i am pretty sure CYAN has some more surprises for us.... :) i am very 
sure!!!!

1094.  

Paul Melampy 2 days ago 

We could bomb the comment feeds on their next youtube videos!

1095.  

Nate 2 days ago 

I wish that Cyan would add a tier to the pledges that included a Steam key for 
the Cyan Complete Pack. That would be nice for those of us that have lost 
the CD-ROMs that we played Myst and Riven on.
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1096.  

Ryan S. Davis 2 days ago 

Michael, Geek & Sundry already retweeted us. I think they did their part :)

1097.  

Paul Melampy 2 days ago 

Nevermind. Gog is windows only. Sorry.

1098.  

Michael David Martin 2 days ago 

Does anyone here have connections to Felicia Day or Wil Wheaton? They're 
gamers who could really spread the word.

1099.  

laughingpineapple 2 days ago 

Late to the Yeesha party, but I think that one of the reasons she's... less than 
well-received... may be that she is an unreliable lead. Atrus, you can trust. 
Yeesha, not as much. Her heart may be in the right place, but she's so 
biased and angry and sad and it kind of gets in the way. That and her 
symbolism can get to people's nerves. And I love her so much /because/ of 
all this (and a lot more) but yeah, messianic figure with zero people skills 
tends to be a recipe for disaster. And great narrative, imho, but... 
Back to Obduction, the increase in the last few days sure is encouraging! I 
can tell you that on Tumblr, the kickstarter is the talk of the Myst tag, from so 
many people that have never contributed to it and probably won't ever again! 
It's nice.
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Paul Melampy 2 days ago 

@Julie: I believe the GOG.com versions run on Mac.

1101.  

Carol Woodward 2 days ago 

@ Ryan, totally great idea, if I hadn't accidentally pressed the wrong button 
when re-installing Revelation, I never would have known about Obduction, 
kickstarter or any of the 14k plus awesome people in the world. So yes I want 
to know if there are any more awesome things coming from Spokane. I am 
so very humbled by what I have seen since I backed this project. Rock on 
fans.

1102.  

ChrisD 2 days ago 

So this is where all the kickstarter coins are going this week :P

1103.  

Paskarl 2 days ago 

Looks very promising! 
$850k, 14500 backer. 
$250k left, $17 per backer. 
Safe!!

1104.  

Julie Applegate 2 days ago 

I just pledged a little, unfortunately I can't afford more. But I'm rooting for 
Obduction. 
Does anyone know if there is a way to run Myst on Mac OS X? I've 
researched it a little, and it seems the answer is no.
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1105.  

Lorna Hartman 2 days ago 

$854K, this is terrific. One of my FB friends is in labor and I'm going to guess, 
based on updates, that by the time baby comes we'll be at (let's see) $857K.

1106.  

ChrisD 2 days ago 

They could just send out an update on this one when the new one goes out 
to inform all backers

1107.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

We are having another splendid day, $19 K and climbing.

1108.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

What Ryan just said!

1109.  

Ryan S. Davis 2 days ago 

@Cyan, since I know you're reading these: 
After this is successful and you launch a Kickstarter for Latus or Obduction 2 
in 2016, you'll want to be able to contact everybody who pledged to 
Obduction, right? To that end, please keep a database of emails for backers 
to this project. Voluntary, of course--you could include it as one of the 
questions in the final survey--"would you like to receive special updates and 
offers from Cyan Worlds?" Most of us would agree and then you could send 
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an email blast to 14,000 backers when you launch your next project. Imagine 
how well the project could do if it STARTED at 14,000 backers instead of 
taking 3 weeks to get there!

1110.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

/me does not want to know how large Horatio is getting from all the lunch.

1111.  

Michael Winter 2 days ago 

Woah, I think we just got another 1100 pledge!

1112.  

Horatio 2 days ago 

@Ryan: English better second much. /thumbsupbig

1113.  

Ryan Warzecha 2 days ago 

eh... sorry let me say that again. The art in the storyboard is placeholder 
art. :)

1114.  

Horatio 2 days ago 

@Maarten: You know, I'm starting to feel a little full...
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1115.  

Ryan Warzecha 2 days ago 

@ Yes is was placeholder art

1116.  

Horatio 2 days ago 

@Mark: That incident occurred in 2004 - the year Myst IV was released! 
Don't worry, the CRT is looooong gone.

1117.  

Mark Webber 2 days ago 

@Horatio..leave the doors alone .. but,, get rid of thay CRT..

1118.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 2 days ago 

http://www.kesselschlaeger.de/public/share/myst/heart.jpg you Cyan :)

1119.  

Maarten Dijkstra 2 days ago 

Hello Horatio, how's lunch today? 
Heelllloooooo Dimitrios. Sorry to say Ryan and Bruce are right: Obduction 
will not feature anything from the other games :)

1120.  
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Dimitrios 2 days ago 

/me breathes again :)

1121.  

J.B. Lewis 2 days ago 

I for one am glad that Gira / Dereno / Releeshahn won't be in the game. As 
little as we've seen of them, I feel like it's time for Cyan to move on. Myst 5 
already used up the leftover Uru Live content; we don't need to do this again. 
It's time for something fresh, new, and amazing.

1122.  

Bruce Osborne 2 days ago 

Here is a quote from Eric (in the update comments) about the concept art. 
Don't get your hopes up... I was just using some stand-in concept art for the 
storyboards. I already built Eder Gira once, I don't want to do it again! ;P

1123.  

Ryan S. Davis 2 days ago 

Dimitrios, calm down. Your posts are extremely hard to read. NONE of the 
Uru worlds will be in Obduction. Not Gira, not Dereno, not Releeshahn. They 
were used in a demonstration illustration. Obduction is brand new and not 
related to D'ni. None of those worlds will be recycled for this game.

1124.  

LINDA WOLLETT 2 days ago 

@Geoff - thanks for the research on Google Adwords. I'll check it out.

1125.  
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Dimitrios 2 days ago 

@ Geoff 
WOOOOOOOOOOOWWWWWWWWWWWWW!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
confirmed! I am in Mystonline and it is Eder Gira back garden (the one we 
can see behind Arc)!! 
As for Dereno ( yes i am there now) it looks like the same........ 
Speculation time (one of my oldest habbits) : Releeshahn will be the other 
world if we reach bigger numbers!!!!! oh my god .....imagine Virtual Reality in 
Cyan Worlds....thats it ...i am going to faint....need oxygen 
...sos...........................................................................................succesfully 
Obducted!

1126.  

Nila Mu'Hari 2 days ago 

Hey Guys! You rock! 
Almost 852K and over 14,5K backers... w00t! 
I just can come in impermanently right now... Will hopefully be back on board 
pretty soon.

1127.  

Geoff Lingham 2 days ago 

Previously I was running facebook campaigns which were giving $1.00 per 
click on PPC campaigns targeted at facebook users with gaming interests. 
Now I have been playing with Google Adwords campaigns targeting Google 
users searching on specific gaming-related search keywords. 
I think I have solved the puzzle of how to get a large number of cheap clicks 
($0.20 per click) on a small budget.

For example, my results today are 4,810 ad impressions, 89 clicks, total cost 
$17.47, average CPC $0.20, average position 4.2, average CTR 1.85%

If you have some time and extra cash then this could leverage a small 
amount of money to generate a significant amount of extra funding to the 
kickstarter. 
However I have no idea of how it actually converts into extra pledges 
because there is no way of putting tracking onto the kickstarter pledge 
payment web page. 
But more is better, so it can only help to have exposure to a wider audience 
with thousands of Obduction text ads being displayed on Google and getting 
more clicks through to the kickstarter here. 
Only do this if you can afford a budget of say $5-$10 per day above your 
pledge to the kickstarter. 
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I do not want to reduce the contributions to the kickstarter but hopefully, 
indirectly, increase the kickstarter funding by much more than the small 
investment in some Google ads.

Here are some brief Google Ad Words campaign setup instructions:

Go to google.com and click on Advertising at the bottom of the search page. 
Click on Get Started under Advertise on Google. 
Create a Google Adwords account. 
Create a Google Adwords campaign with one ad group and one text ad, as 
follows: 

Campaign: Obduction Search US PPC (any arbitrary campaign name) 
Type: Search Network only - All features 
Networks: Search 
Devices: All 
Locations: United States (country) 
Languages: English 
Bid Strategy: Focus on clicks, automatic bidding, no CPC bid limit 
Budget: $10/day (this could be any amount that suits you) 
Schedule: Start Date: Nov 8, 2013 
End Date: Nov 16, 2013 (you can set this to 1 day in the future and bump it 
along later) 
Ad scheduling: Showing ads all the time 
Ad delivery: Ad rotation: Optimize for clicks: Show Ads expected to provide 
more clicks 
Keyword matching options: Include plurals, misspellings, and other close 
variants

Ad Group 1

Text Ad 1

Headline: Cyan's new 3D world game 
Line1: Obduction - all-new, 3D world game 
Line2: from Cyan creators of Myst & Riven 
Display URL: obductiongame.com 
Destination URL: obductiongame.com

Keywords (copy and paste all the following keywords *excluding* my Notes 
below):

Note 1: great keywords generating a higher number of search impressions 
and good clicks at average $0.20 CPC, average position 4.2 

game site 
downloadable game 
3d game 
game play 
top game 
pc game download 
virtual game 
finding game 
new game 
best game 
computer game



Note 2: good keywords generating a much lower number of search 
impressions and very low or zero clicks

puzzle game 
hidden object game 
avatar game 
good game 
games for pc 
game uk 
virtual world game 
top pc game 
1 player game 
hidden game 
new pc game 
find it game 
mystery game 
family game 
pc gaming 
best game ever 
fantasy game 
fantasy world 
game world

Note 3: much lower performing keywords keywords generating a very low 
number of search impressions and extremely low or zero clicks

steam game 
steampowered game 
oculus rift 
unreal 4 engine 
witness game 
braid game 
gone home game 
apple game 
adventure game 
obduction 
obduction cyan 
cyan obduction 
obduction kickstarter 
kickstarter obduction 
cyan myst 
myst cyan 
uru myst 
myst uru online 
myst uru complete chronicles 
online myst 
myst live 
myst uru live 
myst complete 
real myst 
games myst 
end of myst 
cyan worlds myst 
myst cyan worlds 



all myst games 
riven myst 
myst and riven 
riven online 
game riven 
myst or riven 
riven games 
riven cyan 
myst 
cyan chat 
cyan worlds games 
starry expanse 
mysterium

Note 4: Great keywords which have high-volume traffic and high clicks but 
are very expensive at $1.50+ per click 
(do *not* use these because they will consume your budget too quickly) 

pc games 
mac games

Note 5: Great keywords which have high-volume traffic but are very 
expensive at $1.50+ per click 
(do *not* use these because they will consume your budget too quickly and 
they do not apply to Obduction yet because it will be pc and mac only initially) 

mobile games 
console games 
iphone games

I need to get some sleep - it is 6:45 AM in Australia. 
I will check back in later to see if anyone has any questions.

Keep doing what you are all doing - it has been a great wave of positive 
actions that is sweeping us forward to our target goals! 
Hope that helps - lets try and blow past those targets now!! :)

1128.  

Horatio 2 days ago 

Morning, Maarten!

1129.  

Horatio 2 days ago 

OK kids, we're at $17,000 for today's "Kicktraq day", and there are 7 hours 
left. Can we squeeze out another $8,500 in that time and get us to $860,000?
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1130.  

Maarten Dijkstra 2 days ago 

Good morning good people! I see we knocked off another milestone, good 
way to start the day after a bad night with the baby! :)

1131.  

Horatio 2 days ago 

PD=PC

1132.  

Horatio 2 days ago 

@Christopher: Imagine doing it on a totally underpowered PD with severe 
mouse lag. That was my first experience. I almost threw my 19" CRT through 
the sliding doors.

1133.  

Dimitrios 2 days ago 

I am pretty sure about Beyond Gira in Mystonline and i am not sure about 
Dereno. I am going to cavern to explore!!!! wooohoooooooo!!!!!! 
Do you think that maybe is Releeshahn ??? because i am about to faint!!!!!!! 
loading.........oh my god!!!!.......i hear again the calling!!!...

1134.  

Christopher High 2 days ago 

@Tore: imagine doing it on a laptop trackpad, like I did. Pure hell.
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1135.  

Horatio 2 days ago 

@Tore: Yeah, the Spider Chair is suicide-inducing

1136.  

Tore Mygland ~~Dream Traveller~~ $6.13 2 days ago 

I was stupid enough to start playing Myst IV again. And remembered I never 
hated a puzzle so intensely as the Spire main puzzle. Hey, I wanted relaxing 
gameplay, not frantic fiddling with strange interfaces...

1137.  

Tiago Regueiras 2 days ago 

Playing Riven! Once more!

1138.  

Ryan S. Davis 2 days ago 

Man, now I really want to play Uru again.

1139.  

A. Adams 2 days ago 

Aha, thanks Ryan, it would've been nice!
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Tiago Regueiras 2 days ago 

850k!!! WOOOOOOOOOHOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!!!! (late)...

1141.  

Ryan S. Davis 2 days ago 

Helena: 
A) Play Uru! It's great! 
B) those Ages are only glimpsed from afar in Uru--we never got to explore 
them either :(

1142.  

Horatio 2 days ago 

@Helena: It's never too late! http://www.mystonline.com

1143.  

Helena 2 days ago 

@ Ryan: aww, they look amazing. (I never played Uru.)

1144.  

Ryan S. Davis 2 days ago 

@A. Adams--the storyboard uses Beyond Gira and Dereno from Uru--but I 
guarantee they aren't part of Obduction. They were just used when Eric was 
creating his template of what the video should look like.

1145.  

Helena 2 days ago 

Wow! Some new stuff in that storyboard there that we definitely didn't see in 
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the trailer (and I just re-watched it to check. ;-) )

1146.  

Rockman X 2 days ago 

@Michael R. Fear not! There's usually a huge rush in the last one or two 
days. Usually it's about as much as in the first couple of days. Just have to 
keep pushing!

1147.  

A. Adams 2 days ago 

Did I spy an Eder Gira in the panels? whoa!

1148.  

Bruce Osborne 2 days ago 

Update 19 is up.

1149.  

Michael R. 2 days ago 

@William: The average pledge per backer increases slowly. Yesterday we 
where at $58.03 now $58.58. Not sure how long that will continue.

But in general it seems that the final run slowly started. But we need a nice 
increase of the daily average to reach the goal. Something about $36,000. 
So any short time ideas are welcome :-)

1150.  

Griffin 2 days ago 

Onward to 858 k and 78%!
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1151.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

Just a note. We have broken through the 850k mark, but are only 14,018 for 
this day period. Did I really say, only? We have topped over 22,000 per day 
period the last three days with yesterday being a wonderful 26,074. Think we 
can pass yesterdays high? What say you?

1152.  

Frank den Blaauwen 2 days ago 

Until of course

1153.  

Frank den Blaauwen 2 days ago 

850k: Congrats everybody. Untill now the percentage of the pledged amount 
keeps inline with the percentage of the passed time. That means that if there 
is a 'final end race', funding will succeed and possibly more than that!

1154.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

@Alamnat: Well done! Nice prediction. So well done, in fact, that in spite of 
your saying you not going to, I am going to put you on the spot anyway. From 
the fry pan, into the fire. >:) When will we break through the 875 mark? :)

1155.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 2 days ago 

*various Price is Right sound effects go off* 850k!!
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1156.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

@Tiago, hshshshshshshs

1157.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

wow, we are just knocking off our goals. Onwards to 80% funding $880K! We 
can have that by the end of tomorrow, right...hehehe

1158.  

Carol Woodward 2 days ago 

Oops forgot to type anything I was so excited.

1159.  

Carol Woodward 2 days ago 

@

1160.  

Alahmnat 2 days ago 

Okay, no more predictions from me, that was kind of nerve-wracking, hehe. 
Now I'm off to join Horatio for lunch ;)

1161.  
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Alahmnat 2 days ago 

850! Woohoo!

1162.  

Horatio 2 days ago 

850K peeps!

1163.  

Tiago Regueiras 2 days ago 

@NomadMolly Hklsnawl niciln384lzfdkj sldf 8rkj3wl 328 ldhkaslndo? No 
problemo! ;-)

1164.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

So if I am leaving incoherent messages, uhmm...I mean more so that usual, 
that is why

1165.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

We are coming up on noon PST, Cyan time. Just short of the 850k mile 
marker. Though folks, let's not stop there, perhaps this will be the day when 
we not only pass the 850k, but see the 875k mark fall behind us as well. 
Which will add a nice kick to use being able to hit the stretch goals within this 
KS Obduction campaign. All in for the far out! Go Obduction!

1166.  
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NomadMolly 2 days ago 

It is an outpatient surgery, so I will be back home by 5:00, just drugged, lol.

1167.  

Carol Woodward 2 days ago 

@ NomadMolly, we will all be rooting for you, hope it all goes well.

1168.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

@NomadMolly: I am so sorry to hear that. :( Not to mention the affect on 
ability to pluck the strings. But, we are going to have lots of fun between now 
and the end, right? And, depending on what time the surgery is, perhaps you 
won't miss as much as you think? Is this in or out patient surgery?

1169.  

KC 2 days ago 

@NM don't worry will be here for you - but will make it before then, no 
worries ! BTW it is my birthday on the 15th so I hope my friends are in the 
mood for gifts...:)

1170.  

Lorna Hartman 2 days ago 

On no @NomadMolly--after all you've done, too! Will you be able to at least 
monitor tweets and stuff some of the time? Several people and Cyan (and 
maybe Kickstarter) are going to be doing things to publicize that last few 
hours of it. 

I'll be out the evening of the 15th myself. 

@Dimitrios haha, you just couldn't resist.
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1171.  

Dimitrios 2 days ago 

oopppss it has been obducted also from there!!!

1172.  

Alahmnat 2 days ago 

I can confirm, that tweet is in my Tweetbot timeline dated 20 minutes ago, but 
it's been deleted since.

1173.  

Dimitrios 2 days ago 

@ Marein 
https://www.facebook.com/CyanGames… 
you will find it there also lo

1174.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 2 days ago 

Okay the tweet has disappeared, they put it out 7.26 on 08/Nov I did check 
that !

1175.  

Sumatria 2 days ago 

@Marien I din't see a tweet either, however it was posted on facebook
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1176.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

waaaaa. I just found out that I for sure have to have surgery on my hand, and 
they want to do it on 11/15. I am going to miss all the fun.

1177.  

William C. Strohm 2 days ago 

I would imagine Kickstarter is looking forward to their $55K contingent fee... 
we might see an "Anonymous" pledge toward the end of all this.

1178.  

Marein Könings 2 days ago 

@James: Is that a recent tweet? I don't see it when I look at their twitter, 
could you perhaps post a link to it?

1179.  

Ryan S. Davis 2 days ago 

My daily reminder about the awesome journey cloth up for auction--proceeds 
go towards this campaign! 
http://www.ebay.com/itm/MYST-URU-Yeesha-Path-of-the-Shell-Journey-
Cloth-SPECIAL-FUND-RAISING-AUCTION-/261322536631…

1180.  

Dimitrios 2 days ago 

170 backers!!!!!! in the last 3,5 hours, we are going up fast ...really 
fast!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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1181.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 2 days ago 

Without the html - C1/Update #13

1182.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 2 days ago 

tweet even

1183.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 2 days ago 

Cyan new teweet - Update #13

1184.  

Lorna Hartman 2 days ago 

@Alahmnat thanks--re Yeesha, that all makes sense. 

Two or three $10K backers would be so awesome today. Well, while we're 
dreaming, a half-million dollar backer would be great, and take us all the way 
through that first stretch goal. :) But in the meantime, let's hit this $850K and 
sprint on toward $880K! Can you feel the momentum we're picking up? 
ROOOOOOCK!

1185.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 2 days ago 

A warm welcome to our 36th Double Disc backer!
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1186.  

Michael Pollard 2 days ago 

OK, so Obduction is not due till Oct 2015. That means that friends and 
relatives and even the kids next door will all have birthdays and other gifting 
occasions. Let’s get them all T-shirts for the next year and copies of the 
digital or boxed game for the following year. Let’s get this KS over the line. 
Coming back here to check all the time is fun but my backlog of work is 
reaching a point where I’ll miss seeing the $1.1 mill line passed if it occurs 
next week!

BTW, am I the only one who thinks that the $ amounts of the different tiers 
levels are unusual? Why $25, $45, $75, $120 etc when $25, $50, $75, $100 
etc would work just as well? $850, $1,100. What the......? 
asa160

1187.  

William C. Strohm 2 days ago 

@Adreitz, Yep, it was just a mini-rant on my part. My PPC PM runs Myst 1 
through Myst 5, but even the Havoc engine didn't support PPC, so I can't run 
RealMyst or Uru. I guess I'll have to buy a Mac Trash Can and have two 
computers (after getting rid of my G3 desktop). Or, just play Obduction on 
wife's Windows machine... oh, well.

1188.  

Allan Børgesen 2 days ago 

*waiting* *looking*

1189.  

Allan Børgesen 2 days ago 

I'am sure it will be 14,500 and 850,000 :-)
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1190.  

Alahmnat 2 days ago 

(I should clarify: $850K before noon PST ;))

1191.  

Dimitrios 2 days ago 

To be honest i dont care much about VAT after 2 years!!!!! 
And i trust what Ryan says 
edit 14483 backers.....!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1192.  

Alahmnat 2 days ago 

@Lorna I don't actively *dislike* Yeesha. I think she's an interesting 
character, and would like to see more of her story told, but she does get on 
my nerves a little. Partly because she sort of ended up being a magic wand 
that got applied to any discrepancies between existing canon and Uru with 
very little, if anything, in the way of an explanation. I also don't mind that she 
talks a lot - everyone in Myst talks a lot. She just says so little for all her 
wordiness. There's a point buried in there somewhere, but you have to dig 
through a lot of flighty metaphor to get to it. She just seems very dismissive 
of the notion that she has to actually explain what on earth she's talking 
about ("What you do not understand you have either failed to hear or do not 
need to know" is not a good way to make friends, Yeesha…).

Back on topic: I think it's quite likely we'll cross $850K before noon at the rate 
we're going. Woo!

1193.  

Tore Mygland ~~Dream Traveller~~ $6.13 2 days ago 

As this is a donation and not a purchase, the VAT thing is a bit of a gray area, 
I think. Not sure how that works out, but I would guess different countries 
have different approaches... ;)
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1194.  

Dimitrios 2 days ago 

Thank you Ryan Warzecha for your comment about VAT.!!!!! you there in 
CYAN really love us and watching and take care of our worries like true 
friends. Thats CYAN i once met ..thats CYAN also today!! Love you all

Now did you feel the last hours (probably from yesterday) rhythm??? 
At 1800 GMT+2 we were 14330 backers and now 14476>>> 146 new 
backers in only 2,5 hours!!!! 
We are going up fast........ VERY fast!!!!!!!!! 

https://www.facebook.com/CyanGames… hit like spread the word 
and join also in the event 
https://www.facebook.com/events/227431060765575/ invited all your 
friends !!!!!!!! (if the link does not work for you go there through cyan 
Facebook page via events) 
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/… hit rate 
Share : https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCgGqy6Rl9_Q5umGk-
8DFQxg/videos 
For the newcomers see this http://buff.ly/16HjzBv 
and don't forget the add-ons!!!! (for a second box or t shirt etc.) 
PS: @ Cyan think about to create an Oculus Rift reward tier (i mean give the 
Oculus Rift (glasses?) only) also, even if you can not make it for 1.300K. at 
this campaign which personally doubts!! :) 
We will make it. 
The end has not yet been written!!!!! 
Shorah all!!!!! and as a friend of mine says: Yeesha remains (Illuvatar are you 
listening?)

1195.  

Adreitz 2 days ago 

@William, @ Alahmnat: I agree, PowerPC isn't going to happen. Even 
ignoring the question of development environment support, I severely doubt 
that any Power PC Mac has a good enough GPU to run a modern 3D game.

1196.  

Frank den Blaauwen 2 days ago 

I agree with Lorna about Yeesha. She has a rather troublesome/tragical role 
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to play and she's supposed to give some explanation, so she talks much, but 
at least in Uru you can skip most of that, although sometimes you shouldn't. I 
liked Uru. To be honest I liked Myst V also, not in the least for having some 
free movement. 

A lot of people will heavily disagree with me, and they are propably right, but I 
liked the original Myst the least. 
That's partly because of my first encounter with it. The children of a boss af 
mine got a computer (1994) and we from the 'IT department' were supposed 
to make it run some games including Myst. That meant at that time freaking 
around with DOS, emm386.exe, dos=high,umb , himem.sys, windows 3.1, 
fighting with vga-adapters, resolutions, etc, just to make it run at an 
acceptable speed. Did I mention coexistence with other games? 

So in the end we were just fighting the state of the technical possible. In the 
meantime we also destroyed a monitor because it couldn't handle a 
refreshrate it was supposed to be able to handle. And all the time checking 
everything with Myst, especially the Maze with the train. 

But together with all the messing around with the technical stuff, I remember 
the Images (capital intended). 

The Myst game I really made me a fan was Exile, partly because of the 
music, partly because I solved it all by myself. 

I like Riven the same as Exile, but the gameplay was more difficult, so I was 
more likely to replay Exile than Riven, but solving Riven almost completely by 
myself was more satisfying. 

Sorry, this became a rather long comment, but ok, the other ones were fairly 
short and told nothing about me. Not that 'me' is that important...

At the moment I really hope that Obduction get its funding and I'm really very 
pleased by the content of the comments here and the friendliness among all 
commentors (dangerous word: my smartphone occasionaly prints a 'v' when I 
mean a 'c'. Apply that to commentors :-)). 
And, I've said it before, a lot of people are doing a tremendous lot of work: I 
really hope and think, it will pay off.

1197.  

Lorna Hartman 2 days ago 

Great progress. Re Yeesha--yes, young Yeesha was fun. But I wasn't peeved 
that people don't seem to like her, I was puzzled. If anyone is willing to patch 
this hole in my understanding? Would be great.

Re-posting link to the Gamasutra article. It's one of the most thorough 
explorations I've read yet. http://tinyurl.com/ktbvbty

1198.  
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Alahmnat 2 days ago 

@William: Unfortunately, I think most gaming middleware has dropped 
PowerPC as a build target. I know Unity ditched it a few releases back, and I 
wouldn't be surprised if it wasn't even on the table for Unreal 4, since it's a 
brand-new engine. :/

1199.  

Paul Melampy 2 days ago 

It will probably be whatever Unreal 4 engine supports.

1200.  

William C. Strohm 2 days ago 

Probably not going to happen, but thought to mention that a "Universal 
Binary" coding of Obduction would be a Godsend to those (few?) of us who 
are still PPC PowerMac users. (I have no idea how difficult that would be.)

1201.  

ericfromabeno 2 days ago 

wow, $850K, 14,500 backers easily doable in the next hour or two ^_^ ... i 
can't stay up and watch though... no matter how much I like seeing the 
community grow... need sleep. G'night all!

1202.  

ericfromabeno 2 days ago 

heh... I just realized, the guys at Cyan are probably like.... "yes, we COULD 
work out something, but hold on a few more days, let's just see how far we 
can get before we actually got to so much extra effort..." after all, if they get to 
1.1M with 3 days to spare, they may have other plans they want to put in 
motion, instead... or if not, then when they DO finally do some standalone 
addon, the people who've been suggesting it will all jump on it. Doesn't 
matter if there's 3 days, one day, or 5 hours left in the campaign, in a 
sense....
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1203.  

Horatio 2 days ago 

wow, that's a lot of 4's, 6's and 7's right now: 14,467 backers, $847,476, 7 
days to go...

1204.  

Frank den Blaauwen 2 days ago 

@William: doesn't necessarily mean, that any coffee wouldn't be welcome...

1205.  

Ryan Warzecha 2 days ago 

I will say this concerning VAT... It is something Cyan is aware of and will try to 
make sure is low or none. I wish I could give you more info at this time, but I 
just don't have it.

1206.  

Horatio 2 days ago 

@Dana: Ah, I see your point about the tier trickle-down with the CDs. You're 
right - it would best be served as a standalone add-on.

1207.  

Dimitrios 2 days ago 

@ eric you are right but 
There ia a window between 1-25, 25-45,45-75,75-120 where they can put 
something not from above level but something clever ( i dont know what) and 
there are 13000 backers under 120 
which means 10-15 x 13000$ =130K or 205.000$ 
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or 
can create a 10-15 $ special add-on 
In that case they can easily make14465 x 10$-15$= 144650-210.000$ !!!!!! 
easily!

1208.  

Griffin 2 days ago 

847,000 and 77%! Whooosh!

1209.  

Horatio 2 days ago 

@ericfromabeno @Dana: That is why I suggested a $30 add-on, or new 
$150 tier for the physical CD soundtrack. I agree $10-$15 is not enough to 
cover costs.

1210.  

Paul Melampy 2 days ago 

Maybe a pep talk from young Yeesha? She seemed chipper enough in the 
team ride.

1211.  

Lorna Hartman 2 days ago 

I liked Yeesha. Why does it seem like everybody dislikes her so much? She 
talked a lot, but that's not the character's fault. :)

1212.  
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Dana Brightman 2 days ago 

I agree ericfromabeno because for one thing a low tier like that would be 
included in pretty much EVERYBODY'S award with the higher tiers getting all 
previous tiers, that's a lot of CDs!

1213.  

ericfromabeno 2 days ago 

of course, for everyone saying "why not do a $10-$15 add on tier with music 
disc or download" ... it may be difficult for cyan to make a disc cheaply 
enough that a tier for that is worth doing... even if it gets them over the 
funding limit, it may effectively reduce their available funds by quite a large 
margin...

1214.  

ChrisD 2 days ago 

This comments section is hella active

1215.  

laughingpineapple 2 days ago 

@Alahmnat yes, yes you are :p I probably love the girl way more than I 
should, no support from me on that front. It's just... even as her strenuous 
supporter... no. No pep talks Yeesha. Just no.

1216.  

Russell Deitch 2 days ago 

Doesn't work that way. The contents of the box has a value which has to be 
declared. VAT is levied on that. The fees are to your postal service for 
delivery from customs to you.
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1217.  

Debra Johnson 2 days ago 

@ Dimitrios - Waaaay ahead of you - been there and done that. I need to buy 
a third box for my son so he doesn't get upset when I sell the 2nd box on 
ebay! 
@ Everyone - I've been lurking and loving this community - keep up the 
GREAT ATTITUDE!

1218.  

Ian G G Smith 2 days ago 

So the taxes are likewise low.

1219.  

Ian G G Smith 2 days ago 

As regards the paying of customs and vat. Surely it could be argued that 
these rewards are not goods but a return on an investment and since the 
items are not actually for sale they have no retail value. Failing that give the 
final product a low dollar value. Sothe taxes

1220.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

@Russell: Well, as it is chilly here and elsewhere, the cocoa is not a bad 
idea. :D

1221.  

Zachary Charland 2 days ago 

Is it me or are the numbers speeding up?
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1222.  

Dimitrios 2 days ago 

Does anybody of you how much after years will an Boxed Obduction will 
costs??? 
I mean until today CYAN will produce only 3258 boxes!!!!!! today the cost is 
75$ after some years a sealed box will cost 
.......much......................!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
My suggestion to all is buy a SECOND box !!!!!!!!!!!!!!! using add-on!!!! In that 
way you can keep it sealed lol

1223.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

@Frank. You know, and as soon as I hit the enter key, I had a really, well 
DUH, moment. 

So, caffeine, probably not the best for an evening drink. I suggest some 
herbal tea, a nice glass of wine. Let's see, not sure what the eats could be. 
Something healthy and light. 
And for others that are well past their bedtime because of the insomnia this 
KS is causing, milk, warm or cold. :)

I promise to keep it down today. Well, maybe not promise. A promise under 
the present circumstance would be nearly impossible to keep. But, I am 
going to try to keep things to a low....rumble ;) :D

1224.  

Russell Deitch 2 days ago 

So not all my ideas are good ones! :D

1225.  

Horatio 2 days ago 

@laughingpineapple: lol - yeah, she'd likely make me reduce my pledge tier 
by at least 2 levels! :P
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1226.  

Alahmnat 2 days ago 

@Russell @laughingpineapple Am I a bad person for thinking "I kinda like 
this guy" when Esher launched into his gripes about Yeesha during his 
opening cutscene in End of Ages? ;)

1227.  

laughingpineapple 2 days ago 

Goodness gracious, is Her Specialness even capable of pep talks? It'd take a 
turn for the depressing within ten seconds...

1228.  

Russell Deitch 2 days ago 

We need a visit and a pep-talk from Yeesha!

1229.  

Frank den Blaauwen 2 days ago 

@William: Overhere it is 7:00 pm

1230.  

Nila Mu'Hari 2 days ago 

just took the riven soundtrack out of the old red orb box...
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William C. Strohm 2 days ago 

The slope of the funding curve is beginning to turn up...

http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction/#chart-exp-projection

1232.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

As long as I am saying hello I don't want to leave anyone out!

GOOOOOOOOOOODDDDDDDDDD 
MMMMMMOOOOOOOORRRRRRRNNNNNNNIIIIIINNNNNNNNGGGG 
OBDUCTION TRAVELERS! :D 

That'l help your coffee and breakfast tea work faster. :) 

Now that we are all awake, Let me tell you why we are here. Oh! You know 
that already. Okay then. Well, let me point out...You say you've seen that as 
well and are following it. Ooookkkaaaayyy! About the.....right, you've got it. 

Alrighty then. "The doughnuts! Did you bring the doughnuts?"

1233.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

@Paul VAT=Value Added Tax, a consumption form of tax. Its an Euro tax. 

@ Russell Indeed you haven't. But then, me either. Now I wonder how many 
others are in here from some good times back, that are incognito because of 
the moniker they are using. :)

1234.  

Russell Deitch 2 days ago 

Dimitrios, shipping only pays as far as customs.

1235.  
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Russell Deitch 2 days ago 

Mr Zebe D hasn't been around for a while! :D

1236.  

Paul Melampy 2 days ago 

What is VAT?

1237.  

Dimitrios 2 days ago 

I don't think that we will pay more for VAT!!! and fees!!! . But you made a 
good point which need clarification (of course VAT and fees if any will be after 
2 years lol) 
And don't forget the add on. There are cheaper for internationals !!

1238.  

Paul Melampy 2 days ago 

I'm thinking if getting an extra t-shirt.

1239.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

Is that spring still, springy. I hope you brought some cocoa! :)

1240.  

Russell Deitch 2 days ago 

:) Thank you. It's fun seeing all the familiar names.
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1241.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

Mr. D!? Is that you? So good to see you!

1242.  

Alahmnat 2 days ago 

http://www.polygon.com/2013/11/8/5076656/obduction-and-the-rebirth-of-
cyan

New article on Polygon. If you're here as a result, say hi!

1243.  

Russell Deitch 2 days ago 

I'm still waiting for an all-digital tier > $45 - no shipping, VAT and fees then for 
international backers. Shipping isn't the only expense if you're in the EU.

1244.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

"-When you are imagining, you might as well imagine something 
worthwhile.-" Pepsi1953 
Quote original by L.M Montgomery.

1245.  

Dimitrios 2 days ago 

7 days and 20 hours precisely!!!
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1246.  

Morten Agerbæk 2 days ago 

Like Cyan says, we're gonna bust through this like a 
http://www.youtube.com/watch…

:D

1247.  

ChrisD 2 days ago 

Estimated final goal, $10 million. Well within reach

1248.  

ChrisD 2 days ago 

Final week, time for a sonic boom

1249.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 2 days ago 

@Lorna Hartman: A goal of 880k, today? I love how you think. I really do! 

I know a lot are thinking of perhaps banking on stretch goals with PayPal 
after this KS hits its primary mark of 1.1mill. The best chance of hitting stretch 
goals that this KS will ever see, is before it ends. The closer this campaign 
comes to being at or near the 1.1mill goal by the time we get within 2-3 days 
for the end of this KS, the better our chances will be to hit the numbers 
needed for Localization, Oculus Rift and an extra world to support. This 
community can do it. 

So let's try to kick this thing into a super boost. 880K today? Now that's a 
worthy stretch. :)
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1250.  

Tiago Regueiras 2 days ago 

No harm in that I agree ;-)

1251.  

Tai'lahr 2 days ago 

Just aiming high and thinking positive. : )

1252.  

Tiago Regueiras 2 days ago 

@Tai'lahr Don't know about that 870k maybe... 900k is a little too much for 
today... I think... Those kinds of jumps will happen next Wednesday I figure...

1253.  

Tai'lahr 2 days ago 

I expect we'll go over 900K today. : )

1254.  

Tiago Regueiras 2 days ago 

Yesterday we had the best result since week 1 =D nice guys!!! Keep them 
coming!!!

1255.  
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Anthony Johns 2 days ago 

Great work everyone in raising the profile of this KS campaign. I've noticed 
that many of us have dusted off the Myst/Riven and the rest CDs and been 
playing them again. Me too. But back in the day, I was using a 17-inch 
monitor and small speakers. Just wound these up again and connected a PC 
in my media room to a 50-inch plasma and a 7.1 sound system. Wooo! You 
should all try that if you can. 
Better still, don't play on your own in the dark. Grab a friend (especially one 
who hasn't played these games and doesn't know how great Cyan is) and 
play with them. Then once they've been suitably blown away, steer them to 
this site and get them pledging.

1256.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

I am with Lorna, let's start to shoot high. If this campaign goes anything like 
some others, we are gaining momentum everyday.

1257.  

Jessi 2 days ago 

@Lorna Hartman I found an article about it on Adventure Gamers.com :)

@Everyone Thank you for the kind welcome!

1258.  

Lorna Hartman 2 days ago 

We said yesterday that our goal for today was $850K but we're going to blow 
past that in short order. Let's be ambitious today and shoot for 80% of goal--
$880K. We'd have to have a record-setting day (from 10/23 that is) but I think 
we're going to have some record-setting days as this campaign finishes and 
succeeds.
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Dimitrios 2 days ago 

@ Jessi welcome back :) (you and your mother belong to this Great Myst 
community) lol 
I just notice something lol ...that we are becoming CYAN 's community Doh! :)

1260.  

Tai'lahr 2 days ago 

Good morning, RAWA's Mom! (( huggs ))

1261.  

Horatio 2 days ago 

Good morning @RAWA's mom!

1262.  

Dimitrios 2 days ago 

Doh respect @ RAWA's mom!!!!

1263.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

@RAWAs Mom, Good Morning Sweet Lady!!

@Jessi, welcome to one of the most energetic Kickstarter campaigns

1264.  

LINDA WOLLETT 2 days ago 

@NomadMolly - re fliers - that made me smile - thx!!
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1265.  

Lorna Hartman 2 days ago 

Welcome @Jessi! Thanks for backing! How did you come across this 
project?

1266.  

RAWA's mom 2 days ago 

Good Morning everyone :) (yes just rolling out of bed @ 8AM (isn't retirement 
WONDERFUL !) Haven't read any of last night's comments yet and won't be 
able to untill this afternoon because Friday is the day we go into town and do 
our weekly grocery shopping. 

Just wanted to say GOOD JOB to all the people who pledged throughout the 
night. When I went to bed at 10PM the total was a little over 836,000 and 
now it is over 844,000!! WOW

Wish I could take my computer shopping but it will be fun to see where we 
are when I get back home.

1267.  

Jessi 2 days ago 

I just found this project today. My mom and I loved playing the old Myst 
games together when I was a kid, and we are always trying to find a new 
game that is as exciting and immerse as the ones we used to enjoy. 
Definitely backing! Good luck!

1268.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

So I taped the Obduction fliers on my car and parked it in the spot next to the 
bridge that leads to the student parking lot. We will see if anyone takes a 
tear-off.
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1269.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 2 days ago 

Quick! Someone raise pledge by $13 to appease my OCD! haha

1270.  

Lorna Hartman 2 days ago 

We're already $10K in for today (Kicktraq days) and it's not even 9 a.m. 
where I am. What a great start.

1271.  

Lorna Hartman 2 days ago 

Sorry to keep asking this. What's the short URL we're using again?

1272.  

Peggy Youell 2 days ago 

@Molly--where do you live? Maybe we're cousins and we don't know it! My 
dad made us a board that we played on every Sunday! We lost it somewhere 
along the way--one of my few regrets. I know you said "not poker," but my 
dad taught us to play poker, too, and he had an old Pringles can full of 
pennies that we used to ante. Ahh...memories!!!

1273.  

Lorna Hartman 2 days ago 

Your morning link post. Read, add, use. 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UwpeZMl5nG6SQ_22br6Uyc61hRaYG
7MSn1bwZRFLcKQ/edit…
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Lunch with @Horatio yesterday was good. We had a braised pomegranate 
aril and a Tic Tac for dessert and then he was off to his next lunch. We must 
do this again sometime.

1274.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

@Peggy, omg are we related. Up until mother died 2 years ago we played 
Tripoly every Sunday afternoon.

1275.  

Peggy Youell 2 days ago 

@NomadMolly--call back to last night's convo--I do not play cribbage, but my 
sisters played when they were young. They learned canasta, too, which I 
never learned. It was pinochle and tripoly (aside from poker games) that I 
learned. Hope your thumb is better!

1276.  

David H 2 days ago 

@Tako Shak: I think about a week ago they said there was only about $7,000 
in the PayPal bucket. It should be more now, but I wouldn't count on that 
buying a stretch goal on its own.

1277.  

Dimitrios 2 days ago 

PS: you can put a new tier, except for a new add-on i suggest, also between 
0-25$(340), 25-45$(7659),45-75$ (3080 backers) !!!!! Total 10.000 backers x 
10$ (lets say) =100.000$ low cost add.
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Allan Børgesen 2 days ago 

14,500 and $850,000 !

1279.  

Carol Woodward 2 days ago 

Hey, to all newcomers, welcome aboard this fantastic journey.

1280.  

Dimitrios 2 days ago 

I made my maths again: Right now 8-11-13 at 1800 GMT+2 (844560$) we 
have 13687 backers of low budget (under and 120). If Cyan put a CLEVER 
add-on for 10$ or 15$ only (cause these days many of ppl including myself 
don't have enough money) the maths are: 
10$ (15$)x 13687= 136.870$ (205305)!!!!!!!! + 844560 = 981.000$ or 
1.050.000$ 
Come on CYAN wake up!!! do something like this now 7days and 20 hours to 
go..... 
Think as a low budget person....:) (i know that you already did it!!! 25$ for the 
game is like you give it free) but we need some clever low cost final pushes...

1281.  

Calogero Rumeo 2 days ago 

@ericfromabeno they are thinking that it is a good idea, which is why they did 
it

1282.  

STARWATCHER 2 days ago 

By now i can only spend 75$ in this project, thank you everyone to support 
Cyan... :)
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1283.  

Simone Morandi 2 days ago 

Hi! :) are we doing fine? Are we growing well? We need this game!!! :-)

1284.  

ericfromabeno 2 days ago 

... any comment on the possibility of "add on" tiers like some people have 
requested, before time is up? I'd just like to know what the people at cyan are 
thinking in that regard....

1285.  

ericfromabeno 2 days ago 

wooo! sweet numbers ^_^

1286.  

Tai'lahr 2 days ago 

@John, my thanks, too. I shared the link through the D'ni Refugee group in 
SL and saw a positive response to it. : )

1287.  

Carol Woodward 2 days ago 

@ John, Thank you for providing us all with the opportunity to say a few 
words of thanks, reading them will also let others know that they are not 
alone.
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1288.  

Kenneth E Sell 2 days ago 

Looking at numbers, we had a very good day yesterday 
from 8:45 yesterday to 8:45 today we made $28,946

1289.  

Horatio 2 days ago 

...aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaand we're climbing towards 850K!

1290.  

Matt Shelton 2 days ago 

@Steve @Cyan I wouldn't mind seeing the soundtrack CD as an add-on as 
well.

1291.  

Horatio 2 days ago 

@CYAN TEAM: I'd still like some kind of LOW-COST add-on - or tier - that is 
a tangible "collectible" like a mug, keychain, 8x10 print, poster, etc. How 
about a $30 add-on, or a $150 tier that includes this item?

I also would like a way to get the CD version of the soundtrack as an add-on 
if possible. The $450 tier may be a great fit for many, but I'm sure I'm not 
alone in not being one of the many.

1292.  

John Cosgrove 2 days ago 

Howdy folks! Sorry it was a while between updates - busy day!
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Yet more stories are up at www.thankyoucyan.com - some very powerful 
ones came through today, I encourage you to take a look!

We're also a hair's breadth away from 4000 hits since we started a little over 
3 days ago! Great stuff!

And, while I'm pretty sure many people here have, if you haven't sent in your 
thank you note, why not do so before the rush starts!

Head on over to www.thankyoucyan.com and say thanks to the greatest 
games development team in history.

And remember - you can use all the social media widgets on the site to share 
it with your friends and your favourite Myst fan communities.

1293.  

Horatio 2 days ago 

@Tai'lahr: They owe me a golf-disc - I'm gonna need some way to drop the 
additional poundage.

1294.  

Steve 2 days ago 

IMPORTANT - Guys. You should really look at opening a $35 tier for the 
game and the soundtrack. A good portion of the $25 tier would up their 
pledge. $45 is too high and I don't wan't the game guide. But music for an 
extra $10 sounds fair.

Please consider it for the final stretch.

1295.  

Tai'lahr 2 days ago 

Good morning, Horatio. Are you getting a bit fuzzy headed from over eating? 
Geez, the things Cyan fans will do for them. ; )

1296.  
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Horatio 2 days ago 

Just remove "morning" from that link below as well. Or use this one: 
http://flic.kr/s/aHsjM61kJy

1297.  

Horatio 2 days ago 

aaaaaaaaaaaand sorry for the duplicate info....

1298.  

Horatio 2 days ago 

Morning, everyone. I'll be at lunch if anyone needs anything. Just wanted to 
remind you about the profile pics I compiled over the last couple days. Feel 
free to use any of them for your Kickstarter, Twitter, Facebook, etc. profiles. 
The Flickr set it here: http://flic.kr/s/aHsjM61kJyMorning, everyone. I'll be at 
lunch if anyone needs anything. Just wanted to remind you about the profile 
pics I compiled over the last couple days. Feel free to use any of them for 
your Kickstarter, Twitter, Facebook, etc. profiles:

1299.  

ericfromabeno 2 days ago 

hmm... that brings up a good question.... what happens to any money 
donated via paypal, if (though it's not going to happen) they don't hit 1.1M? I 
mean... hm, they don't actually need 1M to produce the game, apparently, 
(some of that is going into the cost of making gift materials... ... maybe they 
need about $900,000 or so, to be comfortably able to produce the game 
they're aiming for... but it's not likely they'll get more than 100 or 200,000 via 
paypal, (more, possibly, with time, but who can tell...) so... is that enough for 
them to produce something?? or will they attempt to re-do the kickstarter if it 
falls through once? (is that allowed ?) .. . hmm... lots of interesting logistics....

1300.  
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Tako Shak 2 days ago 

To those worried about stretch goals- we have no idea how much is in the 
paypal funding. If we can get this kickstarter over 1.1m, all the paypal money 
goes to stretch goals. If we don't hit 1.1m, everyone gets a refund.

1301.  

LINDA WOLLETT 2 days ago 

@ericfromabeno - re imdb.com - there is a category called 'announced'. 
http://www.imdb.com/list/u46UbzjPxE0/

@Paul Rundle - Extra worlds - yes!

1302.  

Jim Clark 2 days ago 

Now if there were a tier that would allow us to be able to (at some point after 
the release) Note I am not asking for anything beforehand. 

Where we would be able to get the Obduction locations into Blender or even 
into Drizzle so that after the event we could explore the space with Uru 
avatars now that would be cool. 

That's a tier I would be so onboard for. My partner and I are already in for the 
boxed set. 

For years now I have been building Uru ages with Blender and I have been 
exploring the steep incline that represents the move to the Studio 3D Max 
tools that were made available for making MOULa ages. 

I would love to join that Strata 3D artist tier but there's no way we can afford 
$1,100 that’s why I am using Blender. 

We know CYAN have good reason to protect their IP but it is not like the 
modelling community want to hack our way in. We would love to just pay at 
the door and admire the underpinnings of the 3D space.

1303.  

Josh Fielder 2 days ago 

I just downloaded RealMyst from bigfishgames for $2.99 couple weeks ago. 
In stoneship age now. Brings back great memories from mid 90s!
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1304.  

ericfromabeno 2 days ago 

@Linda, I doubt they would allow an as-yet-unfinished game to be added :(

1305.  

STARWATCHER 2 days ago 

I truely hope the goal will be reached... 
I also think PS4 and xbox one versions might be a good idea to enlarge the 
communication about out this Kickstarter.

1306.  

LINDA WOLLETT 2 days ago 

Does anyone know how to get material added to the Internet Movie 
Database? http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0158814/…

1307.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

@RAWA, I so don't want to make more work for you, but I missed out on 
unwritten and wasn't able to get that translated sentence. I would so much 
rather have that than a signed disc golf disc. Any possibility of that being in a 
tier?

1308.  

Tore Mygland ~~Dream Traveller~~ $6.13 2 days ago 

Although I was a lot less nervous during the Dreamfall Chapters campaign, 
mainly due to the fact that it was funded way before the close, I'm starting to 
feel confident that this too will be successful. Not sure that 1.3 is within reach, 
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though, but we'll see when push comes to pledge... :p

1309.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

I just want to know what the heck RAWA was doing up at 3:30 am PST. Get 
some sleep buddy.

1310.  

Stewart Bradford 2 days ago 

Just as an aside, Obduction is still #1 on the Kicktraq top ten chart. All a very 
good sign for the campaign's success.

1311.  

NomadMolly 2 days ago 

wow, I love waking up to this. You folks really kick it up while I was sleeping.

1312.  

Carol Woodward 2 days ago 

@ Rainer, I like that chart.

1313.  

RSF  Backin' Bolt Riley & the 420s☜☆ ☆☞  2 days ago 

Just stopping past long enough to say excellent progress everyone. Let's 
keep at it. Also welcome to all the new backers and thanks to all those who 
have upgraded their pledge. You all rock!! :)
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1314.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 2 days ago 

I really like charts like this: 
http://sidekick.epfl.ch/campaign/1719494931-obduction 
:)))

1315.  

Dimitrios 2 days ago 

About Oculus Rift......(give Oculus Rift to the ppl) lol 
Ryan Warzecha about 9 hours ago said

If we get the kickstarter backing, we will keep the paypal funding route open 
after the end of the kickstarter. At this time I don't know how long we would 
keep it open, but the money raise will go toward stretch goals.

1316.  

ericfromabeno 2 days ago 

sorry about dominating the chat box like this... yeah, Stewart, me too ^_^ . 
actually I'm pretty sure at this pace we could even achieve the first stretch 
goal. I am really looking forward to this game ^_^

1317.  

Stewart Bradford 2 days ago 

@Eric - I don't doubt that those numbers will be of great interest to us all 
especially in the last couple of days of the campaign.

1318.  
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ericfromabeno 2 days ago 

wooot! we're now under $18 additional dollars per backer, to reach goal! (of 
course, I know that many people, like me, have already boosted their dollar 
amounts several times since we started analyzing the numbers this way... it's 
just a point of interest to me) :)

1319.  

ericfromabeno 2 days ago 

interesting stats in the kickstarter information pages.... projects that achieve 
60% funding have a 98% success rate... in other words, the fact that we are 
now 76.5% funded is a good indication that this kickstarter will reach its 
funding goal ^_^

1320.  

ericfromabeno 2 days ago 

localizations would be a nice gesture... the fact that kickstarter operates in 
mainly english-speaking countries does not mean that everyone interested in 
this game speaks englishas a first language... I would totally understand if 
they focus on localization before working on new levels or oculus support....

1321.  

Tore Mygland ~~Dream Traveller~~ $6.13 2 days ago 

Cyan are of course free to decide what to do with the extra money above 1.1 
should be not reach 1.3. My guess is French localization comes before the 
OR.

1322.  

ericfromabeno 2 days ago 

sorry, I meant Dimitrios. not Dimitri... my bad...
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1323.  

ericfromabeno 2 days ago 

uuuh, Dimitri, the oculus rift as a reward would imply that they are going to 
make the game compatible with the oculus rift technology, which is another 
level of complexity up from what they're trying to do... that's why it's a stretch 
goal and not part of the base project... 

I like your enthusiasm, though ;) I too, want the oculus rift version to become 
viable... 

separate note, I now understand why the goal is 1.1 million.... because 
kickstarter takes 5% and amazin takes 5% or so... so after that Cyan will be 
left with just 1 million if they just make the goal... nice round number....

1324.  

Dimitrios 2 days ago 

Why not give us Oculus Rift new reward tier???? !!!!!!!!!!! (even if we will not 
make the 1300K mark?). 
And i continue to insist about a small video with Rand as Atrus (outside 
Obduction), as Crisswell suggests: Something clever and Atrus-like, with an 
unexpected twist That special add on (or some special add ons) will give us 
many $ and the joy to see Rand NAGGING !!!! 
You can put it as an special add on ( p.e. if 10000 backers pledge 10$ to this 
special add on) Rand will do it!!! :) 
Maths: 10K backers x 10$ = 100.000$ !! 
Daily savings = lets say 7.5 $ x 8 days x 10000 backers =600.000$ 
Oculus Rift tier= ? 
And lastly, Cyan as you can see, we have 8000 backers under 45$ . If you 
make them go up one level the amount is 20$x7635=152.700 $ and 339 x 
25$ =8475$ 
We have 3071 backers to 45$ level if you put a 60-65 $ tier and make them 
go up one level 3071x20-25$ = 60.000$-75.000$. 
Total for all =100K+Rift+152K+8K+60-75K= ........393.000$ + Rift 
tier!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1325.  

Dimitrios 2 days ago 

@ Stewart thank you .............. xexe now i can pledge more money :) Go 
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Obduction go!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
BTW my last 2 days savings for Obduction (less coffees, less cigarettes, less 
petrol, less sandwiches,less dinner out,less cinema,postpone something for 
next month etc. ) are 16$. lol 
Total savings for 5 days are : 43.5$ !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! and these are extra hehehe:)

1326.  

Stewart Bradford 2 days ago 

@Dimitrios - that is just how the Kickstarter charge will appear. Google it and 
you will get a number of results confirming it.

1327.  

Jim Higgitt 2 days ago 

Congrats to team Unwritten

1328.  

Dimitrios 2 days ago 

@ Tom me too (they send me amazon, kickstarter) confirmition emails, the 
problem is that the bank only can see ASI kickstarter.com :( . I want to clarify 
this because Obduction campaign is ending soon and i want to use the 
card!!!.......and i want to use it a lot :)!!!!!!!!!!!

1329.  

Tom van der Spek 2 days ago 

@ "RAWA" - Thanks for the further explanation. 
@ Dimitrios - I am a backer of 'Unwritten' too and amazon told me they have 
charged the money for that project less than 15 minutes after the campaign 
was ended. I think that there is nothing to be worried about. The title of my 
mail was: 
"You payment to InkWorks productions has succeeded." If you see a similar 
line of text, everything is ok, I think.

Shorah!
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1330.  

Sean T. Arata 2 days ago 

@Dimitrios If it is for the correct amount than this is likely how Kickstarter 
appears on your credit card.

1331.  

Nila Mu'Hari 2 days ago 

Joining Horatio for realLunch Masterpiece Edition now.

1332.  

Richard "RAWA" Watson 2 days ago 

@Tom - You are correct. The text in the $1100 tier is wrong now that the 
$425 tier was added, but that text can no longer be changed.

1333.  

Dimitrios 2 days ago 

EDIT ASI sorry

1334.  

Dimitrios 2 days ago 

@ eric , i really dont know my bank told me that a charge AIS kickstarter com 
appeared in my visa. That's why i ask, if anybody knows? (the amount and 
the day is correct as i backed for Unwritten and the project ended 
successfully at that date! (i use amazon payment). 
Maybe RAWA knows?
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1335.  

Maarten Dijkstra 2 days ago 

woooohoooo there goes $840,000!

1336.  

Tom van der Spek 2 days ago 

@Richard "RAWA" Watson - I am afraid, that you are wrong. The very last 
sentence at the $1,100 pledge level said: 
'(+ all rewards from $250 level and down)' The figure must be corrected in 
(...) $425 (...) !

Shorah!

1337.  

Jim Higgitt 2 days ago 

@ericfromabeno I don't know anything about the easter egg to be honest, but 
after some earlier speculation in the comments, I'm sure it's going to be lots 
of fun.

1338.  

ericfromabeno 2 days ago 

Dimitrios, what does ASI mean? are you saying something is odd about the 
charge??

1339.  

ericfromabeno 2 days ago 

heh. we are going to get our game, I'm sure. already I've invested more in 
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this campaign than I've paid for any game, and I'm actually happy to do it... 
that's the cool thing about kickstarter, the sense of community and the feeling 
that your money isn't just going into someone's pocket "after the fact" (not 
that they don't deserve it!) but is actually helping to make an idea come to 
life...

1340.  

Dimitrios 2 days ago 

Does anybody knows what ASI kickstarter is? My visa card charged when 
Unwritten ended Yes i was a backer there? ?

1341.  

Jim Higgitt 2 days ago 

@RAWA Thanks for the clarification. I figured as much, but good to see for 
sure. I'm hoping to start a wave of Disc-Golf by 2016.

1342.  

Richard "RAWA" Watson 2 days ago 

@Jim - I don't think the text of the $1100 tier is allowed to be edited at this 
point. The reward graphic is accurate. The $1100 tier does include the new 
$425 tier.

1343.  

Carol Woodward 2 days ago 

This is the best ride ever. $84k+, I AM going to get my game, thanks to this 
amazing community.

1344.  
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ericfromabeno 2 days ago 

although, if you think about it, each of us who has donated so far should just 
go ahead right now, and add in some number we're comfortable with... 
there's no real reason to wait.... anything over the goal will just go to help 
make more in-game worlds, add oculus support, etc... If we're not already 
contributing as much as we'd actually be happy contributing, let's just go 
ahead right now, what do you say? THEN, if that still isn't enough to reach 
the funding goal before the final day, those of us with more flexibility can work 
out the necessary difference... (ok, i'll admit it, I just want to see the numbers 
shoot up as we all add in a few more dollars, right now!) ;)

1345.  

Maarten Dijkstra 2 days ago 

@Tom, if it should come down to something as little as $10 to each to get us 
over the line, I'm sure we would all be in for that :) I know I would, even 
though this is by far the most I've spent on a single kickstarter ever!

1346.  

ericfromabeno 2 days ago 

@Tom, I know I will! :)

1347.  

Tom van der Spek 2 days ago 

Hi all!

Yesterday was an exiting day with the new pledged level that so many 
wanted... 31 backers on that level now, and I am one of them! 
We still need a good jump to get to the first goal, but it is looking good. 
Yesterday I calculated that on average each backer must bring in an extra 
$20.52 to reach that, but already that figure has dropped significantly to 
$18.17 at this moment. 
As more backers will flow in and the funding rises, this figure will drop further. 
When it has reached zero, the first goal is achieved. We can presume as 
soon it has dropped below about $10 with still a few days to come, all 
backers will unite and will pledge some more bucks to make this wonderful 
Cyan project a grand success!

We go for it...
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1348.  

ericfromabeno 2 days ago 

I'd like to do an art slot, but I don't know Strata, or what kind of learning curve 
it has... so I was really hoping they might soon bump up the "Become the 
Artist" tier... since it is literally the only limited tier that has filled up, that 
indicates to me that there is more potential there... of course they can't fill the 
world with too many objects, I suppose, but... well, if someone can reassure 
me about the ease of using Strata, who knows, I may give it a shot... 1100 
dollars is not so far from the 850 i'd be plunking down to get an artist slot... 
just worried I can't do it without serious training...

1349.  

ericfromabeno 2 days ago 

@Jim, do you know any specifics about the easter eggs? having grabbed a 
slot, has anyone spoken to you about the image you are to provide? Just 
wondering how that will work, if you know any more than the rest of us ...

1350.  

Maarten Dijkstra 2 days ago 

Congrats Jim, always nice when that happens! I'm a stay at home dad now, 
so no income stream anymore ;)

1351.  

Jim Higgitt 2 days ago 

@Stewart - huzzah! 
@Maarten - I was lucky enough to have recently been given a promotion at 
work, so it feels like the very least I can do. Unfortunately I get paid on the 
20th, which is a little too late for the home straight
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1352.  

Stewart Bradford 2 days ago 

@Jim - check out the reward tiers graphic on the main page. Looks like all 
lower tier rewards are included. I guess they missed updating the text

1353.  

Stewart Bradford 2 days ago 

Awesome to hear Jim. Hope you're planning a cool little egg hunt for the rest 
of us ala Spyder. :-)

1354.  

Jim Higgitt 2 days ago 

@Cyan Does the Double Disc tier roll into the higher tiers as well? I'm 
looking at the Strata tier and it still currently says + all rewards from $250 
downwards. Hopefully the introduction of the $425 tier just hasn't been 
included yet in the summary? Just a thought.

Thanks!

1355.  

Maarten Dijkstra 2 days ago 

well done Jim! wish I could splash out like that :)

1356.  

Jim Higgitt 2 days ago 

Just grabbed one of the easter egg slots. Argh, I really can't stop, I love this 
page and the community that's built around it. Onwards and upwards!
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1357.  

Stewart Bradford 2 days ago 

@Ryan - Hmmm, looks mysteriously like a certain seed pod I've seen around 
here somewhere ;-) - clearly Rand was telling the truth when he said the 
game gas already begun!

1358.  

Ryan Warzecha 2 days ago 

@Stewart - Well you did read this story right 
http://www.latimes.com/science/sciencenow/la-sci-sn-asteroid-with-six-
comet-like-tails-20131107,0,4090489.story#axzz2k2nYif2C 
:)

1359.  

Stewart Bradford 2 days ago 

@Ryan - sounds like an awesome viral video. I can see the headlines now 
"Flying Saucer seen over Spokane Washington. Cyantists obducted. Planet 
wide sightings expected." Lol

1360.  

Ryan Warzecha 3 days ago 

BTW - A few of us at the office are calling the Disc, your very own Obduction 
"flying saucer".

1361.  

Allan Børgesen 3 days ago 

@Maarten I think it wil be 15,000 $850,000 ;-)
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1362.  

Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

We keep getting nice round numbers.. Can we get 15,000 and $840,000 next 
please :)

1363.  

Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

@Rob Angelo the Jack says hi ;) and well said. we can all do well here

1364.  

Allan Børgesen 3 days ago 

Maybe a $100 box WITH a T-shirt!

1365.  

Mattias Thorelli 3 days ago 

Haha, Cyan. Throw in a frisbee, why don't you. ^_^ Okay, I'll take it!

1366.  

Rob Hirschboeck 3 days ago 

Thanks Maarten... My sweet 4 month old Border Collie sends regards and 
licks to your Jack Russell. Joann; of course I'm 'pushing' my own barrow; 
because these games are unique. Myst and T7G came out as the most 
innovative and non-corporate imaginations in a potentially new and 
significant art form. They are still the classics and the kind of games that can 
inspire as well as entertain one's trigger finger. I want 'em Baaaaaacccccck! ~ 
I'm not a developer... I'm an artist and a now old theater guy actor. Cyan is 
one of the BEST, and with 8 days remaining I Want YOU Folks to MAKE IT! ~ 
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This is a genre that deserves a re-emergence. First things First ~ Make this 
one succeed!

1367.  

Ian G G Smith 3 days ago 

Zub! zub! zub! zub! zuuummmmm!!! "Once again I am inextricably drawn to 
this place, my search for answers mercilessly drags me back through my 
internet portal to gaze in awe and desperation at the mighty pledge counter 
and the countdown timer, as they both slowly and tantalisingly creep towards 
their goal, I know I must leave now and work to earn more dollars or my 
connection to this place may be forever lost! I leave knowing that the 
movement is still growing and people are still coming................. Zub! zub! 
zub! zummmmmm.......... well time for work keep up the good work folks!! I 
shall link back later. Trouble with enjoying yourself is that life always tries to 
get in the way and stop you. Secret is not to let it.

1368.  

Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

I think the post by Rob for Th Seventh Guest is fine. He specifically urges us 
to support this Cyan kickstarter FIRST and only THEN, when it is successful, 
come support his.I'm ok with that, particularly seeing as they are already 
encouraging T7G backers to support Obduction :)

1369.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 3 days ago 

14,000 + Pi*100 backers. 
/me thinks: Circle! Radius! Puzzle! 
oh, wait...

1370.  

Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

@nomadmolly I can vouch for Myst and Riven running in Win7 when bought 
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from www.gog.com 
Although personally I had to fiddle with my display settings for my Nvidia card 
to make Myst run bigger than the original small res, so I got small pictures 
with a big black border :)

1371.  

ericfromabeno 3 days ago 

actually i saw that other kickstarter too. i loved that pair of games as well, and 
am giving serious thought to adding to their cause. but unless i remember 
incorrectly, there's more time left over there... anyway, i want to put my 
support here first... also, am i misremembering? i think only contributors are 
able to leave comments, right? so he's helped us out at least a little ;)

1372.  

Stewart Bradford 3 days ago 

Quite possible Joann but since Trilobyte games has backed Obduction (even 
posted such on their Facebook page) I'll give Rob the benefit of the doubt ;-)

1373.  

Joann 3 days ago 

I guess it's because I have been following that kickstarter (waiting to see 
what I have left after this one is over), and know how much they need funds 
that it seems a bit like they are pushing their own barrow.

1374.  

Stewart Bradford 3 days ago 

It is and it isn't Joann. Blatant advertising certainly is. I found Rob's comment 
to be honest and heart felt at least. It's ok to mention other Kickstarter 
tastefully though. If you feel as if any comment crosses the line you can 
report them to Kickstarter though.
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1375.  

Joann 3 days ago 

I thought it was against the rules to push another kickstarter within the 
comments?

1376.  

John David Kinsman 3 days ago 

You're the man Rob!!

1377.  

Rob Hirschboeck 3 days ago 

Dear Friends; Rob Hirschboeck here, AKA 'Henry Stauf' ~ in the Trilobyte 
T7G series. ~ There are only a few games out there now that have pushed 
the envelope beyond 'How many of the 'Enemy' can I kill in rapid fire instant 
response time ~ and towards a new artistic form which engages our minds, 
our creativity, our participation, and in CYAN's case even our spirituality. 
They've done it in compelling, anthropologic, culturally diverse and stunningly 
extraordinary graphic environments. CYAN is one of the absolutely classic 
innovators in a still emergent art form. ~ I'd love for you to come by our 
HOUSE and donate too: ~ 
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/roblanderos/the-7th-guest-3-the-collector 
~ But this team at Obduction and Cyan is Oh, so close! They are deserving 
and NEED your support. Push 'em over the Top, 'cause this is Game and a 
developer that you can trust to deliver the goods. 
Do It! ~ Then please, dear friends, stop by My Most Humble Abode... My 
HOUSE... I'd so love having you for Antipasto and Dinner, tastefully followed 
and swallowed down with a loverly Sauterne for desert... ~ All My Best ~ RH 
~ AKA 'Henry Stauf'~ @}>~~~>~~~

1378.  

Ge Rong 3 days ago 

Just increased my pledge from $25 to $75. KEEP IT UP!!!
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1379.  

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

@NomadMolly, I have a Win 7 64-bit system and GOG games run just fine 
on it. Steam too. Humble Bundle, my only game with them only runs on the 
Chrome browser, but my system's fine with it.

1380.  

Stewart Bradford 3 days ago 

@NomadMolly - we're lucky it's only your thumb and not your whole hand or 
this comment section would have been down a large chunk of those 4400 
comments - lol

1381.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 3 days ago 

@NomadMolly Hope your appointment goes great

1382.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 3 days ago 

There's been a breakthrough in Cyan's ARG at http://forums.cyan.com/ !

So exciting to see us speeding towards the goal! I'll be out of town and offline 
for most of the weekend, keep things going while I'm away, everyone :)

1383.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 3 days ago 

Wow 4400 comments. If anyone has ever seen the TV show "The 4400" 
you'd know it's about alien abductions. Coincidence? I think not!
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1384.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

oh loh crap crap crap ...I have to get to bed. I have a doctor's appointment in 
the am that I cannot miss. Getting a cortisone shot into my thumb and hoping 
so much that it works. If it doesn't, we are going to have to slit the thing open 
and I so don't want that. I cannot use the thumb of my right hand..boy you 
don't realize how important that is until you can't use it. Have a good night 
everyone. I know you will make me proud when I get up in the am.

1385.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

@Peggy, I'm no where near as good at it as my family was. My mom was 
brilliant at it. Do you by any chance also play cribbage, lol. Another family 
tradition.

1386.  

Paul Melampy 3 days ago 

They should even run on win8

1387.  

Paul Melampy 3 days ago 

They should, although I don't know that from personal experience. They run 
great in Vista though,

1388.  

Peggy Youell 3 days ago 

@Molly---PINOCHLE!!!! My family plays pinochle. I'm no good, but I love it.
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1389.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

is it correct that the gog versions of the games run on windows 7?

1390.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

@Peggy...any kind of non poker cards. Bridge, spades, hearts, oh hell (my 
personal fav), pinochle

1391.  

Paul Melampy 3 days ago 

I've been doing the same thing!

1392.  

f re 3 days ago 

Listening to all the soundtracks again - each is so beautiful - Myst, Riven, 
Exile. . .

1393.  

Paul Melampy 3 days ago 

I think many of us are stretching our budgets. I'm already spending 5 times 
what I've ever spent on a kick starter campaign, and I would contemplate 
spending more if the right reward showed up.
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1394.  

Owen Carson 3 days ago 

nevermind, I thought for a minute you were saying you lowered the pledge to 
$25

1395.  

Owen Carson 3 days ago 

if we don't reach it, you won't be charged at all anyways

1396.  

Kris Bright 3 days ago 

@NomadMolly I would LOVE to see someone dress up as Atrus and showing 
people a Linking Book!

1397.  

Kris Bright 3 days ago 

I just changed my pledge to $45 from $25. I am worried that we might not 
reach the 1.1 Million dollar goal.

1398.  

Owen Carson 3 days ago 

@eric It is only a guess due to the large number of images they are having... 
no idea how it will actually be done
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1399.  

Horatio 3 days ago 

@Talon: Thanks, I'll check it out.

1400.  

Peggy Youell 3 days ago 

@Molly--What kind of cards?

1401.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

we can make 850K at least tomorrow. This bodes very well indeed.

1402.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

I just want to find some people who still play cards...I really miss cards....

1403.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

wooot

1404.  
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Horatio 3 days ago 

11/7 - Best "Kicktraq day" since 10/23 ($26,074 and 373 backers). Congrats, 
people! Let's get that $850K next!

1405.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 3 days ago 

@Horatio: I see you're into tabletop gaming. You may be interested in the 
latest campaign I backed (click my name, don't want to directly advertise 
other campaigns here).

1406.  

J.B. Lewis 3 days ago 

I think Cyan is grooming a new generation of Spyders with this Easter Egg 
reward. ;)

1407.  

Josh Fielder 3 days ago 

Just pledged my $25. Wish i could do more! good luck with goal

1408.  

ericfromabeno 3 days ago 

owen, i see... so literally no one but the code owner, or people they tell, will 
have any opportunity to uncover their particular egg, huh? i get it, i suppose... 
especially since they specify "an image you own the rights to"... now i can 
see it, you send them a photo of your family enjoying a day at the park, or an 
office christmas party, then in the game there might be a room with a "portal 
device" or "giant dimensional viewscreen" with like 30 alien symbols... the 
game will have an actual use for it, like using symbols you discover while 
exploring to access different world views or portal opening points, but random 
imputs would result in strange views of star systems, blank rock walls, static, 
etc... and anyone who has an easter egg "alien code" would see the image 
they submitted. ok, that sounds pretty neat. 
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i'd still like to have another shot at the artist tier, though. i stilk remember the 
cool beetle from the myst game, and how neat would it be if a plant, bug or 
critter i helped design would randomly show up in game? so cool! you don't 
even really have to be an artist... i've seen art made by people who took 
childrens' drawings and reimagined them as more detailed images... in that 
sense all you'd need to do is give cyan a vague suggestion and trust their 
artists to "flesh it out" so it worked well as an in-game object or critter... 

right now i'm at the $75 tier, contemplating the $250 tier.... but if there were 
10 more "artist" slots i'd seriously be looking at them... i know you can 
increase slots that way, too, because i've seen it done in other kickstarter 
campaigns. ;)

1409.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

dress up as Atrus and start approaching folks on the street with a linking 
book, hahaha

1410.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

you guys should not only meet but do some live street art and video it...do 
something that will go viral in YouTube, lol

1411.  

Ryan S. Davis 3 days ago 

I'll check again for any Los Angeles area backers who might want to meet :)

1412.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

OK so I'm still working on my song. Its...how do I describe this. not overtly 
Cyanish but clearly is if you know their works well. Let's just say, no where in 
it do I say "Try moving the slider" lol. I'm hoping to have it done by day's end 
tomorrow.
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@Ryan W. Is it ok for my to say the word Cyan in this song. Other than that it 
does not have any proprietary or trademarked text except for one phrase that 
Atrus said.

1413.  

Seba 3 days ago 

@Christian - not directly, You'd need to have access to that persons 
Kickstarter account and pledge for her/him; might be easier to use PayPal for 
this, there should be a "comments" field somewhere in there I think, or just 
send an email to Cyan afterwards, where You could specify that You are 
pledging for someone and pass on their name, address (if it's a tier with 
physical rewards) and email (where the various updates and digital rewards 
would be sent).

1414.  

Horatio 3 days ago 

@Ryan: Simultaneously?

1415.  

Ryan Warzecha 3 days ago 

Sorry for typos, on my phone and painting my house.

1416.  

Ryan Warzecha 3 days ago 

@Riv and Michael , 

If we get the kickstarter backing, we will keep the paypal funding route open 
after the end of the kickstarter. At this time I don't know how long we would 
keep it open, but the money raise will go toward stretch goals.
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1417.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

@Paul, yep there was something in their worlds for everyone, physics, 
linguistics, anthropology, music

1418.  

Paul Melampy 3 days ago 

@Owen: that's what had always been awesome about Cyan and their 
games: they make you speculate about the oddest things. For example, I 
never thought I'd ever discuss quantum mechanics in terms of a fictional 
technology, but I have. Several times in fact over the years.

1419.  

Owen Carson 3 days ago 

@eric I was looking at the large amount of easter eggs as well and thinking 
maybe it will be like the crystal viewer in Rime age of realmyst, a lot of easter 
eggs which are all accessible through the same place/device and just 
requiring different hidden inputs/codes of which there are a lot of 
possibilities.. 
yes apparently I am speculating about easter eggs in a game coming out in 
2015

1420.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 3 days ago 

My hats off to everyone that has upped their pledge. These kinds of little 
sacrifices are what's going to get us to the goal!

1421.  
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ericfromabeno 3 days ago 

i still think cyan could get more $850 backers if they "expanded" the "become 
the artist" tier by ten or 20 more slots. you can see how popular that offer 
was, compared to the other high end offers, by the fact that all other limited 
high end tiers still have tons of slots open still, but the "artist" tier filled quick! 

incidentally, wow, the easter egg tier, they're prepared to put SIXTY easter 
eggs in the game, that is funky!!! i don't know that i've ever seen more than a 
few easter eggs in the games i've played, and right now we're guaranteed 
twenty so far! it says "only you will know how to solve" them, but hopefully 
they will be something the rest of us can find/figure out with some effort... ^_^

1422.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

@everyone, the folks in the second life at the CCCP (this was a long 
standing party in MOUL that moved to SL after the gametap closure) all say 
HI

1423.  

Horatio 3 days ago 

@Alahmnat: Yep, we got it!

1424.  

Alahmnat 3 days ago 

@Horatio: Pretty sure we're past the $400 we needed. Best day in two 
weeks, woohoo!

1425.  

Rebecca Marks 3 days ago 

@Paul Don't worry, we totally can! Even if the Kickstarter doesn't, the Paypal 
route will still be open for donations afterward, and maybe we can reach 
$1.5M that way! 8D
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1426.  

Christian Gårdebrink 3 days ago 

Is there a way to get a particular Obduction tier as a christmas gift for 
someone somehow? Like some way you could share a link or something with 
them where they can sorta see it seperatly from my own stuff?

1427.  

Paul Rundle 3 days ago 

I'm still nursing a frail seedling of hope that this campaign can hit $1.5M to 
get that extra world.

1428.  

Horatio 3 days ago 

To clarify, that is one "Kicktraq day" (11pm to 11pm EST).

1429.  

Horatio 3 days ago 

Hey, y'all! Just got in from board game night with some friends, and see 
things are going fantastically! If we can get $400 more in the next hour, today 
will be the most we've gotten in one day since 10/23 -- a full two weeks ago! 
Woo-hoo!

1430.  

ericfromabeno 3 days ago 

ghaelen, michael, when the kickstarter time limit is up, even if the goal is 
reached, kickstarter stops accepting money... but you can continue donating 
by using paypal. i am certain that the people at cyan will work toward their 
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stretch goals until they are financially unable to do more, which means after 
kickstarter ends, every paypal donation will be greatly appreciated. just wait 
till it ends before adding new funds via paypal... we want every dollar in 
support of the kickstarter campaign that we fans can manage!

1431.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

@Maarten, I like the idea of a making of disk very much. I sometimes like 
those better than the actual creation. I adored the making of stuff on LOTR...

1432.  

Ghaelen D'Lareh 3 days ago 

@Michael I have that question, too. Is the whole campaign over on the 16th 
even if we reach the basic goal? Or do we get more time for the stretch goals 
and can we raise our tier at that time?

1433.  

Ghaelen D'Lareh 3 days ago 

@James. Thank you. I should have made myself clear. The issue isn't 
technological, it is financial. Just thinking hard, out loud. :)

1434.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

@Aaron, you are so right. No way this fails.

1435.  
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Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

I've just been watching "The Making of.." for both Myst and Riven on 
youtube. They're very cool :) Makes you realise how far technology has come 
in the last 20 years! 
It also made me think though that a "Making of Obduction" would be a very 
cool add-on. I don't know how much it would cost to film and produce, edit 
etc, but I dare say there would be many interested people here willing to add 
a few more bucks for that? 
Thoughts everyone?

1436.  

Kevin SgtPepper Geaney 3 days ago 

Just upped my pledge to $425! Hopefully we can pull through!

1437.  

Kevin SgtPepper Geaney 3 days ago 

Just up

1438.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

So to everyone who did not know what disc golf was, don't feel like you are 
out of step. I just posted it in the D'ni Refugees group in second life and only 
one person knew what it was.

1439.  

Aaron Clausman 3 days ago 

No matter what, this game will be fully funded by the end of this Kickstarter. 
You know why? Because if the goal hasn't been reached by the last day, 
every $25-$45 backer will up their pledge to see it through. I know I feel that 
way, so I know that most others have to feel that way, too.
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1440.  

Jarrah Lindsay 3 days ago 

Even though I've long since passed on my physical Myst games in favour of 
digital copies from GOG, I'll always hang on to my physical Myst soundtracks 
(for all the games except IV). Please Cyan, make the physical soundtrack 
available as an affordable add-on.

1441.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 3 days ago 

@Michael that's my understanding, from what Rand said during the Google 
hangout. Hopefully there'll be official clarification when the KS is over. For 
now, though, the focus is on meeting the initial goal!

1442.  

Michael Winter 3 days ago 

I'm in need of a quick clarification. Is there any time limit in terms of 
contributing to stretch goals if we make base funding in the allotted time 
frame? Can we keep contributing past Nov. 16 if we're at or past 1.1m and 
really want Occulus Rift/localization/another world to explore/and 
another!/and another...

1443.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 3 days ago 

I'm going to have to head off. This has been a wonderful day. Tomorrow is 
going to be as well, right up through and past the end. Why past the end? 
Well, why should wonderful days end? :)

Wherever you are under the Sun or the Moon, have a Happy! Be a Happy! 
Do a Happy! Give a Happy! 

You folks, this community, Cyan fans, greatest folks around, anywhere! :D
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1444.  

Natalie Manahan 3 days ago 

Speaking if music, is Robyn Miller going to have anything to do w/ the 
soundtrack? That would be awesome!

1445.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

OK now Cyan give me a larger tier that will appeal to an older female (so not 
sports related, hehe) who is a musican.

1446.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 3 days ago 

@Ian The support you can give is still greatly appreciated, and remember 
that spreading the word to your friends could prove just as valuable!

1447.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 3 days ago 

@ Lorna LOL! :D

1448.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 3 days ago 

It appears to me, the today total, so far;) has surpassed the total that was 
reached individually on each of the last two days. Very, Very, Nice! And, the 
best is yet to come, yes? :)

Perhaps we'll start seeing some upward to 30k days or more. That would 
really put us in a solid position to hit the much desired stretch goals during 
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the last two days of this KS. It is going to continue to be, an exciting ride! :D

1449.  

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

We are past yesterday's donations by a grand. Let's start shouting to the next 
guy: YO! $850K! PUT YOUR TUX ON, WE CAN SEE YOU!

1450.  

Ian Nyhus 3 days ago 

I wish I wasn't in college right now, than I could support this the way it 
deserves :P

1451.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

well loving this total!

1452.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

@Sharon, Yep Veterans day is one where most of us go to work, but we can't 
get our garbage pick up..hahahah

1453.  

Natalie Manahan 3 days ago 

I just paid $75 for a physical copy. I'm a little sad that I don't get a physical 
Soundtrack, strategy guide, and art book(s) at this tier.
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1454.  

Sharon Guerrette 3 days ago 

I never had Veterans day off and I was a vet, some states do.

1455.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 3 days ago 

@Molly: hah!

1456.  

James 3 days ago 

@Ghaelen: You can increase your pledge by hitting the "Manage Your 
Pledge" button on the right, typing in a new pledge value, and changing your 
pledge tier if desired. (I am assuming you're wondering how to do it 
technically and not financially...)

In keeping with my word concerning a $500 tier, I've bumped my pledge to 
$500 and moved to the new $425 tier. This is pretty much my financial limit at 
this point.

1457.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

@Talon,well some people are loving it, lol. I did it because I wanted to help 
them, but gosh I sure didn't want the disc-golf disc. It's all wrong for the décor 
in my ..uhmm...lol...man cave.

1458.  
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Ghaelen D'Lareh 3 days ago 

Have been watching this with excitement - moving up faster now! Trying to 
figure out how to increase my pledge. Whoot! to all of you who have kept up 
the comments. We're gonna make it yet!

Loved the alcohol bit in the Google plus hangout last night. Wish I had an 
interesting question to ask, but loved listening to the answers to the ones 
asked.

1459.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 3 days ago 

I seriously think it's possible we'll hit 850k by tomorrow morning. People are 
loving the new tier.

1460.  

Andrew Polino 3 days ago 

@Eric Thanks for letting me know. I e-mailed Tony about reversing the 
Paypal, but I would still like Cyan to keep the difference. If possible, I'll try to 
get that other $250 counted toward the Kickstarter total too. Thanks again!

1461.  

Eric A Anderson 3 days ago 

@Andrew: if you email tony@cyan.com and explain what you just posted 
here, he may likely be able to refund you your PayPal payment so that you 
can up your Tier level here. (getting you more rewards, and also helping out 
the Kickstarter total!). Just FYI.

1462.  

Andrew Polino 3 days ago 

I made a $250 pledge at the beginning of the drive, but unfortunately, it was 
via Paypal (I didn't realize at the time it wouldn't count toward the goal). I've 
just added another $250 via Kickstarter. So half of my donation will go toward 
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the goal, the other half for the stretch goals if the campaign succeeds. Come 
on guys! Let's get this steamroller Steam rolling!

1463.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

@at myself...I need to change jobs...sigh

1464.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

and I work for a state govt

1465.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

@Sharon, not sure where you work but most of us no longer get Veterans 
day off.

1466.  

Jarrah Lindsay 3 days ago 

Every time I look back here there seems to be another $1000. Things are 
really speeding up!

1467.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 3 days ago 

@Stewart: we're all stretching for the cause! I have tapped welllll into my 
grocery budget for the month. Small price to pay to be a part of history.
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1468.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 3 days ago 

@Rainer: I'd say so! Germany is the home of my favorite composer, Asmus 
Tietchens. I absolutely love his work.

1469.  

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

We're roughly $2K down from yesterday's total donations. We might beat 
yesterday!

1470.  

Stewart Bradford 3 days ago 

I just "spiked" my pledge to the new tier, lol. Really stretching myself now but 
Cyan have been a constant friend and their worlds a constant comfort for too 
long to let this pass without giving it my all.

1471.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 3 days ago 

Not your fault, Talon. It's just late at night here in Germany, should go to bed 
^^

1472.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 3 days ago 

@Rainer: sorry for the confusion earlier -- glad Ryan cleared it up for you.
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1473.  

Jason Andersen 3 days ago 

If this KS doesn't reach 1.1 million, none of the money is paid out, and the 
project won't happen (for a long while, at the least). Rand confirmed last night 
they'd go back to the drawing board if the KS doesn't fund. So if you are 
debating on using PayPal vs. here, pledge HERE first.

Yes, Kicktraq isn't entirely accurate, esp. their projection data (it only takes 
into account the previous day). The trend is fairly accurate, though. We were 
at 104% earlier today, now we are trending towards 106%, an encouraging 
sign!

Mostly I use that to look at daily data, as it helps to determine averages and 
about where we need to be in the last few days when (typically) we'll see a 
spike. Of course, that doesn't mean we WILL see a spike, so make sure to 
tell everyone about this KS so they can jump on asap!

1474.  

Marein Könings 3 days ago 

@tach: That's awesome! And I recognize some of those avatars...

1475.  

Sharon Guerrette 3 days ago 

Big weekend coming folks, three day holiday in the states, hopefully KS can 
hit 950K 
hope that goal can be met!!

1476.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 3 days ago 

Just for your amusement: If you are wondering how disk golf is related to 
playing a game, well... Cyan always seems to know what explorers "really" 
want: 
http://klopfer.gmxhome.de/myst/Reaction.jpg 
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(this is a comic I painted long ago during Myst Online)

1477.  

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

No @Urie, we all had a group cheer earlier. :) Join right in!!

1478.  

Urie David Kline 3 days ago 

Am I the only one to take note of us passing the 3/4 mark? I think we're 
picking up steam (yes, pun intended).

1479.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 3 days ago 

Oh, wait... were you asking what happens if you did not pledge at all via 
Kickstarter while the campaign was running? 
I don't know how this is handled. Maybe you already have to be in the group 
of backers, even if it's only $1 - but only Cyan can answer this.

1480.  

Tai'lahr 3 days ago 

@Devon, no, unfortunately not.

1481.  

Devon Crull 3 days ago 

What happens if the campaign doesn't reach the $1.1 million goal, but the 
paypal donations make up the difference? Do the paypal donations get 
counted towards the Kickstarter campaign at all?
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1482.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 3 days ago 

Tai'lahr, I can't speak for Cyan, but I already made an upgrade of my Tier on 
another Kickstarter game afterwards via PayPal, and the creators manages it 
very well to let it happen.

1483.  

Tai'lahr 3 days ago 

Plans to keep the PayPal donations open after the Kickstarter campaign 
ends brings up new questions: Will someone be able to get the tier items with 
a donation to PayPal after the KS ends? And, if so, for how long?

1484.  

Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

Very happy to hear the paypal pledge line will stay open after the kickstarter, 
so further strtch goals can be achieved evne after this kickstarter closes. 
I don't think we'll go quite as mad as the Star Citizen/Chris Roberts 
kickstarter that currently sits at $26 million (and climbing, holy cow..) but you 
never know ;)

1485.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 3 days ago 

@Jens: Rand confirmed in the last Google+ Hangout that of course pledges 
after the Kickstarter campaign will count to the stretch goals as well, for 
example the already available PayPal path, which will be kept open after this 
Kickstarter. 
Soo, we will have enough time to collect more money afterwards to get all 
stretch goals you can imagine.
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1486.  

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

@Jens, note that Kicktraq itself says that trends are not the same as 
projections. Kicktraq is basing its trending just on this project's data, which 
doesn't work in Kickstarter campaigns because most of the backing comes in 
during the first few days plus the last few days. Kicktraq has no way to trend 
based on those last few days of outstanding funding because it hasn't 
happened yet. That line is more for fun than for data. Don't worry! :) We got 
this!

Also, Cyan has said they will keep Paypal donations open after this 
Kickstarter campaign ends so we can keep working away at those stretch 
goals. (My new personal stretch goal: A Rift so I can play Obduction the way 
it's meant to be played.) :)

1487.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

@Rainer, hahaha. I hated having to change those CDs every time you 
needed to go back and look at something.

1488.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

@ what Ryan said. He and I have come to this sort of agreement.

1489.  

Jens Larsson 3 days ago 

Im worried we wont reach our goal. :( Check this out: 
http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction/ 
Its going to be close. Looking on other campaigns they usually have a spike 
at the end if they need it, but it would be much nicer to reach some stretch 
goals. I'm increasing my pledge to help out, i really want this to happen. 
Spread the word!
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1490.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 3 days ago 

Well, if you ever played Riven the first time it came out (it was delivered on 5 
disks), you've got enough training to be prepared for a disk golf competition 
^^

1491.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 3 days ago 

More on disc golf 

http://abstractpenguin.com/myst/

1492.  

Ryan S. Davis 3 days ago 

For those who have been looking for a mid-range tier but aren't fans of disc 
golf--I would submit that there are fans of disc golf who can't afford the mid-
range tier. So if you go ahead and pledge at the new level, I'm sure other 
Myst fans could pay part of your pledge in exchange for the disc--a user-
created add-on system, if you will.

1493.  

MfGlisson 3 days ago 

Apparently disc golf is very popular amongst Myst fans. I had no idea.

1494.  

Jason Andersen 3 days ago 

Someone mentioned a hardcopy of the strategy guide - YES PLEASE. Even 
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if it is only an add-on. I'd also suggest a hardcopy of the Art of Cyan book as 
well as an add-on, I'd definitely up my pledge $50-100 for one/either of these!

1495.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

Well the disc golf thing may really work out for Cyan because I may sell it to 
someone who really wants it and put the money back in here. So it will be a 
win win!

1496.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 3 days ago 

Oh, dang. Thanks Ryan. Sometimes it's a sad thing (tm) to be not a native 
speaker ^^

1497.  

Ryan S. Davis 3 days ago 

Rainer--he used a double negative, implying you SHOULD tell your XING 
friends about it. Possible confusion due to tricky language :) But yes, you 
should definitely tell them.

1498.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 3 days ago 

@Talon Why? 
I'm not talking about the "XING: The Land Beyond" Kickstarter game. The 
XING I was referring to is a social network. 
Sure I should not?

1499.  
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Jeff Klinger 3 days ago 

Just bumped up to the next tier! Luckily, my pay day is right before D-Day, so 
maybe I'll bump up another one at the last minute!

1500.  

Jennifer Fauskin 3 days ago 

Ok, I agree with some of the peeps here. I originally only wanted the game, 
but now there is a disc-golf disc. I would gladly put throw more money your 
way for the game and disc combo. It would be SICKKKK.

1501.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

I have been away from my keyboard, but I'm going to contact Ryan now 
because I'm pretty sure I know what his "proposition" is about. ahaha. and 
I'm all for it.

1502.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 3 days ago 

@Maarten- from Wiki - Disc golf is a flying disc game, as well as a precision 
and accuracy sport, in which individual players throw a flying disc at a target. 
According to the Professional Disc Golf Association, "The object of the game 
is to traverse a course from beginning to end in the fewest number of throws 
of the disc.[2] The number of disc golf courses doubled in the 8 years from 
2000 to 2008.[3] The game is played in about 40 countries around the world.

1503.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

@William,

It did not come off as offensive to me. I knew you were just joking. Please 
don't worry about it at all.
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1504.  

Karl Endebrock 3 days ago 

Could we get the golf disc as an add-on? Unsigned of course. Would 
definitely be interested in that add-on. :)

1505.  

Ryan S. Davis 3 days ago 

I also just spread this to some disc golf friends, whom I had previously not 
thought to mention it to.

1506.  

Bruce Osborne 3 days ago 

@Ranier 
They added that wording. It was originally missing, but mentioned in the 
update.

1507.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 3 days ago 

@Rainer: You officially now can't NOT tell your XING buddies about this!

1508.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 3 days ago 

@ericfromabeno In the new tier it says : (+ all previous rewards)
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1509.  

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

Thanks @Eric and @Darren Smith for the info. I saw that digital reward 
initially and then forgot about it. It's a gift.

1510.  

Alahmnat 3 days ago 

@ericfromabeno: Yes, the new $425 tier includes all of the lower tier rewards.

1511.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 3 days ago 

@tom van der Spek: Wow! Thank-you soooooo much. Seriously. Thank-you!

I know a lot of others in here are stretching budgets, breaking some, and 
doing a herculean effort to make this a success and bring Obduction into 
existence. You have already seen Rand say so in the updates. I know Cyan 
appreciates it incredibly. So do I! And I know others do as well!

Thank-you!

1512.  

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

An engagement is all that this campaign was lacking.

1513.  

ericfromabeno 3 days ago 

for the person who asked if a digital soundtrack would be made available for 
poor people, the digital soundtrack is part of every package from 45$ and up. 
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Speaking of which, the new tier does not explicitly say so, but it includes the 
physical/digital rewards from all lower tiers, correct? t-shirts and so on, i 
mean?

1514.  

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

@Michelle, Kickstarter only allows campaigns to link to personal Facebook 
pages.

I saw the digital option and I'm getting that. Whew. But bummer on the CD--
I'll bet the artwork is going to be stunning.

1515.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 3 days ago 

By the way, disk golf is not only an american thing. 
We had some disk golf events in Germany as well, with our local XING 
group.

Oh, wait... XING? Hmm... maybe I should mention this to my XING 
colleagues... ;)

1516.  

Michael Pollard 3 days ago 

@Richard "RAWA" Watson 
AIan - no hard copy of the strategy guide is planned.

I'd say a plan is in order then. Even if it comes out after the KS and is linked 
to contributions for additional stretch goals.

1517.  

Tom van der Spek 3 days ago 

Hi friends and fans!

I've kept my promise. Raised my pledge to the new tier of $440 (Inc. 
shipping). Up to $900,000 now! (and more, of course...)
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Shorah!

1518.  

Ryan S. Davis 3 days ago 

William, I understood it was a joke. No offense taken! I just hope Molly 
doesn't think I'm a stalker...

1519.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 3 days ago 

@William That cracked me up

1520.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 3 days ago 

@Ryan and @Molly. I do apologize if that came across as offensive. 
Languages, with their nuances and peculiarities, fascinate me. The wording 
just hit me and made me think of, a wedding proposal. Mind you, not a very 
good one, but... 
:)

1521.  

Michelle Spencer 3 days ago 

I'm curious - and sorry if this has been brought up before - why you haven't 
linked your campaign to Facebook. I would think you'd get a serious boost by 
making it easier for people to share the good news. :)

1522.  
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Alahmnat 3 days ago 

We've packed on over $2,000 in the past 45 minutes. I think that new tier is 
doing the trick :)

I'm a little sad that we had to stop doing the EDGE disc thing at Mysterium 
post-2006, but the cost of custom-printing those things is not to be trifled 
with, heh.

1523.  

William C. Strohm 3 days ago 

Needed a break... ran across this, which for some reason I had never seen:

http://www.youtube.com/watch…

1524.  

Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

@William LOL :)

1525.  

MfGlisson 3 days ago 

Disc golf? Did not see that coming.

1526.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 3 days ago 

@Ryan. S. Davis 

"@NomadMolly--can you email me? ryansdavis@yahoo.com Got a proposal 
for you :)"

I don't mean to speak for Molly, And I have of course heard, and seen, this 
happen. But Ryan, its only been 23 days. I mean. how well could you two 
really know each other. I mean this is a really, really, huge, step. bigger than 
a 1.5 million dollar question! 

j/k
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:D

1527.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 3 days ago 

Is disc golf only big in America? I'm surprised how many people are asking 
what it is. heh

1528.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 3 days ago 

Wow, already 10 (wait, 11 now) backers for the "Double Disk" so soon after 
announcement. 
That was a good idea ^^

1529.  

Ryan S. Davis 3 days ago 

@NomadMolly--can you email me? ryansdavis@yahoo.com Got a proposal 
for you :)

1530.  

Tai'lahr 3 days ago 

This seems like a good time to remind everyone about John Cosgrove's 
"Thank You, Cyan" page - go leave a nice note for them, especially if their 
games helped you get through tough times. http://thankyoucyan.com/

1531.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 3 days ago 

@Jenny Sue Hane: Those words are truer, then you may know. :)
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1532.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

well I'm not going to doing any disc-golf, lol. That is for young people who 
don't have problems with their hands.

1533.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 3 days ago 

Hmmm Disk golf, if this link is about it, seems to definitely be a big thing.

http://www.pdga.com/

Is this what is being referred to?

1534.  

Darren Smith 3 days ago 

@Talon might not under value it if the CD is signed in the Double Disc tier, 
but does not say it is

1535.  

Jenny Sue Hane 3 days ago 

@Christopher This kinda is a charity. Cyan games may not feed the hungry 
or anything, but they seem capable of helping some of the world's less 
obvious problems. They're cheap therapy ...

1536.  

Mouski 3 days ago 

Sell cupcakes with yellow whipped cream on top looking exactly like the 
second 'O' in Obduction. 
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At 3$ a piece, you can get enough to boost your pledge !! Come on, be 
inventive guys :-)

1537.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

Yes there would be no point to the tier because I'm not doing it for the 
Frisbee, lol

1538.  

Ryan S. Davis 3 days ago 

I have recently gotten into Disc Golf. It's definitely NOT Frisbee, although it's 
similar. They are both "flying discs," but disc golf is lean and mean, designed 
to slice through the air. They are NOT designed to be caught by another 
person--they go too fast and don't have nice round edges. Disc golf is a big 
deal to Cyan. There is a course very near their HQ in Spokane, where 
employees play. At my last Mysterium (2006) I bought golf disc from them 
with the Falling Man logo! Love it!

1539.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

oh, a freaking great incentive would be a surround sound DVD of the sound 
track...oh yeah..bug in Cyan's ear.

1540.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 3 days ago 

I think having a physical soundtrack add-on would cheapen the $425 tier. 
Unless it's like a $100 add-on or something.

1541.  
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Richard "RAWA" Watson 3 days ago 

@Ian - no hard copy of the strategy guide is planned.

1542.  

Darren Smith 3 days ago 

I am sure there would be lots of interest in a soundtrack CD add on

1543.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 3 days ago 

10 DD backers already -- gotta love it.

1544.  

Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

Great see the new tier at $425, but it's not for me. Plenty of other folks are 
into it though, so that's all good! Keep 'em comin' Cyan!

1545.  

Ian Hibbert 3 days ago 

Hard copy of strategy guide in the box version?

1546.  

Darren Smith 3 days ago 

@Lorna Digital Collector you can get the digital soundtrack?
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1547.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 3 days ago 

If it's a Cyan thing it's also a me thing :)

1548.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 3 days ago 

@ Lorna: I am with you, but sadly, that is just beyond my means. Still, I'll be 
very happy for all the backers, present and coming on, who snatch that up. 
Sooooooo, snatch, snatch, snatch, snatch, snatch on!

1549.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

now a signed CD is a totally different thing!

1550.  

Helena 3 days ago 

@ Sumatria: yes, the CD as an add-on would be good (though I'm guessing 
it would still be pretty expensive).

@ Lorna: the digital version of the soundtrack is included in all pledges $45 
and above.

1551.  

Richard "RAWA" Watson 3 days ago 

We play a variant of disc golf Rand invented called E.D.G.E. (Extreme Disc 
Golf Experience), that has natural targets. There is an 18 hole course around 
the Cyan campus (though many of the trees have grown significantly enough 
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in the last 15 years to require some course modifications). Several years at 
the annual Mysterium fan gathering, custom discs with that year's logo have 
been made available. 

It's a Cyan thing... :)

1552.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 3 days ago 

With this new tier we blasted right past 3/4 funded!

1553.  

Christopher Dein 3 days ago 

Imagine this kind of motivation for charity. Just sayin

1554.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 3 days ago 

OH I BLINKED! :D 
The three-quarter barrier, gone, Gone, GONE! 

Honorary Captain Horatio, has called out to pull for 830 before his return. 
What say you all? Aye? I'm game. Are you? :)

1555.  

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

Oh man, this is bad. I really want that soundtrack CD but there's no way on 
earth I can pledge that amount ... Perhaps it's time to break out the freshly 
made brownies and deliver them.

Will the soundtrack be available digitally at some point for us po' folks? This 
new tier, this is a good tier.
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1556.  

Sumatria 3 days ago 

I would love to see the soundtrack as an add-on. I am pretty much stretched 
but may be able to squeeze some extra cash from my kids...not enough to 
get to 450 though.

1557.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

@Tai, that may be, but it has no meaning to me, lol

1558.  

Helena 3 days ago 

$825k! And we are officially 3/4 of the way there. Well done everyone 
(especially Cyan for that new pledge tier!) :-D

Now I just have to consider whether I can conceivably raise my pledge to the 
new tier. My credit card bill is already going to be HUGE this month, but 
soundtrack CD... so tempting...

1559.  

Daniel Hoy 3 days ago 

Oh man new tier is tempting...

1560.  

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

Way to go backers!
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1561.  

Zeanith 3 days ago 

guys we're 75% of the way there!

1562.  

Mouski 3 days ago 

75% in !!!

1563.  

Tai'lahr 3 days ago 

@Molly, I believe it's considered the official sport of Cyanists. ; )

1564.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

I'll be happy to auction off my signed Frisbee to anyone who wants it

1565.  

Mouski 3 days ago 

Well well... look at that. Cyan knows how to reach their goal !!! Already 3 
backers at 425$. I strongly consider boosting my pledge to that level now.

1566.  
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Darren Smith 3 days ago 

an obduction frisbee would be cool!

1567.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

I'm going to do this for the CD, lol

1568.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

oh...I don't want a signed Frisbee...sigh

1569.  

Ian Hibbert 3 days ago 

Yes its Frisbee golf they played back in the day and maybe now even?!

1570.  

Darren Smith 3 days ago 

golf ball marker disc?

1571.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

Disc-golf is a game where you toss something that looks like a Frisbee into a 
net at least based on what I found when I googled it.
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1572.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 3 days ago 

We have a Double Disc backer!

1573.  

Kate W 3 days ago 

Oh man, and I was just thinking how I couldn't possibly justify boosting my 
pledge given that I'm currently 'between jobs', and that new tier looks 
REALLY tempting.

1574.  

Helena 3 days ago 

It does sound very interesting, but what is a 'golf disc'?

1575.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

hmmm...a disc-golf disc...Is that something like a Frisbee?

1576.  

Mouski 3 days ago 

Hmm... this brand new 425$ level is VERY interesting indeed.

1577.  
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Mattis Bødtker 3 days ago 

Oooh, soon $825!

1578.  

Ulysse Myst 3 days ago 

A new PLEDGE at 425$ 
Yes good point

1579.  

Ian Hibbert 3 days ago 

Hi RAWA does the boxed version also contain a hard copy of the strategy 
guide etc?

1580.  

Richard "RAWA" Watson 3 days ago 

@Horatio - Yes, the box add-on can be added to any tier level (even $1)

1581.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

425, lol, not 450

1582.  

Darren Smith 3 days ago 

snap molly!
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1583.  

Darren Smith 3 days ago 

Just seen the double disc reward... when did that come?

1584.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

woot a $450 tier just appeared!

1585.  

Dustin Shelby 3 days ago 

Where is more information for the "Become the Artist" backers? How exactly 
does that work?

1586.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

@Olivia, we all do what we can. Thank you!

1587.  

Horatio 3 days ago 

@RAWA: Thanks for clarifying that. Can you also clarify if the box add-on 
can be added to ANY tier level, including the $1 tier, or if it's the $25 tier and 
up only?

1588.  
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Olivia Hortin 3 days ago 

Upped my pledge from 75$ (90$ w/ shipping) to 120$ (135$ w/ shipping). 
That's the best a poor student like me can do;;;; 
We got 8 days still! We can do it...! ;v;b

1589.  

Richard "RAWA" Watson 3 days ago 

Our plans are for digital distribution of Obduction (with the exception of the 
physical copies available here during the Kickstarter campaign). So, if you 
realy want a physical box and disc to hold in your hands, this is the only 
time/place to get it. I'll ask Rand to add that clarification to the FAQ.

1590.  

Horatio 3 days ago 

I'm outta here for a few hours, but when I return, I want to see 830K in the 
rear view! Keep up the good work everybody!

1591.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

@William, gosh you are reminding me of my friend Beach atm.

1592.  

Carol Woodward 3 days ago 

Wow, I go to the Gym and we are almost at 75%, I am going to live to see 
this game, Yay.

1593.  
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Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

I'm so bringing @William along on my next road trip.

1594.  

Helena 3 days ago 

Less than $1k to go!

1595.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 3 days ago 

I had to stop my snooooozzzzzzziiiinnnnggg for this one. :D

It’s coming, fast approaching, ever closer. We're coming up on IT, and about 
to bust on through. Some folks refer to this mark as the three-quarter barrier. 
It's rumored that it has Mystical peculiarities from which we will obtain a 
sudden shock of extremely powerful acceleration. I don't know, myself, but I 
tend to think those folks are right. 

If you haven't already, you may want to move up to the forward viewing 
desks. All the monitors are up, large and small, as we get ready to pass this 
major of major events. I know, I know, every eye is already on them. ;) Oh, I 
see some of you have realized this version of the Myst rocket has portholes. 
And they're open. Yep. Another neato thing in this space of spaces is, that 
the natural laws of nature and physics as we usually understand them, don't 
apply! In this Verse, there is a single overarching law that applies to all 
things. That law is the law of, Imagination. This means, well, there are no 
limits to the possibilities! So go right ahead, let's open up those portholes and 
stick our heads out and enjoy the wonderful, effervescing, invigorating, 
slightly dizzying, Cosmic wind and anticipate the incredible feeling, that 
wonderful sensation, when we break, smash, and swoosh on through, the 
three-quarter barrier!

The view is going to be great from wherever one as at as we enter and 
emerge from it. But don't blink. Right now, the fabled barrier is right on our 
nose, but when we hit it, it will be on our six, behind the fins, faster than you 
can say, "Bring me the doughnuts!" 

Oh, I am having way, way, too much fun here! :D

1596.  
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Mark Webber 3 days ago 

One other tier is obtainable...this is a joke..but how cool...$25,000...to own a 
Fry Man Safe Haven III aquarium...http://www.fishure.biz/tanks.html

1597.  

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

We are *thisclose* to 75%.

1598.  

Adreitz 3 days ago 

I think it only makes sense, as a physical distribution has a lot of expenses 
and logistics associated with it. They'll do a limited run for the $75+ backers, 
who are essentially paying more per unit than the public would at retail. 
Personally, I think Steam and similar services will be the death of brick and 
mortar software/game stores, like iTunes was the death of music stores and 
movie rental companies (along with Netflix and Hulu).

1599.  

Allan Børgesen 3 days ago 

If Obduction comes on Steam, there wil NOT be a boxed version for sale....i 
think you only can get it here!?!?

1600.  

Criswell Weatherman 3 days ago 

Tai'lahr ISN'T a DUDE? Some are saying that the BOX addon is only 
available for tiers above $75, which makes sense to me, but the FAQ, update 
#7, and it's 53 comments imply that even the $1 tier can get addons. Can we 
get confirmation from Cyan on this? PS My tier and addons and extra pledge 
$ won't change, regardless of the answer.
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1601.  

Horatio 3 days ago 

@Allan: Hold out a little while longer! Only $1,106 away! Where's another 
one of those "Become the Strata 3D Artist" pledges right now?

1602.  

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

Ahaaaa, nobody stops @NomadMolly.

1603.  

Adreitz 3 days ago 

@Criswell: I disagree, I think the boxed version will be distributed ONLY to 
KS backers. The language is "The boxed version will be available only 
through this Kickstarter campaign" rather than, say, "The box art is exclusive 
to this Kickstarter campaign." The latter would indicate to me that the boxed 
version will be retail distributed, but we're getting an exclusive design. As it is, 
I think the game will be a digital-only retail distribution. They didn't even say 
"This boxed version", rather than "The boxed version".

1604.  

Allan Børgesen 3 days ago 

Go to sleep right now....haved hope to see the $825K! ;-)

1605.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

Hi everyone, tried to post flyers on campus but can't really because of 
restrictions on where and what can be posted. But, I just had a great idea. To 
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get to the bridge that takes the students to the massive student parking 
garage, the students have to walk right through my faculty parking lot. I am 
going to put the flyers ON MY CAR and park it in the spot right next to the 
bridge. They can't tell me I can't tape something to my own car. hahahahah

1606.  

Katie Funk 3 days ago 

Ha! Seriously

1607.  

Tai'lahr 3 days ago 

Yep, gotta watch out for those pesky PEBKACs. ; )

1608.  

Katie Funk 3 days ago 

Yep, just redid it and it worked fine - probably user error :P

1609.  

Criswell Weatherman 3 days ago 

Katie, maybe you accidentally clicked it, or it accidentally defaulted. Either 
way, just go back and fix it. I've seen it before.

1610.  

Helena 3 days ago 

@ Katie: Not sure why that would happen, unless you clicked on the $1 by 
accident. Can't you just re-select the $45 tier?
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1611.  

Criswell Weatherman 3 days ago 

As I understand it, GIMME THE BOX gets you a special boxed edition. I still 
think a standard OBduction box will be on stores.

1612.  

Katie Funk 3 days ago 

Just went to up my pledge by $37 to $82 total (adding a t-shirt) and saw that 
my reward tier had dropped from the $45 level to $1. Anyone else 
experiencing this? I want to contribute more, but obviously don't want to lose 
the tier rewards.

1613.  

Horatio 3 days ago 

I added a couple additional Kickstarter profile pics to this Flickr set: 
http://flic.kr/s/aHsjM61kJy Feel free to use for yourself, if you'd like.

1614.  

Daniel Hoy 3 days ago 

If everyone donates an extra $10, it'll be up to 965K :P

1615.  

Helena 3 days ago 

Pledges are coming thick and fast today! I'm hoping to see the 75% mark 
reached before I go to bed tonight.
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1616.  

iain morland 3 days ago 

Hi all,

Just to say that my offer of donating fees for sound design work to the 
Obduction kickstarter still stands! 

I am already going to be making some sound effects for one of you! :-)

See http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction/comments… for 
my original post.

Know anyone who has recorded a demo and wants it mixed? 

Anyone with old recordings that they need restored? 

Send them my way - all fees will go to Obduction! :-D

1617.  

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

Under $2,500 now to next goal. Listen to it go "whoosh" as it passes!

1618.  

Michael Winter 3 days ago 

Thanks Stewart and Ryan! I'm going to check her out. 
...I mean, I'm going to check her WORK out...

1619.  

Stewart Bradford 3 days ago 

@Michael - that's Claire Hummel aka Shoomlah 
http://shoomlah.deviantart.com/
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1620.  

Ryan S. Davis 3 days ago 

Michael, that's Claire Hummel. She also did the cover of the Unwritten RPG 
based on Myst and D'ni that just got funded. She's amazing.

1621.  

Michael Winter 3 days ago 

Rand did say something about a woman, I believe she's a fan, who is also a 
fantastic artist and contributed numerous concept pieces for Obduction, but I 
didn't catch the name. Can anyone tell me who that person is?

1622.  

Austin Storm 3 days ago 

I wanted to post my 'appreciation' here, as well:

Myst was one of the first games I purchased after buying a computer with a 
CD-ROM drive, at the age of 10, and it ruined me for almost all other games.

A mix of Myst's technical sophistication and a my youthful openness to 
wonder prompted a life-altering aesthetic experience, something similar to 
what Werner Herzog calls 'ecstatic truth' - something we know about the 
world poetically through art: "There are deeper strata of truth in cinema, and 
there is such a thing as poetic, ecstatic truth. It is mysterious and elusive, and 
can be reached only through fabrication and imagination and stylization." 

Since Myst was both fantastical and naturalistic, it made me see the world in 
a new way. It was impossible to encounter an old-growth forest, clever robot, 
or an obscure musical instrument without thinking it belonged in Myst. That 
prompted me to realize how wonderful and fantastical the world we inhabit is. 

I play games occasionally, and still find exploration and discovery are the 
parts I enjoy the most. Games as a medium are still very young, and evolving 
rapidly. I think we're seeing the emergence of 'auteur games', which makes 
me hopeful for the future. I'd love to play more games where discovery and a 
sense of wonder are their own reward. I don't know if there's a big market for 
such games, but I'm very excited for Cyan's new game.
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1623.  

Jason Andersen 3 days ago 

For those who have attended/watched the Hangout yesterday, what was your 
favorite/juiciest bit? (mostly just looking to see if there was something I 
missed that more observant folks didn't)

1624.  

Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

let's not forget to plug www.thankyoucyan.com every once in a while - go add 
your own note and read the great ones already there while you wait for 
$825,000 to tick over

1625.  

Tina Ragno-Kavanagh 3 days ago 

William I couldn't agree more!!!

1626.  

Horatio 3 days ago 

If my maths are right, we can have a third $22,000+ "Kicktraq day" in a row if 
we can pull in $9,000 more in the next 7-1/2 hours (11pm EST).

1627.  

Paolo C. 3 days ago 

a 10k guy would be the cherry on pie today :-)
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1628.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

back from teaching. wow..we are SO going to make $825K

1629.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 3 days ago 

Past 820k. Only 3800 away from a key 825k marker. You know, keeping and 
obsessive eye on the numbers is really not very conducive to napping, 
resting, snoozing. ;)

I am going to speculate that by 4pm PST, Cyan time, we will hit, actually 
hoping we pass, the 825k. Sometimes time passes quickly, and sometimes it 
passes incredibly sssssllllllllooooooowwwwwwwwwww when one waits for 
something exciting to happen. :)

1630.  

John Gayfer 3 days ago 

Just upped my pledge, so keen for this game to become a reality! Cyan are 
the original masters of immersion and creating gripping atmosphere in video 
games. Myst and Riven are two of the greatest games ever made and if 
Obduction is half as good as those we'll all be very lucky!

1631.  

Horatio 3 days ago 

Oh, and hey - only $3,800 to get to 825K!

1632.  
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Horatio 3 days ago 

That's weird, I changed my profile icon, and now all I see next to my posts is 
the name of the old image I replaced. /shrug

1633.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 3 days ago 

The Unwritten kickstarter just ended with $35,852 total and an original goal of 
$5,000! 
Congratulations!!

1634.  

Jason Andersen 3 days ago 

Just read the latest update. Very excited about it! Coupled with yesterday's 
very good day (over 300 backers for the first time in nearly a week, and 
another 20k+ raised (and already at 10k today & 175 backers), I'm beginning 
to feel good about reaching 950k before the last 3 days.

1635.  

Ian G G Smith 3 days ago 

Thank you Maarten (reckon that Jessica Wagstaffe has it)

1636.  

Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

@ian - we need a 'like' button for posts like yours :)

1637.  
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Ian G G Smith 3 days ago 

Got all my boxes and discs too except Myst Lord knows where it disappeared 
to. It must have fallen into a rift - now I do not know where my beloved Myst 
has ended up. Who now holds my game but perhaps such conjecture is 
futile........................ oh hang one sounds a little bit familiar!! 
Sorry folks was getting carried away hang on Zub! zub! zub! zuummmm!!! 
back in the real world.

1638.  

Jessica Wagstaffe 3 days ago 

I'm super excited for this! I'm going to visit Myst now. Bye world, see you 
tomorrow!

1639.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 3 days ago 

@Lauren Hall-Stigerts: Not sure your comment of a blog was intended for our 
friend William C Strohm or myself. If directed at me, you are way to kind. No 
blog. I am not attentive, disciplined and consistent enough for blogging. I do 
however like to read them. Do you have one? Any others on here, 
Bloggers? :)

1640.  

Jenny Sue Hane 3 days ago 

I have all my Myst boxes and quite a few Sierra ones. I am really really glad I 
hung on to them (even through two moves! I justified it by putting all kinds of 
stuff inside them).

1641.  

Michael Winter 3 days ago 

Well, since we're all getting fraction fever, I'll leave the 3/4 mark cheer-
leading to those who are already doing such a fine job and instead start 
cheering for the 4/5 mark. Come on 880K! We can do this!!
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1642.  

Horatio 3 days ago 

@Lorna: I'm on EST. I'll grab my flatware and meet you there. *urp*

1643.  

Sharon Guerrette 3 days ago 

I have all boxes too, even have a section for just my Myst games.

1644.  

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

@Horatio, a delightful FifthLunch coming up for you--what time zone are you 
in? It's only just coming up on lunchtime for me. Let's go to that bistro on 195. 
It's locally owned and the food is good. :)

1645.  

Horatio 3 days ago 

About the physical Obduction box: I'm fairly sure that the boxes are going to 
be made to order ONLY for KS (I think I read that somewhere, so someone 
please confirm). If that is the case, the only place you'll be able to get the 
physical box is from this KS project. I don't think Cyan has any plans to sell it 
when the game comes out.

If that's the case, those of you who like video game boxes/discs/packaging 
(like both my wife and myself) need to make sure you snag it during this KS 
campaign!

1646.  
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Horatio 3 days ago 

OK, back from lunch...whaddimiss? Ohhhhhhhhh, I see we reached another 
milestone while I was away! I don't care what anyone thinks, my strategy *IS* 
working! :P 825K, here we come!

1647.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 3 days ago 

Definitely getting the box. I was dumb and have gotten rid of all my physical 
boxes over the years. I figured I didn't need them. They were just wasting 
space on my shelf. After all, digital is the way to go, right? Sigh, how I wish I 
had them all now. I've already dusted off a *permanent* space on my shelf for 
Obduction.

Off to eBay I go!

1648.  

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

Yay for Sharon! I like to have the boxes too. I still have most of my original 
boxes from the original games years ago.

1649.  

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

(blush) There already is a search box. Never mind @John Cosgrove.

1650.  

Sharon Guerrette 3 days ago 

I did it ! just feel more comfortable with a physical box , Thank you all for your 
help!!
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1651.  

Jenny Sue Hane 3 days ago 

I think the box add-on is mainly for giving extra boxes to friends. If you just 
want one box for yourself, it's more cost-effective to get the $75 tier (unless 
you're completely uninterested in the all-digital content).

1652.  

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

Hey @John Cosgrove, how hard would it be to add a search box to the top of 
the thank-you site? 

We did $820K!! On to $825K and the 75% mark!

1653.  

Frank den Blaauwen 3 days ago 

@Christopher: The box is also an add-on, but when you add it to gimme the 
game, you will not get the extra rewards from the $45,-- tier (soundtrack, 
strategy guide I recall)

1654.  

Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

so close to $820,000 - whoosh there goes another milestone in a minute :)

1655.  

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

BTW, yay @Sharon!
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1656.  

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

@Sharon, just to clarify: The box tier is for $75 donations and up. So if you 
donate $50, you won't be able to choose the box tier anyway. However, if you 
were (this is just an example) trying to *add* $50 to your $25 donation in 
order to GET the box tier, you would type the full amount of your donation 
into the box: $25 + $50 = $75 typed into the box. Then the box tier would be 
available to you to choose. Does that all make sense?

1657.  

Christopher Burce 3 days ago 

@Sharon: Isn't the box at the $75 tier?

1658.  

Sharon Guerrette 3 days ago 

Thank you Lorna and Frank Got it!

1659.  

Frank den Blaauwen 3 days ago 

@Lorna: Thanks, I missed that, obviously

1660.  

Sharon Guerrette 3 days ago 

I type in 50.00 and go down and press (I want the box) ... is that correct ?
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1661.  

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

@Sharon, when you're in Manage Your Pledge, enter the new *total* amount. 
(If you pledge $25 and want to add $50, you type $75 into the box.) 

Then scroll down the list and select the reward tier you want. Finally, click 
"Continue to Next Step" to confirm your new pledge amount. Hope this is all 
clear!

1662.  

Ian G G Smith 3 days ago 

DOOM did someone mention DOOM!!! The first game I came across with a 
level editor I remember sneaking onto my brothers PC and topping up his 
levels with more monsters than you could shake a wicked stick at. He 
couldn`t understand why I kept getting ahead of him on the game despite him 
spending more time playing on it than me. The good old days!!! How that has 
come on over the years. Ended up on Unreal Tournament building entire 
levels it was brilliant still have some of my old levels saved on the PC haven`t 
played in an age.

1663.  

Sharon Guerrette 3 days ago 

@ Frank, thank you so much!!

1664.  

Frank den Blaauwen 3 days ago 

@Sharon: this is what I understand: You increase the pledged amount with 
the cost of the addon. Later on, when the bill has to be paid, you receive 
some communication which addon you wanted to receive. 

To all: Please correct me if I'm wrong
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1665.  

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

@Geoff, that's great--I'm excited you've been archiving the fan material. 
Cyan might want that too. We have some freakishly talented backers.

1666.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 3 days ago 

@Strohm: I have to agree, for me, Riven is my all favorite. I have to admit, I 
often fire it up and get to the island to watch the sunners, take in the sounds, 
or hang around the decks below the hanging village. Hard to explain, there is 
something about the visuals, the sounds, that is just, wonderful. 

I think, maybe, it was the complexity of the puzzles that discouraged a few 
and kept Riven from hitting the mark that Riven did. More then puzzles 
though, but I seem to have heard the most frustration regarding the puzzles. 
Personally, I like the puzzles. The fact you could not solve them by just 
finding the solution in the particular Age space where you were at. 
Something, from the hangout, that Rand and the Cyantists are working to find 
balance in now. I am personally hoping for something of 1/3 of the puzzles 
being able to be solved within the immediate world, and 2/3 requiring you to 
gather the clues and solution from multiple locations, or worlds. That to me is 
a better match to real life, and as I understand Myst and Riven are used in 
exercises to instruct in problem solving skills, is a better tutor for real life. I 
am also looking for more puzzles of the nature, you see what it is, but it is 
also, or can be, more. Simple illustration. Everyone is familiar with the tube at 
the center of a paper towel role. It is, what it is. A form to allow paper towels 
to be wrapped around for ease of distribution to the user. But, it can also be 
seen, for instance to a modeler, as a section of a pipeline. The form for a 
foundation. The turret of a castle. The tube of a telescope, or the body, or one 
stage, of a rocket.

1667.  

Joel 3 days ago 

That comment was to William C. Strohm, by the way, not one of the others.
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1668.  

Sharon Guerrette 3 days ago 

Help, I'd like to do an add-on but there isn't a tab to press for that on the 
Manage Your Pledge 
so what do I do just enter the amount and press (I want the box) or just not 
press anything??

1669.  

Lauren Hall-Stigerts 3 days ago 

That's beautiful, @William. Where's your blog?! :)

1670.  

Joel 3 days ago 

@William - Myst came along at just the right time to become a hit. Real-time 
3D was still very primitive and rough compared to Myst's pre-renders, first-
person games were only just getting going (Doom came out around the same 
time), it was one of the first games to use the CD format and actually helped 
to make CD-ROMs mainstream, and its eerie atmosphere and sense of 
mystery and isolation hadn't been done much before.

Riven didn't have the same novelty in 1997 as Myst did in 1993, and it's also 
a much more difficult game. I do agree that it is a fantastic game and superior 
to the original though. The way everything interconnects with the 
worldbuilding and story is remarkable.

1671.  

Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

@William, I do love reading your posts :)
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1672.  

Zeanith 3 days ago 

@Jenny that's great to hear! Thanks!

1673.  

Jenny Sue Hane 3 days ago 

@Zeanith I believe they did say there would be more hangouts.

1674.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 3 days ago 

I so wish there was a button to allow easy downloading of this entire log. You 
see, as Rand has stated, or indicated, Obduction has already started. For 
me, what is happening in here, the agonizing, the brainstorming, the 
community interaction, the articles and sessions coming out like the hangout 
last night, and the great article on Gamasutra, the grey matter melting puzzle 
trying to be solved over at the Cyan forum, this is all part of the joy of the 
experience for me. Yep, Obduction has already started. 14000 plus actors in 
this adventure game so far, and counting. :)

Did you feel that? This rocket keeps getting a kick of boost. Accelerating. we 
are. Just watch that gauge over there on the panel, labeled "Pledged." And 
that other one, with the label, "Backers." Unlike most rockets, this Myst rocket 
is exceptional. It has solved the problem of weight fuel and payload, to thrust 
and acceleration. The more weight/fuel/payload we take on, "backers," the 
more thrust and acceleration, "Pledged," this rocket realizes. :) 

Thrust coming up on 820k. Going to pass a major flight boost mark at 825k. 
Are your knuckles turning white yet from the grip? Feel that grin on the face 
getting wider, bigger, soon it will be just smiles? That's the gravity of success 
increasing. Go! Go Man! Go! :D

1675.  
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Zeanith 3 days ago 

Did anyone mention last night if there would be more google hangouts down 
the road? I really wanted to participate but was sadly busy.

1676.  

Jenny Sue Hane 3 days ago 

@William My favoritism list actually goes something like this: 
Myst III: Exile 
Riven 
Myst (original) 
Uru, Myst V EoA, and Myst IV: Revelation (in no particular order)

Nonetheless, I think the original Myst is the one I have replayed the most 
times and really know like the back of my hand ... maybe just because it is 
the first in the series and I have had it the longest.

1677.  

Ryan S. Davis 3 days ago 

Just a reminder--this AWESOME Path of the Shell Journey Cloth is up for 
auction, with proceeds going to this Kickstarter! 
http://www.ebay.com/sch/i.html…

1678.  

Cleighton Robertson 3 days ago 

Hoping to get myself the box!

1679.  

jweir 3 days ago 

@Ian: Just curious, why did you not like URU?
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1680.  

William C. Strohm 3 days ago 

A lot of nostalgia here for Myst... I am always amazed at how Riven never 
seemed to achieve the popularity of the original, despite being for me a far 
richer and more satisfying experience. Was it because it was never originally 
seen as a Myst sequel by Myst fans? I replay Myst occasionally, but Riven 
quite often. My desktop ("wallpaper" to you Windows peeps) is a scene on 
the Sunners' beach in that little cove. And Riven was really inhabited with real 
people, unlike Myst, which seemed abandoned. Any opinions on the 
discrepancy in popularity? Riven rules, IMHO!

1681.  

Volyova 3 days ago 

Many thanks to the ones supporting this campaign and dedicate so much 
energy, here and wherever you are. 
We do everything we can, here, in France and we are happy to tell you that 
the french fans are also very excited by the project and support it faithfully. 
@ Cyan : Would it be possible to create an intermediate tier between $250 
and $850 ? We have a feedback from a lot of pledgers at $250 who would be 
willing to increase their pledge at $450 or $500, but cannot afford $850.

1682.  

Geoff Lingham 3 days ago 

@Lorna Thanks for keeping the list of ideas and fan content up-to-date. 
That has helped me to archive most of the fan content contributed in the 
Obduction Kickstarter Comments here into photo albums which can be 
browsed easily. 
I have also archived links to news articles, videos, kickstarter updates etc in 
the timeline so that they can be viewed easily.

Everyone please check out the "I love Obduction Game" facebook page (no 
spoilers) at http://www.facebook.com/ObductionGameHub to appreciate all 
the gorgeous Obduction fan art from here and to see a summary of all the 
major news.
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1683.  

Christopher Burce 3 days ago 

@Ian: In my own experience, I've seen that the Myst games on Steam are 
very glitchy. However, the Myst games on GOG.com work perfectly fine for 
me. Windows 7 machine here.

1684.  

Frank den Blaauwen 3 days ago 

@Peter: You mean: Obductricians? ;-)

1685.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

I'm running off to teach. Hope to see us over 820K when I get back. I want 
$825 to happen after I get back, so I can WOOOOT.

1686.  

Ian G G Smith 3 days ago 

I`ve just popped over and had a look at gamasutra site and will join and 
comment later just to provoke more comments. 
Obviously the folks at Cyan are keeping track of things on here so I hope any 
re-issue of past games will be posted by them. 
Thanks for your info Horatio I just read it. 
I rarely if ever have the time to replay games these days but would make an 
exception for Myst, as my new partner we are both over 50, saw me playing 
my dodgey download and she got right into it before it went wrong, I 
explained to her that the game was 20 years or more old and that I 
remember spending many a happy hour wandering around the island putting 
the pieces together. 
I hope we will be able to finish our tour and that she will want to come explore 
a whole new World when Obduction comes to life.
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1687.  

Tai'lahr 3 days ago 

Ruh-roh, well...now I feel like I've done a "bait & switch." Still... maybe they'll 
come check it out.

1688.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

me too!

1689.  

Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

From the gamasutra article: "New technology will let the team push things in 
ways they hadn't been previously able. "We can change things without you 
having to move," says Miller. "It can get dark, cloudy or foggy, and these 
things can be part of puzzles that are more time-based. You can come 
somewhere in the dark to find something... by day, it's a different world, and 
that's a lot of fun for us." OMG this is going to be so much fun. I'm so 
impatient for this to be completed already! :)

1690.  

Andy Schultz 3 days ago 

@Tai'lahr: They can receive updates for $1, but not the exclusive forums. 
That's reserved for $25+.

1691.  

Allan Børgesen 3 days ago 

0,7443636363636364%
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1692.  

Tai'lahr 3 days ago 

I've been pushing the fact that for as little as a $1 pledge, backers can 
receive updates and have access to exclusive forums when that happens. I 
figured that might get them in here to have a look and maybe they'll choose a 
higher tier.

1693.  

Nila Mu'Hari 3 days ago 

Right on Horatio! And we'll make some REAL money meanwhile!

1694.  

Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

@david thanks for the gamasutra link - that's a great place to get an article 
up! Let's hope that brings in another whole stream of backers :D

1695.  

Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

Can I ask the addresses be posted again for the resources people have 
made, and the services being offered? it would be good to have those all 
available for new backers.

And can I again ask new backers how they heard about this, so we know 
where our efforts to spread the word are paying off? Thanks :)

And remember everyone, please keep spreading the word yourself. I've been 
hassling my friends and family on facebook for a while now, but it's finally 
paying off and 4 new backers have come onboard :) That may be only 
another $100, but it's more than I could afford to add to my pledge, so I'm 
pretty happy about that!
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1696.  

Ian G G Smith 3 days ago 

Hiya Guys I did buy a download edition from a games site a while ago and it 
was glitchy as can be especially after saving, lots of puzzles froze was very 
disappointed. Gave up on playing it as progress kept getting nowhere even 
after frequent re-installations shall wait for the steam one then and try again.

1697.  

Horatio 3 days ago 

@UPDATE: OK, I'm off to real lunch! ttfn!

1698.  

David Thery-Bulha 3 days ago 

We made it to Gamasutra : 
http://www.gamasutra.com/view/news/203976/Myst_creators_rejoin_indie_en
vironmental_games_with_Obduction.php

1699.  

Horatio 3 days ago 

@Ian: Rand said in the Google Hangout live broadcast last night that the new 
Real Myst HD (or whatever it's called) should be available for Christmas. 
Might want to check that out.

1700.  

Alahmnat 3 days ago 

@Ian G: You can get Myst for the PC from Good Old Games here: 
http://www.gog.com/game/myst_masterpiece_edition
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It's a digital download, not a disc-based copy, but it's also DRM-free :)

1701.  

Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

@ian have you considered getting myst from the likes of www.gog.com ? 
made to work with win7. I grabbed that just before this campaign launched 
(coincidence?!) and Riven as well

1702.  

Clark Davis 3 days ago 

@ Ian. Cyan will be releasing realMyst: Masterpiece edition on Steam very 
shortly (though no official release date yet). I can't wait to grab it.

1703.  

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

Thanks @Horatio. (Adding to calendar--it's the only way I'll ever remember it 
that long.) Glad they're keeping Paypal open for stretch goals post-
Kickstarter. That's going to get us more of what we want! More Obduction! 
Moooooore!

1704.  

Ian G G Smith 3 days ago 

With a little over a week to go I think despite the pledges slowing down we 
will get there, as was already mentioned reminders will go out a couple of 
days before the close and hopefully people will either up their pledge or 
chase up others who may be interested. Must admit I pledged at $75 as I 
would like to get the actual game on disk to go with the others and since 
when it is released it will probably cost about that it made perfect sense to 
opt for that since I am short of cash right now. 
That being said I would like to see the original Myst re-issued for the PC 
preferably the master piece edition - I have checked online at Amazon (UK) 
and cannot find a new copy for the PC only used Revival ones, Myst 
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Masterpiece is available for other platforms but no longer the PC it seems, I 
have lost my original in the `MYDST` of a house move and would love to visit 
the old place once again whilst waiting for Obduction to come into being. 
I shall keep checking our progress and look forward to seeing the FUNDED 
100% and then some on the screen. 
It is great to be a small cog in a big machine that makes good things become 
reality. I have loved all the Myst games (except URU) to be able to contribute 
to the conception of a whole new world which we can all explore and marvel 
at is brilliant. 
Of course we know if anyone can do it CYAN can. 
Good luck everyone.

1705.  

Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

I really hope Cyan keep the paypal going after this campaign ends. Quite 
oftenadditional stretch goals are reached ages afterwards

1706.  

Horatio 3 days ago 

@Lorna: I think you just wait until the end of the KS campaign, and forward 
your final KS email receipt to them in order to claim the reward.

1707.  

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

@Horatio, you are a planning beast. I'll bring a chaise for @William and we 
can order an icy drink or a yogurt for poor @Molly after the dentist 
appointment. 

I give up. How do you get a backer receipt to email to Strata? There isn't 
even a Help topic with that in it.

1708.  
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Horatio 3 days ago 

@ Lorna: Yes, Lorna and I have a lunch meeting, so that addresses both of 
our campaign funding requirements. I only wish @William could dine with us 
while sleeping and messaging. It would also be good for @Molly to stop by 
on her way to the dentist again.

If we could work that out, we might reach the first stretch goal this 
afternoon...

1709.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

Speaking of Paypal, has there been any recent mention of how much funding 
might be in that accout?

1710.  

Horatio 3 days ago 

@Maarten: Good morning! Ready? I've been luncheoning for DAYS, my 
friend! Gonna take a long walk and try to free up some room for more! *urp*

1711.  

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

Thanks @Horatio! I didn't know about the Strata thing and now I'm gonna do 
it. Horatio's having his lunchtime lunch with me today, our people finally got 
together, but right now he's probably working on ThirdLunch.

1712.  

Griffin 3 days ago 

this might be a good time to mention that Rand confirmed in last night's 
Google Hangout that they will keep collecting paypal money after the 
campaign ends and it will count toward stretch goals!
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1713.  

Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

Morning Horatio! Are you getting ready for lunch?

1714.  

Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

@diana - not sure if this is clear, but that first stretch goal is for BOTH the 
Oculus Rift and the FIGS localisations. If we make that stretch (god oh how I 
hope we do!) there WILL BE support for other languages :)

1715.  

Horatio 3 days ago 

Since this "chat room" moves so fast, I just wanted to remind everyone of the 
extra bonuses that Strata 3D is contributing for any backers that send their 
KS Obduction receipts to them: http://www.strata.com/obduction/…. Check it 
out.

1716.  

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

We do a good job of keeping one another entertained while we obsessively 
refresh the page.

1717.  

Peter Hegedus 3 days ago 

Aaaand I can hear the obstetricians of the world rooting for us: 
"PUUUUUUSH!"
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1718.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

@Tai, you are so right. This ceased being a comment section and became a 
running chat section a long time ago. My brother used to have this old 
mechanical counter sitting on the coffee table. He loved having it there 
because when people sat down they ALWAYS picked it up and started 
clicking it. They would click it the entire time they were in his house. This is 
similar, once you start really watching the numbers, you just can't stop. Might 
as well chat while you are obsessing, lol.

1719.  

Forar 3 days ago 

Pondering a jump to $45 for the soundtrack and art book, but that'd be my 
limit. As an international backer, the $75 tier is actually $90, and neither I nor 
my girlfriend (whom I'm backing for) actually care about getting a physical 
box, as we're both quite happy with digital distribution. As in, my Steam 
account is among my most treasured possessions. :-P

But as I find myself pointing out often, it's more valuable to try to dozens or 
hundreds or thousands of new backers and their corresponding revenue than 
to push people to rise a tier or three. People often back higher than they feel 
financially comfortable doing, and dropping to lower tiers or abandoning a 
project altogether is quite common in the final days as they have to make the 
hard choice. More backers at realistic rates trumps a bunch of wary inflated 
contributions, in my opinion.

1720.  

Jenny Sue Hane 3 days ago 

@William: Set spaceship power to *redacted* volts. (I think I remember the 
actual number, but, you know, spoilers.)
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Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

Thank you @NomadMolly, and thank you for all the cool stuff you've been 
coming up with! I just want to come visit you one weekend and see what 
goes on. :)

1722.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

75% is going down today my friends!

1723.  

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

Thank you kind sirs (sirs?)--@Tai'lahr and William. I can't take all the credit--
as William pointed out *everyone* is special and lots of people have been 
maintaining and updating the list. You all rock. We can hit that 75% today!

1724.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

@Nila, Ok that photo motivates me. This weekend I am plastering flyers. I 
can't do things like that mid week because of job pressures. 

@Lorna, ditto what William and Tai said

1725.  

Diana 3 days ago 

@Craig 
You're right, both things! But I think, Cyan should be more focussed on 
Localization than Oculus Rift!
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Craig Jacobs 3 days ago 

"I'm not happy with the stretch goals. Localization is the most important 
point!"

Localization is the first stretch goal...

1727.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 3 days ago 

Okay, enough of my chitchat and nonsense. I am watching the backers and 
pledged numbers. Let's fire up the Myst rocket and burn past the 825 mark 
today. well past. Okay?

1728.  

Craig Jacobs 3 days ago 

$7,700 to 75%.

1729.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 3 days ago 

@Lorna. What Tai'lahr said. You really are special. :) Now, not that the rest of 
you are not! You are ALL special, and unique in special ways. :) I was to, to 
often. Sometimes, so special, I got a woop'n. I can say I benefited from it. ;) 
Naw, wasn't that bad. Parents thought it was. That was the point. My twin and 
I were pretty good actors when little. Seems to come natural to the young. My 
grandkids, and I see it in many others, have the same talent. :) Except with 
grandkids, you can say "that's cute. That's special" and give them back to the 
parents. Ah, some sweet turnabouts there are in life. Traditions! :D

1730.  

Diana 3 days ago 

I'm not happy with the stretch goals. Localization is the most important point! 
Many players felt comfortable in their native language while playing Myst or 
Riven. 
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I really hope for FIGS!

1731.  

Allan Børgesen 3 days ago 

@William I do that yesterday

1732.  

William C. Strohm 3 days ago 

Sorta interesting to play with numbers... if the 7496 $25 backers jumped to 
the $75 "Gimme the Box" level, we would be at $1,191,914 NOW!

1733.  

Tai'lahr 3 days ago 

Lorna, that's an amazing list. Thank you for maintaining it. : )

1734.  

Lorna Hartman 3 days ago 

Morning post of the grassroots PR list for your editing and idea-stimulating 
edification:

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UwpeZMl5nG6SQ_22br6Uyc61hRaYG
7MSn1bwZRFLcKQ/edit…

We can hit $825K today, 75%. We can do it! We're going to do it!

@Tilmann are you talking about Cyan or Obduction? They do. Here's the fan 
page: https://www.facebook.com/ObductionGameHub

And here's the official Cyan page: https://www.facebook.com/CyanGames
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Tilmann 3 days ago 

Maybe it has been mentioned before, but I imagine it could help if you had a 
facebook page...

1736.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 3 days ago 

@Allan Børgesen: I have found, starting life in the middle of the last century, 
that some things, really special things, things and events that like mirrors 
reflect light into unlit spaces, the gems and seeds that sprout awe inspiring 
beauty, are worth waiting for. With all my heart, I believe this is one of those 
moments, those events, those experiences, worth waiting for. Plus, I have an 
advantage. Now As one gets older, in my life at least, I have found time 
compresses. When I was young, I though I would NEVER ever, get to 18. 
Then it was 21. As some point I passed the 40, and then it was the 50. 
Suddenly, I've found myself to often, on the express. Life goes by so fast, that 
I am often left asking myself, figuratively, was I supposed to get off a that 
station and change trains there? 

Obduction will be here before you know it. Cyan has stated they will keep us 
updated! It will be worth, no, that is not correct. It will be exponentially worth, 
the wait. :D

1737.  

Allan Børgesen 3 days ago 

@Tiago LOL. I didn't know the place was real

1738.  

Tiago Regueiras 3 days ago 

Don't know if you know, but google street view has gone Myst'ish =) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch…
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Allan Børgesen 3 days ago 

@William BUT, when this is over....we have to wait TWO YEARS for the 
game :-O

1740.  

Adreitz 3 days ago 

@Dana It's been like that for at least a week. When they fully revealed the 
first stretch goal of Oculus Rift support, that second goal became visible. In 
full, it reads "An additional world to explore". No one has deciphered the 
funding level for that goal yet, though.

1741.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 3 days ago 

@Allan Børgesen: And that is the conundrum and the 1.5 million dollar 
question. I have already emailed and visited as many of the places I used to 
go in the nether, far back. Over time, contacts have been lost, the fire of 
enthusiasm waned to much, perhaps. It's been a long time since many found 
that first book and linked to Myst Island. They are at least a missing 5000 
backers that I have been expecting to show up. But on the bright side. No, 
the very brightest side. There is still time for them to hear and to join with us. 
So many, 14000 plus have climbed on board. Look at how far this has come. 
We'll pass 825k today. I think go well past it. Momentum is building. A fire is 
growing. More of the called, are coming. Happy times for Cyan, for us for a 
hopefully new explorers to discover, some of us, all over again. The magic, 
the Mystery, the adventure, the comradery, the bind bending and brain 
invigorating and mind-bending puzzles, the immersive, obductive 
environments. Oh Man. I hope you can sense my excitement. :D

1742.  

Allan Børgesen 3 days ago 

Hi all "Morale Supporters". Go get at copy of the game, and the total will rise 
$8041 *SMILES*

1743.  
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Dana Brightman 3 days ago 

Hmmm, this has probably been there for a while and I just missed it, but has 
the second stretch goal area always had a difficult to read but doable "an 
additional world". . . . then not so easy to read after that! Now THAT is what I 
want! ;)

1744.  

Tai'lahr 3 days ago 

http://rel.to/ is a directory of Cyan/Myst/Uru websites - if anyone wants to 
check them out to see if they've all gotten the message.

1745.  

MfGlisson 3 days ago 

@Alahmnat Oh I'm sure he does. I don't want to spam any of them, so this 
might be the best we can do.

1746.  

RAWA's mom 3 days ago 

@Tai'lahr - Thank you for the "Good Morning" greeting and Good Morning to 
you also !!! That was so thoughtful ! When I got up one of my grandson's told 
me "someone left you a message" - so I skimmed through to find the 
message. Hope you have a great day : )

Now I need to do my morning "chores" (empty the dishwasher, put a load of 
clothes in the washer, etc. With eight people in the house you have to start 
early - ha ha). Then I will come back and catch up on reading last night's 
comments.

For now --- LOOK AT THAT TOTAL - amazing - amazing - amazing

1747.  

Alahmnat 3 days ago 

@MfGlisson I've tweeted at Adam already, but didn't get a response. I 
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suspect he gets a lot of @mentions on Twitter, heh.

1748.  

MfGlisson 3 days ago 

Last night, on the QA, it was mentioned that there are some celebrity Myst 
fans out there, and Cyan thought it would be a good idea for us to contact 
them (they didn't know who they were themselves). Off the top of my head, I 
know of Tycho, Adam Savage, and apparently Neil Patrick Harris. 

It might be good idea to get 2 people to tweet at them, just letting them know 
there is a Kickstarter for a Myst like game from Cyan.

1749.  

Horatio 3 days ago 

@Nila: That's such a cool photo! Thank you.

1750.  

Glenn Josephson 3 days ago 

Oh my gosh, so happy to see the news about Robyn and Ryan!

1751.  

Horatio 3 days ago 

@Allan: I don't know if anyone's done this yet, but each web resource 
dedicated to Myst-related stuff (walkthrough websites, info websites, image 
websites, etc.) should be reviewed and contacted about this campaign. They 
could each put a notice and link on their homepages.

All forums relating to Myst-related stuff should be reviewed and contacted as 
well if they don't already have a thread going about this campaign.

If any old listservs exist that discuss Myst-related stuff, those should be hit, 
too (if any of them are still active and if anyone here is still on them).

This is surely already being done, but I'm sure there are lots of resources that 
exist that only some of us know about. Checking old browser bookmarks is a 
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good idea, Allan!

1752.  

Allan Børgesen 3 days ago 

Makes the wawe for Nila :-)

1753.  

Jenny Sue Hane 3 days ago 

@Nila you win! The one I put up at work only has one pull tab missing. Still, 
that's one more potential donor ...

1754.  

Nila Mu'Hari 3 days ago 

I placed this one at one of the subway entrances next to the university the 
day before yesterday: http://i39.tinypic.com/2mz9zsw.jpg

Believe it or not, that just made my day!

1755.  

Allan Børgesen 3 days ago 

How can we get all the old MYST players to know this Obduction 'show'? 
I saw it just in a luck (i was deleting old links in my browser!!!)

1756.  

Nila Mu'Hari 3 days ago 

@Salvo: Already in.
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1757.  

Michael Winter 3 days ago 

I would be surprise if that didn't happen. We've been up each of the last two 
days, and if I'm not mistaken, we're ahead of where we were yesterday at 
this time in terms of daily pledges.

1758.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 3 days ago 

Guys don't foget, only 4 hours left for Unwritten! 
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1748001141/unwritten-adventures-in-the-
ages-of-myst-and-beyon…

For those that don't know, Unwritten is an RPG based on Myst and approved 
by Cyan. Pledge if you can!

1759.  

Tako Shak 3 days ago 

I would love to hit 75 percent today. :)

1760.  

Mattias Thorelli 3 days ago 

@Morten Agerbæk, yes I know! More proof that Cyan is the most awesome 
company ever. ^^ I really want that book.

@Ekimmai, you're welcome! :)
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Salvo Ludus - Obductee 3 days ago 

Good morning everyone. I woke up with a big smile this morning :)

@John Cosgrove I think I was one of the 10 comments that were in limbo. It's 
funny, I've had so much twitter on the brain lately that when your Website 
said "300 words or less" I read "300 characters or less" lol

Anyway, having to trim words like crazy got me down to the essence of how I 
feel. I really like how it turned out :)

And @Horatio keep on lunchin'!

1762.  

Ekimmai 3 days ago 

@Mattias, wow that's amazing, thanks, I never knew that existed. I shall 
definitely have to go through that as I continue reading the book....

1763.  

Morten Agerbæk 3 days ago 

@Mattias She has actually gotten the blessing from Cyan to actually publish 
it as a "real" book now :)

1764.  

Griffin 3 days ago 

@Tai'lahr of course there are other great communities, but I will say that 
having hung around kickstarter for a year or so, I have never seen one work 
quite this hard or creatively to get a project funded.

1765.  

Mattias Thorelli 3 days ago 

I hope you all know about this awesome Book of Atrus webcomic:

http://mystcomic.smackjeeves.com/

Check it out if you haven't. It's seriously good. It reads like the storyboards of 
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a Myst movie that never was. I think it improves on the original book, even.

1766.  

Tai'lahr 3 days ago 

@Morten, that's pretty cool. Yeah, send them a bill, er, I mean, polite request 
to donate. ; ) 
@Horatio, whatever keeps the level of enthusiasm high here. This place 
stopped being a simple comment area and became an on-going chat a long 
time ago - and, it seems to be working! So, keep eating! ; ) 
@Everyone regarding nice comments about the community. I always thought 
I was just being biased to think this was the best community and often 
wondered if there were other nice ones out there, but I just never saw them. 
So... are there other nice communities or are we really the best?

1767.  

Griffin 3 days ago 

@Horatio I enjoy a little lighthearted fun, if you're having it keep it up! unless 
the heartburn is getting to you, gotta watch your health and all

1768.  

Morten Agerbæk 3 days ago 

Hey guys and girls :) As most of us all enjoyed playing Myst and it's sequels 
back in the days and now, so did I, and as time went, I went on to play alot of 
games. I am now an avid League of Legends player, and back when this 
"new" League of Legends character came out, i couldn't help chuckle a little 
bit, as it went and hit me in the face with nostalgia! Take a look at this picture, 
and you'll probably know what I mean :D 
http://i280.photobucket.com/albums/kk182/Ryzea/riventheexile.jpg

http://hydra-
media.cursecdn.com/lol.gamepedia.com/b/b7/Riven_Splash_0.jpg

Even the clothes are well inspired! Maybe I should send Riot Games a mail 
and ask them to donate :D

P.S. The Myst universe has the best community ever! Those of you still in the 
Cavern/here on KS are so awesome to talk with :)
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1769.  

Horatio 3 days ago 

@Griffin: It's either excitement or sleepiness. Probably a little of both.

@EVERYONE: Y'all want me to lay off the perma-lunch schtick, or keep it 
going? I would think a large amount of the backer population is probably 
looking for an "Ignore Backer" button by now...

1770.  

Ekimmai 3 days ago 

Now look what you've made me do Cyan, I'm re-reading 'The Book of Atrus', 
and just re-installed MOULa!! Next thing you know I'll be Age building 
again..... (much to my wife's displeasure) ;)

1771.  

Griffin 3 days ago 

@Horatio Oh well, I put an extra 0 on my 14,000; you just had an extra K. 
Too excited to type straight? ;-)

1772.  

Horatio 3 days ago 

@Horatio said: "There we go: 4000 comments, 14000 backers, 815000K"

Well, of course I meant 815K, now didn't I?

1773.  

Tai'lahr 3 days ago 

Good morning, Horatio. And, good morning to RAWA's Mom (whenever you 
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get here and get caught up on the comments.) ; )

1774.  

Horatio 3 days ago 

Good morning, all, BTW

1775.  

Horatio 3 days ago 

There we go: 4000 comments, 14000 backers, 815000K

1776.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

ok now I can leave

1777.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

thank you new backers!

1778.  

Griffin 3 days ago 

Yayyy pretty round numbers! 14,0000 and over 815,000!
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Nila Mu'Hari 3 days ago 

Dennis, just throw in 0.2 Million and we're there! ;)

14K! Amazing!

1780.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

oh hehehe perfect timing

1781.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

ok folks work is calling me...I can barely hear it, but it won't stop calling...so 
off I go..I'll checkn in later.

1782.  

Mattias Thorelli 3 days ago 

14000, yaaay!

1783.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 3 days ago 

@Dennis: Sure, it HAS been announced. It's in the stretch goals since days.

1784.  

Griffin 3 days ago 

@Dennis what? It's the first stretch goal, go look at the home page.
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1785.  

Michael Winter 3 days ago 

Er.... yeah it has.

1786.  

Dennis van der Pool 3 days ago 

I've backed it because of possible Oculus Rift support even though an 
Oculus Rift support stretch goal hasn't been announced yet...

1787.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 3 days ago 

.oO(Molly seems to want the comment counter reach 4000 at the same time) 
^^

1788.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

whew back up to 13997

1789.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

hey my number of backers just went down by one...waaaa
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David Welch 3 days ago 

Hey Everyone! Unofficial Facebook Page: 
https://www.facebook.com/obductiongame

Let's make a final push to get the word out!

I'll add updates later today.

(Cyan, contact me if you want to take this over and make it official)

1791.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

3

1792.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

@Allan, the last couple of days are going to be rivening, uhmmm I meant 
riveting.

1793.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 3 days ago 

Can wii haz an additional screenshot or a new concept art when we reach 
14000 backers to attract more possibly interested backers pleeease?

1794.  

Allan Børgesen 3 days ago 

I'll be glad when we do this countdown til the $1,1M
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NomadMolly 3 days ago 

4

1796.  

Nila Mu'Hari 3 days ago 

5...

1797.  

Adam Morgan 3 days ago 

Just wanted to commend the Miller brothers on getting the gang back 
together. Obduction was already a fan's dream come true, but knowing that 
Robyn, Ryan, and Rand will be back at Cyan HQ together again is a great 
story in and of itself.

1798.  

Nila Mu'Hari 3 days ago 

only 6 backers more for 14K!

1799.  

Griffin 3 days ago 

"Better to aim high. You may miss your target, but at least you won't shoot 
yourself in the foot."

1800.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

@JB...Ok
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1801.  

Nila Mu'Hari 3 days ago 

Good morning Molly (afternoon here) and +1 to J.B.! :)

1802.  

J.B. Lewis 3 days ago 

$825,000? Let's aim high...$850,000 today!!

1803.  

NomadMolly 3 days ago 

Good Morning (my time) everyone. Great work from our Australian and 
European supporters! I was hoping for a $4,000 bump over night and there it 
is....yeah! Let's crack $825,000 today.

1804.  

RSF  Backin' Bolt Riley & the 420s☜☆ ☆☞  3 days ago 

Well I was going to stay up to 14,000 backers but it is just too late for me. 
Grats on hitting $814k! Take care everyone and keep smiling aye - we'll have 
this funded. :-)

1805.  

mog7 3 days ago 

just discovered that video. it´s Riven! 
http://www.dailymotion.com/video/x16u0cx_inform-la-table-morphing_tech
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1806.  

Tommy Johansson 3 days ago 

I'd say it's an obvious reference to both Zork and Wizard of Oz and maybe a 
not so obvious to Walt Whitman.

1807.  

Criswell Weatherman 3 days ago 

Someone updated his laptop with a new processor and motherboard, I 
believe, to install Windows 7, and now not only the speakers do not work, but 
neither do external ones. Which, considering that he is a video editor, it is 
crippling for him. Anyway, someone asked else asked this question, so I'm 
just forwarding the info. Farmhouse with a white picket fence? Is this an 
homage to Zork or just a coincidence? TBH, until someone asked this, I didn't 
even know Zork HAD a farmhouse with a white picket fence.

1808.  

Nila Mu'Hari 3 days ago 

That's a great idea, Linda!! NPR rules! Let us know, if you'll have success on 
any radio programs!

1809.  

LINDA WOLLETT 3 days ago 

Gotta write & run - I've been following comments and don't remember if 
anyone talked about local radio. I'm going to email a few of the local radio 
stations today. Also, what about NPR?
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ericfromabeno 3 days ago 

Criswell, what, headphones aren't an option for him??

1811.  

Criswell Weatherman 3 days ago 

Even though I'm now at the $250 tier mark, I'm staying with my $120 tier gift 
and my two boxed edition addons - One for ex-wife, one for special teacher. I 
hope that in two years he either gets a new computer or somehow resolves 
his nonworking speakers problem. It would be a shame for him to miss the 
music, sounds, and voicework.

1812.  

Nila Mu'Hari 3 days ago 

And all three Millers (+ the team members) signing the $250 tier poster would 
be just SUCH an awesome upgrade to that one... ;-)

1813.  

Criswell Weatherman 3 days ago 

@Dmitrios, even though I've said I'm tapped out, I'm stepping up to the plate. 
Rand acting +$10, Robyn acting +$10. Ryan scriptwriting +$10

1814.  

Criswell Weatherman 3 days ago 

Stewart Bradford, Mike Jittlov (the world's greatest unknown film maker) said 
in 1988 (Actually it was a subliminal message in his "The Wizard Of Speed 
And Time" film) "The journey of a thousand miles begins with a single 
generous donation." Could he have been predicting KickStarter?
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Nila Mu'Hari 3 days ago 

Right on, Tom! But I really want to see, what's further down that stretch goal 
list...!

1816.  

RSF  Backin' Bolt Riley & the 420s☜☆ ☆☞  3 days ago 

@Tom Yep I totally agree. haha :D 
I'm very confident we'll be good. I've seen it over countless projects - 
especially adventure game KS projects. I think we can assume we'll have at 
least 15,000 backers. So if you assume that the additional 1,000 backers 
come on board at just the base level for the game ($25) that's a minimum of 
$25k to our current total. (The reality will be that another 1,000 backer will 
bring in more than that). Still, just that amount would bring us up to $838k. 
Which would mean we'll still need $262k. Then divide $262k by 15,000 
backers and the figure will be just $17.46. I'm sure we'll be much closer than 
that in the final 48 hours - which is when we should expect another nice 
surge. But no resting, we gotta keep promoting this game (which I've been 
doing all over the place). ;-)

1817.  

Tom van der Spek 3 days ago 

@Matt, RSF - Earlier today RSF gives another interesting approach. If we 
divide the money still needed trough the number of backers, we see now that 
it is $1,100,000 - $813,245 = $286,755 ./. 13,973 = $20.52 for each individual 
backer extra to pledge to reach the target. 

As the number of pledges rises and so does the amount of money collected, 
this last figure will drop significantly (we see that already now: 4 hours ago it 
was $20,78). 

We can surely assume as it has dropped below, lets say at $10, with one or 
two days to come, all backers together will indeed pledge extra to reach the 
goal.

I am very optimistic this will happen!
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Carol Woodward 3 days ago 

@ Mattias, I am having the same problem in the UK, people here love to 
moan that they never get to hear about anything cool, well I say stop 
following trends, fads and fancies that only last a few months and get in on 
real gaming, fantasy that lasts eternally.

1819.  

John Cosgrove 3 days ago 

@Tai'lahr You're welcome! So sorry for the delay!

1820.  

Nila Mu'Hari 3 days ago 

@Mattias, we'll 'just' have to find a way, to reach the 6 MILLION+ folks who 
have played myst... I guess the average age of the old-school myst gamer 
was around 30? That makes the 13 year old kids 33- and the 42 year old 
dads 62 now... Where are you guys? (((TUNE IN))) for the call!

1821.  

Tai'lahr 3 days ago 

@John Cosgrove: chev shem for posting my "thank you" note to Cyan. 
Wonderful site and I'm glad I could contribute something there.

1822.  

Mattias Thorelli 3 days ago 

@ericfromabeno, it's sad. Many of my Facebook friends ARE gamers, but 
that doesn't help since most gamers don't seem to care for Myst.
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Matt Giuca 3 days ago 

A lot of good news today :) The hangout was simply delightful. It was great to 
just see you guys sitting and chatting.

Now I figure if the project continues making ~$22K per day for the next five 
days, it will be on $923K with four days to go. Then it will have to make 
~$44K per day for each of those last four days. Given that Kickstarter 
projects typically see a large spike in the last few days of the campaign, I 
think this is quite achievable -- we only need to double the current pledge 
rate for the last four days.

(Someone mentioned Sidekick predictions placing this project at 99% 
success probability -- I wouldn't put much weight on that. If you have a look 
at their chart, you'll see it basically bouncing up and down from ~0% to 
~100%, never really being anywhere in the middle. So it seems like an 
extremely flaky predictor.)

1824.  

John Cosgrove 3 days ago 

Wow! so sorry folks! I've had some technical difficulties (amazing... it's a frikin 
Wordpress site... oh well) regarding the email that thank you notes are 
routing to. I'm receiving them all, but they got split between two of my 
inboxes. As a result, I only just found 10 new notes!

Upshot?

10 NEW NOTES! lol

www.thankyoucyan.com

Go check out the incredible stories other people like us are sharing about the 
effect Cyan has had on our lives. And leave your story (promise I'll get to it 
faster this time!) if you haven't already!

1825.  

ericfromabeno 3 days ago 

Mattias, i know what you mean. i only did one post about the game, but i 
made sure to mention the designers' connections to Myst, include a link to 
the kickstarter campaign, etc... but most of my facebook friends are not 
gamers
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Nila Mu'Hari 3 days ago 

cyan newsletter re: OBDUCTION received. chk. :)

And many congrats on your sun, Maarten!!

1827.  

Mattias Thorelli 3 days ago 

I keep posting about Obduction on my Facebook wall, but I am very 
thoroughly ignored. I don't know many people who care even the least, and 
most of my Facebook friends probably don't even know what I'm talking 
about.

A bit funny since I just about lay awake at night thinking about it...

I love seeing the enthusiasm here.

1828.  

Carol Woodward 3 days ago 

If anyone fancies buying an Island for us to all play 'Live Myst games' this is 
the one.

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php…

1829.  

Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

Thanks Jim! My little Cameron is just awesome. Lots of lost sleep, but the joy 
of him - amazing :)

And yeah, hard to believe it's been 20 years. I'm looking forward to playing 
Obduction with Oculus Rift, so 20 years from now? I can't even imagine what 
that might be like.

1830.  

Jim Higgitt 3 days ago 

Also, congrats on the new baby boy Maarten. Imagine what he'll be playing 
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from Cyan in another 20 years from now!

1831.  

Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

It sure will be, Peter!

1832.  

Peter Hegedus 3 days ago 

Anyays, this will be one heck of a credits list! xD

1833.  

Jim Higgitt 3 days ago 

Thanks Maarten. That's why they invented credit cards. Totally worth it.

20 years? Can't believe it's been that long. Such fond memories.

1834.  

Clark Davis 3 days ago 

@ Jim. ROFL. That must have been some jarring realization :) I remember 
back when I realized Rand was Atrus, or Atrus was Rand, and Rand was one 
of the creators, but it was a while after I'd gotten into the series. I can't 
imagine having that light go on after 20 years! I'll bet you fell off your chair:D

1835.  

Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

Hi Jim, thanks for posting. Awesome that you can pledge that much!
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1836.  

Jim Higgitt 3 days ago 

Hi team. Long time backer/lurker, first time commenter. Just have to say that 
watching these comments unfold over the last few weeks has been truly 
inspiring. I have been moved to constantly up my pledge. Now sitting at $500 
(even though there is no extra reward, although I can live in hope). Sadly I 
am no artist, so the $1,000+ levels don't really appeal, although I'm open to 
some last minute impulse pledging.

Keep up the great work everyone, I KNOW that this will happen.

Also, funny fact, I never realised that Rand played Atrus in the Myst games 
and when I watched the intro Obduction video, I thought to myself, 'Huh, 
Rand looks really familiar somehow'. When I twigged, I nearly fell off my 
chair! So happy that the Miller bros are all going to be in the game. Can't 
wait!

Much love 
Jim

1837.  

Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

Well done Carol. It's taken me quite a while to et through to people as well. 
Persevere! :)

1838.  

Carol Woodward 3 days ago 

@ Maaeten, I am like a child at holiday time. 
Ok I am finally getting responses from raptr, seems like I am finally reaching 
people, and some have pledged. Thank you for that.
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Fien - Obduction-Obsessed 3 days ago 

This is going very very well. Much higher than I expected, and I always 
thought Obduction was going to make it. All Rand brothers participating! 
Thank you! :) I'll up my pledge just to hear the three of you.

1840.  

Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

YAY, and another friend pledged :)

1841.  

Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

Carol, don't say that! You'll be fine, just come back when we are well over the 
base amount :) 
Haha yeah Nila. I'm playing through the original Myst from www.gog.com 
again, and will then start in on Riven again. When I get the time. Which is 
like, never, because I have a 14 week old son now! :D

1842.  

Nila Mu'Hari 3 days ago 

I'd agree Maarten, if there was not RealRealREALMyst around the corner... ;)

1843.  

Carol Woodward 3 days ago 

@ Maarten, I am going to have to stay away from this for the last few days, it 
would be awful if I had a heart attack and never got to play the game.
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Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

I know how you feel Carol - the hard part will be waiting until late 2015! :/

1845.  

Carol Woodward 3 days ago 

This gets more exciting by the hour, wow, can' t wait to get my hands on the 
game.

1846.  

Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

Thanks Nila :) and yup, signed up for that

1847.  

Nila Mu'Hari 3 days ago 

Great Maarten! And @all: be sure to attend + invite yr friends to cyan's 
facebook event: 'Pledge your support for OBDUCTION' 
https://www.facebook.com/events/227431060765575/

1848.  

Maarten Dijkstra 3 days ago 

I've been talking about this on FB to my friends for a while now, and it's 
starting to pay off: 
My nephew and two friends have pledged so far, and I'll keep going for the 
next 9 days. Hopefully it won't cost me any friends ;) I'm also asking them to 
repost it to their friends, so the exposure goes wider. 
I know 3 more pledges (most likely the $25 tier) isn't going to make a huge 
difference, but I believe every bit does help. That's another $75 I couldn't 
afford to pledge myself.
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1849.  

Helena 3 days ago 

Great news about the Miller brothers appearing in the game! So much for 
Rand not wanting to act, eh? ;-) I wonder if it'll be live-action or (more likely, 
IMO) just voice acting.

1850.  

Nila Mu'Hari 3 days ago 

Here's the result of my 72h facebook add:

Range: 273.775 
Frequency: 7,7 
Clicks: 3 
Expenses: €24,00 ($32)

I guess that wasn't worth that much- unless one of the three clicks took at 
least $45 tier (or a $1.100 ;-)

Well, I'll grab that amount spent on the FB campaign and the throw it up my 
pledge, though.

1851.  

Allan Børgesen 3 days ago 

@Stewart Bradford Now I'am not afraid anymore :-) 
This MUST be at succes. 
Have posted this link a lot of places now. Even to journalists on 
newspapers :-o

1852.  

Stewart Bradford 3 days ago 

Grrr at auto correct - "A journey of thousand miles begins with a single step"
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1853.  

Stewart Bradford 3 days ago 

@Allan - remember, "A journey of a thousand miles behind with a single 
step." Let's take one step at a time and not worry about the climb ahead.   

If you want to allay your fears a little check out the page for the Armikrog 
Kickstarter on Kicktraq. If you compare the graph for the trending curve with 
the curve for Obduction you'll see that they closely resemble each other (as 
do the curves for most Kickstarter campaigns). There are two things to post 
close attention to however. 1) Obduction is in slightly better shape then they 
were at this point and 2) Armikrog's curve had a nice rise at the end that got 
them over the line. I expect no less for Obduction.   

I have no doubt we'll at least reach base funding. The question is not will 
obduction reach its goal, rather it's how far PAST its goal will it reach.   

Do not fear, fear is the mind killer, it is the little death that brings total 
obliteration :-)   

And since I'm using lots of quotes in this comment.... "To Infinity, and 
beyond!" :-)

1854.  

Trond E. B. Lunde 3 days ago 

Ok I just raised my pledge again, another $100, and I encourage everyone to 
raise their pledge as much as they possibly can.

1855.  

Paskarl 3 days ago 

And I would love to see some updates about the physical stuff. 
Still don´t know much about the EXCLUSIVE OBDUCTION SPECIAL 
BOXED EDITION :((
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Paskarl 3 days ago 

A lot asking for lower pledges to fill the huge gap and what did we get, right, a 
new pledge lever at $1.100... *doh*

1857.  

Trond E. B. Lunde 4 days ago 

A $500 tier with cool rewards will make this campaign complete.

1858.  

Ian Hibbert 4 days ago 

Hi, any mention of a new $500 tier on the hangout? (missed it)

1859.  

Carol Woodward 4 days ago 

Wow @ everyone, you guys have been so busy while I slept, exciting figures 
and news. 
This is going to be bigger than anyone imagined, going to get my arm down 
the back of the sofa now. 
Respect to you all.

1860.  

Allan Børgesen 4 days ago 

But we still need $289K

1861.  

Stewart Bradford 4 days ago 

So close to 14,000 backers now! :-)
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1862.  

Nila Mu'Hari 4 days ago 

w00t!!! couldn't be happier after waking up! good morning everyone! what a 
BLAAAST!!! :)

1863.  

Lorna Hartman 4 days ago 

Right @William. I remember that now. :)

Going to bed to sleep off all the excitement. Tomorrow, on to $825K! Our 
Facebook ad (the three of us who went in on this particular ad) continues to 
get clicks at the expected rate. Yep, I'm feeling the groundswell ...

1864.  

Maarten Dijkstra 4 days ago 

this is just so cool. not only do we get to back a new idea for a new game, 
that will be as amazing as Myst was, but we get to bring the brothers back 
together, and that's ALL THREE brothers. whoa.

*goosebumps*

I'm in love with this project

1865.  

RSF  Backin' Bolt Riley & the 420s☜☆ ☆☞  4 days ago 

So great to see we're over $810k right now and approaching an amazing 
14,000 backers. 
Fun maths: just over $289k to go till funding. If we split that up amongst our 
current backers, that's just $20.78 each. That number will of cause continue 
to drop over the next 9 days. Things are looking very very positive here which 
is awesome! Let's keep up the good work. We got this! :D 
Also yeah - great update. ;-)
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1866.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 4 days ago 

@Lorna Not a spoiler. No such character. I had made a comment pages ago 
that the characters in the shown art were all young and lithe, and that in the 
Cyan worlds there should possibly be some age advanced characters, as 
well. Please ignore :)

1867.  

Robcat - Tormented Weresheepcat of Sin 4 days ago 

This looks like it should make it with a healthy final few days boost, but it 
could get exciting...

1868.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

ok now I am leaving. see you folks tomorrow. Boy the last 2 days are going to 
be wild, you can already see that.

1869.  

MfGlisson 4 days ago 

...and someone had the same idea.

1870.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

hehe someone else did too
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1871.  

MfGlisson 4 days ago 

I increased my bid by 5 to even it out.

1872.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

hahah I just did that with a simple $5

1873.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

oh spoke too soon

1874.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

well it is going to cross when I'm asleep cause..I'm mostly asleep now. I really 
have to go. see you folks tomorrow where we will make $825!

1875.  

Lorna Hartman 4 days ago 

Who's Mr. Crodgity? Is that a spoiler? Don't tell me stuff! I wanna go in all 
ignorant and stuff.

1876.  
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Robcat - Tormented Weresheepcat of Sin 4 days ago 

@ Maarten

New backer here. I came from the kicktraq hotlist - I guess this doesn't help. 

I have seen another developer blogpost a breakdown for his project of which 
websites backers came from and backer numbers. The greatest conduits in 
this case (apart from kickstarter itself) were major gaming sites and (genre) 
fan forums.

Source: http://www.lar.net/2013/04/10/spread-too-thin-at-444444/#more-759

I haven't really played adventure-type games before so I'm not familiar with 
the relevant forums or sites.

I am also under the impression that coverage from celebrity youtubers like 
totalbiscuit and angry joe can really boost a campaign. The poor guys must 
get constantly hounded by kickstarter fans, though I suppose they'd be used 
to it by now ;-)

1877.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

I am planning on upgrading when they final give us the new tier, so it doesn't 
hurt me to plop in 10 now, lol

1878.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 4 days ago 

@CYAN: Just finished watching the hangout video. Very Nice! And to hear 
Rand will be doing a voice/character, very cool! Soooooooo. Does this mean 
Rand will be the voice/character of Mr. Crodgity? ;) :D j/k And that all the 
Miller brothers will be working on Oduction, I could not be happier for the all 
the brothers, the Cyan family and all of we explorers. Priceless!!!!!!!

1879.  

Lorna Hartman 4 days ago 

I can't!! Wish I could... I doubled early on.
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1880.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

I will put an extra 10, will 8 other people do that so we can flip this thing?

1881.  

Lorna Hartman 4 days ago 

$90 will get us to $810K. Great job today, folks, and so so so excited by the 
latest update.

1882.  

Jon Asquith 4 days ago 

Thanks A. Adams!! :)

1883.  

Maarten Dijkstra 4 days ago 

almost 14,000 backers and almost $810,000. this is looking great :) 
Everyone please keep spreading the news - there are a number of resources 
available for avatars, fb banners, flyers, postcards etc. 
if we all do what we can, via twitter, facebook and elsewhere to contact 
people this will get bigger and better - literally. the next stretch goal is another 
whole world to explore, which i'm sure we all want. more backers means 
more exposure, and they can bring in more people again.

any new and recent backers, could you post where you heard about this 
project so we know where to focus our efforts? thanks! :D

1884.  
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A. Adams 4 days ago 

Jon Asquith, it has been posted to YouTube: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch…

1885.  

Jon Asquith 4 days ago 

Awesome update, I didn't know I could be more excited for this!!

Any word on if the hangout has been posted on youtube yet? :)

1886.  

Jason Chau 4 days ago 

Folks, just a friendly reminder we also need your help with another KS 
campaign, this time with a video games related book called Hints & Tips for 
Videogame Pioneers by Andrew Hewson of Hewson Consultants, who 
published many classic titles in his day such as Paradroid and Pinball 
Dreams. It needs another £5,000 out of £7,000 raised and only has another 
13 days. Please help support it if you can...> 
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/robhwson/hints-and-tips-for-videogame-
pioneers…

1887.  

Sharon Guerrette 4 days ago 

Over the Moon!! What a fantastic Update! So excited, can't wait to play this 
game! Let your imaginations run wild, this will be another BIG hit!!!

1888.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

what an exciting day we have had. I had hoped to stay awake long enough to 
see the numbers pass $810,000 but I just can't stay awake. See you folks 
tomorrow. 

.shorah
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1889.  

Eric R. Carter 4 days ago 

This is just superb! — A decent subset of what I was thinking has just been 
summarized by Stewart below. I must say, "kudos" for your encapsulation of 
those thoughts.

1890.  

Clark Davis 4 days ago 

@Cyan. Might want to update the FAQ on the Home page that says Robyn 
won't be involved. Small detail, I know, but still. You never know. Maybe 
there's a Robyn Miller fan(atic) out there with buckets of money to pledge 
waiting for just this news :D

1891.  

Maarten Dijkstra 4 days ago 

OMG that's such a cool update! In one of my original posts I wrote that I was 
glad the Miller brothers were back, not knowing this kickstarter was Rand's 
and now it turns out to be all three brothers! Yay very excited by this :)

1892.  

Eduardo Cachucho 4 days ago 

Super excited Ryan is coming on board again! 
Please please help in making the music. One of my favorite parts of both 
Myst and Riven were the soundtracks, which I still play very often. 
Add a 'audiophile' pledge for a special version of the soundtrack....

1893.  
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Stewart Bradford 4 days ago 

Rand was always the most convincing, honest and real actor in the entire 
Myst series. I loved the original Riven Catherine (Sheila Goold w/dubbing by 
Rengin Altay), she came off like the wise and strong Catherine we know, but 
Rand far outshon Maria Galante who played Catherine in Myst 3 and 4. She 
came off very cheesy next to Rand's more down to earth and warm portrayal 
of Atrus. 

No this is not meant to be a complaint, rather a celebratory "hurrah" to hear 
that Rand will be returning in Obduction. His "diary entry" readings at the 
start of Uru and End of Ages are so heavy with honesty, true feeling and 
emotion. I certainly believe that much of the connection we fans feel with the 
games and Cyan as a whole comes down to the connection we felt with 
Rand through his portrayal of Atrus.

Great to see the whole family getting back together, brothers, cyantists and 
the called (ie the fans) alike. 

Wonderful news. So exciting! :-)

1894.  

Daniel Hoy 4 days ago 

Fantastic news! I am so excited for this game. Lets hit 2 mil :P

1895.  

Robert Milius 4 days ago 

Ha, earlier today (you can check in the comments below) I sent a tweet to 
Robyn, asking him to re-consider his involvement in Obduction. You're 
welcome people! #takingcredit

1896.  

Riggo-Jammin' with the Bolt 420s mon 4 days ago 

Awesome update!!!

1897.  
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Clark Davis 4 days ago 

Another tier and this thing rockets past 1.1 million, and then we can start 
talking stretch goals. It's happening people. It. Is. Happening!

1898.  

John Cosgrove 4 days ago 

*zips up jump suit* 
*checks KI charge* 
*checks parachute* 
*salutes*

Mr Miller, Mr Miller and Mr Miller, sirs, I do believe we need to go and jolly 
well find you a million dollars, old boys.

*jumps out of plane*

1899.  

Clark Davis 4 days ago 

Where's Dimitrios? He's going to lose it. BIG TIME.

1900.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 4 days ago 

All Three? Dang! I'm , I,m, I,m OH MAN! WWWWWOOOOOOOOTTTTT! 
YYEEEEEHHHHAAAAW! ROCK ON!!!!!!!!!!!

1901.  

Mesnab 4 days ago 

Unbelievable! All three! This is amazing! Wonderful hangout too! (Mesnab 
cheers)
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1902.  

John Cosgrove 4 days ago 

Now this... THIS makes me cry. You wonderful bastards, why did you have to 
send that out while I was in a public cafe??? lol.

Awesome.

1903.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 4 days ago 

Simply amazing!!! So many people have been asking for Robyn and Ryan. 
And so many other people have wanted Rand to play a role as well. This is 
excellent news!

1904.  

John Cosgrove 4 days ago 

So there are three Cosgrove brothers, John, Chris and Luke, and for us, 
RAND ROBYN AND RYAN are superheroes. To know that the TEAM are 
back together for this new adventure... omg. Magical.

1905.  

Lorna Hartman 4 days ago 

Yeeehah! My "Updates" never did show 17 so I just clicked it when I saw 
everybody going nuts ... This is so cool and exciting!

1906.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 4 days ago 

What a nice, wonderful, beautiful, warm, positive, glow in here. :-) Missed the 
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hangout :( unavoidable. But oh what nice numbers today! :D we,all be picking 
up more backers tomorrow, beginning and continuing now, and rocking past 
825k tomorrow! NICE! Lot's of Happy building excitement! This community 
really knows how to rock. Been so much fun, like so many of you, I am going 
to sooooooo miss it when we surpass the final goal. Have a Happy! Be a 
Happy! Do a Happy! Give a Happy! :D

1907.  

Lorna Hartman 4 days ago 

Eric, don't stress. The first few days and the last few days of Kickstarter 
campaigns typically show huge increases in donations. We're not even into 
that final push yet, but we're still doing well daily. We're keeping up our efforts 
but let's not forget that final big donation kick at the end.

1908.  

John Cosgrove 4 days ago 

omg AND @RYAN!!!

1909.  

John Cosgrove 4 days ago 

@Cyan, @Rand and @ROBYN MILLER!!!! Thank you guys :-) That update is 
just magical.

1910.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 4 days ago 

You ok John?

1911.  
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John Cosgrove 4 days ago 

*dances wildly in public*

1912.  

John Cosgrove 4 days ago 

YES YES YES YES YES!!!!!

1913.  

John Cosgrove 4 days ago 

YES!!!!

1914.  

Eric R. Carter 4 days ago 

The pledge velocity has been decreasing overall for a while now. What are 
we going to do? We need $32372 a day through 'til the end!

1915.  

Clark Davis 4 days ago 

Sidekick has bumped up the success rate to 99% :D

1916.  

Peggy Youell 4 days ago 

Me too. I'm supposed to be doing some chores, but now I'm anxious to see 
the new announcement.
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1917.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 4 days ago 

@Peggy Too funny!

Ah! Can't stop hitting refresh to see that number change from 16 to 17

1918.  

Peggy Youell 4 days ago 

@Salvo--that's funny, my first thought was "Bronies?"

1919.  

Horatio 4 days ago 

Oh, and 343 new backers.

1920.  

Horatio 4 days ago 

It's official: Wednesday's "Kicktraq day" tally was $148 higher ($22,621) than 
Tuesday's ($22,473). Fantastic!

1921.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 4 days ago 

Wait! BROduction!! Are the Miller brothers reuniting??

1922.  
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Clark Davis 4 days ago 

Kicktraq does update daily pledges every hour, and we've just passed 
yesterday's pledges. :D

1923.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 4 days ago 

Rand just tweeted this:

"We've got some amazing #Obduction news coming soon! Watch our 
Kickstarter page for the update! #broduction"

broduction??

1924.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

watching it now.

1925.  

Peggy Youell 4 days ago 

Fun! They answered a lot of great questions.

1926.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

so someone...anyone...how was the event?

1927.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

we seem to be getting really good traction off of Steam
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1928.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

and that is something because a bunch of $1100 donations happened 
yesterday

1929.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

Yes I think we may have.

1930.  

Clark Davis 4 days ago 

Momentum is building, people. Can you feel it? A low rumble, slowly and 
slightly getting louder? About ready to explode here within the next nine 
days? Because it will happen. Oh yes, it will. 

So excited to be here. The Kickstarter ends at 6:06pm my time. You better 
believe I'll be there. Amazing. Wonderful. Invigorating. Exciting. Superlative. 
Incredible. Fantastic. Phenomenal. And yes, wait for it. . . . EPIC! :)

1931.  

TrueStoryGuy 4 days ago 

Kicktraq doesn't update with Kickstarter. I think we beat yesterday's total 
pledges.

1932.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

we should be able to make $825K (3/4 funded) by end of tomorrow!
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1933.  

Horatio 4 days ago 

I wonder...is Kicktraq time kind of like D'ni time?

1934.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

Yes we are doing well again today

1935.  

Lorna Hartman 4 days ago 

We're about a thousand off from yesterday's total donations. We're doing 
great! (These would be Kicktraq days, not normal days.)

1936.  

Horatio 4 days ago 

My hope today was that we could somehow get to $810,000 before the end 
of the Kicktraq day (11pm EST). Well, with 30 minutes left, we're only $1,700 
away from that goal. I'm thrilled with how well today has gone! Woot!

1937.  

Lorna Hartman 4 days ago 

That was a great Google Hangout with Rand and RAWA and Eric and 
everyone. Folks, we have to keep up the donations. They're down to drinking 
*isopropyl* alcohol over there.

;)
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1938.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

If they offered "Become the Musician" I know quite a few people that would 
be ALL over that. But, that is a very risky prospect. Harder to control and 
implement than "Become the Artist". I totally get why Cyan can't do that.

1939.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

gosh I'm tired. I can't type a coherent sentence.

1940.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

I'm at art collector level plus some. I did a show in second life on Sun night 
and donate my tip money. I'd do more shows, but my right hand is in a brace 
for the near future and I can't easily play my guitar. I'm hoping for a new tier, 
but will get upgraded copies if I can't do anything else. It may be that all my 
relatives get a copy of obduction for XMas 2015 hahahah. One this is for 
sure, we are too close to let this fail.

1941.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

woot! you guys rock

1942.  

Kenneth E Sell 4 days ago 

upped it to Box
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1943.  

Garrett Nay 4 days ago 

Just raised my pledge from $25 to $45. That's the most I can do, 
unfortunately. If I had a spare million dollars lying around, I would totally give 
it to Cyan!

1944.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

We are having another + $20 K day. That is just fantastic. Momentum is 
building

1945.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

I'm multitasking big time. There is an amazing 92 year old blues player in 
second life right now. I'm at the show. I'm grading papers, keeping up here 
and answering e-mails. Honestly I don't know what end is up...hahaha

1946.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 4 days ago 

Easy on the wine tonight, Molly!

1947.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

lol. no I take back the taking back...it has met the goal
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1948.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

no I take that back. It hasn't yet.

1949.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

hmmm unwritten has met its goal. I can't afford to toss $200 at it for that 
sentence, much as I would like until know this thing is going to make.

1950.  

Maarten Dijkstra 4 days ago 

I got in late, and didn't know how to get in until someone posted a different 
link, but that was cool. Thanks guys!

1951.  

Rose 4 days ago 

@RAWA's mom - I agree - this has been so much fun. Although it will be 
fantastic when the funding is completed, I'll miss the daily fun. Just heard on 
the Google+ interview, though, that the Cyan team will be keeping in touch. 
GO CYAN!!!

1952.  

Alahmnat 4 days ago 

@Jennifer You're welcome :)

@NomadMolly There are still 4 more slots left on Unwritten's Linguists 
backer tier, so you're not out of luck, but you'll soon be out of time! ;)
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1953.  

Peggy Youell 4 days ago 

I never figured out how to get my questions in the right spot, but it was still 
very cool!

1954.  

RAWA's mom 4 days ago 

@NomadMolly - I will definitly talk to him about your "D'ni words" question 
but I have no idea what will come of it. Also, thank you for your well wishes !!

1955.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

was there only one of them?

1956.  

Jenny Sue Hane 4 days ago 

@Alahmnat Thanks, I was able to figure get in there in time to ask a 
question.

1957.  

Stewart Bradford 4 days ago 

@NomadMolly - you'll have to find out who the backer was first, lol

1958.  
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NomadMolly 4 days ago 

I'm going to get with my D'ni friends and find one that we think we really need

1959.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

@Stewart..oooh

1960.  

Stewart Bradford 4 days ago 

@NomadMolly - one of the tier levels on the Unwritten campaign is "One 
sentence of your choice translated into D'ni by the language's creator, 
RAWA." Only 17hrs to go but we at least have one backer for that already. 
Looks like we may get some more D'ni soon ;-)

1961.  

Stewart Bradford 4 days ago 

@John - I was able to access the Google+ hangout feed on my Telstra 4G 
tablet (but due to my data limits I didn't stay long). Not sure why you're 
having problems

1962.  

Alahmnat 4 days ago 

@Jennifer They're watching Twitter for questions tagged with #CyanHangout, 
and taking questions from the Q&A tool within the Hangout itself. If you're on 
Google+, check the Hangouts On Air section and see if the Cyan hangout is 
listed (it should be if you said you were going by answering their invite there).

1963.  
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John Cosgrove 4 days ago 

Yay! There we go :)

1964.  

John Cosgrove 4 days ago 

Alas! The curse of Australian mobile internet :-( I can't get a feed on the 
hangout session... Sad panda.

1965.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

@RAWAMom, also so glad to hear the surgery is not serious!

1966.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

@RAWAs Mom, please put a bug in RAWAs ear to drop a few new D'ni 
words on us. Some of us are certified D'ni instructors and we have a hard 
time teaching students with the limited word set. It would make us every so 
happy to have a few new words once and a while.

1967.  

narniaozmasar 4 days ago 

@Darrell 
There is a way, through managing your pledge, to add-on digital downloads 
of the game, t-shirts, and hard copies of the game. Be careful, because the 
$45 tier range includes the music download, and additional soundtrack 
downloads aren't available through add-ons. I think if you truly want to get 4 
full $45 pledge level perks, then you might have to actually pledge four 
separate times. 

On the bright side, giving the downloads as a gift is easy to do. After the 
kickstarter ends, Cyan will contact you and confirm the email address/ 
physical address that you will want to use to have the pledge perks delivered. 
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At that time you can have them transferred over to your gift recipient.

1968.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 4 days ago 

Jennifer They seem to be using the event page and twitter

1969.  

Stewart Bradford 4 days ago 

@Maarten - track 1 on the Riven soundtrack is the linking sound also. Whole 
album is a must buy. Everything about Riven is a masterpiece and Robyn's 
music is no exception!

1970.  

Jenny Sue Hane 4 days ago 

Does anyone know where the chat is that they're using to interact with people 
during the Google hangout? They don't seem to be reading the questions on 
the Google+ event page or the YouTube page.

1971.  

RAWA's mom 4 days ago 

@Rose @Tai'lahr @Salvo Ludus @William -- Thank you all for your sweet 
comments and concern. The surgery in January is not serious just expensive 
- ha ha. 

RAWA loves this company and all the games as much as all the fans do. 
Once this campaign is over he is going to help me with the games. But not 
until after this is over, because I am too obsessed with tracking everything 
about this project. I don't know what I'm going to do with myself once it is 
over : )
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1972.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 4 days ago 

Thanks Jennifer that worked, the linking sound is called transport7

1973.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

I'm grading papers....sigh

1974.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

And report back to us!

1975.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

I have to work this evening so I'm not participating in the google chat. I hope 
all of you that are going have a great experience.

1976.  

Maarten Dijkstra 4 days ago 

cool, thanks Jennifer!

1977.  
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John Cosgrove 4 days ago 

Wow, thanks guys, four new notes in about half an hour at 
www.thankyoucyan.com ! Keep em coming!

1978.  

Jenny Sue Hane 4 days ago 

Assuming you have a copy of Myst or Riven, this might help you extract the 
linking sound from its data files: http://rshayter.net/riveal/

1979.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 4 days ago 

@Maarten & all if anyone finds it please post

1980.  

Maarten Dijkstra 4 days ago 

@James nice one! must get the linking sound n my phone.. anyone know 
where to get it from?

1981.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 4 days ago 

@ NomadMolly - So true huh

1982.  

Tiago Regueiras 4 days ago 

@James Yup that's me, hold on... *WiooouuuWowWowWow* I got an sms...
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1983.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

@James, hahaha

1984.  

John Cosgrove 4 days ago 

Awesome Maarten, thanks! I'll get it up there ASAP :-)

1985.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 4 days ago 

You will see yourself in here - funny 
http://th01.deviantart.net/fs70/PRE/i/2010/065/3/c/You__re_a_Myst_fan_whe
n____by_JohannesVIII.jpg

1986.  

Maarten Dijkstra 4 days ago 

@john cosgrove - finally submitted my piece for the www.thankyoucyan.com 
site. Thanks for your hard work!

1987.  

John Cosgrove 4 days ago 

Sorry, that's 1000 views JUST yesterday. 2172 views in a little over 2 days!

1988.  
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John Cosgrove 4 days ago 

Hi folks!

I'm rolling out the boat on www.thankyoucyan.com - thanks to everyone who 
helped us through the forming stage with content the past two days!

For the next step, I'm looking for as many myst or cyan-focused communities 
as I can find. Obviously I have a few of the big ones in mind (like Mysterium 
and MOUL) but there are heaps of others and while I'll get there eventually 
myself, why not tap into the amazing community we have here?

Please, feel free to email me at thankyoucyan@gmail.com with links to any 
communities and forums you think would welcome a call to be part of the 
tribute site. As always, this isn't about spam, this is about genuine fans 
wanting to say thank you and share their Cyan story.

In another 48 hours, I hope we can double the number of thank-you notes 
and start spreading across the wider indie/retro game community, as well as 
ancilliary communities, like graphic design and deviant art.

Any suggestions welcome! You're all amazing!

(ps. we hit 1000 views yesterday and we haven't even started pushing it yet - 
remember, this is all about riding the heartfelt emotion home for the last 48hr 
stretch and your amazing comments to Cyan are making it happen :-) )

(pps: I know the twitter scene for the site isn't doing great right now, I'll be 
hitting that harder now we have a content kernel to run with.)

1989.  

ericfromabeno 4 days ago 

i like the idea of a chance to beta the game, or anyway, get an "early release" 
as part of a new tier, though that wouldn't be a 500 dollar tier... 

i'm sure they're kicking around some of the more workable ideas, probably 
including things we haven't thought of... i have faith that we will at least reach 
the funding goal. i would LOVE it if we could reach the 3D headset support 
stretch goal though... give me a eeason to save up for one!!

1990.  

Griffin 4 days ago 

@darrell there is an update about add-ons to your pledge. Just push the 
manage your pledge button, increase your pledge by the amount of the thing 
you want, and Cyan will send a survey after the Kickstarter is over to find out 
exactly what you wanted.
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1991.  

Sean Reynolds 4 days ago 

Finally steeped in at the 'art collectors' tier, Still fighting so hard to find a way 
to justify $1,100, arrrgh I don't need to eat, right only takes up time cooking 
food!, and heating the house, nay, that can only add to global warming? and 
diesel in the car, well we should all walk more....

1992.  

Robert Milius 4 days ago 

I just tweeted Robyn, kindly asking him to re-consider helping out with 
Obduction. I understand he's moved on to directing films, but even if he was 
just an official advisor on the project that would be awesome. He played a big 
role in the look and feel of Myst and Riven so his input would be great I feel 
on the project. Oscar nominee Bradley Cooper even returned for Hangover 3. 
#hopeful

1993.  

Kenneth E Sell 4 days ago 

@Christian Gardebrink 
I understand where your coming from but you get to see the great stuff 
before others, also you can look back and say "WOW I helped make that 
game what it is" 
So spoiling it for yourself in a sence makes it that much better for the millions 
that play it.

1994.  

Rose 4 days ago 

Upped my pledge in honor of RAWA's mom and the 7 little grandchildren - 
just had to do it!!!!!
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1995.  

Tai'lahr 4 days ago 

Wave at RAWA's Mom. Sending you light and love for good blessings and 
good health. (( hugs ))

1996.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 4 days ago 

Am I the only one who gets choked up whenever he sees RAWA's Mom 
posting here? :)

@RAWA's Mom Your son is part of the team that has changed so many of 
our lives for the better. I wish you the best of luck with your surgery in 
January. Please let us all know how it goes.

1997.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 4 days ago 

@RAWA's Mom. RAWA has such a great mother! All of us, we I think would 
do well not to disappoint RAWA's mother which would happen if this project 
did not pull in as I know it will. ;) Where we can, as we can, let's add on the 
add=ons, and up the pledges. :) I am looking at my budget now. This may be 
one of the very few times I allow my budget to be busted. I am already at the 
collector, but looking for overlooked piggy banks. :)

1998.  

Christian Gårdebrink 4 days ago 

Feels kinda problematic to beta test a game like this, hard to do so without 
spoiling it for yourself. The components that make up the experience have 
little or no replay value imo. Once you know the story, have solved the 
puzzles and seen the scenery thats pretty much it I think.
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1999.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 4 days ago 

In kind and not so much related to e-eggs, there is an element, somehow, not 
sure how it could, or would, or will be done I hope to find in these new worlds 
we are going to enjoy. I hope to see in the storyline some event, some action, 
that involves a book or books. I think the need to move away from the Myst 
linking book concept is well thought. On the other hand, especially as a child, 
before I started reading so much technical literature that my eyes did not 
want to view any more pages, and got me away from reading more for 
pleasure then not, I went so many places, and experienced so much, in 
books. I was on the Nautilus and on Mysterious Island because of Jules 
Verne. I was in the saddle due to the writings of Louis L'Amour and Zane 
Gray. Looked into the eyes and fangs of a wolf, thanks to Jack London. Have 
seen Ghosts because of Charles Dickens. Felt my blood freeze and heart 
pound because of Edgar Allen Poe. On and on. So many adventures I took 
from my room because of the power of a book that hooked my imagination. I 
had a wow experience with Myst, which was the first time this kind of an 
experience had happened to me on a computer screen. Somewhere on 
these yet to be revealed new worlds, I hope there are some kind of book, or 
books to use, to solve a Mystery of the worlds I visit. Just musing. :)

Thank you new backers and those upping their pledges. We're moving in on 
a 20k day. Think it can go 25 or near, today?

2000.  

Darrell Fulmer 4 days ago 

My first KS project, so please forgive my ignorance. I have noticed a few 
comments from people suggesting they will use a pledge level as a gift. I am 
not sure of the pros and cons, but is there an easy way for someone to do 
this? For example, to specify that one is pledging, say, $180 for four $45 level 
packages.

2001.  

RAWA's mom 4 days ago 

I have been reading each and EVERY one of your comments (first thing in 
the morning I go back and read the ones that have been posted during the 
night). Cyan has such WONDERFUL fans !!!! Your love for Cyan, the staff 
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and all their games comes through LOUD AND CLEAR !! 

It has taken me a little while to get confirmation on my out of pocket expense 
for the surgery that I have to under go in January. Now that I have it, I feel 
that I have enough in my budget to add on 7 t-shirts for my grandchildren to 
my Art Collector pledge. (a couple of the younger ones will have to grow into 
them if the sizes don't go small enough - ha ha).

The total is growing nicely. We just HAVE to get this done !!!!

2002.  

Kenneth E Sell 4 days ago 

Hi I've been sitting and watching this thread and have to put my 2cents in. I 
really like the idea of A $500 tier for beta testing. I think people would jump on 
that one.

2003.  

Horatio 4 days ago 

@Peggy: Fingers and toes crossed! *ow*

2004.  

Peggy Youell 4 days ago 

So keep your fingers crossed for me--my contact at a major nerd website 
forwarded this Kickstarter info to a colleague who just a few weeks ago wrote 
about wishing she could have Oculus Rift support for Myst. Fingers crossed, 
she'll post about this Kickstarter!!!

2005.  

Adam Cather 4 days ago 

William I think your idea is even better! Having an exclusive section wouldn't 
ruin the immersion and would be really cool to find in the game. :)
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2006.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 4 days ago 

@Ryan S. Davis: I tend to agree. Easter Egg, no problem. But if I somehow 
came across a name, or lists of names of backers, especially if it did not "fit" 
within the environment, it would collapse my psych and eject me from my 
suspension of disbelief. At that point, I doubt I could regain the immersion. 
JMHO.

2007.  

Tommy Johansson 4 days ago 

The protagonist of obduction could exclaim: Please don't abduct me, take 
backer 1 or backer 2 or...backer n instead!

Sorry, just a joke.

2008.  

Ryan S. Davis 4 days ago 

I don't personally want to see a bunch of backers' name on a building or wall 
in Obduction--it would break the immersion. I'm ok with it as an easter egg 
though, if you can only find it by clicking certain things, like the Riven easter 
eggs.

2009.  

William C. Strohm 4 days ago 

"They could have a 500 dollar tier that puts your name on one of the 
buildings or items in the game."

Adam, I had a similar idea, but it was for some sort of "Backers' Memorial," 
accessible via an Easter Egg key, which would list all the backers at the new 
tier and above, in-game. The key would be available to those backers. (That 
idea didn't seem to catch on here.)
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2010.  

Adam Cather 4 days ago 

They could have a 500 dollar tier that puts your name on one of the buildings 
or items in the game. It wouldnt cost them anything and would be good for 
people who want to immortalize them self in the game.

2011.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 4 days ago 

I've been trying to think of communities who might have particular interest in 
Obduction, were they to know about it.

Two I came up with so far are Dr. Who and MST3K -- sci-fi communities with 
older members.

2012.  

Jenny Sue Hane 4 days ago 

I think Akin might have a good idea there. The problem with a lot of the 
suggestions for new tiers, add-ons, etc. is that Cyan could be left scrambling 
to make sure they could actually fulfill the rewards. I'm sure they put a lot of 
thought and strategy into choosing the tiers before the Kickstarter ever 
started, hence the resistance to suggestions for new tiers ... we're basically 
asking them to swap horses mid-stream. Early game access as a reward 
seems really do-able, however.

2013.  

Ryan S. Davis 4 days ago 

I can only attend the Google hangout tonight briefly. I hope someone asks 
about more physical rewards--like that mysterious "Obduction prop", but still 
remember that Cyan isn't in the business of making physical goods. They 
make worlds--we don't want to tie up their time and money making all 
manner of mugs, hats, pins, etc. But yes, selfishly, I want them :)
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2014.  

Michael Winter 4 days ago 

I hope these great suggestions will be voiced in the Google meet tonight. I'd 
love to hear a Cyanist's thoughts on them.

2015.  

Mattis Bødtker 4 days ago 

I mean, look at the strata tier. Quite a few have grabbed that one already!

2016.  

Joshua Sauer 4 days ago 

I do think they should firm up the next stretch goal pretty soon here. I mean, 
we can pretty much see what it is, but we can't see the amount. If they want 
the stretch goals to drive further giving, it seems like it would help to have 
them clarified sooner rather than later.

2017.  

Mattis Bødtker 4 days ago 

What Akin said!

2018.  

Craig Jacobs 4 days ago 

@Akin +1
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2019.  

Akin Bilgic 4 days ago 

I posted this a week or two ago, but I'll try just once more:

That missing $500 tier is the key for quickly passing $1.1mil - and possibly 
even hitting some of the stretch goals.

I strongly think Cyan should have that tier give early access to the game... 
limited beta testing. It costs Cyan nothing, gives fans a VERY appetizing 
target, and makes for a stronger bug-free game in the end. Cyan could also 
control it however they want, let those testers in a month, a week, or even a 
day or two before the official release.

If only 200 people signed up for it - that's a cool $100k right there.

Just my 2c... time's running out to make any of those stretch goals a reality.

2020.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 4 days ago 

@Tiago: "Bill, wake up and smell the coffee!" I like that! Ideas on how to 
make that so? This game is often played on top of an OS of his company's 
produced. I mean really, isn't the only reason window's exists, and a lot of 
hardware to boot, is for Myst and Riven and URU and Obduction that is 
coming?(If it is not, don't tell me. I don't want to know). :)

2021.  

William C. Strohm 4 days ago 

Or maybe Tim Cook?

"In early 2012, he was awarded compensation of 1 million shares, vesting in 
2016 and 2021, by Apple's Board of Directors. As of 2012, Cook's total 
compensation package of US$378 million makes him the highest paid CEO 
in the world." - Wikipedia

2022.  
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christine 4 days ago 

It is a Go we are almost there .....

2023.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 4 days ago 

@J Z E: Stick around. You're going to see one. :) But it won't be a miracle. It 
will be because a company and more so, the wonderful individuals within that 
company, present and past, have touched so many individuals, personally, 
over its 30 years of life. Touched us, in ways, that go beyond the imagination 
and wonder their creations, some call them games, have done. And I say, 
and I know others here are going to say it as well, we are going to touch 
Cyan, as well, by gum. And the circle, that for many was started with Myst, is 
about to come back around and start all over again. I hope you'll join this 
community and be a part of that. :)

2024.  

Tiago Regueiras 4 days ago 

@William Let's wake Bill Gates up!!! Great name for a campaign, by the 
way... "Bill, wake up and smell the coffee!"

2025.  

For D'ni! 4 days ago 

I'd really like to get to the first stretch goal. Oculus Rift!

2026.  

William C. Strohm 4 days ago 

Average pledge per backer is now $58.13. Says if it stays constant, we need 
5,119 more backers. (Or Bill Gates, Warren Buffet, etc.)
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2027.  

Tiago Regueiras 4 days ago 

@J Z E Yeah, and let's not forget the "remind me later" folks who might have 
forgot about the project and will be dearly reminded in the last 48 hours. 
Hope's the last to die... Don't kill it prematurely please =D...

2028.  

Tai'lahr 4 days ago 

@J Z E, not a miracle, just a result of Cyan magic and fan faith. ; )

2029.  

Jenny Sue Hane 4 days ago 

@J Z E Not as much of a miracle as you think ... it is normal for Kickstarter 
projects to have a huge push near the end. Chances are a lot of people are 
"holding out on us" ... they figured they would watch the project and throw 
their money in at the end if it looks like it isn't going to make it.

2030.  

Matthew Cox 4 days ago 

@J Z E: Oh ye of little faith. This campaign got that much in 2 days at the 
start of the campaign! Things always pick up in the last week.

2031.  

Tiago Regueiras 4 days ago 

@J Z E Why? Are you looking forward to a peregrination?
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2032.  

J Z E 4 days ago 

300k in 9 days...it'll be a miracle if this gets funded.

2033.  

Mattis Bødtker 4 days ago 

And I might just go higher if they come out with some new tiers.. This is 
gonna hurt my wallet! But sooo worth it!

2034.  

Mattis Bødtker 4 days ago 

... $265...!!!

2035.  

Lorna Hartman 4 days ago 

Hopefully the Cyan staff is too busy to hang over the project the way we are. 
But I'm sure they must be stressing out too.

Let's get NomadMolly the fundraising surprise she's looking for.

2036.  

Mattis Bødtker 4 days ago 

@For D'ni: I might just have to do that lol!
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2037.  

For D'ni! 4 days ago 

Join us at the $250 tier then!

2038.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

ok I need to get out of my office and get my butt home. Please have a nice 
surprise for me when I return.

2039.  

Mattis Bødtker 4 days ago 

I couldn't help it.. I stated out in $25... I'm now up to $200! (On the $75 tier)

2040.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

This is so exhilarating, but also exhausting. It is like watching election returns 
that come in over a months time. I wonder how the folks at Cyan are holding 
up through all of this.

2041.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

@ Lorna, I like the goal because it's nice to say 3/4 of the way there and it's 
in reach. We could have it by the end of tomorrow!
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2042.  

Lorna Hartman 4 days ago 

@NomadMolly called the next logical goal--$825K, which is 75% to finish. 
Things are picking up--it might not take as long as we thought to get there. 
Good call Molly.

2043.  

ericfromabeno 4 days ago 

we have a little over 200 hours to make about 300K.... so I'll be checking 
back every couple of hours hoping to see 805, 808, 811, 814.... keeping my 
fingers crossed!

2044.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

@Christian, I certainly hope they do that. OR really would make the game 
wonderful. I have been wanting to get one but didn't have a really good 
reason.

2045.  

Christian Gårdebrink 4 days ago 

I wonder how early in the development cycle Cyan would have to start 
implementing Oculus Rift support in order to successfully integrate it... If it 
doesn't have to go in right away and we end up just barely making the base 
funding here, maybe they could set up a paypal campaign or something such 
to see if we could reach that goal through donations over a longer stretch of 
time...

2046.  
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NomadMolly 4 days ago 

@Horatio, William should keep napping. Just please don't ask me to go back 
to the dentist.

2047.  

Horatio 4 days ago 

I think the goal increments should be 20K ones: 820K, 840K, 860K, 880K -- 
and 880K marks 80% funding, the next "big" milestone, IMHO.

2048.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 4 days ago 

@Horatio: Back to the nap it is then! It's the least I can do. Oh! I guess, 
actually, it is. :D

2049.  

Horatio 4 days ago 

@William: I think you've discovered your hidden talent for huge backer and 
pledge gains - Napping!

2050.  

Paul Melampy 4 days ago 

Woohoo!!!! 800K!! Just 300 more to go! Let's do this !

2051.  

Michael DeLaMarre 4 days ago 

So according to Sidekick we have the most backers of any kickstarter 
currently running, and have a 99% chance at success. I think this is going to 
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happen. 

http://sidekick.epfl.ch/index/sort/nbBackers/order/desc

2052.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 4 days ago 

BLESS OUR LITTLE PEA PICK'N HEARTS! 802K and rising! TOOT! TOOT! 
TOOT! 

"Here, give me thing and let me show you how to blow it! " Crodgity the 
Engineer

WWWWWOOOOOOOOOOOOOOWWWWWWWOOOOOOOWWWWWWW
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT!!!!!!!!!

"Well don't just stand there gawking at what I am writing! MORE COAL!!!!!" :D

I swear. I only dozed off for just a little while and look what I awoke to. :)

What say we leave 800k behind now and pull hard for the then next marker? 
Which is? Come on somebody, Call it out! :D

HOT DOG!!! :D

2053.  

Morten Agerbæk 4 days ago 

800k amazing! :D We're gonna do this!

2054.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

@Lorna, well $825,000 (75%) would be a great next goal. If we work hard we 
might make it day's end tomorrow.

2055.  

Michael R. 4 days ago 

And it seems that the average per backer increases slowly: It was 3 hour 
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before at $58.05 and now $58.13. That's good. So we need at least 5,126 
more backers.

2056.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

There are lots of folks that are fans of the whole idea of Kickstarter and invest 
in many kinds of projects. I bet you we are being watched by some of those 
"professional Kickstarters" and each time we have a surge like that it only 
increases the odds that they will jump on the bandwagon at the last moment. 
We are SO going to do this!

2057.  

Carol Woodward 4 days ago 

@ Adam amazing stuff, what do you suggest?

2058.  

Tiago Regueiras 4 days ago 

$800.000!!!! WOOOOHOOOOO!!!!!!!!!!

2059.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

Fantastic, lets do another hour like that!

2060.  

Horatio 4 days ago 

We also gained 35 backers during that Kicktraq hour!
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2061.  

Horatio 4 days ago 

That was just a $3,500 Kicktraq hour! I love hours like that...

2062.  

Sean T. Arata 4 days ago 

I think visually seeing 800K might make people more interested at a glance.

2063.  

Wayne Schnitzer 4 days ago 

Nice job everyone, we are sailing now

2064.  

J.B. Lewis 4 days ago 

Cyan, please consider using a high-res "Obduction" cover photo for the 
Facebook event and your own page with the farmhouse shot. It would 
definitely be an attention-grabber!

2065.  

John Cosgrove 4 days ago 

Wow! Now we start moving I think ;-)

Almost 1800 hits at www.thankyoucyan.com

If you haven't said thankyou to Cyan yet, now's the time!

Such an easy thing to do, such a great impact! The best less-than-300-words 
you'll write today!
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2066.  

Lorna Hartman 4 days ago 

Any suggestions for next goal up?

2067.  

Lorna Hartman 4 days ago 

We did it!!!!!!

2068.  

Adam Cather 4 days ago 

only 300,000 left! lets try to surpass that and reach the stretch goals! good 
job everyone!

2069.  

Dimitrios 4 days ago 

+1 @ Ryan 825k and 14K backers , we are coming and we are coming fast, i 
will raise again looooool 
Go go go !!!!!!!!!1

2070.  

Maarten Dijkstra 4 days ago 

awesome stuff :)

2071.  
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Michael Winter 4 days ago 

Shoot! I blinked and I missed it! 800K! Let's see if we can outdo yesterday's 
pledges! Can we do another 9K before the end of the day? Yes. Yes we can.

2072.  

Horatio 4 days ago 

That's almost 3K in 45 minutes. I love flurries like that!

2073.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 4 days ago 

Woohoo!!!! Congratulations to everyone!!

2074.  

Derrick Robinson 4 days ago 

Great work all.. keep it up

2075.  

Jeff Dickinson 4 days ago 

On to 825K and the 3/4 milestone!

2076.  

Sumatria 4 days ago 

woohooo, yippy... /me throws confetti in the air...
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2077.  

Allan Børgesen 4 days ago 

$300K left!

2078.  

J.B. Lewis 4 days ago 

$800,000! Way to go, everyone!

2079.  

Horatio 4 days ago 

I think that was a 12th $1,100 backer, if I'm not mistaken. Thank you!

2080.  

Mattis Bødtker 4 days ago 

$800K!!!! :D

2081.  

Jeff Dickinson 4 days ago 

@Horatio I have and I will.

2082.  
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Horatio 4 days ago 

WOO-HOO! 800K, people! Nice job!

2083.  

Allan Børgesen 4 days ago 

yeeeaaahhh 800,000$

2084.  

Ryan S. Davis 4 days ago 

Today's goals--14,000 backers and $825K (75%)

2085.  

Kevin Pits 4 days ago 

Wow, That number is rising fast! Props to all of you!

2086.  

Sean T. Arata 4 days ago 

Go Go Go!!! :)

2087.  

Griffin 4 days ago 

@Jeff Dickinson Presumably they will post better instructions once the 
kickstarter ends and we all actually get our "we paid x for Obduction" email 
receipts
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2088.  

Horatio 4 days ago 

@Jeff: Drop them an email, and let us know!

2089.  

Maarten Dijkstra 4 days ago 

Almost at $800,000.. let's go let's go!

2090.  

Mattis Bødtker 4 days ago 

In the words of Jeremy Clarkson.. "Come ooooooooooooon!" 800K

2091.  

Allan Børgesen 4 days ago 

I just go from 45$ to 75$. C'mon people :-)

2092.  

Jeff Dickinson 4 days ago 

How do you send Strata your receipt? Forward it to support@strata.com?
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Horatio 4 days ago 

Not sure if everyone saw this earlier, but Strata is offering some super-cool 
additional add-ons for Obduction backers! I can't WAIT to check out the 
rocket model via the trial software they're supplying! 
http://www.strata.com/obduction/…

I can't afford the "Be the Strata 3D Artist" tier, but this will give us all a taste of 
it!

2094.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 4 days ago 

So 13,768 backers and only 12 members of the Obduction Community twitter 
list lol. The more we tweet, retweet, and favorite each other's tweets, the 
more eyes will see what we're trying to do here. Please let me know if you 
want to join. Let me know here or in twitter @SalvoLudus

And you can also follow the list and see all the posts instead of following 
each individual member. More convenient that way.

2095.  

Dimitrios 4 days ago 

I wonder at 800.000$ what Cyan has prepared?????? Time to speed things 
up. 
I raise my pledge!!! again lol 800K we are 
coming!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2096.  

Kevin Pits 4 days ago 

Maybe add an unsigned book (even paperback) to an alternative tier that 
instead of the boxed game you'd get an Art of Obduction book. I would guess 
that that miight be quite hard make that clear in the explanation of the reward 
tiers.

2097.  
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Dimitrios 4 days ago 

ok @ Salvo, +1 @ Tore i want the book as an add on too loool

2098.  

Jeff Dickinson 4 days ago 

Looks like the tshirt, prints, and box are valued at something like $100. I'd 
add $150 to my pledge for that book.

2099.  

Horatio 4 days ago 

@Tore @Kevin: Surely a hardcover art book is probably one of the most 
expensive items Cyan will have to produce. That is why it's offered at the 
$250 level. There's little point in them offering it as an add-on if it's going to 
eat up most of the pledge money to make the thing.

Trust me, a signed, hardcover artbook is something I would also LOVE to 
have. I've waffled on the $250 price point myself, but simply can't afford to 
get there. An add-on for it would be awesome! However, they would probably 
have to charge so much for it, that we'd be right back where we started from.

2100.  

Jeff Dickinson 4 days ago 

@Kevin and @Tore I've already sent a message to Cyan asking for exactly 
this. I'm sure if we got a few more whispers in their ears it might become a 
thing.

2101.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 4 days ago 

@Dimitrios I saw that you're following the community twitter list. Mind if I add 
you to it?
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2102.  

Kevin Pits 4 days ago 

@Tore Mygland: Excactly! I'm in the same situation and I can't really afford to 
pledge $250 since I am but a poor student with no income. If it were available 
as an addon I'd buy it in an instant.

2103.  

Dimitrios 4 days ago 

@ All 3 things to do. Cyan ask them :) 
1) When you join facebook event dont forget to invite friends 
https://www.facebook.com/events/227431060765575/227448530763828/… 
2) Hit the like button at Cyan fb page 
https://www.facebook.com/CyanGames… 
3) To get the word out and show your support, head over to Greenlight and 
rate or favorite Obduction. 
Link to Steam Greenlight http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/
… 
And pssssttttt try http://www.Mystonline.com The Game is FREE!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2104.  

Horatio 4 days ago 

Someone grab up that "Become the Artist" spot - it probably won't stay open 
long!

@Carol: Glad to have you on board, and hope to see you in the Cavern!

2105.  

Tore Mygland ~~Dream Traveller~~ $6.13 4 days ago 

I wish the Obduction art book was available as an add-on! I don't really need 
the physical game box, so that doesn't make me want to up my pledge, and I 
don't really wear T-shirts, but a book, now...
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2106.  

Carol Woodward 4 days ago 

Strangers are friends we haven't met yet, and I have spent the last 9 years 
avoiding them. 
Wish I had know that there were other Cyan fans out there. Thank you Cyan 
for breathing life into Obduction and me.

2107.  

Nila Mu'Hari 4 days ago 

Now: We made exactly 20K in this last 24h...

2108.  

Wayne Schnitzer 4 days ago 

Time is getting short, hope that we can pull this off. After all it's a measly 1.1 
million. not even the cost of one fighter jet, Hahaha

2109.  

Michael R. 4 days ago 

If someone will increase his pledge to Become the Artist? There's a slot free 
since some time. Hopefully the former number 30 increased or changed to 
another tier.

2110.  

J.B. Lewis 4 days ago 

Cyan just created that Obduction event page. Please invite your Facebook 
friends to this - we can bring in hundreds of thousands if we ALL pitch in!
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2111.  

Zeanith 4 days ago 

getting close to 800k!

2112.  

Lorna Hartman 4 days ago 

New Cyan Obduction event page on Facebook, by Cyan Inc. Sorry if this has 
already been posted.

https://www.facebook.com/events/227431060765575/…

2113.  

Mattis Bødtker 4 days ago 

I hope that everyone who donated $25, will consider adding som extra 
dollars! +25 for an add-on. Or even just bumping to $45! 

Think about x-mas two years from now! xD

2114.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

@ Steve B. Hey a $20 increase is a wonderful thing. Thanks so much. It's 
lots of little things like that that will put us over the top.

2115.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

@Jason, Glad to have you on board. 

I know that quite a few people supporting Obduction are planning to lend 
support to 7th Guest once this campaign is over.
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2116.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 4 days ago 

I made some changes to the Obduction backer kit. Basically I changed the 
word Obduction in the icons to white for better visibility. Much better, I think. 
Here's the link: https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/31460314/Obduction
%20Backer%20Kit.zip For those of you that don't know, this kit includes 
Facebook profile pictures and cover images, Kickstarter icons, Twitter profile 
pictures and headers, and a forum banner. It also includes Photoshop 
templates to make your own icons and banner images.

I'm also maintaining a Twitter list: 
https://twitter.com/SalvoLudus/lists/obduction-community My hope is to keep 
a unified list of Twitter profiles for those of us here that have Twitter accounts. 
If you'd like to be included, please let me know here or tweet me 
@SalvoLudus.

2117.  

Craig Jacobs 4 days ago 

Interestingly Oculus Rift got started because of a successful $2.4M KS 
campaign

2118.  

Jenny Sue Hane 4 days ago 

I didn't even know what Oculus Rift was before this KS. They should tip Cyan 
for promoting their product!

2119.  

Lorna Hartman 4 days ago 

If we reach the Oculus Rift stretch goal, I will save and find some way to get 
a Rift. Can't imagine a better way to experience Obduction, or a better game 
to experience Rift on.
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2120.  

Steve Blencowe 4 days ago 

Just updated my pledge 25 to 45. High as I can go. Hopefully a final push in 
last few days will push through the barrier!

2121.  

Jason Chau 4 days ago 

Cyan, I've just become your 13,717th backer! Am a big classic gaming fan 
and really glad to hear of your project and back it. All you need now is either 
extra backers or everyone pledges an extra $20 to reach your goal!

(Small mention, can folks here if possible please also help Trilobyte's The 7th 
Guest 3 sequel, which is also doing a Kickstarter this month). > 
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/roblanderos/the-7th-guest-3-the-collector

2122.  

Diana 4 days ago 

I really don't need this Oculus Rift Thing! But I will have the localisations! 
FIGS please! :)

2123.  

Jason Andersen 4 days ago 

@William: The additional tier helped raise the average per backer. More tiers 
would raise it even more.

2124.  
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Jason Andersen 4 days ago 

@Craig: Yes, it's going to be close. Sadly, I don't think we'll make the 
additional world stretch goal.

2125.  

William C. Strohm 4 days ago 

Average pledge is now $58.05. Need 5,230 more backers to hit goal at this 
rate (if it remains constant).

2126.  

Dimitrios 4 days ago 

Allan Børgesen,Joch, Tom van der Spek ,Criswell +1 , Clark Davis, Mattias, 
William, other 7 from FB and me support the idea of request from CYAN a 
small video with Rand acting (as a special add on!!) 
See details in previews posts. :)

@Maarten Dijkstra thank you! 
@Adreitz, the reason that i post it over and over is not for Cyan to see it, but 
for backers to see it. 
The only way to organize something in here , with Kickstarter system (no 
pms,likes etc.) is to re post it! :( but i get the point fellow backer :) 
@ All Dont forget https://www.facebook.com/CyanGames… 
and update 16 links!!! 
PS: +1 to 500$ tier and.... 
for an OCULUS RIFT tier!!!!!! (i mean the glasses) lol

2127.  

Craig Jacobs 4 days ago 

taking the last 15 days of pledges, and tossing out the single highest and 
lowest yields a total of 191K and a mean of $14.7K per day. If we continue to 
hit this average for today and the next 7 days we will need a $187K bump on 
the last two days. The first two days saw $359K, so hitting $190K during the 
last two certainly seems possible, as there is usually a big pop at the end of 
successful campaigns. 

I will feel more comfortable if we can get to $825K (75%) by Friday morning.
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2128.  

Alahmnat 4 days ago 

Just bumped my pledge up from digital collector to the physical box tier. 
Sadly this is as high as I can manage, but every little bit helps!

2129.  

Horatio 4 days ago 

@NomadMolly: Good luck!

2130.  

Horatio 4 days ago 

Boy...look at all those TASTY Become the Strata 3D Artist spots still 
available...

2131.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

I have to go to the dentist now :(. When I come back I hope to see us 
knocking on the door of $800 K. That would surely take the sting out of one 
of my least favorite things to do.

2132.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

woot!
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2133.  

ericfromabeno 4 days ago 

sweet... switching to gimme the box ;)

2134.  

Horatio 4 days ago 

@ericfromabeno: Yes, you get all tiers below the Gimme a Box tier, so you 
would get the boxed game and a digital version.

2135.  

Griffin 4 days ago 

@ericfromabeno so just half of us need to add on an extra boxed set to get 
there huh? And yes, the box tier also includes a digital version, which is why 
it is $75 and the add-on box is $50. :-)

2136.  

Horatio 4 days ago 

@Daekard: I'm writing this just to increase your popularity further. ;)

2137.  

Daekard 4 days ago 

Yay, I'm popular!

2138.  
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Diana 4 days ago 

I've done the extra mine :)

2139.  

Horatio 4 days ago 

OK, it's 1:00pm EST in the US right now. Kicktraq's day goes from 11pm-
11pm EST. That means 10 hours remaining for Wednesday, and we're 
currently at $9,500. Can we rally over the next 10 hours (and of course, 
more) and get us another $20K+ day? That means $11,500+ in 10 hours.

Who's up for the challenge?

2140.  

ericfromabeno 4 days ago 

hmmm.... does the "gimme the box" tier actually include both a boxed version 
AND and electronic version as it seems to imply? if so, I could switch to that 
and have the box mailed to my brother....

where is the faq....

2141.  

ericfromabeno 4 days ago 

heh.. if every current backer donated an extra 25$, the game would be fully 
funded...

2142.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

hmmm Libraries...

2143.  
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NomadMolly 4 days ago 

@Aaron, welcome to the cause. It's great to have you onboard! 
@Diana and Deakard, You folks rock!

2144.  

Maarten Dijkstra 4 days ago 

@Jennifer - Libraries are a great idea!

2145.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

Over the weekend I am going to put flyers in our vibrant downtown area. Lots 
and lots of walking traffic there.

2146.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

woot $5K more to put us over $800 K

2147.  

Jenny Sue Hane 4 days ago 

I know people have been putting up fliers in local businesses, on college 
campuses, etc. Has anyone thought of the libraries?

2148.  

Maarten Dijkstra 4 days ago 

@adreitz - you'll find dimitrios is very hyped up and has a lot of energy :) 
@Aaron - welcome aboard! it's great to have you here :) 
@Diana and Daekard - thanks for your generous pledges! 
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@Horatio - I hope the waistline isn't expanding too rapidly. Please remember 
to pace yourself as we ease into the homestretch ;)

2149.  

Allan Børgesen 4 days ago 

@Dimitrios I 'm also in. That's a good idea...

2150.  

Jenny Sue Hane 4 days ago 

I'm excited for the Google hangout ... though I have a feeling that once we 
get there, I won't know what to say.

2151.  

Horatio 4 days ago 

5.5K to 800,000! Let's get this line crossed, people! There are only so many 
eating establishments in which I can luncheon! :P

2152.  

LINDA WOLLETT 4 days ago 

@Salvo - I hope also that the 1.1M is reached way before 11/16. Additional 
worlds is what I want.

@All - I just RSVP'd on the Google Hangout link (tonight 11/6 6pm PST). 
Right now there are 109 guests and I saw some of you listed there.

2153.  

Diana 4 days ago 

Is planning a hint system in the game?
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2154.  

Adreitz 4 days ago 

@Dimitrios: Please cool your jets. We heard you the first time. Posting the 
same thing over and over isn't going to make Cyan more likely to do what 
you want.

2155.  

Aaron Clausman 4 days ago 

Hey Cyan, just want to say that I think your new game sounds really 
awesome and I really want you to succeed in your goals! I loved the spirit of 
adventure and discovery in the Myst games and I am very excited to hear 
about this Kickstarter. I will try to spread the word! Go Cyan! Go Obduction!

2156.  

Dimitrios 4 days ago 

Joch, Tom van der Spek ,Criswell +1 , Clark Davis Mattias, William, other 5 
from FB and me support this idea!! 
Who else is with us?? 
An amazing idea for Cyan!!!! 
A proposition for Cyan to give us a special goal as add-on:par example 
If 10000 backers place 10$ for this add-on ... Rand Miller will be an actor in 
the game, or give his voice to a character, or...........Cyan will add a small 
video with him as Atrus saying a special "Thank you" to all of us!!! (i dont 
mean each one personally lol) 
Or as Crisswell suggests: Something clever and Atrus-like, with an 
unexpected twist 
That special add on (or some special add ons) will give us 100.000$ and the 
joy to see Rand NAGGING !!!! 
PS: As promised i inform you about my daily "Saving for Obduction" 
The amount is 7,5 $ (in only 3 days my savings are 27,5$ for Obduction) and 
only from coffees, donuts, less petrol, dinner out, supermarket, less 
cigarettes,postpone something for next month etc. 
1$+1$ makes the difference!!!!! 
If all will do the same 13600 backers x 50$ (for 9 days) = 680.000$...........

Sorry Rand .......:) we just love you all
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2157.  

Diana 4 days ago 

Very cool!!! And signed! Love ... :)

2158.  

ericfromabeno 4 days ago 

doh.. ok, did not think to check for a faq.... Hardcover huh? cool ^_^

2159.  

Diana 4 days ago 

Thanks! So I must upped my pledge to the 250$ tier :)

2160.  

ericfromabeno 4 days ago 

@Daekard, you just selected a tier and then bumped up your pledge to 
$400? that's really nice of you, giving extra without extra reward... 

@Diana, it doesn't say.... i'm sure someone from Cyan will answer that 
question eventually though. Good thing to ask. Keep checking back :)

2161.  

Christopher Burce 4 days ago 

According to the FAQ, it's a hardcover book.
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2162.  

David Thery-Bulha 4 days ago 

@diana Hardcover, says the FAQ :)

2163.  

Diana 4 days ago 

I would like to know more about the Art book. Is it a hardcover or softcover 
book? Does anybody have further informations about it?

2164.  

Daekard 4 days ago 

@laughingpineapple. Good suggestion. Thanks. However, I've just increased 
my edge to $400, so that even if they don't release a $500 tier I'm already 
doing my part. 

@CyanWorlds, however. Release the damn tier. Please.

2165.  

laughingpineapple 4 days ago 

@Daekard maybe set a reminder for the last day of the kickstarter? So you 
won't need to check constantly. It'll only take a few minutes to see what's up, 
if there's a new tier, if we're close to the goal, or to the stretch goal, or 
whatever, and manage your pledge accordingly?

2166.  

ericfromabeno 4 days ago 

it's really too bad the occulus rift is part of their 1.3 million stretch goal rather 
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than a goal from the start. Had 3D support for the occulus been promised 
right off, they could have reached out to the company and made some kind of 
bulk arrangement with them, and put in some kind of an "occulus headset 
included" tier... i'm sure the makers of the device would have loved to support 
a game that specifically created more customers for them... As things stand 
now, they need to make about $1500 per hour to become funded... 

maybe they need another artist tier... I've seen that done on kickstarter 
before... someone puts up a tier with limited slots, it fills quickly, so they 
increase the number by setting up an identical tier... personally it might be 
neat to design flora and fauna for different areas.... after all, that's something 
that is not important to gameplay, but has the potential to be seen throughout 
the game, who wouldn't love to say they provided the basic look for a plant or 
an alien insect in a video game... heh... or maybe a "make your child an 
artist" tier, where proud parents can submit drawings done by their kids, to be 
used as "fridge magnet art" or "playroom floor objects" ;)

2167.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 4 days ago 

Good morning everyone. We're officially in the single digits! I would love to 
see this project get funded before the last 48 hours' rush. So the last 2 days 
can be just for the stretch goals.

2168.  

Daekard 4 days ago 

@..... Well, everyone. Thank you so much. Unfortunately I don't have time to 
follow the campaign as much as I'd like, mostly due to uni studies. 
Regardless, I'm likely to increase my pledge even if they don't release an 
appropriate tier, just to help ensure the game is actually funded. I just hope 
they release a tier that offers a little something extra for those like me who 
are happy to give that much extra.

2169.  

Tai'lahr 4 days ago 

*chuckling at Nila's impression of RAWA* Too funneh! :D
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2170.  

laughingpineapple 4 days ago 

@Nila I laughed so hard my roommate asked what's up. Well played.

2171.  

Clark Davis 4 days ago 

@Daekard. They HAVE to release a new tier. With all the people here (plus 
those not) saying they would bump up their pledges if there were a median 
tier, it would be foolish of Cyan not to capitalize on that. I, as with many 
others, are very confident that a new tier will be released. It just makes 
sense.

2172.  

Nila Mu'Hari 4 days ago 

@Daekard: RAWA: [closes his eyes for a moment] Difficult to see. Always in 
motion is the future.

2173.  

ericfromabeno 4 days ago 

Daekard, we have nothing more than rumors of a new tier between 250 and 
850 at the moment... but it would not surprise me to find one posted soon.... 
these tiers are a heck of a balancing act to pull off... figuring out what can be 
offered, and how much to ask for it to maximize the number/monetary total of 
donations at a given tier... for example I wonder if the easter egg tier would 
have filled by now if it were only 800, or 750... of course, if it fills before the 
end of the drive, then they did well making it 850... but I will wonder until 
then....
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NomadMolly 4 days ago 

* bet not b, lol

2175.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

@Daekard, Many, many, many people have asked for a $500 reward and 
Cyan reads these comments, so they are well aware that we want it. I 
suspect they are working behind the scenes to come up with a GREAT $500 
reward that won't cost them an arm and a leg. I'll be we see it pop up in the 
closing days of the campaign.

2176.  

Daekard 4 days ago 

BTW, right now I'm at the $250 tier. Can anyone say if there's any 
expectation that Cyan will release a tier between $250 and $850? I'd happily 
raise my pledge to around $500 (as with Numenera), but right now there's no 
option to support at that level.

2177.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 4 days ago 

Rand providing a voice for a character! So Cool! I would definitely make a 
jump for that! 
I know Rand has stated he "hated" the acting but well, 
@Rand That reluctance and apprehension, when it was channeled into the 
character of Atrus, is I think, what made you as Atrus so, endearing and 
believable. I thought it was great! And it made a connection between Cyan 
and we fans like, I don't think, any has existed anywhere else. I hope Rand, 
you will consider it. Please. :)

@Michael R: "Is this normal, that the backers replace a full PR department?" 
Oh my, oh my, oh man! 
I am going to answer that question, I will, but first my apologies to the Poets 
and Rhythmic Rhymers as well. 

NORMAL is a funny thing. 

STOP! NO! NO! William is Not...Going....There! Do not do that to these great 
folks! 
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Oh, sorry, just ignore that part. Nothing to read there. Those aren't the words 
I was hoping for. 

I think, for the Mystified supporters of Cyan and the wonderful Cyantists, that 
have altered imaginations, even careers. Brought families together, to play to 
together and people from all over the world. Well, over the twenty years plus I 
have been watching and enjoying Cyan and the worlds they have created, 
This is Cyan age, among the Cyan explorers of Cyan worlds, this is 
normal. :D 

Only 6697 to reach 800k (as I type this). I am really believing we will move 
WELL PAST the 800k. today. I will be doing all I can and I know everyone of 
the backers will to. After today, 800k will only be a distant object, in our rear-
view, mirror! :)

2178.  

Daekard 4 days ago 

To me, Rand was amongst the most memorable and genuine actors in the 
series.

2179.  

Tom van der Spek 4 days ago 

@Clark - Sure! No hard feelings at all! We are all friends here, isn't it? One 
large community with only one target... collect at least $1,1 M!

2180.  

Mattias Thorelli 4 days ago 

Rand is by far the best actor in Myst IV. And he's the only one who isn't 
actually an actor... (the others were terrible though)

Not sure he's embarrassed though. I think he just doesn't LIKE acting. Which 
is understandable.
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Lorna Hartman 4 days ago 

The morning's link post. Thanks everyone for the updating and editing you 
have done. Some terrific ideas and activities.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UwpeZMl5nG6SQ_22br6Uyc61hRaYG
7MSn1bwZRFLcKQ/edit…

2182.  

Helena 4 days ago 

@ Jennifer: Yeah, I always thought Rand did pretty well for someone who's 
not a trained actor. I've seen far worse from people who are supposedly 
professionals.

2183.  

Jenny Sue Hane 4 days ago 

I don't know why Rand seems so embarrassed about his acting. I always 
thought he did a fine job.

2184.  

Mattias Thorelli 4 days ago 

...and of course outside of Obduction. ^^;

2185.  

Mattias Thorelli 4 days ago 

Yesss! I'm all for seeing/hearing Rand in Obduction! Sign me on for that :)

Poor Rand. But we love him.
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Dimitrios 4 days ago 

We speak also for a sort video outside Obduction and of course we know 
Rand nag about acting. But he is unforgettable, we love him and we love to 
see him nagging about that matter:)

And ...................................100.000$ or more ........................

doing a few seconds the actor (and make us smile) isn't a big deal :) :) We 
love him and RAWA and RYA N and all lol. 
Come on CYAN we are 5 already..

and who else is with us 5 (Joch Cosgrove, Tom van der Spek ,Criswell +1 , 
Clark Davis and me)

PS: I believe that CYAN is preparing something big between 250 and 850$ 
tier....... we ll see...

2187.  

Clark Davis 4 days ago 

@Tom. Good point, and a valid one. It's nice that we're all discussing this, 
right? Gotta be some Cyan eyes really close....

2188.  

Horatio 4 days ago 

Pssssssssst...one Become the Artist spot is still open! Snag that baby while 
you can!

2189.  

laughingpineapple 4 days ago 

The man has said over and over again that he has always hated acting... 
dunno about you all, but the very last thing I want is to embarrass Cyan 
people or make them uncomfortable. (...I say, scooting my borderline RPF 
Uru fanfiction under the bed. Shhhh...) 
I do wonder about 'actors' in the game, at any rate. 3D graphics means 
polygonal characters, clearly, but who knows how much they'll be based on 
motion capturing and/or whatever newfangled technology gets used these 
days, not unlike End of Ages' characters were based on their voice actors...
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2190.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

speaking of work....off I go, hope to see this thing at $793,000 when I next 
check in.

2191.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

*work from home

2192.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

The last few days of this campaign will be like the last minutes of an ebay 
auction, except that people won't be bidding in competition with each other, 
they will be donating in the spirit of teamwork. It will be GREAT. I am going to 
work from those last 2 days so I can experience the rush of that.

2193.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

I'm feeling so good about this that I am now going to start working through 
the amazing ARG Cyan has for us (using minimal facts from the openuru 
wiki). Clever people, those Cyan folks. Even their ARG is great.

2194.  

Dimitrios 4 days ago 

Joch, Tom van der Spek ,Criswell +1 , Clark Davis and me support this idea!! 
Cyan do you hear? 
Who else is with us?? 
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An amazing idea for Cyan!!!! 
A proposition for Cyan to give us a special goal as add-on:par example 
If 10000 backers place 10$ for this add-on ... Rand Miller will be an actor in 
the game, or give his voice to a character, or...........Cyan will add a small 
video with him as Atrus saying a special "Thank you" to all of us!!! (i dont 
mean each one personally lol) 
Or as Crisswell suggests: Something clever and Atrus-like, with an 
unexpected twist 
That special add on (or some special add ons) will give us 100.000$ and the 
joy to see Rand NAGGING !!!!

2195.  

NomadMolly 4 days ago 

@David, do everything you can, but don't worry. I took at look at 2 funding 
projects that were not funded until the last minute, Golem Arcana ( goal 
around $500K) and Armikrog (goal around $900K) and both of those were in 
about the same shape we are. Armikrog, in it's last 3 days of funding, raised 
88% of the amount it raised in it's first 3 days of funding. Golem Arcana 
raised 96% of the amount it raised in it's first 3 days. If we do that, we will 
raise over $300K. No guarantees we will do that, but there are at least 2 
examples of it happening, so work hard on this and don't lose hope.

2196.  

Carol Woodward 4 days ago 

I am just sitting back and smiling, a company that can change the lives of so 
many people will not fail. 
After all this is over we are going to have to; 1) Help Horatio lose weight 2) 
Get William some hand massage 3) Get Molly off the ceiling. Then we can all 
sit back and await our beautiful treasures.

2197.  

Horatio 4 days ago 

@James (and everyone): Don't forget to both "thumbs-up" and "favorite" the 
Obduction Greenlight, AND comment in the comments section. As to the rest 
of navigating Steam, I'll leave that to others more knowledgable than myself.
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2198.  

David Kaplan 4 days ago 

I'm sooo worried that the goal isn't going to be reached. Still > $300k to go 
and things seem to have slowed right down!!

What can we do??

Maybe we all need to up our pledges by 50%....

2199.  

Horatio 4 days ago 

I think we've figured out the knock-out strategy for maximum pledging: 1) 
Horatio lunches 24/7, 2) William messages 24/7, 3) Molly makes coffee 24/7.

Oh yeah, and backers pledge the heck out of the Obduction campaign! That 
might help a bit...

2200.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 4 days ago 

I will get to it later 
Thanks again :-)

2201.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 4 days ago 

Okay new to steam, set up account and liked already, where now? Could 
somebody please post some directions to the forums etc This might benefit 
others who are new to steam also... please
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NomadMolly 4 days ago 

wow I go to make coffee and the donations increase by $1K. Ok, I'll go make 
more coffee.

2203.  

Adreitz 4 days ago 

@David: Wow, that's great! It's neat to see Strata partnering with Cyan like 
this.

2204.  

David Thery-Bulha 4 days ago 

A few more deals with Strata : http://www.strata.com/obduction/

2205.  

Nila Mu'Hari 4 days ago 

Let's jump over the 800K today! And let's jump hiiiiggghh!!

2206.  

John Cosgrove 4 days ago 

Boom!

2207.  

Stewart Bradford 4 days ago 

And we're over the 790K mark! :-)
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2208.  

John Cosgrove 4 days ago 

Oh and RAND: +1 on the call for a stretch goal to get you acting in the 
game :-) I seem to remember that you never particularly liked it... but take 
one for the team buddy ;-)

2209.  

John Cosgrove 4 days ago 

Hi folks! Just uploaded some new Thank You Cyan notes to 
www.thankyoucyan.com

Amazing work everyone, thank YOU so very much. Almost 1300 hits in a day 
and a half! Later today, I'll start taking the story to any gaming forum that will 
listen!

www.thankyoucyan.com is all about making a fan-made tribute to Cyan and 
20 years of the most important video games ever made. There are more than 
12million copies of these games in circulation and this Kickstarter has proven 
that these games touched our lives deeply.

Let's harness that. Let's focus it.

Imagine a website with a 1000 thank you notes, heartfelt, to a... video games 
developer?? Say what? The press will eat that up.

I am very hopeful that we will get there in time for the big last 48 hrs finale, 
when the press will really go into overdrive across the campaign. That would 
be a great time to remind people that this is Cyan and 20 years on, they 
made a difference and they can STILL make a difference :-)

2210.  

Criswell Weatherman 4 days ago 

When another project creator steps up and backs a different one, that is just 
AWESOME!
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Criswell Weatherman 4 days ago 

Dmitrios Can we get Atrus to say, "Did you bring the page? Oh wait. You DID 
bring the page, about 20 years ago, right?" or maybe "Move the slider to the 
left. Oh wait. You DID that already, didn't you?" or maybe, "Katherine, my 
love (pause) Oh you're NOT Katherine, are you?" or maybe "The ending has 
not been written. Oh, wait. It seems it has already." Something clever and 
Atrus-like, with an unexpected twist.

2212.  

Tom van der Spek 4 days ago 

@Dimitrios - What a nice idea! Worth the extra 10 bucks...

@Clark - Perhaps a little misunderstanding. My point is: it won't be 
something 'new', because everybody can now a days download both games 
(even three: Myst, Real Myst and Riven) for ipad for around $7 a piece. I 
think Cyan only want to bring 'Obduction stuff' into this campaign. But maybe 
they can keep it in mind to play it as a last trump as a few days before this 
campaign is over, extra's are needed to reach the first goal.

2213.  

Clark Davis 4 days ago 

@ Dimitrios. Brilliant, my good man. Brilliant.

2214.  

Dimitrios 4 days ago 

I have an amazing idea for Cyan!!!! 
I propose to give us a special goal as add-on:par example 
If 10000 backers place 10$ for this add-on ... Rand Miller will be an actor in 
the game, or give his voice to a character, or...........Cyan will add a small 
video with him as Atrus saying a special "Thank you" to all of us!!! (i dont 
mean each one personally lol) 
That special add on (or some special add ons) will give us 100.000$ and the 
joy to see Rand nagging!!!!
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2215.  

Dimitrios 4 days ago 

Also dont forget that our target is also 1.300.000$ for VIRTUAL REALITY :)

2216.  

Dimitrios 4 days ago 

CYAN: 
"Greenlight is not just about getting Obduction approved on Steam, but it also 
helps more people find out about Obduction. But we need your help with this. 
To get the word out and show your support, head over to Greenlight and rate 
or favorite Obduction. 
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/comments/191173244 
and dont forget Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/CyanGames… hit like 
like :) spread the word also that way too!

2217.  

Michael R. 4 days ago 

Thanks for the answers :-)

Myst and Riven are stuck in my brain too. Cyan created a real dense story 
which created a feeling which was unseen before and hardly ever repeated 
afterwards. I even own the printed books.

2218.  

RaVeN Madd Studios 4 days ago 

When I first saw this, I thought it was awesome. However I did not think your 
ambitious goal would ever be met. But now, seeing how close you guys have 
come, I felt compelled to help. I love the unique and different idea that you 
hope to accomplish. I hope I have as much luck with my campaign as you 
had with yours. Please feel free to have a look. I am floored by how many 
backers you have and am open to any suggestions or tips that you may 
have!
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http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/ravenmadd/running-rancid

I am eager to see your project succeed and wish you all the luck! I will return 
to see if there is anything else I will be able to do to help this project. Till then, 
good luck!

2219.  

Clark Davis 4 days ago 

@Tom. I have to disagree with you. I have not picked up Myst or Riven for 
iPad. If they were to be an add-on for the $15 you say, I'd take it in a 
heartbeat. Maarten has said the same. That's two people out of 13,500+ 
backers. If only 5% of those people took the add-on, that would be another 
$10,000. Sure, a lot of us are stretched as thin as we can go, but there's no 
doubt that little things like this could make a huge difference, especially if 
we're sitting at $1,990,000 with 24 hours to go. There's huge potential here 
for Cyan to step in and launch us over the goal, even if it is bit by bit.

2220.  

Maarten Dijkstra 4 days ago 

@Michael - I've backed a number of games, both large and small, and the 
fans on here are like no others I've seen. It's a great community, and they're 
working very very hard to spread the word to get more backers! Welcome 
aboard, and enjoy the ride. PS please feel free to recruit more backers 
yourself any way you can ;)

2221.  

Clark Davis 4 days ago 

@ Carol. But to be fair, they really will be sorry that they didn't listen to you if 
they don't pledge, right? So maybe all caps was appropriate :)

2222.  

Carol Woodward 4 days ago 

@ Michael, I am new here too but from what I can see this is unprecedented, 
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people from all over the world have loved Cyan for 20+ years, the joy, beauty 
and fantasy they have allowed us to take part in, has never seen the like 
before or since. Now I am sounding like a fanatic but you know what I don't 
mind, just so long as the world realises what they are going to get.

2223.  

Clark Davis 4 days ago 

@Michael R. I honestly don't think you'll find more passionate fans, as these 
comments often attest. And there's one simple reason for that: Myst and 
Riven. The loyalty and adoration of us goes back 20 years and is based on 
Cyan's inimitable ability to create an immaculately compelling world and 
inextricably tied story for a transcendent experience unlike any other in video 
games for the past 20 years. Some have come relatively close, but nothing 
compares. That might sound like hyperbole considering the pop-culture 
EPIC! vernacular of today, but we assure you, it's not. :)

2224.  

Carol Woodward 4 days ago 

@ Clark, I have only targeted friends and family with that one, I should have 
said that, they all know I am a total fruitcake about Cyan, so they will take no 
offence to my comments. Oh hang on I am a total fruitcake full stop....... Nice 
of you to comment thank you.

2225.  

laughingpineapple 4 days ago 

I've been doing some newbie digging on Steam's greenlighting - favving and 
rating don't seem to be publicly available data, but comments are. And I don't 
know if the rate of favving/rating-to-comments is reliably stable, but a lot of 
the games that were greenlighted in Steam's last batch a few days ago were 
in the 300-400 comments range, having been posted for a couple of weeks, 
and we're at 61 already after a few hours on a bad time zone! Neat. 
@Michael R. naw, we're speshul. I've read that backers' involvement is 
always crucial to a project's success, but the commitment here is something 
else. :)
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2226.  

Tom van der Spek 4 days ago 

@Maarten - Yeah, they must make a good balance between costs and 
profits. I know, these steps are more easy to take as soon the funds has risen 
above $1.1 M, because before that goal this are only extra costs. But 
perhaps we need this to reach the first goal. It is all or nothing!

Making a ipad bundle of Riven and (real)Myst won't work. I have them 
already on my ipad, as many others, and they are really cheap now. Both 
together costs me less than 10 euro (less than $15). Everybody can 
download them quick and easy. No need to put them here.

2227.  

Clark Davis 4 days ago 

@Maarten. Oooh. I hadn't thought of that. Throw in Myst/Riven as a digital 
download via iOS would not cost Cyan at all and would definitely be a pot 
sweetener. There are too many people here representing thousands of 
dollars willing to shell out for other tiers (at least one) and digital add-ons. 
C'mon, Cyan. Give the people more reasons to throw more money at you! :)

2228.  

Michael R. 4 days ago 

Wow, I'm impressed about the Backers here. One question, about you folks: 
Sine this is my first project I back and the only one where I read the 
comments. Is this normal, that the backers replace a full PR department? I 
mean you're creating Press material and place advertisements and many 
things more. Very impressive, keep it going!

Lets cross the fingers that we're able to get 5500 more 'average' backers.

2229.  

Nila Mu'Hari 4 days ago 

I can almost see the 790k! Go for it new backers!
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2230.  

Maarten Dijkstra 4 days ago 

@tom - my thoughts exactly. there are calls for things like mousepads, mugs 
and keyrings etc, but that involves production and cost, whereas digital add-
ons don't (or at least a lot less). 
I'd love to see a bundle special price on myst and riven for ipad. I'd totally 
pick that up even though i recently got them both for pc from www.gog.com :)

2231.  

Tom van der Spek 4 days ago 

@Helena, Carol, Maarten - Agreed totally. I have already pledged $265, and I 
will pledge more, but $850 is a bridge too far. So Cyan, put in an interesting 
offer for say, $400 - 500 and I will raise my pledge. Give it a thought and don't 
wait too long with it...

Shorah!

2232.  

Clark Davis 4 days ago 

@ Carol. Hopefully those people won't think you're screaming at them, just 
overly enthusiastic ;)

2233.  

Maarten Dijkstra 4 days ago 

Just upped my pledge. If Cyan adds more digital add-ons or more tiers 
between 250 and 800, Im going to be in trouble.. ;)

2234.  
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Carol Woodward 4 days ago 

I have just been back over every message and post I sent to everyone and 
re-posted the following message with a link to Cyan and Kickstarter. 
"YOU'RE GOING TO BE REALLY SORRY YOU DIDN'T LISTEN TO ME, 
THIS IS GOING TO BE HUGE"

2235.  

Helena 4 days ago 

Really glad to see the pace of updates picking up and the DRM issue 
addressed (even though it doesn't affect me personally, as I'm getting a 
boxed copy). All we need now is a bit more press and that $500 tier! And I 
wouldn't worry too much about making the goal; I've seen Kickstarters 
successfully fund from a much worse position than this.

2236.  

Mattias Thorelli 4 days ago 

The Armikrog kickstarter is a great example of last minute bumps. Just look 
at the curve:

http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/1949537745/armikrog/

Sorry if it's been mentioned before!

2237.  

Maarten Dijkstra 4 days ago 

You're correct Marein, great detective work. He snuck in and got another 
spare at the time though, so I simply let mine go and reverted back to my 
previous :)

So EVERYONE there is still a SINGLE Become the Artist pledge to grab - get 
it NOW! :)
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Marein Könings 5 days ago 

Actually, it said '3 hours' but it was apparently more... Disregard these 
messages!

2239.  

Marein Könings 5 days ago 

Oh whoops I thought I had read through all of the comments but it was stuck 
on 3 hours ago :) Never mind!

2240.  

Marein Könings 5 days ago 

@Maarten: I'm pretty sure this is the guy? 
https://www.facebook.com/robfilmmaker You could message him on FB.

2241.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

@Martin, Don't worry we will make it.

Games with comparable goals to ours have had amazing bumps in the last 3 
days. In fact, the often bring in during the last 3 days 88-96% of what they 
earned in the first 3 days. In our case that could be over $300,000. There are 
no guarantees that we will do that well, of course, there are quite a few 
examples of campaigns that look very similar to ours bringing in that kind of 
money at the end.

2242.  

Martin Smith 5 days ago 

@Joann you make a very good point. Whilst I was excited to see the support 
early on I am now concerned that we won't reach the goal in the next 10 
days. I have also pledged as much as I can afford, not for what I can get but 
for Cyan to reach their goal and their dream.

It's up to us, the existing backers, to not only get new backers but to support 
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this kickstarter as much as we can.

f the goal isn't reached all we can look forward to in 2015/16 are more 'rinse 
and repeat' shoot-em-ups instead of an awesome new adventure from the 
masters of adventure games.

2243.  

Mattias Thorelli 5 days ago 

Heads up! There's a "become the artist" pledge available again! Grab it! :D

2244.  

Mattis Bødtker 5 days ago 

Awesome! I'm glad its up on green light, just had a game I've been working 
on green lit! 
Thumbs up, fav, followed and shared!

I'm checking kickstater atleast 5 times a day now. If we could get more tiers 
in, I might have to bump my pledge :)

2245.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

@Clark Davis It's been really cool seeing how people have got into it. I've 
backed a number of games on Kickstarter, and this has been by far the nicest 
group of people on any of them :) 
It is also the only project I've checked multiple times a day, cheered every 
milestone large and small and done everything I can to promote it in any way 
I can; FB, Twitter, emails, telling friends, contacting media&design schools.. I 
truly want this to succeed, and to get as much funding as possible. I will buy 
an Oculus Rift for this if nothing else!

2246.  

Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

It's already tomorrow at Kicktraq and we're almost $2K into the new day. 
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Signing off.

2247.  

Clark Davis 5 days ago 

I know that many companies claim to have the best fans in the world, but I 
think we would be hard-pressed to find fans anywhere else like Myst fans. 
The lengths that some of you have gone to are astounding. It's very exciting 
and heartening to see, and I'm sure Cyan feels the same. Once we got past 
the initial negative stage, this has been an amazing place full of incredibly 
positive and excited/exciting fans. Excellent job to everyone. We'll make it. 
No doubt.

2248.  

Clark Davis 5 days ago 

There is no way this will not succeed. As we inch closer, get more publicity, 
more people will jump on. Add a middle-of-the-road tier, other incentives for 
those $1 pledge backers, and keep plugging away like we are, this is in the 
bag. Sidekick currently has this project at a 98% success rate, and a lot of 
their data is gleaned from social networking, especially twitter, so kudos to all 
you tweeters out there. Onward! Ever onward!

2249.  

Jenny Sue Hane 5 days ago 

Yep, it's backed up. I know they do wear out.

2250.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

Jennifer, I hope you have that CD backed up somewhere, as CDs won't last 
forever ;)
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2251.  

Jenny Sue Hane 5 days ago 

Good one on the no DRM. I have no love for piracy, but DRM makes life 
harder for legitimate users. When I buy a piece of digital content, I want to 
know that I really have it. Even if I don't have an internet connection. Even if 
the originating company goes out of business. Even if there's a nuclear 
apocalypse and the last copy of Obduction in existence is on my memory 
stick. I still have my original Myst CD, which has been used to install the 
game on ... I'm guessing four generations of computers. The CD itself must 
be at least 16 years old. I HOPE that all my Steam games will still be 
accessible in 16 years, but who knows!

2252.  

Clark Davis 5 days ago 

I was hoping that Cyan would have released realMyst Masterpiece by now. I 
mean, what better way to draw new players/supporters/kickstarters than an 
updated visual version of the original? I'm waiting with baited breath to grab it 
as soon as it launches on steam, and I'm hoping that's before the end. I have 
quite a few younger friends who I'm pretty sure would be interested if they 
could have a taste of what we're all excited about. Here's hoping!

2253.  

John Cosgrove 5 days ago 

A Greenlight campaign!! Just what the doctor ordered! That will get us 
traction with a wide and sophisticated gamer base, regardless of the outcome 
(which, of course, will be great success)! I'll be voting there ASAP!

------------------

Thanks to all the contributors to www.thankyoucyan.com I have more thank 
you letters in my in tray and will load them up once I'm back in the office! 

1200 hits and climbing, some of that traffic is actually starting to route back 
here (not much, but I haven't gone wider with the site yet, we're still in 
content building mode).

Remember, this is a fan-led tribute campaign, where we can wield that tribute 
in the final stretch to get more media traction for the KS.... But we need 
YOUR story to do it!
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If you haven't already, go to www.thankyoucyan.com and submit your love 
letter to the greatest games company on earth :-)

Worst case scenario: you make Cyan's day :-)

2254.  

Rockman X 5 days ago 

Woot! Obduction is going to look really nice on my GOG shelf next to Myst, 
Riven, and the whole lot!

P.S. A clue, in case you missed it

Rand did an interview with ingamechat 
MP3: http://www.ingamechat.net/2013/11/season-7-episode-38/ 
Youtube: http://youtu.be/UQLZzwFS3rs

At some point he very carefully spells out slash words slash less than update 
#6 greater than

2255.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

Already done Clark! Every bit helps! 
Be sure to recommend it to your steam friends and post your status about it 
too if you can

2256.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

That's pretty much what I would expect Talon, and is what's happened with 
games I've backed on Kickstarter before. Perhaps a clarification would help 
for people like Matt :)

2257.  

Clark Davis 5 days ago 

Update! Quick, everyone to Steam Greenlight and thumbs up this baby!
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2258.  

John David Kinsman 5 days ago 

http://imgur.com/UMmZb4Y

A little something I made a while ago.

2259.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 5 days ago 

I cannot speak for Cyan, of course.

However, historically, whenever a KS game gets greenlit, a steam key 
becomes a possible option for all tiers that include a copy of the game.

2260.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

Good point Joann. That's why I'm spending as much as I can :)

2261.  

Joann 5 days ago 

Whilst I understand that for some people, they need to save all of their 
pennies for when the game is released; if the goal of 1.1M isn't reached, 
there won't be a game to save for. I have backed this to see the dream 
realized, not for what I will get from it. Just MHO.

2262.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

Matt raises an interesting point; does the $25 "Gimme the Game" pledge get 
you a Steam key? Ideally I want my copy from there as it will keep most of 
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my games together.

Could we please get clarification from Cyan about this? Thank you! :)

2263.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

ok folks we have had a very nice day. I'm still working on the bridge passage 
and some of the words for my cyan song. I'll have it recorded in the next day 
or 2. For now its early to bed for me so I can get my paid job taken care 
of ....sigh.

2264.  

Matt 5 days ago 

I'm glad to see Obduction coming to steam, but Cyan needs to offer an 
alternate $25 tier with a steam key as the reward. with steam, you get 
automatic updates, cloud sync, and if they ever release DLC, it will 
seamlessly integrate with the base game. I'm one of those $1 backers, 
because I want the game on steam, but without a steam key from cyan, I'll 
have to buy the game on steam, so I'm saving the other $24 for that 
occasion.

2265.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

So for those who were on the fence, hey jump on down into the 
backyard....there's a party goin on!

2266.  

Matt Giuca 5 days ago 

Really glad to hear you are partnering with GOG and Humble. Thanks for 
listening to our feedback on the DRM issue :)
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2267.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

@Peggy - You're right, there will be people who will pledge only based on 
that. Personally I don't mind having it tied to something like my Steam 
account, as it keeps the vast majority of my games in one place.

@nomadMolly - Here's hoping there will be a few options around that $500 
mark, and more digital add-ons like bundle deals on Myst & Riven for iPad. 
Personally I can't afford to go up too much more than where I'm at (the game 
and a t-shirt, but i'll most likely add a copy of the game for my sister) but I can 
squeeze a few more bucks to get digital add-ons. hint hint CYAN! ;)

2268.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 5 days ago 

@Peggy: 323 $1 backers currently. Let's see if this update pushes that 
number down.

2269.  

Peggy Youell 5 days ago 

DRM-free digital--that should bring quite a few folks off the fence!

2270.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

No problem Robert, just happy you got one - it means more people can 
pledge up to the $850 mark! I've gone back to my previous level, so it's all 
good :)

2271.  
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Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

Sorry, I sound like a TV commercial, or your mother. I'm so excited!

2272.  

Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

Have you all seen the new update? Be sure to use the link to Steam 
Greenlight to push Obduction over there too--that will help get the word out! 
Fun update.

2273.  

Tai'lahr 5 days ago 

er, I meant to say: That's beautiful, James. Thanks for sharing. : )

2274.  

Tai'lahr 5 days ago 

Thanks beautiful, James!

2275.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 5 days ago 

Hope these images are helping a little- cant stop imagining! 
http://fc02.deviantart.net/fs70/f/2013/309/3/e/amglobe0_by_wodehouse1-
d6t7i8d.jpg

2276.  

Michael Winter 5 days ago 

We're just glad you were able to snag one, Robert. We're excited for you.
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2277.  

Robert Milius 5 days ago 

@maatren Sorry, when I came to the site it showed one available so I got 
excited and jumped on it. Thanks for holding for me though, it's good to know 
we are all helping each other.

2278.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 5 days ago 

@Lorna I'm totally going to next Mysterium! See you there :D

2279.  

Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

I wish I had more money. Say $10K. Love all those high-level rewards. To 
assuage my disappointment, I'm making early plans to attend Mysterium 
2015. It'll be my first. Anyone else?

2280.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

I have a feeling that we will see that $500 tier in the last 3 days

2281.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

aaaaargh and I grabbed one for you when it became available! lol. I'll let it go 
and revert back to my previous pledge. glad you managed to get one Robert!
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2282.  

Horatio 5 days ago 

@Robert: You're welcome! Congrats!

2283.  

Robert Milius 5 days ago 

Thanks everyone for actively looking for me, just picked up the Become the 
Artist slot. I'm a happy camper.

2284.  

Stewart Bradford 5 days ago 

I don't think it's much of a coincidence that a new tier is added and we get a 
sudden upsurge in pledges. Can we PLEASE! Pretty please with sugar on 
top, get $450/$500 tier? I'm sure there's plenty of people willing to stretch 
that far if properly motivated.

Did I say please? Please!? :-)

2285.  

Tai'lahr 5 days ago 

Yes, the url is correct, but the site is down at the moment. I checked with the 
Open Uru site admin and was told that it's being worked on and should be 
back "kinda soon." : )

2286.  

jweir 5 days ago 

wiki is down Talon
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2287.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 5 days ago 

Tai'lahr: either the wiki is down or you typo'd the URL.

2288.  

Horatio 5 days ago 

@Tai'lahr: I agree - they're both exciting, but I find reading the comments 
section here makes my head hurt a lot less than the puzzle-solving thread!

2289.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 5 days ago 

You guys are completely right. In my defense, I did just recently finish a nice 
glass of wine!

2290.  

Tai'lahr 5 days ago 

I don’t know what’s more exciting – watching the numbers climb and reading 
the comments here or reading the forum thread where they’re attempting to 
solve the Obduction ARG: http://forums.cyan.com/viewtopic.php… (Summary 
of progress at http://wiki.openuru.org/index.php…)

2291.  

Eric A Anderson 5 days ago 

What Riv said!
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2292.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 5 days ago 

@Talon I think the graphic is saying that both the Strata tier and the Easter 
Egg tier involve creating something that goes in the game--it's just that the 
two tiers involve creating slightly different things from each other.

2293.  

Eric A Anderson 5 days ago 

@Talon: The picture text says " "Create an Item or Easter Egg".... Keyword = 
"or". I believe that line was meant to encompass the "player-created content" 
for both of the $850 tiers, and the new $1100 tier. (otherwise we'd need three 
separate rows, and that graphic was getting pretty tall as it is!)

2294.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 5 days ago 

@Eric: the $1,100 tier description mentions nothing about including the $850 
easter egg tier, but the picture does include it. I hope I am correct on this and 
am not losing my mind!

2295.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

Surely, someone will

2296.  

Eric A Anderson 5 days ago 

@Talon: It does? Which portion? Looks correct to me... the "Create an Item 
or Easter Egg" line applies to the $1100 tier too.... it's just that you get to 
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make the item directly, rather than just describe/design it.

2297.  

Horatio 5 days ago 

So who's gonna snatch up that newly-released Become the Artist spot?

2298.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

this is so exciting in such a slow and drawn out way...lol...its exhausting

2299.  

Horatio 5 days ago 

Back from lunch...whaddimiss? Ohhhhh, closing in on 790K - awesome!

2300.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 5 days ago 

@Eric: the reward chart on the main page contradicts what you said (I think 
the picture is more likely wrong than the tier description, however).

2301.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

lets target that 72% (792,000). Only 7 K more.

2302.  
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Eric A Anderson 5 days ago 

@John F Patterson: I can answer that. Just as the Tier description and 
Update text state, the "Become the Strata 3D Artist" tier includes "all of the 
rewards from the $250 level and down". Think of it like this... the "Become 
the Strata 3D Artist" tier is basically the same as the "Become the Artist" tier, 
except it also includes the new copy of Strata Design, the selection of original 
Myst 3D models, and the high-rez Myst renders. (And of course the 
opportunity to create a model yourself, to appear in the game!) The rewards 
for the other $850 tiers aren't included. Hope that helps clarify! And thanks for 
the inquiry!

2303.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

ok 800 K (lol, at first I typed 800 Ki) is going to fall tomorrow!

2304.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

oooh another one :)

2305.  

Tako Shak 5 days ago 

Become the Artist opened up!

2306.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

wow, I leave to go work on my little Cyan song and when I come back we 
have 10 backers at the $1,100 level. woot!

2307.  
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Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 5 days ago 

Aaaaand they're sold out! Thanks to all who contributed :)

2308.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 5 days ago 

Nice numbers so far today, with still a very good chance of adding more. No 
doubt in my mind we will blow past the 800k mark tomorrow. And I am still 
expectant that the additional 4000-6000 backers I've been looking for (I am 
hoping for around 20,000 before this is over), will start to come forward. 
Would be so nice to hit the 1.1 and be on our way to at least the 1.3, 2-3 
days prior 
the end of the campaign. I know that is a stretch, but if our force of shear 
combined will, and incredibly talented and very hard work, has anything to do 
with it, (those efforts will pay off and start to show returns) I would not be 
surprised to see this go that far. You all have a great morning, day, or evening 
wherever you are at. Have a Happy! Be a Happy! do a Happy! Give a Happy! 
later. :)

2309.  

John F Patterson 5 days ago 

@Talon: Thanks for the advice. The deed is done.

2310.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 5 days ago 

I've only got one slot left on my fundraiser! 
http://rivenwanderer.deviantart.com/art/Making-custom-Myst-pendants-
411752982

I've upped my pledge already in anticipation :D I'm seriously geeking out 
about getting to make a 3D object that will be a part of Obduction!
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John F Patterson 5 days ago 

@Talon: Newbie error. I thought I was doing that here.

2312.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 5 days ago 

@John: that seems like a good question to ask Cyan directly.

2313.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

Linda i know what its like to miss out on the tier you want, and this way we 
can get Robert to pledge all the way up to $850 :)

2314.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

Michael about 800 of that would be my temporary pledge ;)

2315.  

TrueStoryGuy 5 days ago 

Glad to see a strong uptick in pledges today. Hope it keeps up. :)

2316.  

LINDA WOLLETT 5 days ago 

@Maarten - it is so good of you to hold that tier for Robert!
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2317.  

Jenny Sue Hane 5 days ago 

Woah! I get home from work and suddenly ... 
Maybe we have a shot at making 790K tonight.

2318.  

John F Patterson 5 days ago 

Perhaps this was discussed, but ...

Does the new "Become the Strata 3D Artist" include the $850 level awards? 
The write-up at the right suggests that it does not, but the revised table at the 
home page implies that an Easter Egg or some such is included at this 
$1,100 level.

2319.  

Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

Aaaand there's $785K. This is going really well. It puts us around $22K for 
today and we're not done yet. Donations keep coming in.

2320.  

Michael Winter 5 days ago 

Wow! We're up another $1,467 in just the last 21 minutes! This is turning out 
to be a very good day!

2321.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

awesome, thanks william
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2322.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 5 days ago 

@Maarten Dijkstra: We'll be sure to keep an eye out for him. :)

2323.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

Anyone have any idea what time of day Robert Milius is likely to be on? That 
way I'll know when to keep an eye out so we can arrange a swap for the 
'become the artist tier. 
Perhaps some of you US-based regulars can keep an eye out for him as 
well, and let him know to contact me : Armante@hotmail.com

2324.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

Its the one right after the poem, lol

2325.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

@Steven, fear not, see my post below for some hard numbers about the last 
minute push.

2326.  

Steven G Saunders 5 days ago 

oh jeez oh gosh. 300k to go in 10 days. I'm so worried, but I will keep telling 
people about this kickstarter. This game has to happen!
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2327.  

For D'ni! 5 days ago 

All we need is everyone to throw in an extra $25 and we'll be at the goal. 
Come on all ye Gimme the Gamers! You know you want a Box!

2328.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

this is great $800 K may be within our grasp tomorrow

2329.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

this is amazingly fun. I can see why people like supporting good Kickstarter 
projects. Ok, it's a little stressful too.

2330.  

Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

You're right, we did break $20K today.

2331.  

Horatio 5 days ago 

Ah, I see Michael beat me to it.

2332.  
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Horatio 5 days ago 

I found the gent who wanted the Become an Artist slot:

Robert Milius

"Wanted: "Become the Artist" tier. Send me a message if you want to give up 
or switch your tier."

2333.  

Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

@NomadMolly if you ever need to search the comments just use your 
browser's Find function (it's in the Edit menu in Firefox). It'll open up at the 
bottom of the page.

2334.  

Michael Winter 5 days ago 

Found it! It was Robert Milius. He requested that someone let him know if 
that tier ever opened up.

2335.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

don't see a way to search the comments, darn

2336.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

@Maarten, right, can't remember who that was, it was a few days ago.

2337.  
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NomadMolly 5 days ago 

we may break $20 K today

2338.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

sorry folks i grabbed it, but solely for the purpose of reserving it for the guy 
asking for it days ago. as soon as we remember who he is and he and i can 
get in touch i'll let him have it. i'd hate for him to have missed out :)

2339.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

woot! Yes this was a brilliant strategy. I know there were several people who 
wanted the $850 Be the Artist

2340.  

Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

Whoa Michael. You've hit on a great strategy. :)

2341.  

Michael Winter 5 days ago 

Aaaannnd it's gone. Can anyone else from the Become an Artist tier consider 
upgrading to Become the Strata? It's obviously a great strategy for bringing in 
more pledges.

2342.  

Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

Awesome @NomadMolly. Thanks!
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2343.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

William, that was awesome :) i love this community!

2344.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 5 days ago 

And, I sttt, sttuttered when I copied and pasted. Shame!

2345.  

João Eiras 5 days ago 

Hum... many of the pledges ask for extra 15 USD if the person is from 
outside the USA, for the extra shipping costs. But doesn't that means that 
lots of money that would be funding the game will actually be used for 
shipping, therefore making the real usable funds obtained with this campaign 
smaller? It could cost several tens of thousands of dollars. Hopefully, this is 
not significant.

2346.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 5 days ago 

@Jon Asquith: Gaaa! Now you've done it! ;) :) Your question, "Are we on 
track to at least make the base goal?" kicked a brain cell off. I said would 
leave this space clear, but your question set off the odd in my mind, stand 
clear. :). 

I am going to answer that question, I will, but my apologies to the poets, and 
rhythmic rhymers, as well.

TRACKS you see, are a funny thing. 
Some run through the mountains, 
some over the plains. 
Some go right through the hardest rock, 
While others go beside white waters and such. 
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From England to New Zealand, all points in between. 
New York to France and Uluru rock, 
in the land of AUS. 
From Germany, South American and maybe Bangkok, 
there aren't many countries these tracks, 
and trains, 
won't touch. 

The folks on these rails, 
have one thing in mind, 
For the trains on these tracks, 
to reach Station CYAN, 
Right on time. 

Now don't think we're speeding, 
or going right through. 
No, we're gathering up riders 
and gold bullion too. 

Its a long a tough pull, 
from the start to the stop, 
but we're on the main line, 
we'll be taking no siding, 
so we'll arrive, 
right on time.

So feed some coal, 
make sure the waters on top, 
we're balling the jack, 
until we're well past the top. 
On November 16th these trains will arrive, 
with folks from all over, perhaps not a dry eye. 
And you can be sure. 
It will be a huge celebration, 
the biggest Cyan and we riders have seen, 
in quite a long, time. 

Tracks you see, are a funny thing. 
Some run through the mountains, 
some over the plains. 
Some go right through the hardest rock, 
While others go beside white waters and such. 

From England to New Zealand, all points in between. 
New York to France and Uluru rock, 
in the land of AUS. 
From Germany, South American and maybe Bangkok, 
there aren't many countries these tracks, 
and trains, 
won't touch. 

The folks on these rails, 
have one thing in mind, 
For the trains on these tracks, 
to reach Station CYAN, 



Right on time. 

Now don't think we're speeding, 
or going right through. 
No, we're gathering up riders 
and gold bullion too. 

Its a long a tough pull, 
from the start to the stop, 
but we're on the main line, 
we'll be taking no siding, 
so we'll arrive, 
right on time.

So feed some coal, 
make sure the waters on top, 
we're balling the jack, 
until we're well past the top. 
On November 16th these trains will arrive, 
with folks from all over, perhaps not a dry eye. 
And you can be sure. 
It will be a huge celebration, 
the biggest Cyan and we riders have seen, 
in quite a long, time.

2347.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

ok everyone, I just did a little investigating so we might know more what to 
expect in the last 3 days. I looked at Golem Arcana (funding goal in the $500 
K range) and Armikrog (funding goal in the $900 K range). Both were not met 
until the last few days. In the last 3 days, Armikrog brought in a whopping 
88.5% of its total for the first 3 days. Golem Arcana brought in a massive 
96% of its funding for the first 3 days. If we match the lower of these 2, we 
will bring in over $350 K.

Now, there is no guarantee of that, but we have 2 example here, so there is 
plenty of hope.

2348.  

Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

Everyone, I feel like a doofus. I have finally gotten back into MOUL; haven't 
been there in years and had to re-download everything. I'm in the courtyard 
and don't remember how to get to the meeting room. I know, I know. I've run 
all around and I feel like an idiot. How do you get there again? See, this is 
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what happens when you don't go in there enough. (hangs head in 
embarrassment)

2349.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

@john great to hear you upgraded, now i hope that your old spot is taken by 
the guy who really wanted it! :)

2350.  

TrueStoryGuy 5 days ago 

Something like 92% of Kickstarters that make it above 60% funding achieve 
their goal. It's very likely that Cyan will reach their goal. Actually, I'd say Cyan 
will likely reach the first stretchgoal.

2351.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

@John Hann, woot. Those be the artists sold out and I am pretty sure there 
will be someone who wants your spot.

2352.  

LINDA WOLLETT 5 days ago 

@Michael-I think if was Ryan

2353.  

Michael Winter 5 days ago 

Gaaa! I wish these forums had a search feature. I know there was at least 
one person begging for someone to free up that tier so he could snag it. But 
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that was two days ago. Hopefully he's monitoring this.

2354.  

John Hann 5 days ago 

I just freed up a "Become the Artist" slot to upgrade to the Strata-tier. Any "Art 
Collectors" looking to become artists out there?

2355.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

@jon - we'll make it. don't read too much into any predictions on kicktraq or 
other websites. at 48 hours to go there will be a reminder email to backers, 
and to those that clicked the 'remind me' button instead of pledging. That 
normally brings in a huge upsurge right at the end. 
We shouln't be complacent though, and all of us shoould spread the word as 
much as we can to bring in more backers. Be in through Facebook, twitter, 
Reddit or any other social media you use. Post threads on gaming websites, 
post flyers in shops and hand out notices. Run fundraising auctions on ebay.. 
These are just some of the many many things people have been doing here, 
and seeing all the support has been fantastic. This is a great community, and 
together we can do it :)

2356.  

Jon Asquith 5 days ago 

What do you think guys? Are we on track to at least make the base goal? I 
haven't been involved with enough bigger sized Kickstarters to know - aside 
from the Double Fine one, which was a very different situation. 
I've got the Obduction page constantly opened while I'm working and I can't 
help but check it every half an hour!

2357.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

goodnight simone! good to have you onboard :)
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2358.  

Simone Morandi 5 days ago 

I'll back again tomorrow and i send three italian friends also! :) Good night 
from Rome! :)

2359.  

Ryan S. Davis 5 days ago 

Ok, those 3 backers came in really quick. New goal: $600 before I leave work 
in an hour please...

2360.  

Derrick Robinson 5 days ago 

@William: love the idea of characters with more..well.. character! Not just the 
lithe and young. I am certain Cyan is listening :)

2361.  

Marein Könings 5 days ago 

@Carol: That's heartwarming to read! Keep it up!

Cyan's games welcome passion :)

2362.  

Ryan S. Davis 5 days ago 

3 more backers before I leave work in an hour please...
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2363.  

Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

Yay, we're over!!!

2364.  

Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

@Christina, awesome, thanks so much! We're *so* close now.

2365.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

@ekimmai - you choose an awesome project to back for your first kickstarter! 
Welcome and thank you :)

2366.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

@Carol glad to hear you're enjoying yourself and getting involved. It's not 
easy to come out of your shell I know. Hopefully you can continue to take part 
in the Cyan forums when the kickstarter finishes :)

2367.  

Marein Könings 5 days ago 

@Ekimmai: Sweet avatar by the way!

2368.  
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Horatio 5 days ago 

@Ekimmai: You can hit the hay now! Goodnight!

2369.  

Ekimmai 5 days ago 

:)) 
Really time to stop staring at the pledge total. Just waiting for 780 so I can go 
to bed......

2370.  

Frank den Blaauwen 5 days ago 

@Michael: +1

2371.  

laughingpineapple 5 days ago 

Maybe not for the survival, strictly speaking, but certainly for a rebirth of 
sorts. And we will succeed. è_é

2372.  

Michael Winter 5 days ago 

Rand seemed to make it clear in his recent interview that Cyan would limp 
on, whether or not this campaign is successful. But I don't think anyone here 
is content with Cyan merely surviving. We want them to thrive!

2373.  

Frank den Blaauwen 5 days ago 

@Ekimmai: I think and hope we're not pledging for the survival of cyan, but 
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definitely for the survival of Obduction

2374.  

Ekimmai 5 days ago 

I'm new to KickStarter so just to check I've got this right, if we fall short of the 
target by say $50k then is that it? Can Cyan try again with a slightly lower 
goal or are we pledging here for the very survival of Cyan?

2375.  

Frank den Blaauwen 5 days ago 

@NomadMolly: I understand. I'm very impressed by the level of commitment 
from you and many others, financially and otherwise as well

2376.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

@ Frank, sure. I have already done so in fact. But an intermediate step 
between $250 and $850 with some sort of reward is a much better incentive.

2377.  

Ryan S. Davis 5 days ago 

I just edited the giant file of ideas to fit on 2 pages again.

2378.  

Frank den Blaauwen 5 days ago 

@NomadMolly: Just in case: If you 'only' want to contribute more, not caring 
for the pledge level, you can adjust the amount you want to pledge for the 
level you're on.
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2379.  

John Cosgrove 5 days ago 

@NomadMolly across all kickstarters, that 'starred but not pledged' number is 
high. It's the reason for the 48hr ramp. It also emails backers, who often then 
up the pledge.... If there are sufficient add-ons to drive that. Kickstarter 
themselves advise you to build your campaign around that ramp. It also 
triggers another round of press on the KS sites, like kicktraq.

2380.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

@Cyan, I'm at $250 now and have no real place to go....hint hint

2381.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

@Ryan, yep that is the way to go. Get as many backers as possible now. 
Then when the final push comes, hope that some increase their pledges. The 
big question is how many people did not back, but click the track button? 
How many new pledges will we get from that in the last 48 hours? We will 
have to wait and see...

2382.  

John Cosgrove 5 days ago 

Morning folks!

www.thankyoucyan.com

If you haven't submitted your thank you note, please do! Imagine the press 
power of a 1000 note wall of tribute! That's what we're aiming for, just in time 
for the final 48hr ramp.
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2383.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 5 days ago 

Don't forget the link to the doc full of resources like avatars, fliers, wallpapers, 
etc! 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UwpeZMl5nG6SQ_22br6Uyc61hRaYG
7MSn1bwZRFLcKQ/edit

2384.  

TrueStoryGuy 5 days ago 

I'm not going to increase my pledge until the last 24 hours. For the time being 
I'm sitting at a humble $45.

2385.  

Ryan S. Davis 5 days ago 

Also, to anybody who has just joined us with the last week--please spread 
the word to your friends, social networks, and local businesses if you haven't 
already! If you're new to the campaign, your friends and contacts would all be 
new possibilities!

2386.  

Ryan S. Davis 5 days ago 

I think most of us are willing to increase our pledge a bit more if necessary. 
The better method is still to get more backers--that'll be the most efficient way 
to raise funds until the second-to-last day. My guess is that on the last day, 
we'll be out of time to reach new people and it'll be up to us and the people 
who got the 48-hour reminder.

2387.  
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Myst to Riven Linking Book 5 days ago 

If this gets down to the wire I intend to increase my pledge from $120 to as 
much as 250 or higher. Myst is the game that defined my gaming experience 
as a young teenager. No game ignited my imagination the way Myst did and I 
owe them for that incredible experience.

2388.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

@John, thank you from the entire community of Cyan fans. Well, I guess I 
can't speak for all of them. Ok, thank you from me.

2389.  

John 5 days ago 

Had to increase my pledge to $75. It seems like they're gonna need it. I really 
home they can pull it off

2390.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 5 days ago 

I've been so busy these last 2 days, I really haven't been able to participate 
much here. There is so much going on! You guys are all so amazing! I'm 
tempted to go through every post from the last couple of days and 
congratulate everyone for what they're doing. Anyway, I hope to be on later 
tonight and work on my backer pack a little. See you all later :)

2391.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 5 days ago 

One last comment and then I'll quit messing the space in here. I am having to 
much fun. :)

Myst, Riven and URU, worlds spawned from the active imagination of Cyan, 
breaks down age barriers like I have never seen anywhere, else. In any 
venue. I guess, its just all part of the...Cyan Effect. :)
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2392.  

Marein Könings 5 days ago 

@Michael: I wouldn't put much value on a prediction service that has shown 
such turbulence over the course of the campaign!

2393.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 5 days ago 

ROTFL!!!!!

2394.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

@William, "Stop calling me Shirley!"

2395.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 5 days ago 

@Carol Woodward: That's great! Or perhaps I should say, in the language of 
the far past day....FAAARRRR OOOOUUUUUTTTT!

Yes. That term came from the rock and roll 50's :)

2396.  

Carol Woodward 5 days ago 

@ William, This is truly awesome, it gives me hope for the future of humanity, 
everyone is so amazing here, I have been a hermit since my divorce 9 years 
ago, my daughter is so proud that I am involving myself in this, and have 
rediscovered some passion. By the way I love the term Crodgity, I am that 
too. Rock on Cyan and Obduction.
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2397.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 5 days ago 

@Michael Pollard

From Michael 
"So we can all stop pledging, right?"

Answer 
" Surely you can't be serious." Ted Striker - Airplane! 
:)

Must...sstttrrrrreeeeeeeeettttttttcccccchhhhhhhhH! Must!

2398.  

Michael Pollard 5 days ago 

After a few hills and valleys, Sidekick has Obduction cruising at 100% 
probability of success. http://sidekick.epfl.ch/campaign/1719494931-
obduction 

Someone must be on constant tweet. So we can all stop pledging, right?

2399.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

@CYAN, re: Williams post, oooh, maybe that's a tier idea. I saw this in 
another kickstarter project. A character that resembles the donor. This would 
have to be a high end restricted tier though.

2400.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 5 days ago 

@Christina

What Horatio said!
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2401.  

Horatio 5 days ago 

@Christina: Awesome! You do lovely work.

2402.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 5 days ago 

@CYAN. Just thought I would throw this out. I notice all the character picks 
are of some relatively young, lean, good looking characters. Nice! But 
somewhere in the great multiverse of Cyan worlds, there must be some 
crodgity folk like me. I would hate to think in the multiverse. 
we...advanced...ones, are an endangered specie. :D 

Think you could work such a character in? 

Hey, not THAT crodgity! :D

2403.  

Patrick Karjala 5 days ago 

Cyan, we really need something for folks to back in the $251 - $500 range; 
right now there's nothing between $250 and $850. There's been a lot of 
requests for props, or other memorabilia / special editions / etc. Perhaps 
copies of your earlier games, a 'Ultimate Cyan Collaborator' pledge level.

2404.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 5 days ago 

I've had 4 of my 10 custom necklaces taken so far! Upping my pledge as 
people PayPal me :)
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Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 5 days ago 

@Horatio Nothing yet. But I am looking for the magnifying glass. I am sure 
there MUST be something there! :D

2406.  

Horatio 5 days ago 

@Allan: Goodnight!

2407.  

Horatio 5 days ago 

@William: I'm just happy to hear your wife's hugging you again. :D Any good 
news from the mirror?

2408.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 5 days ago 

@Carol Woodward

Carol, I read back, and don't see anything resembling a hornets nest. If there 
was any group that seems inviting and accepting, all the phenomenal, 
talented, hard working, working the problem folks on here, seem to have a 
corner on, nice. At least nobody, after all the times I blurt in here with 
nonsense and leave tomes behind me, has told me to shut it. :) 

Hmmm. Why is ear suddenly starting to burn like that?! ;) :D j/k

2409.  

Allan Børgesen 5 days ago 

Goodnight...hope to wakeup to 800,000$
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Matt Giuca 5 days ago 

@laughingpineapple Whoa, those are some awesome Myst cosplays!

2411.  

Ryan S. Davis 5 days ago 

Woo, my friend is #13,476!

2412.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

btw, if I haven't said this, let me be clear how much I am enjoying partaking in 
this venture with all of you lovely people. I am not normally this chatty in 
forums etc, but this has been so engaging and it is because of Cyan, but also 
because of all of you.

2413.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

I wonder how many folks clicked the star. Out final push really depends on 
that. I hope it is tons and tons of people.

2414.  

KC 5 days ago 

Can anyone tell what the next stretch goal is? I think I can make it out 'An 
additional world?...' I know we are far off at the moment but we can always 
dream.
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NomadMolly 5 days ago 

ok new magic number $792,000 (72%)

2416.  

Horatio 5 days ago 

Well, I go by the Kicktraq "day" because it most jibes with my bedtime. Once 
they put up the 11pm EST to 12am EST numbers for the "new day," I hit the 
sack.

2417.  

Tore Mygland ~~Dream Traveller~~ $6.13 5 days ago 

In this case, it appears to apply to at least Kicktrack, which should mean the 
count will rise (bar lost backers) for another 7 h 44 m.

2418.  

Tore Mygland ~~Dream Traveller~~ $6.13 5 days ago 

Yeah, "yesterday" appears to be very relative, be it Kickstarter, Kicktrack or 
Kickspy. :P

2419.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 5 days ago 

"Horatio 21 minutes ago

OK, so we've passed $777,777.77 -- does anyone feel different? If so, 
how? ... I think it's entirely possible that my male patter baldness may have 
reversed itself."

I sure do feel different...I showered! And my wife has started hugging me 
again. :) Now I am heading off to a mirror to check on my receding hairline to 
see if anything new has...sprouted. If it is working for you, maybe there is 
hope for me as well. ;)
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2420.  

Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

We've beaten yesterday's donations. (What exactly is "yesterday"? No one 
knows for sure.)

2421.  

Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

I'm with @Allan on this one. $1.1 million is the number that makes me all 
warm and fuzzy. For today, I'm still hoping for $780K or more, and it's looking 
better and better.

2422.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

@Horatio, yes I do feel differently now that we are over $777,777. To quote 
Rosane Rosanadana, "my feet hurt." Oh wait...I have been standing most of 
the day.

2423.  

Horatio 5 days ago 

@Nila: Goodnight!

2424.  

Nila Mu'Hari 5 days ago 

Ready for sleeping: Tomorrow the size of Christina's flyer will be doubled 
(11x7) and todays lot will be quadrupled. See you in the city-streets, folks, the 
crowded spots' walls do wait to get obducted! Good night! :)
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https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/19209539/obductionflier2.pdf

2425.  

Horatio 5 days ago 

@Frank: Perhaps you should leave more comments WHILE in the bathroom. 
At this point, I'd try just about anything...

2426.  

Carol Woodward 5 days ago 

@ Frank, I wish my mouth had an edit button.. 
@ Horatio, had to double up on my blood pressure pills this week, have to 
live to play this game to death.

2427.  

Horatio 5 days ago 

@NomadMolly: Yeah, this may not have been the best method to ramp up 
pledges after all... *urp*

2428.  

Frank den Blaauwen 5 days ago 

@Horatio: I do, but I'm not sure about the origin of my feeling of relief

2429.  

Horatio 5 days ago 

OK, so we've passed $777,777.77 -- does anyone feel different? If so, how?

I find myself decidedly more awake, and I think it's entirely possible that my 
male patter baldness may have reversed itself.
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Who knows what miracles $800K may bring...

2430.  

Frank den Blaauwen 5 days ago 

Maybe I should leave more comments: while I was busy commenting we 
went through the six sevens. 

Or was it when I went to the bathroom. In that case I will be having a 'I do not 
exactly know what' kind of time ahead.

2431.  

Allan Børgesen 5 days ago 

1,100,000 is more magical ;-)

2432.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

Just got back from teaching and I am SO hungry. Horatio, could you please 
pass me a little of the lunch you have been munching on for days. Oh wait a 
minute....uhmm...maybe not.

2433.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 5 days ago 

Yay, over the magical 777,777 :D

2434.  

Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

I dunno @Frank, I like appointmention. Like a brief lunch meeting. I'll have 
my people call @Horatio's people. :)
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First confirmed campaign donation through my Glitch game group post on 
FB. Cheers!

2435.  

Jason Andersen 5 days ago 

@Frank: I think that's a great idea! Horatio and Lorna, just imagine the 
increase we may see! :)

2436.  

Frank den Blaauwen 5 days ago 

Shoot: No edit button: Appointment, I mean

2437.  

Frank den Blaauwen 5 days ago 

@Lorna and @Horatio: Have an appointmention for having lunch together. 

Obviously I'm just kidding.

2438.  

Horatio 5 days ago 

@Lorna: See, now you know what instigated my "perma-lunch" project. Go to 
an appointment, already! :P

2439.  

Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

@Carol, you didn't stir up a hornet's nest. We're all guessing and making 
suggestions and it's good that we're brainstorming like crazy. You never know 
what might spark yet another really great idea.
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I leave for an appointment and look, we pass $777K while I'm out. This has 
happened before. Must start making more appointments.

2440.  

Allan Børgesen 5 days ago 

My son just make at tweet on Steam :-)

2441.  

Dimitrios 5 days ago 

" Save Money for Obduction " campaign 
I save 20$ and increase my pledge. 10 days more i will save 5-10 dollars 
every day = 50-100$ to increase my pledge, from cutting my expences only 
for 10 days. 
If ALL will do the same the maths are: 50$-100$x13500 backers=675.000$-
1.350.000$ more than 777.000$ now!!!!. 
Lets create a WAVE posting here our daily saving and start increasing our 
pledges!! Support this campaign IN here and everywhere you think!!!! 
At the finalle is simple maths!!!!!!!

2442.  

Tai'lahr 5 days ago 

@Dimintrios, I doubt there are many MOUL forum members who haven't 
heard about Obduction, yet. Remember, that forum is only about 7 1/2 years 
old and remember what happened when they re-opened the cavern four 
years ago with absolutely no publicity? Word spread like wildflire through the 
community and people returned in droves, crashing the server. :D

2443.  

Alahmnat 5 days ago 

To turn the topic around a bit, Horatio has inspired me to see about making 
some copies of the flyer and taking them to local Five Guys to pin on their 
bulletin boards this week :)
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2444.  

Alahmnat 5 days ago 

If I had to guess why Cyan hasn't simply emailed everyone with a Myst 
Online account or MOUL/Cyan forum account (and I want to be very clear: I 
*am* guessing, here), I'd say it's to avoid being considered spam. Those 
account databases on go back a long way, and there isn't an explicit mention 
that your email address will be added to a marketing list when you sign up for 
either the game or the forums. While me getting an email from Cyan was sort 
of an out-of-the-blue surprise, it was at least because I'd actually asked to be 
emailed about Cyan news at some point in the past. I think they're just having 
a difficult time justifying sending an email to a group that includes a not-
insignificant number of folks who signed up for the MOUL forum 6 years ago 
and quickly forgot about it.

(And again, I want to stress that I'm just guessing. I don't know any more 
than anyone else here. In fact, I probably know less :))

@Carol: Don't worry about your posts here. If anyone stirred up the hornet's 
nest, it was me, not you ;)

2445.  

Ryan S. Davis 5 days ago 

I think the GOG tweet helped. Does Steam have a twitter account? Since it's 
all but confirmed to be released there, can anyone tweet to Steam and ask 
them to spread the word about it?

2446.  

Horatio 5 days ago 

Just got back from lunch - real, actual lunch! - and I distributed Christina's 
flier to the local Taco Del Mar/Subway that I frequent. Had a good convo with 
3 of the employees there about the project. One took the tear-away, the other 
is the assistant manager and said he'd put up the flier. I told them to make 
sure they checked it out, and to tell their friends about it. None had ever 
played Myst/Riven.

I'm also going to visit the local comic book/gaming store in town and hit them 
up with it.
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2447.  

Carol Woodward 5 days ago 

sorry to all, it's best not to listen to me when it comes to electronic 
communications, I have very little knowledge, but my heart is in the right 
place. This is my first time posting messages other than facebook. I never 
intended to stir up a hornets nest.

2448.  

Dimitrios 5 days ago 

@ Alahmnat i never receive one also. I repeatedly suggest to Cyan to send 
an email (to the email account not a pm) to all members at Mystonline.com 
forums. The rules of kickstarter allow to inform fans followers, and i can not 
understand why the dont do it? I use pm and i found Illuvatar an old friend of 
mine in MOUL a very dedicated fan who didnt know!!!!! maybe there is 
something difficult that we dont know, Cyan can tell us......

2449.  

Ryan S. Davis 5 days ago 

I haven't talked about it here because I really don't want to distract focus from 
Obduction, but, I VERY MUCH hope that the 7th Guest 3 Kickstarter project 
succeeds. After the Myst games, it was my second favorite game growing up. 
I hope a good chunk of us will have some leftover money when Obduction is 
successful to support them--their campaign runs for 3 weeks after this one 
ends. Obduction first though!

2450.  

Alahmnat 5 days ago 

To clarify my earlier comment about the mailing list that Cyan sent a notice 
out to: I've already deleted the email so I can't double-check the exact 
wording on it, but it was sent to people who had signed up for a mailing list 
for Cyan and Myst Online news; I apologize for the inaccurate wording 
earlier. It was an older line of communication that you can't sign up for 
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anymore (I don't even remember where it was available in the first place, 
though at a guess I'd say it was probably on the pre-launch site for what 
became MOUL under GameTap), but I know it went out because I was on 
it ;). I think they might be counting on active MOUL users finding out via the 
official forums.

2451.  

J. Johns aka "Marten" 5 days ago 

@Alahmnat: Following up on Tai's question, as someone who was in Uru 
Prologue, D'mala, GameTap MOUL, and currently in MOULa and registered 
on the MOUL & Cyan forums, I did not receive an email from Cyan about the 
Kickstarter. So whatever list they used of "people who signed up for MYST 
Online", I am a little confused as to how I wasn't on it.

2452.  

tobr 5 days ago 

Speaking of 777, we're just about to cross $777,777.

2453.  

Seba 5 days ago 

Small world, our very own Ryan Warzecha became the 777th Guest ;D 
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1559170459/the-7th-guest-3-the-
collector/comments…

2454.  

Ryan S. Davis 5 days ago 

That could work. My biggest suggestion would be the item that suggests add-
ons. There are softcover books, hardcover books, soundtracks, all with 
speculative prices. It should really just be shortened to say "Cyan could offer 
add-ons such as art books, soundtracks, etc." and cut it from 10 lines down 
to 1 or 2.
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2455.  

Sumatria 5 days ago 

on the MOUL forums someone has made banners, check them out 
http://mystonline.com/forums/viewtopic.php…

2456.  

laughingpineapple 5 days ago 

@Marein Könings thank you! :D Lots of fun to wear too, but let me tell you, 
Linking Books are not meant to be carried around for ten hours straight. Ow. 
@Ryan S. Davis thanks!!

2457.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 5 days ago 

@Ryan that's a good idea--maybe move any speculative ideas/suggestions 
for Cyan to a third page?

2458.  

Ryan S. Davis 5 days ago 

@pineapple--WOW, love that Yeesha costume the best! 
@Christina--I'd object if you DIDN'T add your pendants to the list. They're 
beautiful!

I do think the list is getting a bit unwieldy--perhaps we could do some 
selective edits to keep it to 2 pages?

2459.  
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Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 5 days ago 

@laughingpineapple I like to think of it as me making a very very limited 
unofficial backer level that has physical rewards, just a little more round-
about :)

2460.  

Marein Könings 5 days ago 

@pineapple: Those costumes are amazing!

2461.  

Marein Könings 5 days ago 

@Christina: Fine by me!

2462.  

laughingpineapple 5 days ago 

@Rivenwanderer, David Pirkle and everyone else actively doing and offering 
stuff: that's amazing. You are amazing. Thanks for doing this.

2463.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

ok, I'm going off to teach for 1.25 hours. Let's hit 71% while I'm gone.

2464.  

laughingpineapple 5 days ago 

@NomadMolly no Atrus or Catherine costumes (do look up MoietyJean on 
dA for the latter, she's amazing), but I have my Stranger circa Myst 3,5 
http://tinyurl.com/owjpfnq 
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, Explorer http://tinyurl.com/qd9xs5j , myself-as-dr-Watson-aka-End-of-Ages-
protagonist http://tinyurl.com/nd764tz , and my darling Yeesha 
http://tinyurl.com/ovr4a6u . Working on EoA!Yeesha and a Maintainer's suit in 
the foreseeable future. And yes I used the first three at a convention for 
promoting Obduction and yes at least a dozen people got the memo, I hope 
they pledged as well! Stephan Martiniere was signing autographs at the con 
and he is very thankful for these grassroots promo campaigns, he hopes the 
kickstarter succeeds as much as we do!

2465.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 5 days ago 

Anyone object to me adding the link to my Myst pendants to the grassroots 
funding doc? 
http://rivenwanderer.deviantart.com/art/Making-custom-Myst-pendants-
411752982

2466.  

Carol Woodward 5 days ago 

@ Ryan, Oh wow, you must pass on my eternal gratitude to this guy, that is 
some sacrifice added to the the others everyone else here is making with 
skills, time, connections art and brains, as well as money. Just wow to 
everyone.

2467.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

@Alahmnat, I did not get such an e-mail either.

2468.  

Ryan S. Davis 5 days ago 

Yesterday I commented on the awesome Journey Cloth replica and said I'd 
contact the creator. I did, and he has now put up a Path of the Shell Journey 
Cloth for auction, with the proceeds going to this campaign! Check it out--it's 
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really cool. 
http://www.ebay.com/itm/MYST-URU-Yeesha-Path-of-the-Shell-Journey-
Cloth-SPECIAL-FUND-RAISING-AUCTION-/261322536631… 
Bid if you can! Big thanks to David Pirkle!

2469.  

David Thery-Bulha 5 days ago 

@Alahmnat I didn't received such email... Maybe it was only for some 
users ? Or it didn't worked properly ?

2470.  

Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

Or perhaps Cyan just didn't itself contact players and left that to the 
middleman companies. That would make sense and would mean that there 
really isn't a list anywhere. We're doing the right things, all we can right now.

2471.  

Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

The frustrating thing, @Carol and @J.B., is that whenever I register new 
software/games, they ask if they can contact me about future games and 
offers. There must be lots of people who actually opted in with Myst--I told 
Cyan (though not any of the middleman companies) every way I could to 
keep in touch with me. But that was in the '90s and the information might just 
be gone into the ether now.

2472.  

Tai'lahr 5 days ago 

@Alahmnat: a current list or one from Prologue? I didn't receive an e-mail 
from them.
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2473.  

Carol Woodward 5 days ago 

@ Alahmnat, I am learning so much here, glad to know that my info is 
somewhere safely stored away.

2474.  

Carol Woodward 5 days ago 

@ J.B, My daughter often pats me on the head because of my innocence in 
pc matters. It's the criminals we have to blame for all this. On the plus side 
my daughter told me not to panic, she said this game will fly through the 
ropes at the end, she is never wrong.

2475.  

Alahmnat 5 days ago 

@Carol: The registration info goes to the publisher (Broderbund/Red 
Orb/Mattel/UbiSoft, depending on the game), not to Cyan. Cyan did send out 
a message shortly after the campaign started to the email list that they had of 
people who signed up for Myst Online.

2476.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

ok so...there is work on my desk that they are paying me to do

2477.  

Andrew Kasch 5 days ago 

Heard about this project through The 7th Guest 3 Kickstarter page. I want 
both these games to happen so ridiculously bad! I feel like a kid with my 
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brand new CD-ROM.

2478.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

I'm thinking something more public though, like this:

http://www.youtube.com/watch…

2479.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

@Griffin, no I'm still doing the song, but I'm at work atm. I'll work on it later. 
Might do 2 of them, one serious, one comedy.

2480.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 5 days ago 

I'm doing a small fundraiser for Obduction here: 
http://rivenwanderer.deviantart.com/art/Making-custom-Myst-pendants-
411752982

I know most folks here are already pledging as much as they can, but on the 
off-chance anyone wants a custom Myst-themed necklace and has $100... :)

2481.  

Griffin 5 days ago 

@nomadmolly so did you give up on your song idea? I ask because I sorta 
accidentally wrote most of the lyrics to an Obduction song this afternoon.

2482.  
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NomadMolly 5 days ago 

@Tai, yes but with a plug for Obduction in it

2483.  

J.B. Lewis 5 days ago 

Carol,

Technically, you could...but it's crazy what safeguards people have developed 
these days! I do e-mail marketing for an outdoor power equipment dealership 
where I live, and for a while, I neglected to remove e-mail addresses 
belonging to people who didn't open our messages. A lot of them used AOL 
and GMail. As a result, AOL and GMail stopped delivering our messages to 
our recipients who used them - even the ones who enjoyed reading our 
content! It was such a bummer.

2484.  

Dimitrios 5 days ago 

@ Horatio +1 
I

2485.  

Carol Woodward 5 days ago 

@ J.B, With technology comes a great deal of you can't use it like that, I 
understand what you mean and apologise for being a bit behind on these 
things.

2486.  

Horatio 5 days ago 

@Dimitrios: Great work! Hopefully others will use your approach as a guide 
over the next 10 days to save some moola, and increase their pledges!
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2487.  

J.B. Lewis 5 days ago 

Carol,

Even if they did have a database of e-mail addresses, it would be very poor 
e-mail marketing practice to [a] suddenly send out an e-mail to a large 
number of folks after years of silence and [b] do so without permission to 
send them marketing-related e-mails specifically. On top of that, many of the 
addresses would probably be so old or unused that a significant enough 
percentage of the copies of the e-mail sent out would be unopened such that 
certain e-mail providers, like GMail and AOL, could automatically consider 
Cyan a spammer and blacklist them - which would prevent Cyan from 
reaching anyone with Gmail or AOL addresses, even people who would open 
and read the messages.

2488.  

Dimitrios 5 days ago 

I just add 20$ to my pledge using the money i saved from " Save Money for 
Obduction " campaign for the last 2 days. 
(coffees,donuts,sandwich,less petrol,less supermarket etc..) do the 
difference......

2489.  

Marein Könings 5 days ago 

Since we're posting things like this... "If Life Was Like Myst" 
http://www.youtube.com/watch…

2490.  

Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

Can we get $3,260 today? Working toward it ...
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2491.  

Carol Woodward 5 days ago 

Every time I have re-loaded my Myst games, I have filled in a registration 
form like a good person should. 
Has this information never been put onto a database some-place, where is 
my info going. (20 years worth of e-mail addresses, etc)? If they could only 
reach half of them?

2492.  

Tai'lahr 5 days ago 

I think Molly's thinking something more like this one: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch…

2493.  

William C. Strohm 5 days ago 

@NomadMolly, in case you haven't seen this:

https://www.youtube.com/watch…

2494.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

problem is...I so do not have time to do that. But I strongly encourage 
someone else to do it, video record it and put in on YouTube Titled Myst in 
Real Life

2495.  
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Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

Still hoping for $780K today, I admit! @Jason, I know what you mean. One 
reason it hasn't hit target yet is because it's a really high goal for Kickstarter. 
Not many goals this high, comparatively speaking. Outside of that, yeah, I 
just think that Cyan and the rest of us haven't yet found a way to reach all 
those original Myst players. I keep thinking there's gotta be a list 
somewhere ... but if there is, Cyan doesn't have it and neither do we! Just 
have to keep talking to all our contacts and groups.

@NomadMolly, you're so creative. That would totally make people curious 
and make them go check it out.

2496.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

I'm thinking of taking a tablet, cutting out the center of a large book, putting 
the tablet in the center with visual noise, dressing up as Catherine, and the 
approaching people asking them for help saving Atrus from Gehn, lol

2497.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

anyone have an Atrus or Catherine costume?

2498.  

Griffin 5 days ago 

it needs another 7 to be properly self-referential. ;-)

2499.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

just a nice number, lol
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2500.  

Horatio 5 days ago 

So, what exactly is the significance of $777,777?

2501.  

William C. Strohm 5 days ago 

@Christopher, enlarged & sent that poster as an attachment to my e-mail 
distribution; thanks!

2502.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

777.777 is in reach today...sorry if this shows up twice, my first post 
disappeared into the ether.

2503.  

Dimitrios 5 days ago 

@ ALL 
I already started my personal campaign " Save Money For Obduction " and i 
will post an update every day.(daily saves from: coffees,donuts,sandwiches, 
less cigarettes,cinema, dinner out, drinks out, less petrol,supermarket, 
postpone things for next month) 

1st day savings: 7,8euros=10.5$ 
2nd days savings 6euros=8.1$ 
Total savings for 2 days = 18.6$ :) and i have 10 days to go!!!! (that means 
that i can pledge about 100$ more!!) lol!!!

Why am i doing this? Because i believe that, we are doing the best we can as 
individuals, but we need to do something as a team. And we don't have a 
leader to organize us. The advantages of this campaign is that it is personal 
and does not need a leader but the result is CATACLYSMIC! 
I strongly suggest for all to do the same and post their results. We have 
plenty of time 10 DAYS!. Lets do it now, let's create a "WAVE",in order to be 
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followed by as many as possible fellow backers !! Lets do this "wave" huge! 
Par example: 10 days x 5$ each day savingsx13500backers=675.000$
+776.000$ now=1.450.000$!! 
10 days x 10$x13500=1.350.000$+776.000$=2.100.000$ !!!! 
I start it and whoever wants please! follow me, to follow him, to be followed 
by others etc..... 
Please re tweet it, post it everywhere, the simplicity is its power!! (dont forget 
the link for Obduction Kickstarter :) )

2504.  

Jim Clark 5 days ago 

Sorry Peggy you must have posted while I was writing

2505.  

Jim Clark 5 days ago 

estevancarlos these are pledges and as such are virtual money until the goal 
is met. If we don't hit the target the money evaporates.

2506.  

Jason Andersen 5 days ago 

@Lorna: So true, wish I had $10k in loose change lying around as well! I 
think this is the first KS campaign I've been involved with that didn't hit it's 
target before the midway point. And considering this product, I'm kind of 
scratching my head at that, to be honest.

2507.  

Peggy Youell 5 days ago 

@estevancarlos--Kickstarter is an all or nothing deal--if they don't make the 
total goal, they get $0.
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2508.  

Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UwpeZMl5nG6SQ_22br6Uyc61hRaYG
7MSn1bwZRFLcKQ/edit…

:)

2509.  

Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

@NomadMolly, that is a great idea.

2510.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

How to get to those large numbers who play Myst? I was watching the entire 
series of YouTube vidoes entitled "XXXXXXX in real life" where one to many 
individuals act out parts in a public place. Some of those are super viral. If we 
had a couple of people do some sort of public acting and record it, put a 
simple little sound track with it and name it Myst in real life, it might show up 
in the list of XXXX real life videos when people search for one. Check out 
The Matrix in real life or Gandalf in real life ( a guy dressed as Gandalf refuse 
to let people pass on a bridge, lol). It can take as few as one person as in 
"Rocky in Real Life"

2511.  

Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

@Jason, no worries. This is the stress point in all Kickstarter campaigns: late 
in the campaign, but before the end push begins (and we don't know how 
much that end push will net!). If biting nails helped the campaign, boy I'd do 
it. Searching the couch cushions for loose change amounting to $10K.
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2512.  

estevancarlos 5 days ago 

Is there anyway you can take the 700k and use that to start development on 
the game?

2513.  

Carol Woodward 5 days ago 

@ Horatio, LOL

2514.  

Christopher Burce 5 days ago 

@Nila: There's always this alternative flyer from J.B. Lewis if you're looking 
for some variety: 
https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B9D0CYGXYm6DNURXaFRvVHFzQjA/edit…

2515.  

Mouski 5 days ago 

Nila, you rock !! That's fantastic !

2516.  

Carol Woodward 5 days ago 

@ Jason, I fully understand, I was a grandmother when I started playing, I 
am now a great-grandmother and fully intend to still be playing this game 
along with the Myst games, another 20+ years from now so I fully understand 
how much everyone wants this. Bless you.
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2517.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

Wow "7 Kickstarter Video Games We Can't Wait to Play" has been picked up 
by quite a few sites.

2518.  

Jason Andersen 5 days ago 

@Carol & Lorna: Just wanted to say thanks for being understanding with my 
panic yesterday. I really *shouldn't* watch this on a daily basis, it's not good 
for my blood pressure. Maybe I should go out to lunch too.

@Cyan: Hey, look how successful adding another tier has been already! Hint 
hint. ;)

Also love the ideas others have had about add-ons. I've been using an Exile 
mouse pad ever since that game was released. I does need replacing...

2519.  

Nila Mu'Hari 5 days ago 

Ok, again, how to reach the remaining 5,986,000 millions who purchased 
Myst ??

Since we don't have money for big NY-Times adds etc. the only way I see to 
reach 'the masses' is to go to the really crowded places, like subway entries, 
libraries or other public and open spaces and do some kind of guerilla-
marketing there. 

I just did that today and placed Christina's flyers on good spots. 
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/19209539/obductionflier2.pdf

What you think guys? Should start w/ this big time?

2520.  

Horatio 5 days ago 

@Carol: Horatio's head explodes...
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2521.  

Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

Yesterday we got over $13,500; today we already have over $12K. There's 
the whole weird day thing, but still, this is a good trend. We're going to outdo 
yesterday.

2522.  

Carol Woodward 5 days ago 

Interesting thought on time, right now for some, I am in tomorrow and other's 
yesterday.

2523.  

Sumatria 5 days ago 

off topic a bit, may or may not belated to this project of Cyan's. But I have 
found what looks to be concept art. 
http://i169.photobucket.com/albums/u208/honeybearbw/OBDUCTION/OBDC
TIONPICstrange.png what do you think? (note: hopes the url works) The 
orignal URL in search for it comes up with a 404 not found.

2524.  

Peggy Youell 5 days ago 

Since we're speaking of time, does anyone know if having the campaign 
straddle the daylight savings time switch gained us an extra hour in the 
campaign?? :)

2525.  
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James Andrew Wodehouse 5 days ago 

Variation of previous effort 
http://fc01.deviantart.net/fs71/f/2013/309/8/8/obduction_amelia_falling_by_w
odehouse1-d6t512x.jpg

2526.  

Horatio 5 days ago 

@Maarten: Yeah, sorry about all that US-centric timezone stuff - it's all I 
know!

2527.  

Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

Just posted to my Glitch game group on Facebook. It has over 1,500 
members and many enjoy just this type of game. Let's see if we can get any 
new backers there.

2528.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

Particularly when the days are measured in some weird acronym rather than 
anything resembling "normal" time where I live ;)

2529.  

Nila Mu'Hari 5 days ago 

Superb Scott! I had the pleasure to see it yesterday. Well done, man and 
really touching!

2530.  
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Horatio 5 days ago 

@Craig: I believe you are correct. However Kicktraq - for some reason - 
seems to tally their daily numbers between 11pm EST and 11pm EST the 
following day.

It makes it confusing when trying to track daily progress.

2531.  

Tai'lahr 5 days ago 

@Scott Benton, thank you for the link! And, for doing the interview; it was 
great! I think a lot of people would pay for a phone call with Rand (and it 
wouldn't cost Cyan anything except his time). Personally, I'd rather speak 
with RAWA, but only if he'd answer my questions about the Uru storyline! ; )

2532.  

Craig Jacobs 5 days ago 

Correct me if I'm wrong, but don't the "days" from from 9:06 AM to 9:06 AM 
EST? So hitting 800K today means by 9:06 AM tomorrow?

2533.  

Horatio 5 days ago 

@Mouski: 800K is a fine goal, but we've been averaging about $15,500 per 
day over the last week. According to Kicktraq, we've already taken in about 
$10,500 so far today since 11pm EST yesterday. I'd be cautiously optimistic 
we could pull in another $10,000 or so by 11pm EST tonight, putting us at 
around 785K.

I would LOVE to be wrong, and hit 800K. I think it would require at least on 
10K backer for that to happen, however.

2534.  

Nila Mu'Hari 5 days ago 

@Mouski: I'm thinking about those millions all the time... Just coming back 
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from Guerilla Flyer action.

2535.  

Carol Woodward 5 days ago 

@ Mouski, we are all working hard to try to let everyone know, like I said 
before, if a celebrity breaks a nail or breaks wind, the whole world knows 
about it by supper time, so why is this taking so much effort from so, so many 
people, I don't know the answer.

2536.  

Mouski 5 days ago 

Would be nice to hit the 800K today. I really like the idea of a 'bumper sticker' 
from Tako Shak. Visibility and advertisement. That's what we need. 13,398 
backers so far. Where are the remaining 5,986,000 millions who purchased 
Myst ??

2537.  

Carol Woodward 5 days ago 

@ NomadMolly, I will look forward to seeing you there. And my have you 
guys been busy while I was out.

2538.  

Scott Benton 5 days ago 

Our show from Saturday has been uploaded to iTunes and YouTube now. 
You can listen to it here - http://www.ingamechat.net/2013/11/season-7-
episode-38/ 

And you can watch it here - http://youtu.be/UQLZzwFS3rs

We've also sent out a tweet about it from our account (likely to be retweeted 
by Cyan and others), plus it'll go up on our facebook page in a little while as 
well!

This was a thrill and honor to speak to a man who made me the gamer I am 
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today, in a sense. If there was a pledge tier for having a phone conversation 
with Rand, I'd pay it - he was so enjoyable to speak with and it meant the 
world to me to have him on our little radio show. Hope you guys enjoy it and 
we appreciate you listening!

2539.  

Horatio 5 days ago 

How about: "My KI is full!"

2540.  

Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

I haven't been in favor of small reward items because they cost Cyan money, 
but if they do offer them, I hope to get one. Yes, @Horatio, the new tier 
seems to be going really well. 

"Try moving the slider" is good. "Write that down." "Have you seen that 
somewhere before?" And my personal favorite, "@#$%! I didn't take picture 
of that one and now I have to go back and do it."

2541.  

Tai'lahr 5 days ago 

I love that headline, "7 Kickstarter Video Games We Can't Wait to Play."

2542.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 5 days ago 

Oh, so NICE! I turned in last night lamenting the 76x,xxx, not loudly, but 
some. Lamenting that the numbers had not turned to 77x,xxx. Not that I don't 
think this KS for Obduction will succeed. It will. But oh what a wonderful 
vision, to open this page this morning, and see a solid 70%. My personal and 
continued thanks to all of you for all, the very, very, imaginative, hard work! 

So, so NICE! :)
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2543.  

David Thery-Bulha 5 days ago 

Some new press coverage : http://mashable.com/2013/11/05/video-games-
kickstarter/

2544.  

Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

New link post for this morning, for your viewing and editing pleasure: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UwpeZMl5nG6SQ_22br6Uyc61hRaYG
7MSn1bwZRFLcKQ/edit…

2545.  

Horatio 5 days ago 

@Lorna: Seems the new $1,100 tier level was a great addition.

I'm glad to see there are others who would enjoy low-cost "baubles" as add-
ons. After I made my post last night, I thought I was going to be the only one. 
Mug, keychain, coaster, soda can cozy, water bottle, poster, postcards - 
ANYTHING tangible at a low-cost tier level would be greatly appreciated!

2546.  

jweir 5 days ago 

@NomadMolly Don't forget Cautious Optimism ;)

2547.  

Tako Shak 5 days ago 

@Lorna I'd go for a bumper sticker. :)
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2548.  

Tako Shak 5 days ago 

The only catchphrase I can come up with is "try moving the slider," but I don't 
think that's quite what you're looking for...

2549.  

Lorna Hartman 5 days ago 

Yes!! Checking in this morning and what a wonderful sight. I'd totally do a 
keychain. Journey cloth keychain would be so cool.

2550.  

Griffin 5 days ago 

@NomadMolly You want to write…a promotional filksong….for Cyan and 
Obduction? That is sooooo awesome! I know some Rhyme-o-Mancy and I'd 
love to help, but I could do a better job if I knew what you already have, you 
can contact me at griffin@alumni.caltech.edu.

2551.  

Nila Mu'Hari 5 days ago 

@Horatio: Yeah, i know this doc, just printed the 'tear off style flyer'... I was 
looking for something like a '4 postcard on one sheet of paper' kinda sketch... 
I'll try to make one on my own tonight + upload the link to Lorna's doc.

2552.  

Horatio 5 days ago 

11/5 UPDATE: I will be luncheoning all day, per the requirements of my 
Obduction Kickstarter self-imposed contract. I trust this will mean significant 
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additional backers and pledges on this fine Tuesday.

Carry on, and perform your due diligence fellow Obduction supporters!

That is all (until the next time). *urp*

2553.  

Jeff Dickinson 5 days ago 

How about posting links to this KS on subreddits for similar games to Myst 
and Riven? I just did on /r/monkeyisland. Can anyone think of some more?

2554.  

Horatio 5 days ago 

@Nila: Lorna put together this list of resources generated by the community 
so far: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UwpeZMl5nG6SQ_22br6Uyc61hRaYG
7MSn1bwZRFLcKQ/edit…. There are a couple of fliers in there. Christina did 
one, but the name of the other flier/poster contributors escape me.

2555.  

Nila Mu'Hari 5 days ago 

Warm welcome to the 6th Strata 3D backer!! :)

2556.  

Nila Mu'Hari 5 days ago 

are there already any flyer/postcard formats for printing around?

2557.  
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NomadMolly 5 days ago 

@Salvo, hehehehe

2558.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

ok gotta go to work...keep up the faith everyone

2559.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 5 days ago 

Cyan, Cyan 
You the man!

Sorry, that's all I got.

2560.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

ok, going to do something really uhmmm risky. Going to write a song for 
voice and guitar for Cyan if they will give me permission to say "Cyan" in the 
song. Its going to be a simple song, I have the melody and the tag line all 
work out, but I need some simple catch phrases for the verses, if any one 
has any 2 or 3 word phrases that rhyme about Cyan or the project, I might 
incorporate them into the song.

2561.  

Nila Mu'Hari 5 days ago 

@Molly & Tai, great memories... I can remember being once alone in cavern 
in a pretty early stage of prologue and one of the mudpie-obsession crew-
dudes showed up for the 1st time... it was awesome to show him (dusante?) 
around. Will never forget all that kind of unique excitement!
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2562.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

@Tai, hahahahaha

2563.  

Tai'lahr 5 days ago 

@Molly, my first word in Uru was "yes" when someone asked me if I knew 
what to do next after I landed in the neighborhood. Then, I ran as fast as I 
could to link to Gahreesen and get my KI. I joined Uru online to get the extra 
ages to play, not to socialize... but, Cyan had other plans for us. : )

2564.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

hmmmm, we need to get coverage on Huffpost and then get it picked up on 
AOLs main page.

2565.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

@John Cosgrove, night

2566.  

John Cosgrove 5 days ago 

Aaaand, I don't have another 2am in me today, so I'm out! See you when the 
dateline comes round :-)

Thanks everyone for a great day... I am so excited... we are going to surge 
our way across that line!
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2567.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

@Carol, haha I remember my first time in Uru Live well. The very first thing I 
said to anyone was "omg, you are a real person!" As you can imagine, they 
were highly amused by that, but they also understood. I would encourage 
you to go back and give it a try because now you have a bunch of friends 
here and I am sure some of us would be happy to meet you in Uru and help 
you get started.

2568.  

John Cosgrove 5 days ago 

And @James great work with the fan art! Really important... it kept us going 
quite a bit on the Golem Arcana campaign. I'll throw one up on the 
www.thankyoucyan.com site!

2569.  

John Cosgrove 5 days ago 

@Tai'lahr Roger that sir! It's such an amazing experience :-) We are doing 
really well for a Monday! I wanted to launch it on the weekend proper, but the 
stars didn't quite align. No matter. I'm going to hit the wider fan sites and 
communities starting tomorrow, now that the snowball is rolling. I want to get 
us over 100 (the media like numbers... they don't always understand them, 
but they like them) before I start widening the net to more general PC gaming 
communities. Then it's all-ahead full for the final 48hrs, which is when I hope 
we'll see a real surge on the back of the 48hr kickstarter reminder email (it 
will draw a lot of those 13,000 backers here again). If we can get it to 1000 
letters, that is news worthy and how!

2570.  

NomadMolly 5 days ago 

@Mattias, We are all so excited for the game, but also for you. If this thing is 
successful, and there is every reason to think it will be once we have the final 
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push in the last 2 days, you will be able to apply your talents to something 
wonderful and throughout you life your name will always be in the list of 
artistic contributors. That is a very cool thing indeed!

2571.  

Tai'lahr 5 days ago 

@John Cosgrove, I chuckled at your "Shameless plug: Tell me more about 
it!" but keep the reminders coming. I want to make a post on your site, but I 
want it to be good, so I'm thinking, thinking, thinking about it. : )

2572.  

Mattias Thorelli 5 days ago 

Thank you. :) I'm so excited for this game, but at the same time this 
Kickstarter process is really nerve-wracking and I kind of want to go hide until 
it is over. ^^; I have pretty much pledged all a can afford and more. Though I 
probably won't be able to keep away from here.

I'll definitely consider writing something for thankyoucyan.com later!

2573.  

Matt Giuca 5 days ago 

GOG.com tweet is exciting. Fingers crossed for an announcement in the next 
few days that GOG will carry a DRM-free copy of the game upon release 
(and available to $25 backers). Hopefully that will bring some people on 
board who were worried about Steam being the only option.

2574.  

Gryf Ketcherside 5 days ago 

Bravo, Mattias! Keep us posted, and let us know what to look for in the game.

Shorah, Mowog
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2575.  

Carol Woodward 5 days ago 

Wow, lots of artwork to look forward to, some made by our wonderful 
backers. Welcome aboard.

In the meantime I thought wouldn't it be nice if I had a cool Obduction/Cyan 
mouse to look forward to as well.

2576.  

John Cosgrove 5 days ago 

@Mattias - mate, you won't regret it for a moment. I can tell just from your 
message :-) Getting to work with Cyan creative... wow.

Shameless plug: Tell me more about it! Are you in graphic design? Are you 
there in some small part because of your time with Cyan's games?

www.thankyoucyan.com - tell us all about it dude :-)

2577.  

Andrea Sterbini 5 days ago 

I really hope this goes through ... I'm a Cyan fan from the beginning ... wish I 
had more money to fund it ...

2578.  

Trond E. B. Lunde 5 days ago 

Damn I wish I was richer.. :-(

2579.  
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Nila Mu'Hari 5 days ago 

Congratulations Mattias! Wow, awesome! You'll be in OBDUCTION!! :)

2580.  

Mattias Thorelli 5 days ago 

Oh dear. A "Become the artist" pledge became available, and I just took it 
without thinking. That's a lot of money but man, what a dream come true! So 
happy now.

I will probably cry if this doesn't succeed.

2581.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 5 days ago 

Spoiler character alert - Flier/postcard - for use however 
http://fc06.deviantart.net/fs71/f/2013/309/b/9/obduction_amelia_orbd_by_wod
ehouse1-d6t48ma.jpg

2582.  

Carol Woodward 5 days ago 

Random bit of useless information, I still have my original playstation up and 
working and often give Myst & Riven a play through on it, I love the sound the 
console makes, it takes me back to the first time, of course I prefer to play on 
the pc these days.

2583.  

Carol Woodward 5 days ago 

@ Nila, I agree totally, I love to own memorabilia, I have even been inspired 
to give Uru online another try, I was a bit overwhelmed when I tried it before 
(There are people here!!) I felt a bit slow muddling around but now I see this 
strong community I will be back.
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2584.  

Carol Woodward 5 days ago 

@ Maarten, I should have realised from the name, getting a bit slow in my old 
age.

2585.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

Marein - hahaha yeah yeah that'll teach me to post at 11:35 at night when I 
should be sleeping before the baby wakes up!

2586.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

Zion?? Darn autocorrect. Zien is what I meant Frank!

2587.  

Marein Könings 5 days ago 

@Maarten: Zion? Leven wij in de Matrix?

2588.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

@Carol - I'm in New Zealand ;) 
@Frank - yay more Dutch people. Goed om u te Zion!

@everybody - another milestone, $770,000 and 70%. Fantastic :)
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2589.  

Nila Mu'Hari 5 days ago 

@Carol, even if all muggs and the like would 'only' bring in 10- or 20K, it 
would be a killer add-on as a keepsake for ALL the tiers - but especially for 
the lower ones... This community is so special and so strong, I'd love to have 
something for our offices or our shelfs, that could reminds us ALL of this 
time...

2590.  

Sumatria 5 days ago 

Congrats! What a great sight to wake up to.

2591.  

Helena 5 days ago 

Congratulations on being 70% funded! (See, I got it right this time...)

2592.  

Frank den Blaauwen 5 days ago 

770k: Congratulations to everybody and especially to all the people placing 
ads, spreading the news etc

2593.  

Carol Woodward 5 days ago 

@ Nila, might work on a $10 or $15 level, postage extra.
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2594.  

Nila Mu'Hari 5 days ago 

If we won't get 770K in the next 20 mins, i'll do it. ;)

2595.  

laughingpineapple 5 days ago 

@Nila +1, I for one would gladly stock up on coffee mugs, pins and 
keychains!

2596.  

Carol Woodward 5 days ago 

@ Nila, lovely idea people seem to like tactile, and if they could get them 
whilst waiting for the game, you would be onto a winner I think, I would 
certainly buy in I have 13 Grandchildren and 3 Greatgrandchildren to buy for.

2597.  

John Cosgrove 5 days ago 

@maarten +1 on the add-ons! They have always been an essential 
component of any of the good ramps I've seen on KS. Offering App Store DL 
credits for the games at a discounted rate seems an easy win! With 13,000 
backers, an extra $10 a pop makes a difference!

2598.  

Nila Mu'Hari 5 days ago 

@Ryan W. @RAWA: I remember the old DRC cafepress store back in the old 
'pre-after' times and I guess it wont cost a lot of effort + workmanship, to get 
merch like that produced, keychains, coffee mugs, mouse pads and so on 
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and on... I'm pretty sure, you'll get some of the 13.335 backers pretty excited 
about add ons like that. What ya think?

2599.  

Carol Woodward 5 days ago 

@ Maarten, Thank you for the idea I will certainly do that, I have just passed 
the Strata 3D message on to some Indie game developers and asked them 
to pass on the good word. 

It is so good to know I am not fighting this part of the world alone.

2600.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

@Carol have you considered contacting media design schools, the sort of 
places that teach 3D modelling, animation, graphics, web design, film making 
etc? Would seem to be a likely audience.

2601.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

nice that we already have 5 backers at the $1100 tier.

now all we need is to fill the gap between $250 and $850 with a few nice 
things. 
also, repeating I'd love to see digital add-ons like the option of buying both 
Myst and Riven at a discount on iOS so I can play it on my wife's iPad ;)

2602.  

Carol Woodward 5 days ago 

Just sent a message to some newspaper editors in UK, I have offered to pay 
for the article if they will just say a few words about the Kickstarter campaign, 
mentioned the Oculus Rift stretch goal. 

The bolgs, Facebook, Raptr, or anything else I am trying, do not seem to be 
getting the message out or if so, somewhat slowly. UK are you asleep ?
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2603.  

John Cosgrove 5 days ago 

3/4 of the way through the first day of www.thankyoucyan.com and we have 
almost 800 hits and 16 thankyou notes!

An amazing start guys, thank you all so much!

Let's keep going - we want to use this page as a fan-led social media 
campaign in the final 48hrs of the kickstarter, when things REALLY go big!

Imagine it: a thousand letters of heartfelt thanks to a games company! That's 
not something you see every day.

That's a story that will get traction. Our story!

And remember, you can 'like' your favourite thank you notes and you can 
share any note (or the whole site) using the social media buttons throughout.

Why not share your story with us?

www.thankyoucyan.com 
#obduction 
#cyanworlds 
#thankyoucyan

2604.  

Nila Mu'Hari 5 days ago 

Awesome Simone! You are one more who heard 'The Call'! :)

2605.  

Simone Morandi 5 days ago 

I just woke up thinking of myst and here you are! Just joined and promoted it 
on my FB!!! The wait is (almost) over!!! Thank you for your energy! You are 
the best ever!!!

2606.  
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Nila Mu'Hari 5 days ago 

That's why I wrote 'slip' ;)

2607.  

Maarten Dijkstra 5 days ago 

I'm sure it won't be too far away Nila ;)

2608.  

Nila Mu'Hari 5 days ago 

Ah, we had a generous switcher to the Strata3D tier. Awesome Sir or 
Madame. So we have to slip over the 770K again... ;)

2609.  

Nila Mu'Hari 5 days ago 

WOW! We're there! 770K and rising! More backers joining in! I guess Horatio 
is @dream-lunch-land!

2610.  

Nila Mu'Hari 6 days ago 

we're almost at 770K! and the lucky 777,777 just around the corner! w00t 
w00t!

2611.  

Frank den Blaauwen 6 days ago 

@Nila: I agree
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2612.  

Nila Mu'Hari 6 days ago 

@Salvo: When this is over, I really think we should get Horatio finally some 
DINNER!

2613.  

laughingpineapple 6 days ago 

Not the only one! Europe and Australia will keep watch for the next few hours 
/salute

2614.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

ok am going to bed now. Thank you in advance to all the wonderful people 
who are going to donate to this great cause while I am snuggle up in the 
covers.

2615.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

Am I the only one watching at this point? Wow, what a flurry of activity and 
thank you to the newest $1,100 donor!

2616.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

ok...must...stop...looking...and ....go...to ...bed
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2617.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

There was a $250 in the mix

2618.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

maybe

2619.  

Ryan S. Davis 6 days ago 

I wonder if it's the gog tweet.

2620.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

this latest flurry of donations has seen most of them at the $45 or above

2621.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

I know...I'm sitting here wishing for it, but I HAVE to go to sleep
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Ryan S. Davis 6 days ago 

Darn it, we're going to get to 70% when I'm asleep.

2623.  

Criswell Weatherman 6 days ago 

@Salvo, If I'm doing without lunches, then Horatio should also do without 
lunches. :)

2624.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

@Horatio, go get some sleep, you can't eat all the time

2625.  

Horatio 6 days ago 

Goodnight, you princes of Myst, you kings of Obduction!

2626.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 6 days ago 

Awesome!

2627.  

Maarten Dijkstra 6 days ago 

Gog.com also posted to facebook; great stuff! :)
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2628.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 6 days ago 

Woohoo! Just got a tweet from gog.com about Obduction. They have about 
59,000 followers!

2629.  

Ryan S. Davis 6 days ago 

@MfGlisson--the Myst wonder for 7 wonders that I linked to is fairly 
balanced...maybe a little on the strong side. The revised version coming out 
later this month that I mentioned below has been tested, tweaked, and is 
more balanced than the original version.

2630.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

woot to our new $1,100 backer!

2631.  

Ryan S. Davis 6 days ago 

I don't want to steal someone's thunder without permission, but it involves 
another merchandise auction. So if you're not interested in that, head for bed 
now! :)

2632.  

MfGlisson 6 days ago 

@Ryan: I was just about to go to bed too. Now I'm stuck.
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2633.  

Horatio 6 days ago 

@Ryan: I'm a man of my word - I'm heading for the bedroom unless this 
exciting news is posted in the next 5 minutes!

2634.  

Ryan S. Davis 6 days ago 

Not yet, unless he wants to miss some exciting news about to be posted 
here...

2635.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 6 days ago 

@Horatio looks like you can go to sleep!

2636.  

MfGlisson 6 days ago 

@Ryan: Have you played with the Myst wonder? How balanced is it?

I ask, cause my friends love 7 Wonders, and we play 2 times a week. And 
they have started making up their own ages.

2637.  

MfGlisson 6 days ago 

Could Cyan put a digital copy of one of their earlier games up for a sub-$25 
tier?

I have no idea if this would make financial sense, since I am not sure of the 
economics of selling games form their end.
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2638.  

John Cosgrove 6 days ago 

@Ryan @JB that wonder is awesome!!! Huge board game fan here (and 
designer - heh, thank you Cyan) and I love 7 Wonders. Great job!

2639.  

Horatio 6 days ago 

I promise, if some backers step up and get us to $765,000 in the next 30 
minutes, I'll shut up and go to bed! Think about how great that could be...

2640.  

Horatio 6 days ago 

Thank you to our second $1,100 "Become the Strata 3D Artist" backer!

2641.  

Ryan S. Davis 6 days ago 

Stewart, I wasn't suggesting you sell your OWN replicas--but like you said, 
you could possibly auction your services to create more in the future for 
others! 
J.B., you're the second person already to say they play 7 Wonders. Hope you 
get a chance to give the Myst wonder a try! Although, heads-up: a much 
more formal, fancy version of it is coming with a set called "Lost Wonders 2" 
later this month, so keep an eye on boardgamegeek.com if you like.

2642.  

J.B. Lewis 6 days ago 

@Ryan: It's great to see another 7 Wonders fan here!
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2643.  

Stewart Bradford 6 days ago 

@Ryan S. - I couldn't possibly sell the replicas I made, they're MY 
PRECIOUS! :-) but certainly if I were to get Cyan's permission I'd be happy to 
do some more on commission. That said, the beauty of those replicas is that 
I honestly believe anyone could create their own. All it really takes is time (a 
LOT of time for some of them, lol). I went to great pains to describe my 
process in my descriptions in case anyone else wanted to have a go.

2644.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 6 days ago 

Can we all agree that when this is over we're all going to chip in and buy 
Horatio lunch?

2645.  

Maarten Dijkstra 6 days ago 

My wonderfully smart wife just reminded me that a mutual friend of ours is a 
tutor at Media Design School here in Auckland, New Zealand. They teach 
and train 3D modellers, designers, artists, web design, animation etc etc. So 
I've just posted to her FB asking her to pass on details of this kickstarter - 
bound to be some interest. 
So a thought for any backers here that are looking for new places to place 
flyers or otherwise get attention and recruit more backers, look to your local 
media schools! :D

2646.  

Horatio 6 days ago 

@Maarten: Comic relief is part of my donation to the project. :P The 
newcomers will just have to scour the comments section and solve the 
puzzle of the lunch references for themselves. This is a Cyan project, after 
all!
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Gotta run - lunch break!

2647.  

Maarten Dijkstra 6 days ago 

@Horatio - I do wonder what any new backers must think whenever they see 
you post that you're at lunch.. Makes me chuckle every time :)

2648.  

Horatio 6 days ago 

@Kevin: Thank you, sir!

2649.  

Lorna Hartman 6 days ago 

@Kevin awesome!

2650.  

Horatio 6 days ago 

@Ryan: That is freaking awesome! 7 Wonders is one of the games a couple 
of my friends and I play every week or two when we get together for game 
night. I'd love to add a Myst wonder to the repertoire. Unfortunately, my buds 
are already so sick of my constant Obduction harrassment, they'd probably 
never allow it. lol

2651.  

Kevin SgtPepper Geaney 6 days ago 

Today I'm proud to say I increased my pledge to $250 :)
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2652.  

Ryan S. Davis 6 days ago 

As long as we're talking about homemade projects...if anyone here plays 
European/designer board games, there is a very popular board game called 
7 Wonders. It has been expanded a few times with more wonders and for 
Christmas, my wife made me a personalized expansion--with Myst Island as 
the new Wonder for the game! Check it out here: 
http://boardgamegeek.com/thread/914843/my-wife-made-me-a-new-wonder

2653.  

Ryan S. Davis 6 days ago 

Stewart, I hadn't seen your page. Those items are great too! I especially love 
the Relto book and the Riven ball. I would seriously love to own one of those. 
Would you consider auctioning any of your items if you were allowed? It 
wouldn't even have to be an existing one--you could auction off a 
"commission" where you would make an artifact for the winner, to be 
delivered in 6 months or so.

I tried legal@cyan last winter, also with no luck. I would instead try their PR 
person, Vicki.

2654.  

Tai'lahr 6 days ago 

@Stewart: legal@cyan.com is the right route, but they might be a little behind 
in answering e-mails right now.

2655.  

Stewart Bradford 6 days ago 

@Ryan - not to self promote, cause I don't have Cyan's permission to sell 
anyway, but did you see the Journey Cloth replica I made? 
http://numinous80.deviantart.com/gallery/

Speaking of selling things, anyone know how to get in contact with Cyan for 
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permissions? I've tried legal@cyan.com with no luck.

2656.  

Ryan S. Davis 6 days ago 

I will contact David Pirkle, thanks!

2657.  

Stewart Bradford 6 days ago 

@Ryan S. - those cloths are made by David Pirkle 
http://pirkleations.deviantart.com/gallery/… and are available for purchase on 
his etsy shop at http://www.etsy.com/au/shop/Pirkleations

2658.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

@Tai, would be great to get it signed.

2659.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 6 days ago 

Okay. where is that 10k number 5 backer? Weren't they supposed to show 
up about this time? What's that? two 45's? Was he robbed!? Oh, Oh, you 
mean 4500. Oh Yes! A couple of those would work nicely as well. Yes, feed it! 
That pledged needs to be fed. 

*Deep Breath* I feel better now now. :) Come on! Come On! I want to see a 7 
replacing that 6! *Deep Breath*

2660.  
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Tai'lahr 6 days ago 

@Molly: Keep it. e-bay is a risk and I see they have a lot of Myst books there 
already. Maybe someone here will make you a nice offer, but I wouldn't 
expect much from e-bay.

2661.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 6 days ago 

@Scott Great! Now you have unleashed the Gollum within me. (in my best 
Gollum impersonation voice) 

Precious! You have so many Precious! Gollum. Gollum not have such 
Precioussseeessss. Soooooo Mannnyyyyyyy. I'm watching yoooouuu! 

;)

2662.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

I have a friend that collects first printings of books. He has one of the Myst 
books ( he has so many books that he doesn't know which one, lol) He is 
going to give it to me. So, should I keep it or ebay it for our campaign? Looks 
like they are on ebay for all kinds of prices, not sure what they are actually 
selling for. Does anyone know?

2663.  

Horatio 6 days ago 

@Scott: I agree that tangible, hold-in-your-hands items really resonate with 
some fans (me included). I purchased one of the full-sized, lights-and-sound 
Portal guns w/additional stand because I love the Portal games and wanted 
to have a tangible "collectible" for display.

I'm not asking for a super expensive-to-make collectible from Obduction in 
this KS campaign, however. I just want something I can put on a shelf, or 
display on my desk at work.
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Ryan S. Davis 6 days ago 

Scott, your second link works. And gave me an idea. I would pay a good 
amount for one of those awesome journey cloths. Does anyone here know 
who made/makes them? Maybe he/she could auction 10 or so of them on 
eBay, with the proceeds going to this campaign? Minus their cost for 
materials, of course! If anyone knows who made those journey cloths, please 
contact them. or tell me who they are, and I will :)

2665.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

What would make an interesting reward at the $500 level?

2666.  

Scott Benton 6 days ago 

Great...I can't edit that comment to fix the link. Hopefully this works.

http://flic.kr/p/brg4vC

2667.  

Ryan S. Davis 6 days ago 

Hey, I got a reply from a Cyantist! Cool! Ryan, as long as you're reading the 
comments, I wholeheartedly second Maarten's idea to use your iOS apps to 
add value to this campaign. The app market is huge. You could add the iOS 
games to the digital Obduction to make an all-digital tier...or somehow offer 
an add-on of a download of Myst and/or Riven. I have an iPad too and 
haven't yet bought Myst or Riven. Would LOVE to buy them via this 
Kickstarter and bump up your numbers!

2668.  

Scott Benton 6 days ago 

I'm not a fan of eBay either, but it helps someone with a fandom such as this. 
(http://www.flickr.com/photos/43746755@N00/6849418570/)The journey 
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cloth, action figures, the books and comic books, plus the EU edition of 
MYST V are all from eBay because they were the only way I could get them. 
If things like that do make it to eBay, know they will land in the hands of a fan, 
admirer, and someone who cherishes and appreciates the work that goes in 
to what you and the folks at Cyan do.

2669.  

Horatio 6 days ago 

@Ryan Warzecha: I would really like to see some lower-priced add-on 
options that could be used to increase pledges at the lower levels. For 
example, how about some Obduction baubles like a coffee mug, a keychain, 
a signed 8x10 print of game artwork, a small poster, etc. If these are priced in 
the $15 to $25 range, I'm sure folks who like tangible tokens would take to 
them.

There are only a handful of us that can offer support at the higher levels. 
These lower-priced gifties could really help, in my opinon.

2670.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

woot!

2671.  

Ryan Warzecha 6 days ago 

@Maarten - I really can't answer that, though I will bring it up to the team. 
@ Ryan S Davis - My wife framed mine for our wedding anniversary. She 
understands my obsession :)

2672.  

Horatio 6 days ago 

And the first of 25 $1100 tier spots gets snapped up! That didn't take long!
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2673.  

Ryan S. Davis 6 days ago 

@Ryan Warzecha--That's certainly understandable. But I can also promise I 
would NEVER put something like that on eBay! It would be far more 
meaningful to me than money. I've still got a copy of the famed Channelwood 
poster, framed!

2674.  

Maarten Dijkstra 6 days ago 

Dig the new reward tier - bound to be some takers :) Unfortunately way out of 
my price range, and also I'm no 3D modeler!

@Ryan Warzecha - what are the chances of offering Myst and Riven on iOS 
as a special bundle for the kickstarter? I've recently bought both again on 
www.gog.com but now that my wife has an iPad I'm actually quite keen to 
play them on that as my gaming time is much harder to arrange around our 
new baby :) With the iPad I can just pick up and play anywhere for short 
periods of time. I also really think there must be plenty of people who would 
like to dive back into those worlds or perhaps have never even visited. 
Please consider it :)

2675.  

Tai'lahr 6 days ago 

@Cyan, it appears the puzzle solvers got ahead of the clues; can you 
confirm or deny that? ; )

2676.  

Ryan Warzecha 6 days ago 

@Ryan S Davis We will only make the amount we need. I hope they never 
show up on Ebay.
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2677.  

Stewart Bradford 6 days ago 

@Ryan - that sounds like the perfect reward for a $500 pledge tier don't you 
think? *Wink wink nudge nudge @cyan?* Lol

2678.  

Tai'lahr 6 days ago 

@Molly, the Guild of Writers is where the artists are: 
http://forum.guildofwriters.org/viewforum.php…

2679.  

Ryan S. Davis 6 days ago 

@Cyan--I see your Launch Party tier is being underappreciated. The 
"Obduction prop" mentioned in that level is something I would pay quite a bit 
for. I'm just saying, if you're going to have extras since all the Launch Party 
slots aren't taken...if you add that prop by itself as an add-on or lower tier, a 
bunch of us will be all over it.

2680.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

a post in OpenUru.org perhaps?

2681.  

Ryan S. Davis 6 days ago 

I know nothing about computer modeling and graphics, but surely this is an 
untapped pool of backers? Can anybody involved with the graphics/software 
community post this on some of those message boards/websites?
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2682.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

whew, new backer...we had a lull there....

2683.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

@Stewart, They might, those 850 ones went fast

2684.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

The Kickstarter for Wish I Was Here had a tier the promised the donor a 
speaking line in the movie. That....is risky.

2685.  

Stewart Bradford 6 days ago 

An update should be sent about this so that existing backers see it. Robert 
Milius had been calling for an artist spot for days. I hope he sees this before 
they're all claimed (though how fantastic would it be if all 25 spots do get 
snapped up? :-))

2686.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

if they had a reward to put your music in...I'd be all over that, but they can't 
do that...its more dangerous than a graphic reward, lol
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2687.  

Horatio 6 days ago 

Thanks for the additional tier, Team Cyan! I'm sure there will be quite a bit of 
interest in this one.

2688.  

Ryan S. Davis 6 days ago 

Hey, you graphics people! Jump on that new tier! :)

2689.  

Seba 6 days ago 

Ryans bugs work fast it seems ;)

2690.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

ooooh there is a new tier there just noticed, but not the one I really need.

2691.  

Stewart Bradford 6 days ago 

@John - "strueth, crikey, that's not a knife" etc and so forth, lol. 

Re: Uru, I'm not sure how you missed out. I got my collectors edition the day 
of release and ADSL all set for prologue only to have to wait while they slowly 
ramped up the servers letting a trickle of players in. Thankfully I gained 
access via the infamous "clerical error" that let a tonne of people in at once. 
Was a similar story during the Gametap era.

I hope you've at least been able to access MO:ULa?
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Re: past Kickstarters with similar trends, compare the Armikrog campaign 
with this one. I've found that the kicktraq trending curve on that and the one 
for Obduction line up very closely, which doesn't bode well for Obduction until 
you look at the end of that campaign and see the giant upswell of support 
that got then over the line. I can't see Obduction failing if it gets that close 
either! :-)

2692.  

Rose 6 days ago 

Thank you James, that must be a clue for the ARG running on 
http://forums.cyan.com/viewtopic.php…

2693.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

@Ryan, psssst, put a bug in someone's ear. $500 tier, $500 tier, $500 tier

2694.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

@John Cosgrove, re Golem Arcana. Wow what a great idea. While I was 
looking at some of the well funded projects that were board or RPG games, I 
kept thinking, how cool would it be if you could also have a digital way of 
playing. And...there it is.

2695.  

Ryan Warzecha 6 days ago 

You are all amazing. I love reading the stories on www.thankyoucyan.com 
Thank you for all this wonderful support.
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NomadMolly 6 days ago 

I need to tune out of here and go play the darn pre-game, lol

2697.  

John Cosgrove 6 days ago 

@Horatio Yes indeed! I got back on the bandwagon during the Gametap 
period, but another problem for me then was Aussie lag. Very hard for me to 
maintain a stable connection. I also tried the first round of shards, but had the 
same problem. I will admit, I haven't tried again for several years - when this 
is all over I'll give it a go :-)

2698.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

ooh did not know about the e-mail...Well then...hehe...we are going to make 
it.

2699.  

John Cosgrove 6 days ago 

@NomadMolly We will indeed! Let me share a war story - Golem Arcana

http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1613260297/golem-arcana…

Take a close look at that funding goal... we made it over that line with FOUR 
HOURS to spare!!

It was an amazing campaign. A bold idea, never been tried before. No super-
cheap pre-made models to help sell it either - you backed that baby because 
you loved the idea.

Note the 9000+ comments. It was the community that carried that project 
across the line. And it was the final 48hr surge that got it home.

There's an automatic Kickstarter system email that goes out at 48hrs to 
close, reminding anyone who starred the campaign to pledge. It drives an 
amazing ramp.
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2700.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 6 days ago 

Rand posted this on Twitter /words/UPDATE#7

2701.  

Horatio 6 days ago 

@John: I hope you are aware that URU is still alive and well at 
http://www.mystonline.com. The community is still around, so come and join 
us if you haven't already!

2702.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

@ John Cosgrove, *hangs head* uhmmm yeah. Must admit, Americans dig 
that Aussie stuff, dig it big time. Highly entertained, lol.

2703.  

John Cosgrove 6 days ago 

@Stewart, I believe this is the point where you and I start saying things like 
"Maaate! Come an have a gander the next time you're up in Brisvegas, I'll 
throw a shrimp on the barbie for ya!" to one another for the entertainment of 
our American friends... but I shall eschew that for the time being ;-)

Agreed wholeheartedly - I know a number of Myst fans here in Aus, it's just 
we don't tend to have conventions or other opportunities to meet in person 
much.

I was very aggrieved many years ago when, by the time I even got URU here 
in Aus, the servers had already been pulled... Seriously, I got the night it was 
released here... Too late, alas.

*sigh*
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2704.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 6 days ago 

@Horatio - as we would say in Glasgow, we know who ate all the pies! and 
bang, there goes the literal literacy down the swany!

2705.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

Well based on comments from Seba and other experienced Kiskstarters we 
must believe we will have the same kind of end bump as have other projects. 
Just to reassure myself, I looked at the daily numbers for several high budget 
campaigns and all of them had their lowest donations at just about the 20 day 
mark with a big spike on the second to last day. So fear not everyone, we 
may have this thing yet.

2706.  

Stewart Bradford 6 days ago 

@John Cosgrove - a wonderful idea to create that website, rest assured I will 
post something on there asap. That's just the kind of story that could get us 
that extra media attention we need.

Re: is Aussie Cyan fans, we're certainly around. Mike Ando (aka Rium+) lives 
in Brissy too and I'm just down the road at the GC. I don't think it's the 
concentration of fans down here that's the problem it's just finding them. 
Which reminds me, there was once an Aussie Mysterium group. I wonder if 
they're still active.

2707.  

Horatio 6 days ago 

@James @Seba lol - A very articulate and literary tribute to my dining 
campaign in support of the Obduction project. I thank you both. *urp*
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2708.  

Seba 6 days ago 

Ah yes, Horatio and the lunch to rule them all. That man has truly gone 
where no man has gone before. Yet in less than two weeks, we shall all dine 
with him. To have such a wonder to look forward to, is certainly a blessing.

2709.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 6 days ago 

@Seba - commiseration on your misfortune, one I fear that has befallen 
many. Never mind you will never go hungry for heroic Horatio dines for us all! 

Who knows with Cyan, I am sure they know what they do, they had the vision 
in the first place that led us all here.

2710.  

Seba 6 days ago 

@James - I was! And then adventure games started showing up on 
Kickstarter. Bye bye fortune, hello game boxes! 
Seriously though, I've just been through enough of these to have my faith 
unshaken. And the community effort going on here is a tremendous asset.

Personally I'm also thrilled with what Cyan did with this campaign (and that I 
didn't miss out on the fun for once ;). 
But I'm with Marten (and everyone else advocating) on the tiers, they 
should've definitely added some by now, bridging those huge gaps between 
250, 850, 4.5k, and 10k is a very basic thing that would've given the high 
rollers more incentives and stepping stones to jump higher.

2711.  

John Cosgrove 6 days ago 

500 hits in 10 hours! Pretty happy with that. www.thankyoucyan.com

I'll let the content build a bit, then start sending in write-ups to any outlet that 
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will listen :-)

2712.  

Adreitz 6 days ago 

I submitted Obduction as a potential news item to the Inside Mac Games 
website. Hopefully they'll feature it this week.

2713.  

John Cosgrove 6 days ago 

Cheers @Maarten! Look forward to it.

2714.  

Ge Rong 6 days ago 

need help here! I'm trying to increase my pledge, when I clicked 'go next 
step', KS prompted that ' you need to + extra $15 if you're outside US, if you 
are inside US, click 'in the US' below', but I can't find this checkbox anywhere 
'below' ?!

2715.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 6 days ago 

Character spoiler alert - variation timeline 
http://fc07.deviantart.net/fs70/f/2013/308/7/8/obduction_amelia_pods3_by_w
odehouse1-d6t2sxq.jpg

2716.  

Maarten Dijkstra 6 days ago 

@John Cosgrove - Can I please extend a big Thank YOU to you John, for 
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putting up www.thankyoucyan.com It's a great idea and I will write my piece 
for it shortly.

@Vincent - Have faith my friend :) If we all keep spreading the word, we will 
do well.

@Cyan - I know this has been said a number of times now, but can I please 
reiterate the call for more pledging tiers between $250 and $850, and also 
perhaps more digital only tiers for additional pledges.

2717.  

Maarten Dijkstra 6 days ago 

@jason did you see the last update? It mentions interviews with a number of 
different sites and blogs. 
I trust Cyan are doing what they can. We need to do what we can :)

2718.  

Vincent Marziale 6 days ago 

We better make it. I'm not liking this last legs pacing. : |

2719.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 6 days ago 

@Salvo sure no problem, and thank you

2720.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 6 days ago 

@James Do you mind if I add you to my twitter group, Obduction 
Community?

2721.  
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James Andrew Wodehouse 6 days ago 

@ Seba, do you know something we dont?, please tell me you are rich like 
gates and ready to plunder your stash lol

2722.  

Seba 6 days ago 

Been so wrapped up lately in the various words and worlds tinted in Cyan, I 
didn't have much to contribute around here but You folks are doing a swell 
job, salutes and cheers all around!

And yes, just You wait for those last couple of days, Your eyes will be 
spinning from watching that counter go. Prepare to be amazed, be very 
amazed! ;)

2723.  

John Cosgrove 6 days ago 

@Lorna, agreed, for me it's now about viral conversion. The Myst franchise 
sold over 12million copies. So we've got just over 0.1% conversion to this 
campaign.

There is NO WAY I going to accept that we've got anywhere CLOSE to our 
potential conversion. Not for the greatest computer game franchise ever 
made.

My strat with www.thankyoucyan.com is to build the content as fast as 
possible (thanks to all contributors) and then start launching it at the gaming 
bastions (like Gamasutra and IGN) not as a 'Look at Obduction' but as 
(genuinely) a 20th anniversary tribute to an icon of gaming.

That story, I hope, will resonate with many old Myst gamers, who will then 
visit the site and channel through to the KS.

2724.  

Lorna Hartman 6 days ago 

Right now, Cyan's like a duck sitting on a lovely peaceful pond, paddling like 
an eggbeater underwater. Each interview, each article, each new piece of 
publicity represents the efforts of several people over a period of time and is 
only the culmination of a lot of effort up front. 

Curiosity's killing this cat too,but I'm much happier with Cyan's primary efforts 
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right now being toward the media and the game itself. 

Cyan has posted 14 updates in 19 days, has done a Reddit AMA and soon a 
Google Hangout, all of which involve the backers. (I know I'm forgetting 
something. What am I forgetting?) We who are backing have also been able 
to watch Cyan's interviews and read the articles. They're on Facebook, 
Twitter, Reddit, YouTube and numerous other channels, not all of which I'm 
on myself. I know they post updates on Facebook and Twitter regularly.

I don't blame @Jason for biting his nails. I'm doing the same! and so are a lot 
of people, probably. And he makes a good point about the comments: 
There's not a lot from Cyan here. I'm good with that myself because I don't 
want them hanging around the comments with the other things I want them to 
be doing, but I can see that it's different for others. 

There are enough people out there passionate about Myst and Cyan to blow 
this campaign past the goalposts, and people who don't know Myst but who 
would be interested in Obduction. My suspense is in the realm of Can we 
reach enough of those people? 

I think we can. Particularly with @Horatio on our side. Dude is out to lunch. 
Thanks for your noble sacrifice.

2725.  

Carol Woodward 6 days ago 

@ Jason, I understand what you mean but the way I see it, look at the 
community that's being built up here, fans from the past and future, Like 
Rand says, the game has already begun, and we are in it. 
@ Horatio, I am sure we will all help you with the weight loss later. Bless.

2726.  

Jason Andersen 6 days ago 

LOL@Horation.

Thanks RAWA, I'm not saying you guys aren't doing something, it's just the 
general feeling I'm seeing from other news sites/forums. Updates just to 
update wouldn't be helpful either. But how many people who aren't diehard 
fans will know you are commenting in an official capacity? They may browse 
through comments and not see any "blue" and think that no one official is 
here.

2727.  
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Horatio 6 days ago 

UPDATE: I just wanted to pop in and report that I'm still out to lunch. Please 
continue to pledge early and often. Thank you for your support.

2728.  

Richard "RAWA" Watson 6 days ago 

Sorry you feel that way, Jason. We are very hard at work trying to get more 
lined up for the Kickstarter and will make announcements as new 
developments become official.

2729.  

Jason Andersen 6 days ago 

I guess I'd just like to see what Cyan is doing in an obvious way as well. 3 
days between updates and very little presence in the comments is not so 
good for a project with not a lot of detail behind it. Considering some of the 
press I've seen recently that is along the lines of "Not much information is 
available", I'm beginning to wonder if Cyan is relying a little too much on just 
blind faith.

I wish I had your guys optimism. I really want to see this thing succeed so I'm 
biting my nails the closer we get to the end (and not seeing the total rise very 
quickly).

2730.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

I'm not scheduling any appointments for 11/15. I plan to watch those last 2 
days like a hawk!

2731.  

Carol Woodward 6 days ago 

@ John, I have every confidence too, can't wait to see the home run.
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2732.  

John Cosgrove 6 days ago 

@jason - don't worry mate, Cyan are doing a top-notch job doing the one 
thing most KS owners just can't do - calling in the heavy media fire.

There is a LOT of press coverage across the last 4 weeks and they keep 
rolling it in. And big stuff too (the last time I saw the BBC cover a KS project, 
it was the Pebble watch).

It takes DAYS to line up a skedge with a major outlet like that, and more time 
to prep the release and the interview mats.

They're playing the A-league, our job is to pump the community. Then we can 
join up in the home stretch for the big finale :-)

..Oh, and it's gonna be BIG.

2733.  

Jenny Sue Hane 6 days ago 

@Jason people here have been posting all the efforts they make, so our 
work is obvious. Cyan has probably been contacting a lot of media 
organizations and doing who-knows-what-else behind the scenes.

2734.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 6 days ago 

My twitter name is jawodehouse

2735.  

Jason Andersen 6 days ago 

Why do I feel like the community here is trying harder than Cyan?

*rubs temples* I need to walk away for a while, again. :(
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2736.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 6 days ago 

I'm gone for the better part of a day and come back to such amazing work 
being done by everyone! Applause to you all!

2737.  

John Cosgrove 6 days ago 

Well, that's six more heartfelt thank you notes at www.thankyoucyan.com - 
awesome stuff!

Please, if you want to say thanks, share how important Cyan has been to you 
and help us smash this campaign through the stars, head over and click the 
submit button at the top of the page!

2738.  

Kirk Brownridge 6 days ago 

Thanks @Tai'lahr. 
I know there are ways run Windows apps on a Mac, I'm a developer. 
But, it's still Windows only - there's just ways around that obstacle. 
:)

2739.  

Tai'lahr 6 days ago 

@Kirk, Mac users have found ways to play MOULa; see 
http://www.mystonline.com/forums/viewtopic.php…
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Galit ~ Obduction! 6 days ago 

@everyone Also.... @Horatio created this avatar too: 
http://farm6.staticflickr.com/5504/10672193914_1c89334377_o.png 
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction/comments…

2741.  

Lorna Hartman 6 days ago 

$58 to next small milestone... then on to $770K!

2742.  

Kirk Brownridge 6 days ago 

Sadly, MystOnline is Windows only. 
But for those who can play it, I hear it's pretty awesome.

Also, the original games are available on Steam and GOG.com for Windows, 
and on the App Store and Google Play for mobile device users.

2743.  

Lorna Hartman 6 days ago 

@Linda, the 4th $10K backer pledged a couple of days ago, not today, so the 
pledge was already part of the total.

2744.  

Adreitz 6 days ago 

@Linda: The fourth 10k backer arrived a few days ago.

2745.  
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Tai'lahr 6 days ago 

@Myst fans (& anyone else interested), if you'd like to visit the D'ni cavern 
and play MystOnline: UruLive (it's FREE), please check out the "Welcome 
Obduction Kickstarter Backers" forum post to help get you started at 
http://www.mystonline.com/forums/viewtopic.php…

2746.  

John Cosgrove 6 days ago 

Thanks to everyone who has already submitted a thank you! I will upload 
ASAP.

2747.  

LINDA WOLLETT 6 days ago 

Question: Erik Ammerlaan posted 3 hrs ago that a 4th 10K backer pledged. 
Last night 11/3 $750,00 was reached. Why isn't the total $769,917 (as of 
6:20pm 11/4/13)?

2748.  

Carol Woodward 6 days ago 

@ James, wow I must have missed that one, my pc has been poorly for a 
while and I don't watch tv ever, I have a lot more hope now than I did half an 
hour ago. Thank you James.

2749.  

Galit ~ Obduction! 6 days ago 

@Lorna here's the last post from @Chris regarding the avatars: 
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction/comments…

For anyone who just wants the direct links to the avatars, here's a 
compilation from all of @Chris' posts: 
http://i.imgur.com/VB04wP5.png 
http://i.imgur.com/8YAQPMf.png 
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http://i.imgur.com/Bp81CwZ.png 
http://i.imgur.com/RmQ2kSv.png 
http://i.imgur.com/Pn2VNlp.png 
@Seba made this one --> https://imageshack.com/i/mkfuewp

2750.  

John Cosgrove 6 days ago 

WWW.THANKYOUCYAN.COM 
-- Share your personal thank you letter to Cyan --

Friends, we are now entering the tail end of a kickstarter campaign that is 
very dear to us all.

Since the beginning of this campaign, I have been deeply struck by a 
powerful thread that binds this community - the effect Cyan and their games 
had on our lives.

This is an incredible story. In an age when video games are 'notorious' more 
than they are 'innovative' or truly 'great', Cyan produced something 20 years 
ago that clearly, from the comments on this site, changed thousands of lives 
for the better.

THIS is the story that must now be told, as we enter the final run.

THIS is the story that takes this campaign from just another fan-led indie 
computer game KS and reveals it as something much grander - a faith, a joy, 
a deep affection for an experience - and the people who brought it into our 
lives.

To that end, with Rand's permission (thank you Rand!), I have set up the 
following site

www.thankyoucyan.com

It has two objectives:

1) to create a massive tribute to Cyan and the incredible positive effect they 
have had on our lives by inviting ANYONE to write a THANK YOU LETTER 
to be posted on an infinite wall of thanks. They deserve this for 20 years of 
Myst and the incredible outpouring of comments here deserve a home where 
they can be properly viewed and shared.

2) to focus this incredible story of the profound and positive legacy of Cyan 
as a supporting press and social media campaign that drives awareness and 
involvement in Obduction.

There is a REAL reason you are backing this game, like I am. And at the end 
of the day, it is not simply because of a beautiful idea. It is because of WHO it 
is that is making it, how deeply we TRUST them to craft it well and how 
DEARLY WE MISS the journeys they took us all upon.

I invite you to share that reason with us all and with Cyan.

Out of respect, I will not copy the comments from this site, I will only post 
what you ask me to post, using the submission form on the site. Your 
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submission should be on the site within 24hrs.

Please use the social media buttons on the site to share you favourite thank 
you notes with friends and networks.

We have 11 days. Not to fund the campaign - that is going to happen - but to 
REALLY say THANK YOU by blowing that target out of the water.

I will be tweeting and liking and smooching my heart out to promote both 
www.thankyoucyan.com and this KS throughout :-) (#obduction 
#thankyoucyan)

Just think of it… imagine the press story for 10,000 letters of heartfelt thanks 
to a… games developer? (Did he say games dev? Say what? That can't be 
right! Tell me more!)

So let's do just that :-)

- John Cosgrove

(as explained on the site, I'm not affiliated with Cyan and if there are any 
proceeds from traffic - unlikely - I will donate them to the charity of Rand's 
choice).

2751.  

John Cosgrove 6 days ago 

....aaaand I'm awake again *yawn*

2752.  

Carol Woodward 6 days ago 

@ James I think my friends and family are pretty sick of me too, I have 
promised them that in 11 days time I will SHUT UP. I might try fliers too, 
instead of postcards.

2753.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 6 days ago 

@ Carol - Gives you heart 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-24579804
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2754.  

Carol Woodward 6 days ago 

@ Lorna Like James said, if we could hear where newcomers found out, we 
might be better able to tailor the work for each country. 
It amazes me that a celebrity can break wind and everyone in the world will 
know about it by nightfall, but thousands of people are having to flog 
themselves to be heard here.

2755.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 6 days ago 

@ Carol - Yea much of the same here, slight overkill on the facebook front 
think friends would prefer me abducted don't know bout obducted. Will take 
some fliers on my travels and try and hit the colleges around here.

2756.  

Lorna Hartman 6 days ago 

Thanks for the info @Galit and thanks for the profile image @Chris. 
Awesome. @Carol you've done amazing things. 

Facebook ad campaign has had a dozen unique clicks so far. Wish I knew 
how many, if any, donated, but this is a good, expected click rate for the 
campaign.

2757.  

Galit ~ Obduction! 6 days ago 

@Tom yup, maybe I'm not the only one who didn't know about it.

2758.  
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laughingpineapple 6 days ago 

Re: Unwritten, considering that the project was pretty much funded within its 
first day, I'd figure that not much effort was put into getting the word out... 
especially after Obduction's campaign launched and the community focused 
on it! I know /I/ didn't even mention it to the convention people I managed to 
talk to about Obduction, as it would've spread resources and possibly 
confused them with two Myst-related projects going on at once...

2759.  

Carol Woodward 6 days ago 

@ James I was beginning to worry that I was alone over here, I have tried 
everything even giving a subtle hint to Lord Sugar and lots of other Celebs, 
via the Kickstarter logo. Handing out postcards in the freezing rain and 
pestering everyone on Facebook, etc.

2760.  

Tom van der Spek 6 days ago 

@Galit~ Perhaps some backers here can fund Unwritten too. They are less 
than $2000 away from their final goal.

2761.  

Galit ~ Obduction! 6 days ago 

@Lorna I got it from Chris several days/weeks ago. Chris is a master with the 
profile avatars! =)

2762.  

Lorna Hartman 6 days ago 

$322 and a new $10K backer would get us to the 70% point. :) Who put up 
this Obduction profile image? Thanks, it's great.
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2763.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 6 days ago 

@ Carol - Scottish boy here - Maybe if we get fresh donors to say where they 
heard about this, not sure we know which 'targets' are working ?

2764.  

Galit ~ Obduction! 6 days ago 

@Tom Yeah ... honestly I had no idea that project was even out there until I 
found it a few minutes ago. =( I don't know how I missed it until now.

2765.  

Tom van der Spek 6 days ago 

@Galit- What do you think? I have both backed already, als most of the 
Unwritten backers, I presume.

2766.  

Galit ~ Obduction! 6 days ago 

@laughingpineapple D'oh! I honestly had no idea that project was even going 
on... I only just found it (and pledged) =)

2767.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 6 days ago 

@Olivia Hörtin People can only do what they can do. And that is, I think, 
enough and all anyone should expect. If everyone does what they can do, 
one dollar, two, 5, 10, 20, 25, 50, 100, 500...10000, this will succeed. No-one 
knows more then I that bills need to be paid and well planned and laid budget 
delimiters should be worked within. No one, win or loose, has any reason to 
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feel badly if we all have done what we can do. But we will win, because the 
upticks keep coming. The dollars keep accumulating. We are not even at the 
final upsurge that will occur in the last few days but the trajectory keeps 
moving up to the critical point. 

Keep on. Let's do that. Do what we can, to the utmost of our abilities, and this 
KS will complete successfully. The seedy beginning to the exploration of new 
worlds, will sprout. ;)

2768.  

Carol Woodward 6 days ago 

@ Everyone, is anyone else working to get the word out in the UK, I feel like I 
am coming up empty at every turn, there can't be so few Cyan fans over 
here, I would love to know that I am not alone. 
Seems to be a bit more interest from the younger generation since I 
mentioned Oculus Rift.

2769.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 6 days ago 

That Kickstarter has been pushing Obduction in their updates :) (BTW, I 
definitely suggest folks consider supporting it if tabletop RPGs and Myst are 
both things you like! 
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1748001141/unwritten-adventures-in-the-
ages-of-myst-and-beyon It's a completely fan-driven labor of love with Cyan 
approval.)

2770.  

laughingpineapple 6 days ago 

Galit, methinks every single one of us Unwritten backers are also supporting 
Obduction already :') the target audience and the communication channels 
kinda overlap.

2771.  
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Galit ~ Obduction! 6 days ago 

So.... I just found (on kickingitforward) a Tabletop game that says: "The 
worlds of Myst and D'ni are yours to explore in this FATE Core-driven 
tabletop RPG of Adventure, Discovery & Accomplishment" ---- only 70 hours 
to go in their project though (and they're 589% funded)... still, that's another 
444 backers that could join in on Obduction....

2772.  

Olivia Hortin 6 days ago 

I have tried to get the word out where I can, but I don't exactly have many 
followers on any social websites and I don't really have any cool contacts 
which can reach a wider audience. However, if my father chooses to not back 
this project (he's a Myst fan too, but is more conscious about money) I'm 
considering to put in another 50$ just to get him a box as well. That's pretty 
much all I can do, I think...

2773.  

Peggy Youell 6 days ago 

I put a bug in the ear of a colleague who works at another website. I'll let you 
know if they post anything.

2774.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 6 days ago 

@James W Martin. 

Perhaps some of use will want to up our contribution, where possible and still 
pay living expenses.

I actually think there are going to be a lot more backers joining the 13209 
already here. 
More will respond to the multitude of calls in the works. 
(Probably thinking they need to find their linking books, when all they have to 
do now, is click) 

Failure...is...not...an...option! ;)
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2775.  

James W Martin 6 days ago 

Hopefully things getting moving again or we are going to fall short by 
$200,000. 
Everyone might have to kick in an extra $15.... and I mean all 13,000.

2776.  

Lorna Hartman 6 days ago 

Demo of Oculus Rift--cool demo, such cool technology! 
http://www.businessinsider.com/oculus-rift-video-demo-2013-7…

Cyan just posted this link on FB.

2777.  

Lorna Hartman 6 days ago 

Numbers went up while I was typing and made my number wrong. That's 
awesome!!

2778.  

Lorna Hartman 6 days ago 

$11,625 to the big $770K, the 70% mark. Based on past days, we can do 
this. The sooner the better. You all have so many great ideas.

Link to list, to read or edit: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UwpeZMl5nG6SQ_22br6Uyc61hRaYG
7MSn1bwZRFLcKQ/edit…
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Galit ~ Obduction! 6 days ago 

I also just sent a PM to Cyan ... suggesting that they consider participating in 
Kicking It Forward. I think that would generate interest too. =)

2780.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 6 days ago 

@ Dimitrios 

"@ Ryan ..chill out :) 
http://www.youtube.com/watch…";

Yea. I'm subscribed to 331ERock. I love music and am very eclectic in that 
regards. It is such a kick and high to watch someone really into a beat, and 
see the music lift and take them. And this gentleman has definitely got a 
musical high. Man, just look at his face! So Cool! :D

2781.  

Ryan S. Davis 6 days ago 

Less than $11,000 to 70%. Would be a great time for a big-money backer or 
2.

2782.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 6 days ago 

@ Christina

"Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 1 minute ago

(And that's when you realize that they're maybe not so boring after all!)"

Thanks, Christina! That provided me quite a chuckle! :D

2783.  

Galit ~ Obduction! 6 days ago 

Ok... I sent a PM to the creator of the Star Trek project ... we'll see if they 
decide to help us out. =)
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2784.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 6 days ago 

(And that's when you realize that they're maybe not so boring after all!)

2785.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 6 days ago 

Cool! Just don't underestimate the possibility for your boring coworkers or 
relatives or whatever to recognize "Myst" and be interested :D

2786.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 6 days ago 

Christina I have posted links to some scifi and gaming sites in fb, was trying 
to think the best way to reach the Christmas market?

2787.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 6 days ago 

On the topic of reaching folks outside the nerd-o-sphere, I'd like to remind 
people to share the Kickstarter on Facebook if they haven't already!

2788.  

J.B. Lewis 6 days ago 

I stand corrected - Thunderclaps can be supported with Twitter, Facebook, or 
Tumblr. Sweet!
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2789.  

J.B. Lewis 6 days ago 

Here's another idea for those who use Twitter: a Thunderclap! This is one 
that's going out in a few days for Chuck's Challenge, a puzzle game I've 
supported here on KS that's about to be released. There's many others that 
have way, WAY more who are involved, though.

https://www.thunderclap.it/projects/6152-chuck-s-challenge-3d-pc-mac

I'm not a Twitter user, but we've easily got people who use it that can help 
make this happen...right?

2790.  

DrMerlin 6 days ago 

There are still no reward tiers between $1 and $25?

2791.  

Chgd Fr William, to using Bill 6 days ago 

Regarding the predictions and projections from KickTraq and even KickSpy. 
"Are these the shadows of things that Will be, or the shadows of things that 
May be, only?" 
"Men's courses will foreshadow certain ends, to which, if persevered in, they 
must lead." 
A Christmas Carol - Charles Dickens 

I suppose I should apologize, especially if I have offended anyone with the 
above quotes. Yet, in my odd and unusual mind the matter of Kick predictions 
and projections, caused a confluence of the two, to which, in my mind, there 
is a link. The character Scrooge,s statement, "Men's courses will foreshadow 
certain ends, to which, if persevered in, they must lead." though written as 
part of fiction, is history and presently an established truth. Or so in my life it 
has been shown. 

Like some others, I also admit that I thought there would be a more 
significant bump seen at the present. But, again, I also see and know there is 
a delay between when an action is initiated and the consequence of those 
actions appear. I firmly believe, without doubt, as I and others have stated so 
often, This Obduction will succeed! From what I am seeing in numbers, and 
results, with still 11 days to go, 757k in 20 days, in spite of a week of slow 
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gains during that period. This KS is going to make, at the very least, its 
minimum target. But I am hoping for far more. I for one, would really like to 
see an extra world, even before Oculus Rift. That is just me. 

If there is one area that could be somehow strengthened, it would be the 
ability to reach the olders, like me. A group that does not engage in a lot of 
social sites, or gaming, especially online for that matter. But was spoiled with 
Myst and Riven. I have to believe if that demographic could be tapped, it 
would be substantially altering to the current trajectory. 

NOTE THOUGH. I will not, nor should any of us, anticipate defeat! With all 
the work that has gone on, all the effort that is showing that it is having an 
affect, Cyan and all of the backers will make this succeed. And I have no 
intention of altering any iota of my thinking until at a minimum, one minute 
AFTER, this KS ends. Let's keep on, keeping on. Coming up with all the 
great ideas and executing them! Okay? :) 

I know. I know. long winded old geezer, aren't I? :)

2792.  

Caroline Van Borm 6 days ago 

@Erik: Flemish, actually :D 
(Using your amazing icon, Horatio, hope that's okay)

2793.  

ELF 6 days ago 

So, I just wrote this to all my Skype contacts (YOLO ffs...... 
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction) 
;)

2794.  

Dimitrios 6 days ago 

@ Ryan ..chill out :) 
http://www.youtube.com/watch…
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Dimitrios 6 days ago 

@ Ryan ..chill out :)

2796.  

Tai'lahr 6 days ago 

@Ryan: And educational groups. Google Myst classroom for ideas.

2797.  

Maarten Dijkstra 6 days ago 

@marco - remember that a very large percentage of those 'after kickstarter' 
pledges are coming because people are buying spaceships and additional 
extras in-game. I fully support the idea of Cyan keeping the paypal open after 
this kickstarter ends, but I don't think they can go quite as crazy as the 
StarCitizen crowd ;)

2798.  

Ryan S. Davis 6 days ago 

Another idea. I can't stop! 
What about church groups? The games Cyan makes are non-violent and 
non-sexual. Family-friendly entertainment. Are any of you in church groups 
where you could pass out fliers or post on bulletin boards at church?

2799.  

Marco Bauriedel 6 days ago 

I just noticed the status of Chris Roberts Wing Commander successor crowd 
funding. 
He raised around 2.000.000 US$ on kickstarter and then kept the pledge-
door wide open via paypal on the games website. He has raised more than 
26.000.000 US$ now !!! How crazy is that ... I mean Cyan deserves just so 
many more backers, than they have right now when I compare to Chris 
Roberts project!!!
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2800.  

Galit ~ Obduction! 6 days ago 

Ok... pledged, posted.... now to message the creators. =)

2801.  

Ryan S. Davis 6 days ago 

Oh, that's a great idea! If anybody here is backing more than one 
Kickstarter--change your backer icon to Obduction and go post something in 
the comments of that other project! Make sure you're comment is on-topic to 
that other project, but mention Obduction too.

2802.  

Galit ~ Obduction! 6 days ago 

@NomadMolly yeah, I've done that for a few projects... but lately I've been so 
busy at work, I haven't had time to post comments anywhere (except right 
now I needed a break from the Monday madness). So when those projects 
ended, I just didn't put anything new up. I'll do it now though.

2803.  

Galit ~ Obduction! 6 days ago 

@Ryan yeah, they're 113% funded ... so yup. Ok, I'll give them a few $ and 
see if I can message the creators to help us out.

2804.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

@Galit, I think cross-promoting is a good thing. We have a couple of people 
commenting here whose comments are always aimed at Obduction, but 
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whose name tags and/or graphics indicate support for another project. That 
is a fairly respectful way to do that. Be supportive of the other project, but use 
a name or a graphic that indicates that you also support something else.

2805.  

Ryan S. Davis 6 days ago 

@Galit--has that Kickstarter made its goal? If it looks like it's going to 
succeed, people will likely be in a happy mood. If it's going to fail, they might 
not take kindly to cross-promtion.

2806.  

Galit ~ Obduction! 6 days ago 

To piggy back on Ryan's idea ... there's a Star Trek kickstarter that's ending 
soon (51 hours) ... I'm not sure how we could 'tactfully' nudge some of them 
over here... but maybe a PM to the creators asking them to cross-promote in 
one of their final updates? I haven't pledged there yet, but I might just to 
show support could go their way too...

2807.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 6 days ago 

Post flyers at LAN centers and places where table-top gamers culminate -- 
straight up nerdy places!

2808.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

@JB Lewis, the timing of this for me is just horrid. I am under the gun at my 
University, chairing 2 search committees, I have several grant proposals 
pending, I have about 85 unread papers, several publications I MUST get out 
in the next week, and all I want to do is go play Riven...lol.
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2809.  

Erik Ammerlaan 6 days ago 

Welcome, Caroline! Dutch as well? (Couldn't help wondering)

By the way, has anyone noticed that we have a fourth 10K backer?! :D

2810.  

Noah Norton 6 days ago 

So with ~13k backers and about $350k to go, if we could get everyone to up 
their donation by about $25.00 we would about have it. and that's enough for 
all of those people to get some of the "extras" mentioned in one of the 
updates. 

now I know that's a stretch to get everyone who has already backed the 
project to up their pledge. but I"m just trying to think about it. 
The Avg Donation is about $57.50. so that would be almost a 50% increase 
from current donors. 
(=757200/13172=57.486) 

Sorry, thinking and problem helps me work through things... I really want this 
project to be funded.

2811.  

J.B. Lewis 6 days ago 

I recently did a "Let's Play" of Riven on my YouTube channel, and I've been 
playing through "RHEM" and its sequels to get back into that Myst spirit, even 
if the games are all puzzle and no story. I'm still holding out hope that we'll 
raise enough funds to add Obduction to that list of adventures!

Re: the G&S tweet not getting us much additional exposure or funds - to be 
honest, I'm not too surprised, though I'm certainly glad it happened. But I 
didn't really think that more exposure on gaming sites was going to be of 
much help to us now, since many of the folks who frequent those sites have 
probably heard about Obduction by now and formed an opinion of the game. 

We need to focus our efforts on what we're doing now - grassroots efforts! 
We've already shown that we are committed to spreading the word about 
Obduction creatively. And when you really stop and think about how Myst 
became as well-known as it did, wasn't word-of-mouth how a lot of folks - 
especially non-gamers - found out about it? Let's keep this up!
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2812.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

@Caroline, you go! Great to have you here. Be forewarned though, 
participation in this venture is addictive, but in a good way.

2813.  

Ryan S. Davis 6 days ago 

For anyone who is a member of www.videogamegeek.com, I've started a 
thread there about Obduction. The more comments we get, the longer it 
stays on the front page. 
http://videogamegeek.com/article/13891280#13891280

2814.  

Lorna Hartman 6 days ago 

Welcome @Caroline! So excited to have you here. Great group, yeah!

2815.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 6 days ago 

@Caroline: Yay! Thanks for helping! 
Resources are listed here, and you can add your own: 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UwpeZMl5nG6SQ_22br6Uyc61hRaYG
7MSn1bwZRFLcKQ/edit

2816.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 6 days ago 

Sumatria I meant. Ok, forget my powers :D
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2817.  

Nila Mu'Hari 6 days ago 

@Ryan: My experience is, that myst was/is also pretty srong in the scientific 
scene...

2818.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 6 days ago 

LOL, Pavitra. Believe it or not, but I was just in this second thinking: Hmm... 
would be nice to get a new Update... then your comment appeared a second 
later ^^ 
I.Have.Mental.Powers *g*

2819.  

Caroline Van Borm 6 days ago 

Hi all, long time follower, first time commenter. I have to say, I absolutely love 
the vibe of the community here and I haven't been this excited about 
something in a while :) I don't personally know any other Myst fans, but I 
would like to put up some posters/flyers at my campus. Is there a place 
where I can find stuff like that? I think I saw some mention of it a while ago 
but cannot find the link anymore. 
Also, got super excited when I saw the update about the Google Hangout 
but...it's at 3AM in my time zone D:

2820.  

Nila Mu'Hari 6 days ago 

Dimitrios, you rock! I'm in!

2821.  
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Sumatria 6 days ago 

Update!

2822.  

Dimitrios 6 days ago 

@ Ryan +1 I send before 2 days a ,message to Bill Gates via FB and to 
some pc magazine sites !! and to some actors !!! etc.... xexe ( and i locked for 
a while in Twitter lol) 
PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING...dont throw it away, please sit back and 
consider it for a while:) 
Sometimes the solution to a problem is easier than it seems at the beggining: 

As i mentioned in earlier posts, each of us can save money every day. Not a 
lot but pay attention to the maths: 
{per day} = 2$ ( no coffees, donuts etc.(take it from hour home lol) ) + 2$ 
(less cigarettes to smoke)+ 1$ (less petrol for car)+2$ (pizzas etc)+ 2$ (less 
for cinema, dinner ot etc.)+1$ (less for supermarket)+ 1$ (postpone 
something for next salary) = 11$ per day !!!!! Now multiply by 11 days = 
121$ !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! (again all the amounts are per day) 
121$ (saves for 11 days) x 13000 bakers = please sit on a comfortable chair 
=.......1.537.000$!!!!!!!!!! 
+756.000$ we are right now = 2.293.000$$$ 
Obduction + Virtual Reality + ...more will come true!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Now i suggest someone who is in here all the time to RUN a campaign with a 
name (lets say) Saves for Cyan and to keep the people always on 
momentum!! 
For example to ask continuously How much you saved for Cyan today? And 
the Backers to answer back in detail: par example : I save today (1$ morning 
coffee+2$ less cigarettes+4.80$ from supermarket=) 7.8$ + yesterdays x$ 
etc. 
Got my point ? (sorry for my English) . We have to find a momentum and 
keep it running! Whoever can be in here or anywhere else continuously just 
do it!!!

2823.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 6 days ago 

@Ryan yes, good idea! Also put up posters/fliers in your local comic/games 
shops and sci-fi book stores :)
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2824.  

Lorna Hartman 6 days ago 

New backers, new pledges every few minutes. Welcome, thanks for helping 
us keep up momentum. @Ryan, great idea. There's a lot of overlap there, 
sci-fi and gaming.

2825.  

Ryan S. Davis 6 days ago 

Let's think outside the box. We've targeted gamers so far. Let's try to appeal 
to people that we haven't thought of. How about sci-fi fans? There must be 
backers who are members of sci-fi groups, whether novels, movies, comics, 
etc. Fans of Frank Herbert, Isaac Asimov, Douglas Adams, and Robert 
Heinlein need to know about this. Along with fans of Avatar, Star Wars, Star 
Trek, etc. Anybody a member of a related group that can spread the word 
there?

2826.  

Craig Jacobs 6 days ago 

@Adreitz - that's exactly the point. 
@William - You're welcome!

2827.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

We continue to get new backers at the rate of 1 every few minutes or so, so 
to those new backers I say a hearty WELCOME!

Please let us know how you found out about this amazing Kickstarter project.

2828.  
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Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 6 days ago 

I love the Thank You Cyan project! Let's submit our stories :) 
http://thankyoucyan.com/say-thank-you-submit-your-story/

2829.  

Jason Andersen 6 days ago 

Kicktraq is actually pretty close to Kickspy in terms of its prediction - currently 
trending towards 1.23 mill, 111% of goal. Kickspy is a bit more optimistic, 
trending 1.33 million (121%). What Kicktraq does show is the average day 
over day of the lull period, which can be extrapolated out to the last few days 
to show where we are when the "upspike" typically hits. The projection and 
trending graphics are experimental (and they say so right on them), and the 
projection only takes the previous days amounts into account), so you have 
to use a little bit of brain power using these and not take their projections as 
"fact".

Both sites had higher predictions earlier in the campaign, and their trends are 
coming down as the campaign continues on and more data is collected. 
Remember these are just tools trying to predict the future based on historical 
data. As a tool, we can use them to make educated guesses about what the 
project is going to do, and can see what the project has already done.

I wouldn't be so quick to dismiss either of these tools.

2830.  

Noah Norton 6 days ago 

Maybe this has already been mentioned, but the 7th Guest project pledged 
some money for Obduction. 
(http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/1559170459/the-7th-guest-3-the-
collector) 

Both the Myst Series and 7th Guest/11th Hour had a great impact in my love 
for puzzle solving, exploring, critical thinking as a young man. Both certainly 
will get my pledges and I hope both make it!

2831.  

Dimitrios 6 days ago 

Again maths: I save today (1$ morning coffee+2$ less cigarettes+4.80$ from 
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supermarket=) 7.8$ 
If i continue like this, i will have to pledge, extra from what i am already 
planning to pledge, 7.8$x11days=85.8$ more!!!! 
I strongly suggest to start a campaign here or in FB or in Tweerer with a 
name something like: 11days saves rally to pledge more for Obduction!!!!!!!!!!! 

NOW lets see more maths...:) 
Imagine last day..and lets say we will be at 840.000$ ok? 
13000 bakers x 20$ raise + 260.000$ + 840.000$ = 1.100.000$ !! or 
11$ saves per day (coffees, sandwich,cinemas,dinner,less cigarettes,less 
petrol > per day!!!) x 13 days x 13000 bakers = 1.859.000$!!!!!+740.000$ 
today=2.600.000$ 
Finally if all update their tier by one and the bakers above 120$ pledge 10$ 
more = 1.100.000$++ !!! 
LOL i am crazy, love you Cyan ppl, love you all! i will become uber fan!!! :): 
http://www.youtube.com/watch… 
And dont forget as Cyan suggest hit like at Cyan FB page 
https://www.facebook.com/CyanGames… 
And!!!! http://thankyoucyan.com/ by John Cosgrove

2832.  

Horatio 6 days ago 

@Ryan: I also thought the G&S RT would lead to much more interest.

2833.  

Ryan S. Davis 6 days ago 

Regardless of Kicktraq, we can all agree that we need more backers. I think 
we had a lot of good ideas this weekend, that we can hopefully see some 
results from this week. I confess, I thought we'd get more of a bump from the 
Geek & Sundry retweeet.

2834.  

Adreitz 6 days ago 

@Calogero: But Kicktraq completely ignores the average project backing 
trend, which includes a big uptick in pledges in the last couple days. We've 
discussed this several times already in this thread.
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2835.  

William C. Strohm 6 days ago 

"Those projections are meaningless." 
"Kicktraq is not very helpful and people should stop paying attention to it."

Gee, OK, I won't look at it any more... thanks for the advice.

2836.  

Calogero Rumeo 6 days ago 

@ Craig

the projection is actually pretty much right on. if the backers keep coming it at 
the same rate they have been since the big drop on Oct 24, we are looking at 
a number around $950k, which is dead centre in their projection. We will 
need to pick up momentum to hit the target, which is taken into account in the 
projection. It also takes into account losing steam, hence the low projection 
under 900k. 

we were at 450k+ at day 4. In the 15 days that followed, we only managed 
another $300k. We need to crest $350k in the remaining 11 days. An 
increase in new blood is badly needed.

2837.  

Adreitz 6 days ago 

@William: Kickspy has much better predictive power. 
http://www.kickspy.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction Check the Trending 
History tab to see how little their trending predictions have changed over time 
and compare this to Kicktraq.

2838.  

Ryan S. Davis 6 days ago 

There are 2 truths. 
1. Kicktraq is not very helpful and people should stop paying attention to it. 
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2. This campaign DOES still need a lot of work to make the goal, so we all 
need to keep up our recent efforts!

2839.  

Craig Jacobs 6 days ago 

Those projections are meaningless. They seem to be based on an average 
and don't take into account the shape of the typical curve. There is cause for 
concern to be sure, but I think it's better than that shows...

I think if we can get to 770 by the end of this day (Tuesday, 9:06AM EST) that 
will put us at 70%, and that would be a good interim goal to hit.

2840.  

William C. Strohm 6 days ago 

The current Kicktraq projection (not trend) is a little scary...

http://www.kicktraq.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction/#chart-exp-projection

2841.  

Joseph Garnsey 6 days ago 

@ Lorna: I can only say that mine did show up right away. I was also able to 
go to any major cites to post. So far I've done Albany, Utica, Syracuse, 
Watertown, Rochester, Buffalo, Binghamton and Oneonta. I've checked them 
all to verify they showed up.

2842.  

Maarten Dijkstra 6 days ago 

@Griffin Good idea. If we at least make the $1.1 mill (which we will) it would 
be good to keep adding to stretch goals over the coming months as more 
people finally become aware. I hope Cyan will take that on board and run 
with it. I need a good reason to get an Oculus Rift, and Obduction would be a 
perfect reason! :D
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2843.  

Tai'lahr 6 days ago 

Just Adventure has a page for Obduction: 
http://justadventure.com/index.php/2013-05-20-21-09-14/1432-obduction-
trailer-screens-art 
If anyone has an account on the forums there, that might be a good place to 
talk up the campaign.

2844.  

Griffin 6 days ago 

@NomadMolly I had a similar thought about getting extra boxed sets; if 
nothing else since they are Kickstarter-exclusive we should be able to eBay 
them for at least what we pay for them, some of us may do some last-minute 
investing. ;-) I do really hope Cyan keeps Paypal preorders open after the 
Kickstarter ends for stretch goal purposes; most kick starters I have seen 
have quite a few people complaining afterwards that they missed it, no matter 
how well the campaign gets the word out.

2845.  

Lorna Hartman 6 days ago 

First $770K for 70%, then on to $800K because we REALLY want Obduction. 
@Joseph Garnsey, I just posted on Topix.com for my local area. I'm not sure 
what happened to my post--do they moderate them first?--but I did post and 
hopefully it will show up.

2846.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

If need be, all of my relatives might end up getting Obduction for Christmas 
2015 hahahaha.
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2847.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

If we can get this thing over $800,00 in the next 9 days by adding new 
donors, I think we will be golden. The existing donors at that point aren't 
going to let it fail (well a portion of them anyway). They will certainly up the 
pledges at that point. (I hope Cyan is sitting there thinking..ah ha, that's when 
we will add that $500 tier.)

2848.  

Lorna Hartman 6 days ago 

We're getting a few clicks on the FB campaigns, but no way to know how 
many/whether they're converting to donations right now.

2849.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

I think we are in a sort of a lull after 2 pretty good days this late in a 
campaign. There are new backers coming in. I was struck by one of the 
comments below about hitting the wrong button installing Myst, going to the 
Cyan page, seeing Obduction. Getting the word to the right people is so 
much the issue.

2850.  

Horatio 6 days ago 

OK. Only $4000 in the last 12 hours. It's time for some drastic measures. If 
we can rally and get to the $70% mark today (770K), I will add 24/7 DINNER-
ing to my schedule for the remainder of the campaign!

It could get exciting - and dangerous! Think, "Mr. Creosote" from Monty 
Python's, "The Meaning of Life." Aah!

In all seriousness, let's do everything we can today to step it up!
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2851.  

Horatio 6 days ago 

@Molly: Thanks! I just compiled it in Photoshop from existing material by 
@Marein, @Christina, and @Salvo.

Re: SL performances - Maybe someday...but today: LUNCH!

2852.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

Colleague in Anthropology has never played Myst but he is a Sci Fi Fantasy 
book collector and has first editions of all the books. I am going to try to 
involve him in this. Faculty are my best shot, they may have fond memories 
of Myst

2853.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

@Horatio, wow that is just lovey. Great work. You are one talented guy (who 
should be singing live in Second Life, btw...heheheh)

2854.  

Horatio 6 days ago 

*urp*...I mean, thanks, @Helena!

2855.  

Helena 6 days ago 

@ Horatio: Nice! I've, um, appropriated that one for myself. ;-)
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2856.  

Lorna Hartman 6 days ago 

@NomadMolly and others, here's the link to the list of us-generated 
resources and ideas. Add, edit, use and enjoy.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UwpeZMl5nG6SQ_22br6Uyc61hRaYG
7MSn1bwZRFLcKQ/edit…

2857.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

Hey everyone, I am getting ready to put out flyers and don't remember how 
long ago or who posted with a flyer. Can you folks direct me to that pretty 
pretty please.

2858.  

Marein Könings 6 days ago 

@Horatio: Nice adaption!

@Tom: Great read! :)

2859.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 6 days ago 

Startet a thread in a german Blender forum (which is frequently used by 
many members) just to get an idea how many 3D artists (most of them are 
really young ones) ever heard about MYST. 
I have a feeling that especially 3D artists will just like such a project. 
A forum search gave me the idea that the word MYST was already used 
there several times; there were many posts stating that there are guys who 
still remember MYST, and they are still talking about it, so I posted a link 
there to this Kickstarter. 
I hope that's okay and does not sound like advertising or spamming; I was 
quite polite and did noone force to come here. But I guess there will be some 
people interested, and they would feel sad if they missed it. 
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And of course I checked if noone else had already started such a thread 
before.

2860.  

Horatio 6 days ago 

@Nila: Thanks! Oh, I also lightened the "Obduction" text to the pink end of 
the graduated spectrum so it "pops" a bit more from the background.

Now if you'll excuse me, I need to luncheon.

2861.  

Nila Mu'Hari 6 days ago 

That's a sweet one, Horatio - and now back to lunch from the work-break! :)

2862.  

Horatio 6 days ago 

I threw together an additional Obduction profile pic for KS, Facebook, Twitter, 
etc. I just cobbled together the seed graphic that @Marein came up with 
using @Christina's B&W pumpkin template, coupled with @Salvo's KS 
photoshop template. Enjoy! 
http://farm6.staticflickr.com/5504/10672193914_1c89334377_o.png

2863.  

Nila Mu'Hari 6 days ago 

just posted to a gaming hardware forum to get some of the kids excited about 
the game, mentioning the oculus rift support as first stretch goal of this 
campaign... 

@John: This is awesome! Great idea and great work! 
@Tom: So true...! :)
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2864.  

Tom van der Spek 6 days ago 

@John - You said true words... I remember when I was playing Myst, now 19 
years ago. But 'playing' is not really what happened. It was like being sucked 
into the screen and you were actually there, on that mysterious island. It was 
not a game. It was a real adventure.

It was the magic of the Cyan developers who made that possible, and this 
magic does not fade away with the other Myst games that follow, up and until 
MOULa, were I am a regular guest, up until today. 

A wonderful and intense experience, and all thanks must go to Cyan who 
made this possible. It will give me goose bumps by the idea that this unique 
experience will be repeated with Obduction, even if we still have to wait for 
about two years for that. 

Cyan, you have proven to make unique games with the whole Myst and Uru 
cycle. And yes, Myst III and IV fits in this story too, to my opinion. 

Obduction will become great too. I know for sure, I feel it. It is as if the shout 
of the Bahro becomes even stronger. We have all heard 'the call'. We now 
hear it again in a slight different tone, because Obduction will be different, not 
a follow-up of Myst, but with the same intense feeling as 19 years ago, with 
Myst.

In about three year we will say: "Myst, Riven and Uru, were wonderful 
games. But Obduction is WOOOOOWWWW!!!! We will not miss it. we can't 
miss it. It is already a part of our lives, of this whole community, who wants to 
repeat those ancient emotions and feelings too.

Almost $350,000 still to go. Yes, the money will be there in 11 days. This will 
not fail!

Shorah!

2865.  

John Cosgrove 6 days ago 

Likewise, I'm going to have to sleep (Aussie time, alas), thanks for the repost 
Talon! I'll be back on in time for NY afternoon and post again. In the interim, 
please feel free to share the site!

Let's do it!

(by the way, if any of you have suggestions for the site, please feel free to 
send me a msg using the site form - welcome any comments).

www.thankyoucyan.com
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2866.  

NomadMolly 6 days ago 

ok really have to go to work. Job, money, boss, students, research, 
grants...sigh...Can't ignore that stuff for too long, but I'll check back in later. 
Have a great day everyone.

2867.  

John Cosgrove 6 days ago 

@NomadMolly - congrats on the SL promotions! I'm not an SL user myself, 
but didn't even think about the tipping thing. Huh. As a KS nut myself, I'd be 
really interested to hear how you go - sounds like a great way to promote and 
further raise funds.

2868.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 6 days ago 

relinking www.thankyoucyan.com

2869.  

John Cosgrove 6 days ago 

@laughingpineapple - Brother (or sister, a pineapple could be either :-) ), 
some serious props to you for pounding pavement. There is no substitute for 
that type of face-to-face support.

I'd do it myself, but I'm in Australia (Brisbane) and we tend not to have the 
same concentrations (particularly for Myst - I've met many players, but 
scattered). I am deeply envious of Mysterium, something I've always longed 
to attend. This project is my way of connecting across the Pacific :-)
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NomadMolly 6 days ago 

Just started a new thread on the Craigslist Gaming Discussion Group. We'll 
see if we get any takers. Will post flyers on campus tonight. Oh, and all 
proceeds from my show in Second Life last night (and it went well) will go to 
Obduction. Keep in mind that tipping in Lindens doesn't translate to much 
money, but it was about $25. Will donate any further tip money from shows.

2871.  

laughingpineapple 6 days ago 

@John Cosgrove what a wonderful project! You're right, this could be very 
powerful. I have just come back from three days of Obduction spamming 'the 
old way', by holding signs and Linking Books at a gaming convention, and 
the heartfelt smiles I got from people who recognized Myst were unlike any 
other form of bonding over rare videogames I have ever experienced. Cyan 
spoke to us, now let us make these experiences talk.

2872.  

John Cosgrove 6 days ago 

Thanks @Tai'lahr :-) And that is exactly the kind of thing I'm so passionate 
about! How many other computer games companies (or indeed ANY 
company) would give you cause to pause and reflect on how to say 
something so genuine?

You couldn't make this stuff up, yet people who do get a lot of media traction. 
With such a genuine community, this KS campaign should go totally 
Achenar ;-)

2873.  

Tai'lahr 6 days ago 

@John Cosgrove: That's a great idea and I'm looking forward to posting my 
own tribute there, but will have to give this some thought. I mean, OMG, 
where do I begin? ; )

2874.  
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John Cosgrove 6 days ago 

I'll be sending reminder posts here each day, because I know some people 
from the start of the campaign may not check back until later in the process 
(don't worry - it'll be briefer than that one). As a user-generated campaign, it's 
all about getting as many of those 13,000 backers to pen a brief note as I 
can. Once we get up a head of steam, we have a story that will interest the 
media, just in time (I hope) for the all-important final KS ramp.

2875.  

John Cosgrove 6 days ago 

@Griffin thanks mate! That's exactly what Rand said! Kickstarter is all about 
the story (as is social media) and hidden in this comments stream is some of 
the most amazing, heartfelt, personal stories I've ever read in a campaign.

That is a rare and powerful message and one I think we need to focus and 
share.

2876.  

Matt 6 days ago 

1100k / 30 days = 36.7k/day 
752k / 19 days = 39.6k/day 
348k / 11 days = 31.6k/day 
548k / 11 days = 49.8k/day

the base funding is doable, the stretch goals are questionable.

2877.  

Griffin 6 days ago 

@Paolo C. It is Monday. Lots of sleepy people at work this morning. Maybe 
even at Cyan (although it's still too early for them to be in the office in 
Washington). Let the coffee and donuts kick in, then we might see some 
more activity.

@John Cosgrove oooh, nice idea! I love reading people's stories, it'd be nice 
to have them all in one place and not lost 20 pages of comments ago. I'll 
check it out later today.
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2878.  

Joseph Garnsey 6 days ago 

Here is another thought, 
There is a site called topix.com … They seem to have a forum for every city 
and town in the country. you go to their site, search a city and then go to the 
forums and polls section on the left. 
No registration required to post a new topic. 
I am placing a post about obduction on the ones in central NY. Seems to be 
an older crowd using it (opinion) If anyone has time….. check it out

2879.  

John Cosgrove 6 days ago 

WWW.THANKYOUCYAN.COM 
-- Share your personal thank you letter to Cyan --

Friends, we are now entering the tail end of a kickstarter campaign that is 
very dear to us all.

Since the beginning of this campaign, I have been deeply struck by a 
powerful thread that binds this community - the effect Cyan and their games 
had on our lives.

This is an incredible story. In an age when video games are 'notorious' more 
than they are 'innovative' or truly 'great', Cyan produced something 20 years 
ago that clearly, from the comments on this site, changed thousands of lives 
for the better.

THIS is the story that must now be told, as we enter the final run.

THIS is the story that takes this campaign from just another fan-led indie 
computer game KS and reveals it as something much grander - a faith, a joy, 
a deep affection for an experience - and the people who brought it into our 
lives.

To that end, with Rand's permission (thank you Rand!), I have set up the 
following site

www.thankyoucyan.com

It has two objectives:

1) to create a massive tribute to Cyan and the incredible positive effect they 
have had on our lives by inviting ANYONE to write a THANK YOU LETTER 
to be posted on an infinite wall of thanks. They deserve this for 20 years of 
Myst and the incredible outpouring of comments here deserve a home where 
they can be properly viewed and shared.
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2) to focus this incredible story of the profound and positive legacy of Cyan 
as a supporting press and social media campaign that drives awareness and 
involvement in Obduction.

There is a REAL reason you are backing this game, like I am. And at the end 
of the day, it is not simply because of a beautiful idea. It is because of WHO it 
is that is making it, how deeply we TRUST them to craft it well and how 
DEARLY WE MISS the journeys they took us all upon.

I invite you to share that reason with us all and with Cyan.

Out of respect, I will not copy the comments from this site, I will only post 
what you ask me to post, using the submission form on the site. Your 
submission should be on the site within 24hrs.

Please use the social media buttons on the site to share you favourite thank 
you notes with friends and networks.

We have 11 days. Not to fund the campaign - that is going to happen - but to 
REALLY say THANK YOU by blowing that target out of the water.

I will be tweeting and liking and smooching my heart out to promote both 
www.thankyoucyan.com and this KS throughout :-) (#obduction 
#thankyoucyan)

Just think of it… imagine the press story for 10,000 letters of heartfelt thanks 
to a… games developer? (Did he say games dev? Say what? That can't be 
right! Tell me more!)

So let's do just that :-)

- John Cosgrove

(as explained on the site, I'm not affiliated with Cyan and if there are any 
proceeds from traffic - unlikely - I will donate them to the charity of Rand's 
choice).

2880.  

mog7 6 days ago 

wow. didnt´t know they had contact with the fans. So nice to hear him talking, 
he said he made the music for his last movie, a documentary if i am right. It´s 
really incredible what they did at that time with the games. Just talented guys 
would had the chance to express themself in such an adventure. And they 
took the chance to make something timeless. Not everybody can do this. 
Riven is for me still on top of all kind of productions that came out after. An 
occulus Rift version of Riven.. couldn´t dream better. So now time has 
changed, the selling is more important than the game in itself, how could we 
not support them when they try to do something new. And Robyn please 
reamaster whatever you like, sell it on itunes, there are some fans of you 
outside! :)
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2881.  

Paolo C. 6 days ago 

Very slow day today :-( 
A big update from Cyan would be really useful today

2882.  

Nila Mu'Hari 6 days ago 

@mog7: i'm just watching this, he's talking about his music, remastering and 
more... :) 
(can't say anything about possible spoilers in here by now.)

Mysterium 2013 - Robyn Miller Q&A 
http://youtu.be/zq92ptWGdxA

2883.  

mog7 6 days ago 

first thing i did : ) Does someone know if Robyn Miller is still composing?

2884.  

Nila Mu'Hari 6 days ago 

cool you did it, mog7! welcome on board + make sure to share it w/ yr 
friends! :)

2885.  

rustee 6 days ago 

Wasn't the concept Rand calls Latus already realised by DontNod in their 
game called Remember me?
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2886.  

Frank den Blaauwen 6 days ago 

@Carol: It should be the doing of Yeesha. After all she's the grower, can link 
without books, can do time travel, can write rain in the desert...

2887.  

mog7 6 days ago 

I can´t believe I nearly missed this one. Cyan my dream compagny, for me 
Riven is still number one in creativity, design, music, so talented people. 
Good luck for this campaign, so happy this is happening. It will be a great 
game I am sure.

2888.  

Carol Woodward 6 days ago 

All these things I would never have know if by some chance, my computer 
hadn't broken, I had not clicked the wrong button when re-installing my Myst 
games, which lead me to the CYAN website which lead me to Kickstarter. 
Divine intervention or what. We are all being bought back together for this. 
Rand are you a God???? Oh wait, yes, yes he is.

2889.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 6 days ago 

More Latus info: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch… 
(same video Nila posted, but starts directly at the interesting part)
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Carol Woodward 6 days ago 

Thank you for all the info everyone, I am at long last trying to catch up with 
technology, I am about 10 years behind after locking myself away from 
everything. I am loving the energy here.

2891.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 6 days ago 

(roughly)

2892.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 6 days ago 

In the radio interview, Rand said about Latus: "Much trickier product. Different 
animal. If Kickstarter works, don’t know what the future holds. If obduction 
successful, bodes well for latus."

2893.  

Nila Mu'Hari 6 days ago 

@Stewart: RealRealMyst for Xmas would be killin it! :) 

Oh and I forgot the link for Latus info: http://youtu.be/aEEetMBatBE

2894.  

Nila Mu'Hari 6 days ago 

@Carol + Maarten: 'Latus' was mentioned on the radio interview Rand just 
did. 
More infos on Latus are here around @0:40. MASSIVE spoilers, though... ;-) 
(Mysterium 2011 - Video Interview with Rand Miller from Cyan Worlds)
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Stewart Bradford 6 days ago 

@Carol - The Book of Marim is so far back on the furthest back of back 
burners that I wouldn't expect to see it completed any time this decade, lol. 
Also I believe Latus was mentioned by Rand in his latest interview. It's 
basically another game concept they have, only much more involved and 
complex then Obduction, which is apparently why they chose to go with 
obduction for this Kickstarter. Which means that if Obduction goes well, not 
only is there the likelihood of a sequel, but an entire separate 
game/world/concept to revel in.

The future of Cyan looks bright, as long as we can get Obduction off the 
ground.

2896.  

Stewart Bradford 6 days ago 

@Nila - I don't believe Cyan have given an official release date for realMYST 
masterpiece edition yet, but the mentions of "crunch time" on their current 
project (ie said masterpiece edition) imply that they aren't far from release. I 
would assume that means before Christmas! :-)

2897.  

Carol Woodward 6 days ago 

@ Maarten, I know there is another book in the pipeline, and something 
called 'LATUS' (Dont't know if the spelling is correct sorry) on the back 
burner. I am not very up on things so check these out.

2898.  

Carol Woodward 6 days ago 

@ Nila, I have just managed to get some younger people posting to friends 
and family, we can do this.
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Nila Mu'Hari 6 days ago 

Are there any words on a release date for that, Rainer?

2900.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 6 days ago 

@Maarten: They are working on a new version of Real Myst, called Real 
Myst Masterpiece, which will use the Unreal Engine as well, so they are able 
to use dynamic lighting and such.

2901.  

Maarten Dijkstra 6 days ago 

I know it's late (where I am anyway) but I can't remember what the Cyan 
team was working on just as they launched this Kickstarter. Was it another 
version of Myst?

2902.  

Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 6 days ago 

@Iain: You've got mail ^^

2903.  

Nila Mu'Hari 6 days ago 

Great posting, Carol! I'm pretty active on FB this morning, too... :)

2904.  

Carol Woodward 6 days ago 

I just posted this on my Facebook.
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I often hear people in the UK say, how come USA gets everything before we 
do, well here is an opportunity to get on board with this fantastic game from 
CYAN. Did you know that the first game they made 20 years ago, is still 
being played today. Parts of USA even use the game in the Classroom, 
problem solving and lateral thinking skills are heightened, imagination, (One 
of the most important skills any child needs) and concentration are all 
improved. If Obduction last as long as MYST and Riven I will be happy. Even 
if you don't want to back this project, take a look at the comments people are 
making, there is such passion for this project. And there is more to 
come................... Please share this link with everyone you know. Thank you.

2905.  

iain morland 6 days ago 

Hi all, 
I’m very excited about this project and have just increased my pledge! 
Some of you may remember me from the Uru Obsession community 
(username: iain). At the time I was making some ambient and Myst/Uru-
inspired music. 
I now do sound design and technical writing/editing professionally. 
So, if anyone (or anyone you know) needs some sound production or 
writing/editing done (and it’s manageable within the remaining time 
available!) I would be happy to donate my fee to Obduction. 
Contact details and credits etc are on my website – www.iainmorland.net 
I hope this doesn’t look self-promoting – I’m just trying to think of a way to 
help this amazing project succeed! :) 
Good luck everyone! 
Iain

2906.  

Nila Mu'Hari 7 days ago 

Boy, I'd love to get a reindeers sweater! ;)

2907.  

Anthony Johns 7 days ago 

Great work everyone! - Might be a bit premature, but what do you want for 
Christmas? Get an early present from your (hopefully) rich relatives and 
friends - a pledge to Obduction. Better than a sweater with reindeers on it or 
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a set of left-handed golf clubs. If grandpa doesn't understand KS, take the 
cash and up your tier!

2908.  

AuldWolf 7 days ago 

I really think the effort could use more tiers. I'm one of those people who'd 
prefer an all digital approach, that way I'm not costing Cyan anything whilst 
giving them money. (Physical goods they have to pay for, so that comes out 
of their expenses.) I'm in a bad financial state at the moment, so I can't afford 
a lot, thus I'd be happier knowing that all of my money is going to them 
without them spending anything on me. More tiers! More digital tiers! This is 
the way to victory.

2909.  

Ryan S. Davis 7 days ago 

On Monday, I'm going to leave a stack of fliers at the customer service desk 
of my local movie theater--they know me there. Maybe if any of you know a 
local business owner, they'll let you leave a stack of fliers at the counter?

2910.  

Lorna Hartman 7 days ago 

Thanks @NomadMolly--that's wonderful! Also @Nila and your Facebook ad. 
Now we have several of them up in the next couple of weeks. Going to bed, 
see you all in the morning.@Horatio, you may sleep tonight before getting up 
and resuming your lunch break. Everybody's working so hard. Exciting!

2911.  

Nila Mu'Hari 7 days ago 

good morning everyone! ;) at 10:00 UTC+1 my little facebook add will launch. 
Wishing all the hard working folks from all the other 'times' a good night! You 
did great- all of you- again! :)
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2912.  

NomadMolly 7 days ago 

fantastic job everyone...now don't forget to eat and sleep..yeah sleep...I'm 
going to go do that now.

2913.  

NomadMolly 7 days ago 

well just got done doing a 3 hour open mic in second life with a decent crowd. 
Brought up Myst got lots of comments "oh I LOVED Myst" so I directed them 
to the link in my profile. Hopefully they will donate.

2914.  

MfGlisson 7 days ago 

We have 40% of the campaign left, and only 30% of funding left. 

It will be close, but I'm cautiously optimistic.

2915.  

Nick Roberts - Armikrog.Army$4.96 7 days ago 

There is no doubt in mind that this Kickstarter will be a success.

2916.  

Sumatria 7 days ago 

@matt sorry working on a smart phone with a small screen does have its 
disadvantages for accuracy
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2917.  

Matt Giuca 7 days ago 

@Sumatria Hmm, the URL you linked to is about a month old and about the 
game Forced. No worry, the original link appears to be working again 
(http://www.twitch.tv/ingamechat/b/476050041).

2918.  

Lorna Hartman 7 days ago 

It would be great to hit $800K tomorrow, yeah @William. Let's aim high, keep 
it going.

2919.  

Maarten Dijkstra 7 days ago 

13,000 backers and $750,000 = AWESOME! :D

2920.  

William C. Strohm 7 days ago 

Current average pledge is $57.58. We need 6,076 more backers at that 
average pledge to hit $1,100,000.

2921.  

LINDA WOLLETT 7 days ago 

My heart is set on additional worlds and there are 12 days left to raise 
another $750,000. Current backers raised that much in 16 days, yes? And a 
lot of seeds have been planted this week.
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2922.  

Bill (just William) 7 days ago 

Now, I am really looking forward to it hitting the 800k mark. In, one day, or 
two? :) And I am off to bed. Wherever you all are in the world, whether the 
sun is rising, high over your head, setting, or long set as it has where I am, 
you all have a very, very, Happy! Okay?

2923.  

Lorna Hartman 7 days ago 

We did it!!!! Cheers everyone!

2924.  

Horatio 7 days ago 

750K goal reached! Way to go everyone!

2925.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 7 days ago 

$750,000!!!!!

2926.  

Bill (just William) 7 days ago 

HOT DOG! THERE IT IS! 750009!

2927.  
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Sharon Guerrette 7 days ago 

I'm the same as William , not big on social media skills, but doing my best on 
FB and pinterest to help out. You are all absolutely amazing!! Read a 
comment way back on engineers, and Yes being one of those older geeks , I 
can vouch for the engineers, we are big time Cyan fans!!!

2928.  

Bill (just William) 7 days ago 

If anyone figured a way to bottle what is happening here, and shared it to the 
world, all the worlds problems would be over by the time the new year, rolled 
in. Just saying. :)

2929.  

Sumatria 7 days ago 

@salvo it is @edoublea

2930.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 7 days ago 

Anyone know Eric A. Anderson's twitter account name?

2931.  

Lorna Hartman 7 days ago 

Thanks @Salvo

2932.  

Bill (just William) 7 days ago 

Come on baby, turn it over. 750k almost there!
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I don't have the social media skills that so many of you have, wish I did. And I 
would name many of you name by name, but I would feel so bad if I left 
anyone out and also, this post would be really, really, long. And I know many 
are working as hard behind the scenes. I am though applauding all of the 
hard-work you ALL have done and are doing. This campaign has come far 
since the early nail biting and somewhat negative bleats that showed up in 
early few days. This is going to happen! Never doubted it! Don't you! Looking 
at what is going on in here, is nothing short of inspirational and 
overwhelming!

2933.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 7 days ago 

@Lorna http://bit.ly/cyan-game

2934.  

LINDA WOLLETT 7 days ago 

@Lorna - thx so much for your concern - I understood that your ads are on 
Facebook and I'm happy with that.

@Zachary - I love Minecraft and thx for the link. I'm watching a vlog from 
MC2013 as I wait eagerly for $750,000!

2935.  

Sumatria 7 days ago 

It is a cyan account I am sure

2936.  

Lorna Hartman 7 days ago 

What's the short URL we're using for this Kickstarter campaign again?
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2937.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 7 days ago 

Done. Do you know who actually runs that profile Sumatria?

2938.  

Sumatria 7 days ago 

@Salvo you might want to add @obduction to your twitter list

2939.  

Lorna Hartman 7 days ago 

Oh hey @Linda, I just went back and re-read your question. These ads we're 
placing are Facebook, not Reddit. They're set up so that when the money 
runs out, the campaign ends. So your $20 will go till the $20 is used up on 
clicks and then it will end.

If you wanted the ad on Reddit I can still send it back to you via Paypal and 
remove your campaign from FB; that is perfectly OK. I don't know Reddit well 
enough to do ads there, but some here are more familiar with Reddit and 
might be willing to help you. Just let me know. Thanks.

2940.  

Zachary Charland 7 days ago 

For any of you Minecraft players out there, I just discovered Pure Mystcraft, a 
server where you can write and explore endless ages. The feel is very 
oldschool Myst/Riven where you're just plopped into a new environment. 
Right now, the server admin is looking for new players. I tired it out and I 
need more... 

http://www.planetminecraft.com/server/pure-mystcraft/
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2941.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 7 days ago 

Gotcha Lorna

2942.  

Lorna Hartman 7 days ago 

@Salvo, pls add me to your Twitter group--@Lornacodes. Thanks!

2943.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 7 days ago 

Ok, I will admit I'm addicted to Twitter. So now that we have that out of the 
way...

I created a list on Twitter called "Obduction Backers" I figured this would be 
an easy way to organize the Obduction twitter community. So far, aside from 
the Cyan employees that are involved in the project, I've only added the 
people here that have given me their twitter names.

If you want to be included please let me know. And if you'd like to subscribe 
to the list, here's the link: https://twitter.com/SalvoLudus/lists/obduction-
community

2944.  

Lorna Hartman 7 days ago 

So ... close ... Come on $750K!

2945.  
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Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 7 days ago 

@Ryan: It's great you backed Dropsy as well -- takes a certain type of 
person. haha

2946.  

Horatio 7 days ago 

$167 to 750K - Come on, people, we can do this!

2947.  

Robert Milius 7 days ago 

Wanted: "Become the Artist" tier. Send me a message if you want to give up 
or switch your tier.

2948.  

MITCHELL WRIGHT 7 days ago 

Hey Frank I am keeping my gunpowder dry, in the meanwhile I just threw this 
profile pic together. This is going to happen and we will visit new worlds

2949.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 7 days ago 

Awesome Lorna. Thanks!

2950.  

LINDA WOLLETT 7 days ago 

@Lorna - Have a great night. I hope this brings us additional worlds!
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2951.  

Lorna Hartman 7 days ago 

@Salvo and @Linda, your ads are set. They will run back to back to the end 
of the Kickstarter campaign.

@Frank, you're very kind. We all love to get lost with Cyan.

2952.  

Frank den Blaauwen 7 days ago 

7000 $25,00 Backers. Hopefully a lot of them is keeping there 'Gunpowder 
dry' (dutch expression I think) before they upgrade there pledge. But 7k of 
people! That's not bad! 

@Lorna and all the others busy advertising and so: You people are amazing.

2953.  

Stewart Bradford 7 days ago 

Thank YOU GreyDragon and all the people there at Cyan. You're such an 
open friendly bunch who CLEARLY care deeply about your fan base and 
appreciate us all. The feeling us mutual. We want Obduction to happen just 
as much as you do! :-)

2954.  

LINDA WOLLETT 7 days ago 

Lorna, different times/days sounds good. Thx bunches!
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Lorna Hartman 7 days ago 

Yes Linda, I'm done putting the kids down and am ready to place @Salvo's 
ad. I'll check Paypal for your money and set up your ad too.

Since we're using a sort of template for the ad, how about I have the ad run 
on different times/days so that our campaigns don't overlap? Or do you 
*want* them to overlap so people see them more frequently, although for a 
shorter period of time?

2956.  

LINDA WOLLETT 7 days ago 

@Lorna - may I also send $20 for an ad? I'm not comfortable trying to do it 
myself.

2957.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 7 days ago 

Thanks Ryan. We do this because we know the end result is going to be 
nothing short of amazing!

...no pressure.

2958.  

Ryan Warzecha 7 days ago 

Hey backers, 

Thank you for the continuous support! You guys are awesome!

2959.  

Lorna Hartman 7 days ago 

Okay @Salvo, I'll set it up right after I put the kids to bed here. I'll comment 
here when it's done. Thanks!!

In related news, :) we're only $624 away from the big $750K!
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2960.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 7 days ago 

@Lorna Just sent you $20. Let 'er rip!

2961.  

LINDA WOLLETT 7 days ago 

@Craig - thx. Now you know I'm a newbie. That sounds like a good deal for 
$10. If my budget is $10, is that the maximum Reddit will bill me?

2962.  

Niki ES I Armikrog Army 4.96 7 days ago 

Seeing this go up 50k or more a day makes me so happy :)

2963.  

Christopher Burce 7 days ago 

@Lorna: Great; I'll add it to the list!

2964.  

Craig Jacobs 7 days ago 

Linda, an impression is a view, not a click. a $10 budget means they will 
show your ad 13,333 times if my math is good and I understand your 
question. $10 / .75 = 13.333

http://support.godaddy.com/help/article/6691/whats-the-difference-between-
impressions-and-clicks-in-search-engine-visibility-online-advertising
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2965.  

LINDA WOLLETT 7 days ago 

Lorna, I'm setting up an ad on Reddit and I want to be sure I understand the 
billing. If I have a $10 budget and they charge $0.75 per 1000 impressions, 
does that mean, if 2000 people click on the link then I will be charged $1.50? 
I don't want to get a bill for $1.5 mil!

2966.  

Lorna Hartman 7 days ago 

@Salvo, that wasn't too clear on my part. It should read: I think you can 
access my PayPal under my name or under info at mcfarlandmedia.com.

2967.  

Lorna Hartman 7 days ago 

@Christopher, anyone can add anything to the list at this link (and they have 
been!): 
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UwpeZMl5nG6SQ_22br6Uyc61hRaYG
7MSn1bwZRFLcKQ/edit…

@Salvo, absolutely, I can set up the ad using the existing details. No 
problem. I think you can access it under my name, or if that doesn't find me, 
use info@mcfarlandmedia.com (old business). You're going to set a $10 
budget, right? Well, that doesn't matter; whatever you send goes to the ad 
campaign.

2968.  

Stewart Bradford 7 days ago 

Only $750 to 750K. Woohoo :-)
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2969.  

Lorna Hartman 7 days ago 

Just got back in. We are SO close to three quarters of a mil! We can do this! 
This was one of our day's goals from earlier. Go us!

2970.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 7 days ago 

Pledges have sped up a bit :)

2971.  

Tako Shak 7 days ago 

I believe we can hit 750 tonight.... :D

2972.  

MITCHELL WRIGHT 7 days ago 

13,000 BACKERS GO GO GO!

2973.  

Sumatria 7 days ago 

@Matt it is there, at the bottom of the list here is the new url 
http://www.twitch.tv/ingamechat/c/2971824
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Criswell Weatherman 7 days ago 

@NomadMolly, a RL tshirt or a SL tshirt? :)

2975.  

Matt Giuca 7 days ago 

Oh, the In-Game Chat video (http://www.twitch.tv/ingamechat/b/476050041) 
seems to have disappeared. (Argh, I was half-way through watching it and 
was going to watch the rest later.) 
@Scott Benton Any ideas why? Maybe it will be up on the YouTube channel 
later (http://www.youtube.com/user/ingamechat/videos).

2976.  

Craig Jacobs 7 days ago 

$23K and change to get to $770K / 70%. 13 more hours in day 13. 70%+ by 
the end of day 12 (Tuesday 9:06 EST) I think.

2977.  

NomadMolly 7 days ago 

brick by brick my friends. On an off chance I posted about Myst in a Second 
Life group for a venue where I perform sometimes and found some folks who 
had heard about the Kickstarter but thought it was over. They want t-shirts!!!

2978.  

Carol Woodward 7 days ago 

Can't get my twitter account to work but I have joined Raptr and have been 
posting messages to some older Myst posts, just in case any get through. If 
anyone has raptr my name is Motherearth.
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Sumatria 7 days ago 

woohoo my brother whom by no means is a gamer at all, seriously, he just 
started using facebook a year ago...ol' fart I call him...well back to the 
woohoo...he is a backer for Obduction. I am so proud of him.

2980.  

Christian Gårdebrink 7 days ago 

Not sure if its worth the effort but maybe Obductions wikipedia page could be 
fleshed out a bit:

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Obduction_(video_game)

2981.  

Sumatria 7 days ago 

@Salvo if you like my twitter is @heaven1yange1

2982.  

Horatio 7 days ago 

@Salvo: My twitter name is @Horatio4URU

2983.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 7 days ago 

Spoiler character warning- Timeline cover 
http://fc06.deviantart.net/fs71/f/2013/307/8/4/obduction_amelia_pods_water_
by_wodehouse1-d6sy514.jpg
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Salvo Ludus - Obductee 7 days ago 

I've been spending lots and lots of time on twitter ever since the campaign 
started. If anyone here is on twitter and won't mind sharing, please post your 
twitter name. I think if we all follow each other, post often about Obduction, 
use hashtags, and retweet a lot, it's very likely we will get to people that 
haven't heard about Obduction yet.

I'll start. I'm @SalvoLudus (lol duh) :)

2985.  

NomadMolly 7 days ago 

Hey everyone, ok this is what I am doing now. I am searching the web for any 
writers that did stories in late September about the Myst anniversary and 
then checking to see if the same writers did a story or an update about 
Obduction. Some have, some have not. I am e-mailing, tweeting, 
facebooking or whatever I have to do to make sure those same writers know 
about Obduction.

2986.  

Maarten Dijkstra 7 days ago 

Nice work Helena! I'll be getting a copy for my sister :)

2987.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 7 days ago 

@Marein & James: its funny, on the MystOnline forums, every now and then 
someone will turn up with some old concept art that no one has ever seen, or 
an early screenshot of the game that never got to the final rrelease.

Years from now, on the Obduction forums, people will be asking about the art 
from the original backers. Gotta make sure I'm around to share these links!

And @Derrick, you and Claire have given us amazing art to work from!
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Helena 7 days ago 

Just emailed my brother, who was a Myst fan back in the day. He doesn't 
have a Kickstarter account, but he agreed to give me the money to pledge for 
an extra boxed copy. Thanks li'l bro! :-)

2989.  

LINDA WOLLETT 7 days ago 

@Talon or whoever else can help. I'm on Reddit to create an ad - on the 
campaign dashboard. Never done anything like this before. 
start = 11/7 (earliest date available) 
end = 11/15 
duration = 8 days 
price $0.75 per 1,000 impressions 
budget $10.00 
It says I will be charged for the portion of my budget that is actually spent. 
Does that mean if 2000 people click on the link I will get charged $1.50?

2990.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 7 days ago 

Wow! I take a nap on a lazy Sunday and come back to all tuis activity! 
Awesome! @Lorna: really never run a facebook ad before. Maybe just copy 
what Geoff did?

2991.  

Jim Clark 7 days ago 

I just put a heads up post in the MMORPG.com forum the only mention of 
Oduction was a passing note in a 7th Guest thread. Obviously there's now a 
thread and it will work better if there's some activity on it. I know it's not realy 
a MMORPG but there are going to be a number of their masses (about 2.5 
Mill) that owe their gaming heritage to Myst you never know the heads up 
may generate a few people looking in on the Kickstart.
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NomadMolly 7 days ago 

ok doing an open mic in Second Life tonight at a place that sometimes gets a 
crowd. I'll have the mic, so I'll drop a small plug. Might try this again next Sat 
at the Whisky Go Round open mic -- large audience there.

2993.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 7 days ago 

@Derrick: Wow! thank you so much, your sketches are beautiful indeed. It is 
only for the love of the game and the incredible artwork that inspire me to 
want to contribute somehow. Keep up the good work everyone, push on 
through!

2994.  

Maarten Dijkstra 7 days ago 

Awesome work everyone. From the facebook ads to hanging flyers, this 
community is just fantastic! :)

2995.  

Derrick Robinson 7 days ago 

@James Andrew Wodehouse.. 
I never imagined when I sat down to sketch these characters and worlds that 
they would be used in the fashion that you and others like @Salvo have! It 
has been astonishing to see the outpouring of support the community has 
shown, and particularly inspiring to me is seeing our work made into 
wallpapers, icons, banners and more. I know that you make Cyan want to 
make a better Obduction... Keep up the great work everyone... :D

2996.  

Marein Könings 7 days ago 

and @all: thanks for the appreciation of the wallpaper!
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2997.  

Marein Könings 7 days ago 

@Nila: Let us know how it goes!

2998.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 7 days ago 

Oh my goodness, almost to 13k backers!

2999.  

Jenny Sue Hane 7 days ago 

@Marein Oh, wow that is cool!

3000.  

Nila Mu'Hari 7 days ago 

alright: I've just started a three day facebook advert, following geoff's 
research. if it'll work out, i'll extend it until the end of cyan's campaign - and 
now let's head for $777,777 !

3001.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 7 days ago 

@Marein oh how wonderful, I'm glad my SVG was helpful!

3002.  
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Rainer "tachzusamm" Kesselschläger 7 days ago 

@Marein That is great, good job!

3003.  

Horatio 7 days ago 

@Marein @Christina: That looks awesome! Love it.

3004.  

Marein Könings 7 days ago 

I decided to make a simple wallpaper using Christina's logo SVG and 
elements from Salvo's press kit: 
http://marein.org/temp/obductionwallpaper1.png

It should be pretty easy to use on any resolution. Let me know what you 
think!

3005.  

Christopher Burce 7 days ago 

@Lorna: You might want to ad J.B. Lewis's flyer that he made a good number 
of posts back in the conversation on the list that you're keeping track of. I 
think it's a wonderfully made piece of work: 
https://docs.google.com/file/d/0B9D0CYGXYm6DNURXaFRvVHFzQjA/edit… 

I'm going to post it up on the bulletin board at my school and at the parking 
lot stair doors. Wish me luck! :-)

3006.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 7 days ago 

@Horatio: Your welcome, I enjoy it - keep doing lunch :-)
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3007.  

Lorna Hartman 7 days ago 

@Salvo I would be happy to run an ad for you. What are your preferences for 
age range, education and hobbies?

3008.  

Horatio 7 days ago 

@James: Thank you for your work on all of your promo graphics!

3009.  

James Andrew Wodehouse 7 days ago 

Spoiler character warning- Feel free to post 
http://fc02.deviantart.net/fs71/f/2013/307/0/e/obduction_amelia1_by_wodeho
use1-d6sxcpv.jpg

3010.  

TrueStoryGuy 7 days ago 

Going on a few forums I frequent on the net and posting The Verge's article 
about this KS to further spread the word. Hope it helps.

3011.  

NomadMolly 7 days ago 

I'm going to leave some on the main bulletin board at the student union of my 
university 
and then after hours post some in my own department. It's really important 
that no one actually see me post those, lol.
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3012.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 7 days ago 

Christina: are you familiar with the art of Blake Brasher? He lives in 
Cambridge and is doing some extraordinary things on canvas!

3013.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes 7 days ago 

I just put up 3 of my fliers in Central Square of Cambridge MA--a busy 
neighborhood with a lot of nerds like me :) It's surprising how many 
shopkeepers will let you post if you ask nicely!

3014.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 7 days ago 

I brought some of my Lords of Xulima brothers over here :) (feel free to check 
out their KS, they're only asking for 10k. it hits similar levels of nostalgia for 
me as this game does, as I grew up with the Ultima series).

3015.  

Salvo Ludus - Obductee 7 days ago 

Ok so who's paypal do I send ad money to? :)

3016.  

Lorna Hartman 7 days ago 

If this ad does OK, ROI, I'm going to run more.
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3017.  

Talon Edgewater [DROPSY] 7 days ago 

@Linda: the ad idea is a great one. Often, you can purchase an ad for 
around $10. It may only run for a week at that price, but that's great for this 
usage. Reddit comes to mind as perhaps being a good place to buy ad 
space.

3018.  

Stephen Patrick 7 days ago 

I found out about the project through http://www.starryexpanse.com/ who are 
a group of people who are remaking Riven that I have been following for 
quite a while now. Their enthusiasm for what they are doing and the kindness 
offered to them by Cyan are things you don't see much these days. You can 
really see how strongly people feel about the experiences they had and 
enjoyed so much from the series. Good luck again and a big thank you from 
me for giving me places to go and enjoy in such peace and tranquillity.

3019.  

LINDA WOLLETT 7 days ago 

@Carol - ditto that.

3020.  

Carol Woodward on Nov 3 

I just found the piece of script that popped into my head the other day when I 
got "The Call" 
Terence Mann: Ray, people will come Ray. They'll come to Iowa for reasons 
they can't even fathom. They'll turn up your driveway not knowing for sure 
why they're doing it. They'll arrive at your door as innocent as children, 
longing for the past. Of course, we won't mind if you look around, you'll say. 
It's only $20 per person. They'll pass over the money without even thinking 
about it: for it is money they have and peace they lack. 
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0097351/quotes
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3021.  

Carol Woodward on Nov 3 

@ Linda, I think we are all pretty awesome here, I have never been part of 
anything like this before, it is the the most amazing journey.

3022.  

LINDA WOLLETT on Nov 3 

@Carol & James - You're awesome.

3023.  

James Dearing on Nov 3 

If anyone wants it, I have this linking sound from the Riven soundtrack: 
http://ubuntuone.com/3qxaVFnOIhvdKwbLFMRVyg

3024.  

Carol Woodward on Nov 3 

@ Linda, I found this on Youtube, but I am not pc literate, don't know how to 
save it or send it to you so here is the link. 
http://www.youtube.com/watch…

3025.  

Christina 'Riv' Hawkes on Nov 3 

Glad to see coverage from The Mary Sue, I love that site!
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3026.  

Carol Woodward on Nov 3 

@ Linda, I have been through all my soundtracks and can't find the linking 
theme, off to hunt it down.

3027.  

LINDA WOLLETT on Nov 3 

@Marein Könings - yes that's the linking sound I meant

@Ryan & Geoff - I'll help pay for an ad somewhere also.

3028.  

Tai'lahr on Nov 3 

@Criswell, you're right, every drop counts. And, every one could lead to 
more. Like the old shampoo commercial, you tell two friends and they tell two 
friends and they tell two friends... : )

3029.  

Criswell Weatherman on Nov 3 

I am a member of Wild Divine Online, so while in a group meditation, first I 
asked if it was OK to promote a kickstarter project (not wanting to violate 
guidelines, so ask first) and if anyone objected. turns out, I picked up two 
backers that way. It may not be much, but, every drop counts.

3030.  

Qaantar (FC: 1118-0223-4005) on Nov 3 

Wow, very excited for this one! So many "blasts from the past" going on, like 
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7th Guest. I wonder when Roberta Williams is going to show up?

3031.  

Tai'lahr on Nov 3 

Great article by Becky Chambers in The Mary Sue! 
http://www.themarysue.com/obduction-kickstarter/ - Thanks for sharing that, 
Kate.

3032.  

NomadMolly on Nov 3 

wow, what a great write-up. The Mary Sue rocks!

3033.  

Ryan S. Davis on Nov 3 

I'm not on Facebook, but I love that the ad campaign seems to be a decent 
success. Geoff, I'll give you $10 more dollars to run another one on my 
behalf, if you can take paypal. My only suggestion would be to increase the 
median age. I think 20-year old might be less interested, so I'd go with an 
age range of 25-45 or even 50.

3034.  

NomadMolly on Nov 3 

going off to check out The Mary Sue....

3035.  

NomadMolly on Nov 3 

@Kate, woot!!!
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3036.  

kate on Nov 3 

@NomadMolly Just backed. I played and loved MYST all those years ago, 
but I only just heard of the Kickstarter through The Mary Sue.

3037.  

Marein Könings on Nov 3 

@Linda: Which one? http://www.youtube.com/watch…

3038.  

Lorna Hartman on Nov 3 

@Geoff thanks. Everything was the same except I hadn't clicked the Remove 
option for News Feed placement. Thanks much. I'm off and running with a 
new campaign. It will start at 3 p.m. Pacific time. Sleep well.

3039.  

Tai'lahr on Nov 3 

@MfGlisson: yes, here's the link to In-Game Chat's interview: 
http://www.twitch.tv/ingamechat/b/476050041 - Rand's interview begins at 
1:00:00. Enjoy!

3040.  

BigD-Jammin' with the Bolt 420s mon on Nov 3 

@Peggy: Sorry about that. I should have tickled the dog's nose to see what 
games you backed first! I hope they keep PayPal running. For Tex Murphy, it 
was a life saver as they lost a $10K backer after KS closed. I haven't 
crunched the numbers lately but PayPal can bring a few up the total by a fair 
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amount. On Torment, it meant reaching the last stretch goal.

3041.  

LINDA WOLLETT on Nov 3 

@NomadMolly - I heard about Obduction on Dilandau3000's You Tube 
channel (never heard of Kickstarter). He has posted Let's Plays for Myst, 
Riven & Uru and I'm subscribed to his channel. He posted a link to this 
Kickstarter and so I got a notice of his post. 

@Anyone: can we get a copy of the linking sound?

3042.  

Geoff Lingham on Nov 3 

@Lorna: Yes I created the "I Love Obduction Game" fan page on face book, 
but you do not have to link to that. 
It is not necessary to link the ad to a facebook page (see below ***) 
When you create an ad on facebook then you have to create it through your 
personal facebook page for billing purposes. 
On my personal facebook page I click on the gear icon on the top right-hand 
corner and then select the Create Adverts menu option. 
Then I click on Create an Advert button and the Advertise on Facebook page 
is displayed. 
The first field to be entered is "Choose a Facebook destination or enter a 
URL" in which I enter 
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/cyaninc/obduction 
and then press Enter.

The ad is then auto-filled with an image, title and description from the 
Obduction Kickstarter web page. 
Further down the page you can then edit the Headline and the Text to be a 
better ad. 
After that you can change the URL to be "cyan.com" if you want to have a 
shorter, safer-looking URL, and a better converting landing page IMHO. 
*** Click the Remove option on the News Feed ad. 
*** You will not then have to link the ad to a facebook page for news feed 
display (to answer your question). 
That means you will only have the Right Column ad being used (it is ticked). 
Unselect (remove the tick) on the Related Page check box i.e. do *not* show 
social activity about Obduction next to your advert, otherwise it will appear to 
be have only a small number of likes (unless you have a huge number of 
likes on your personal facebook page) and it would appear to be not 
supported very well. 
*** Make sure the Advert Placements has Right Column selected (ticked) and 
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News Feed unselected. 
The other fields below are to select the demographics and interests (gaming) 
of the niche that you want to target. 
The Campaign Name should be changed to be something more meaningful 
to you. 
The Campaign Schedule should be set to "Set a start and end date". 
I found it easier to set the start and end times later after you have created the 
campaign.

I need to hit the sack, it is 4:45AM here in Australia, so I hope that is enough 
to get you up-and-running for now :)

3043.  

Lorna Hartman on Nov 3 

Welcome KC! So glad you're here. Thanks for donating and enjoy the 
community here. Everybody's pretty excited, as you can tell.

3044.  

Mark on Nov 3 

Don't forget the incredible realMyst Trailer: http://www.youtube.com/watch… 
(may contain spoilers)

3045.  

Peggy Youell on Nov 3 

Big-D--I know how Kickstarter collects money (I've backed several projects 
before this)--I just wasn't sure if the PayPal option (which is currently active) 
is something that will continue to exist after this KS campaign ends. If Cyan 
keeps the PayPal contribution option open after this campaign ends 
(successfully!), I will continue to contribute in the coming months.

I think the point that a lot of people have made when they say "I have to wait 
for payday to see what I can contribute" is that they may not have a 
steady/predictable income, so they have to see what they actually have 
before they commit to a pledge.

I'm in a different spot--I know what I have, which is not as much as I would 
like to give, and my budget at this point won't stretch any further than the 
$120 that I've pledged. But down the road, as I earn more in the months to 
come, I could continue to contribute if that's an option. 
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What that could mean to the people on the fence who are saying "I won't 
commit until 'X' is promised," is that if we only meet base goal now, it's 
possible over time to meet stretch goals through PayPal contributions 
continuing. 

I can't be the only person who would be interested in continuing my support 
in the coming months, right?

3046.  

KC on Nov 3 

@NomadM: a new backer here, never heard of Kisckstarter before I spotted 
the following BBC thread, reading the news as part of my routine : 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology-24579804 
Unbelievably my first thought is 'if only I could give them some money...' You 
can guess my excitement on finding out about all of you...and that I actually 
can!

3047.  

MfGlisson on Nov 3 

@Tai'lahr: Do you know if the In Game Chat interview can be listened to after 
the fact?

3048.  

Lorna Hartman on Nov 3 

OK, FB ads are not helpful. It either lets me connect to the I Love Obduction 
page, but doesn't give me any text fields to enter the ad text; or it gives me 
the text fields but insists on connecting it to my own business page. Does 
anyone know FB ads better? This is not working. Thanks.

3049.  

NomadMolly on Nov 3 

@Dimitrios, oh great idea there. It looks like some of our folks have searched 
for Myst related YouTube and other things and have commented about the 
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Kickstarter campaign. We don't want to spam, but if anyone finds a Myst 
related video or site and no one has yet mentioned our campaign, please 
make sure you do.

3050.  

http://www.kickstarter.com/profile/11429377
user
Text-Box
(as of Sunday, 10.11.2013 - 23:41 PM GMT+1 = 15:41 PM MST KI time)15,453 Backers$916,895 pledged of $1,100,000 goal5 days to go    Pledge $1 or more    365 backers    Morale Supporter =============================     Pledge $25 or more    8226 backers    Gimme the Game =============================         Pledge $45 or more    3281 backers    Digital Collector =============================     Pledge $75 or more    2173 backers    Gimme the Box =============================         Pledge $120 or more    628 backers    Show & Tell =============================     Pledge $250 or more    561 backers    Art Collector =============================       Pledge $425 or more    55 backers    Double Disc ============================= NEW REWARD TIER.        Pledge $850 or more    30 backers All gone!    Become the Artist ============================        Pledge $850 or more    20 backers Limited (40 left of 60)    Egg-sibitionist ============================       Pledge $1,100 or more    25 backers All gone!    Become the Strata 3D Artist ============================ NEW REWARD TIER.         Pledge $4,500 or more    3 backers Limited (27 left of 30)    Let's do Launch at Cyan. ============================         Pledge $10,000 or more    4 backers Limited (6 left of 10)    Experience Design at Cyan ============================   
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